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ABSTRACT 
The relationship between the capitalist labour-process and 
consciousness constitutes a major concern for the Social Sciences today. 
This thesis is an inquiry into that relationship in the context-of an 
underdeveloped country, namely Turkey. It explores the mechanisms that 
are at work in a glass manufacturing factory and how these affect the 
nature of the-workers' consciousness. The methods of participant obser- 
vation, questionnaire and interview were utilised to study the structural 
aspects of the factory mode of production, and the workers' views and 
feelings about the labour-process. Utilizing a broad Marxist framework, 
the thesis questions some of the widely held assumptions about the 
degrading influence of the capitalist labour process on the workers. It 
suggests that in the context of underdevelopment, the tendency to 
fragment the workers' consciousness coexists with collectivizing forces. 
The agricultural background of the workers accounts for most of their 
res1stance to capitalist habituation. The management, on the other hand, 
acts as the mediating agent of capitalist norms and values, and is an 
important source of reference for the workers in acquiring new identities. 
One major postulate'is,! that the Turkish workers seek meaning and identity 
in the work situation and are not-privatised. They thus have the 
possibility of transcending the alienating effects of the labour-process 
in the domain of consciousness. The key concepts throughout the thesis 
are control, responsibility and consciousness. The workers do have a 
relatively totalistic conception of the labour process, and to an extent 
exert control over it, yet this does not necessarily mean they have 
control over their lives. Therefore, the thesis argues that job 
consciousness and class consciousness are two separate phenomena, and 
the former does not necessarily lead to the latter. In so far as the 
capitalist labour process precipitates the split existence of the three 
domains of control, responsibility and consciousness, the transformation 
of job consciousness into class consciousness is severely impeded. 
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"The dialectical -method of inquiry is best described as 
research into the manifold ways in which entities are 
internally related. It is a voyage of exploration that has 
the whole world for its object, but a world which is 
conceived of as relationally contained in each of their 
parts. " 
Bertell Ollman 
INTRODUCTION 
In this. thesis, I. am looking at the labour-process in a glassworks 
factory-in Turkey. The purpose has been to investigate the 
relationship between the labour-process and the consciousness of the 
workers. In order to do so, I examined various theories, primarily 
Harx's, theory of the capithlist labour process and, within that 
context, B,. Ollman's. interpretation of Marx on the question of man, his 
work, and the relation between the two. The r6lation between 'time' as 
a capitalist concept and work-discipline is established by 
E. P. Thompson and his analysis provided me with tools that could be 
employed in the Turkish context. Similarly, A. Gouldner's 'unemployed 
selves. ' and 'utilitarian appraisal' concepts gave me framework for an 
analysis of the Turkish workers' newly acquired identities, and the 
nature of managerial ideology in FAB, respectively. The thesis also 
takes. cognisance of material used in other U. e. ', other than Turkish) 
social contexts- Among those I have found most useful and inspiring 
are the various works by T. Nichols and H. Beynon for the British 
context, and H. Braverman and S. Aronowitz for the United States. My 
approach-to these works. and various others cited throughOut the text is 
not critical., but is one of seeking useful theoretical and analytical 
tools whichcan be applied to the Turkish context. By this method, I 
was. able to lay the foundation of a framework with-which T_ could 
analyse the labour-process in the Turkish context and meaningfully 
xeconstruct the everyday reality of life in the factory. L should add 
that there is. no other study in Turkey of a similar nature, which 
burdened the xesearch with the weight of entering-virgin territory. 
This. -research 
is, a theoretically -focussed empirical work, and although 
I- am well aware that-from the findings, of'one factory it is-not 
possible to extrapolate global truths, inferences have been made to 
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more general issues whenever this has seemed appropriate. Therefore, 
throughout the thesis, I am operating at different levels of analysis. 
What I mean by this is as follows: the analysis contains what is unique 
to the FAB factory in particular, and to underdevelopment in general, 
thereby constituting two distinct yet interrelated levels of analysis. 
At the same time, however, I am dealing with more 'universal' issues 
which comprise another level of analysis. Some of these issues are 
lalienationIq variations in the 'definition and scope' of 'concept of 
change', and 'sources of reference', especially for seeking and 
acquiring a new-identity. Thus, the different levels of analysis can 
be summarised as follows: 
1. One factory in particular, 
2. Turkey in particular, 
3. Underdevelopment in general particularity, 
4. Theoretical abstractions - claims to universal truths Cat the 
abstract level). 
The aim of operating at four seemingly distinct yet closely 
interrelated levels. of analysis is to attempt to reconstruct a total 
picture of the-various. mechanisms that have bearing on the workers' 
cons. ciousness.. Furthermore, this method enabled me to substantiate 
some of the theoretical arguments in the concrete situation of FAB and 
Turkey. 
A-variety of research-techniques was- employeq in order to pursue the 
study's. purpose. I-was. at the factory between January and September 
1978; and-for the -first six weeks I worked as a trainee quality 
controller in two different plants. This wax in o-raer'to acquire a 
sense ol-factory work, as well as to make preliminary observations for 
the conduct of the research. The findings of my participant 
observation are entered in a diary, which is, the source of all the 
quotes-*in the text wherever no other source is, xeferred to. A 
ques-tionnaire was. also used,. which-was. -followe'd by an 
in-depth interviev- 
with-a sub. -section of the questionnaire sample. YinallY3 some 
documents provided by the management were also included in the research- 
material. 
The presentation of the -findings of the research is. structured*into two 
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parts. In a sense, each part constitutes a separate entity: in Part I, 
the empirical findings are presented, and in Part II, workers' own 
perceptions and reflections on the labour-process are given, and 
inferences about their consciousness are drawn from these. The 
connection between Parts I and II is that Part I, in providing the 
background information to the objective conditions of the workers, and 
the characteristics of the labour-process, lays the ground for the 
subjective assessment the workers make of the labour-process and their 
relation to it, as. given in Part II. A detailed list of contents has 
been provided, hence here I shall not go into any further detail of the 
contents of each chapter separately. 
In both Part land Part II., some of the everyday-material is. gi-ven in 
detail. This is in order to give the actual feel'of the everyday 
-reality of the workers and managers, as 
it is lived by them. 
Similarly, it is the only way I can make a, -vivid reconstruction of 
these experiences., as I, during my participant obiservation, came to 
know-them. 
In what -follows, I. hope to 
demonstrate that there is. a relationship 
between'the labour-process and consciousness. The -factory studied 
employs. western technology, and both the organis-ation'of work-and 
managerial techniques are analogous to their advanced capitalist 
countarparts- In this. respect, the lab-our-process in the-FAB. factory 
is. -a capitalist labour-process 
(CLP) in its- essentials.. However, it isL 
demonstrated in the thesis that the CLP is-modi. fied because it takes 
place in the context of underdevelopment, and the particular history 
and culture of the Turkish society. Insofar as-. the relationship 
between workers. ' cons. ciousness and the labour-process is concerned, one 
major proposition of this, thesis is, that the divis-iVe nature bf*the CLP 
. doea. "imply a -fragmented'consciousness. Howevex', there 
isxoom Sor 
transloxming s-ome of the separating. fo-rces7 in the CLP'into 
collectivizing -forces by. workers consciouxly-acting upon them. It is 
asserted that the workers are not mere gubjects passivelý-accepting the 
influence of the-CLP. They are historical products as well as dynamic 
beings- each- of whom has. his, /he-r'own uniquenesiK, his, /her'own totality- 
whi. ch-zannot be reduced to an el. ement in an abstract theory*. It is, 
precis-ely thi-s-dynamism that generates-'the interrelationship between 
the li-fe-processes and the consciousness of'the workers, who are both, 
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the object and the subJect of these processes. This- dynamism was what 
I was interested in investigating, not only in its manifestationsi but 
also, in the workers' consciousness of it. 
This brings us to the leitmotif of this thesis. When I started to 
write the thesis in 1979, a piece of news on B. B. C. inspired me with an 
idea that seemed to provide the connecting thread between the CLP and 
consciousness. The news item* stated that the busmen were all out on 
strike be-cause they wanted an official control after the buses were 
repaired. Their reason for wanting this was. that buses which. had been 
sent out after-repaii had proved to be faulty, and they had had to 
suffer the consequencea. 
It seemed that in this piece of news was. conceiled the nature of modern 
civilizations, and also the consciousness of this-nature. ' The key word 
here is 'control'. To be more specific, I want to demonstrate that 
intens. ification of the control, function under'capitalism is -realized', 
not by the desires -and actions of the management alone, but als. o by the 
internalisation and practice of. the same attitudes'on-the part of the 
workera-themselves.. This is clearly expressed'in the above news.. It 
seems that the next issue the strikes. 'will be about is. workers' demand 
-for another 
'controller' to control the worker'who aoes-the. 'official 
controlling' of the repairman. The point is that b-otti. the controllers. 
and the controlled are workers., and furthermore, the demind-for more 
control is. also. made by workers.. The problem'arises.., for*the bus-men' 
because the maintenance andrep4ir workers. presumably do not perform 
their jobs. 'properly'. The implication is- that, the levbl'of' 
'consciousness' that would make one aware- of-the donsequenc-es 0-f doing 
one. 1-s: own job properly or not, is lacking. Therefore, the bus-men' 
demand. more control which-merely-. locates. this, necessary -level of 
cons. -cious-nesa one step further-up the hierarchy. Sbmehov, 'the 
-maintenance and xepair workers will not do their jobs. properly- hut the 
newly-appointed controller will, and moreover. ', this. will solve the 
problem. This. seemsto be the assumption made. ' What happens., in 
e-Efect is: that 'responsibilityl is transferred'to anotfier'level** and 
if one stretches-one's-imagination, these levels. can climb up almost 
*7/311979, Radio 2, B. B. C. news. at 11 a. m. 
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indefinitely. * 
Ideally, the solution to the problem of the bus-men, and to similar 
problems. that arise -for the workers 
in FAB, is that everybody should do 
his job with commitment, and to the best of his ability. This is 
precisely what capitalism (or any other social system) aspires to 
achieve. However, it is precisely the same system that prevents this. 
from happening. In depriving the workers of the 'control' of their own 
labour-power, its- means and products, the CLP forces the workers to 
hand over the 'xesponsibility' for the labour-process. to the 
capitalist, who owns the elements of the labour-process in the first 
place. Avoiding 'responsibility' however acts. agains. t the workers' 
interests, since the managerial solution to 'i. rrespons. ib-le"labourers 
is. intensification of control. Turthermore, the 'need' for more 
'control' is. often internalised by the workers as. in the case of the 
bus. -men'above. 
In conclusion, three concepts, namely 'control', -ý-respons-ibility' and 
'consciousness. ' s-eem to be the key concepts in the relationship between* 
the worker and the labour-process., and they'are used'as connecting 
threads-throughout this-thesis. In what follows, I attempt to 
demonstrate that these three concepts, were the crux of the problems 
expressed'by the workers. and managers alike, 'during my'res6arch in. FAR. 
Yinally, I. hope to show by the end of the thesis Ahat, inasmuch. as FAB 
workers-exerted control'over the labour-process,, they'did not'think it 
to be s. Dlely themanagement's, responsibility and this., to an extent, 
pre-vented the de. 3: relopment of a 'fragmented' consciousness.. 
* This phenomenon is. finite if limited'to the boundaries'of'the 
capitaliat system; infinite-if the indi-vidual! s.. rel4tion to life is 
considered. In the latter case, the ascent can rea6h. 'God', which 
is. an infinite concept itself. By thus referring to a concept like 
'God', 
-man als-o hand& over the responsibility. for'his. own'life to a 
power over and above, himself. 
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CHAPTER I 
rP= rArrrr%DV 
Introduction 
'The body of the factory' can best be described as 'machinery 
organised into a system" and the nature of this 'organisation' is 
determined by the mode of production. A'factory also shows the 
characteristics of the social system in which it is set and contains, 
as a microcosm, the prevalent relations of the wider society. The 
factory. form of industrial production, as uv know it today, is 
historically specific to the development of capitalism. In this 
context it can be said that the factory form of industrial production 
assumes common structure, relations and appearances in all capitalist 
social formations. 
However, this does not mean that the factory as a system of social 
relations is identical in every capitalist formation for, as has been 
said, it also displays the cNaracteristics of the society *and 
locality into which it is integrated. The stage of capitalist 
development, the nature of agricultural and industrial production, 
the history and the culture assign a significance, to a particular 
factory (or to all factories in a particular country) which may not 
hold true for the model factory form of production. 
The, factory form of production in a transitionallunderdeveloped 
economy shows differences to that in a, fully developed capitalist 
economy in terms of its, impact on the society. It can be said that, 
in an advanced capitalist. society, the factory form of production, with 
all its implications, dominates the society, whereas the factory form 
of, production, with all its inter-related aspects, does not dominate 
the whole of transitionallunderdeveloped societies. In fact, it is 
argued in this thesis that the factory is itself dominated by, or 
rather dependent on, other forms of industrial production, i. e., on 
artisan and handicraft types of small. scale production. 
The study, of. a factory in a particular region of Turkey, at a specific 
point in history, will provide an empirical base for the, argument 
1 
outlined above, as well as revealing many other important aspects, 
of the factory form of production in Turkey. An essential-first 
step, before looking at the vorkings of the RAB factory in detail, 
is to briefly consider the geographical and historical circumstances 
surrounding the establishment and setting of FAB. 
ii)TAB Yactory: The Background 
a)*The Locality 
FAB is located about 12km. away from a1arge harbour toun, Province, ý 
, khich is the second largest. town in ! gukurova, with its population of 
half a million. qukurova, in the Mediterranean, region of Turkey, 
2 
is 
one of the-most -fertile areas 
in the country and this, combined with 
its coastal, access-, may go some-way to explaining why it experienced 
the impact of western capitalism earlier than. any other region in 
Ottoman Turkey. 3 The. region has natural boun daries'. drawn by the 
Taurous mountains and the Mediterranean coast. The only pass through 
the, mountAins. (first discovered by Caesar the Great) links qukurova 
with the Anatolian peninsular. 
The intrusion of the British in the 1850's.,. to expand cotton production 
and. establish plantations, marks the-first introduction of capitalist 
relations-to the region. Yrom this time the British tried'to introduce 
a, rail network to gukurava and were eventually successful in this by 
1883., 4 thus. enabling the transport of cotton. from-the region to the 
barbour. In-. 1906 the,,, railway company, set'up by,. the British was bought 
out by the Germans. -Aio continued to expand the system4, in,. 1908 the 
xailway, line in ! gukurova vas officiAlly linked'with. tbe. famous Baghdad, 
railroad. Vhile the Cerman imperialists thus gained'access-to the, ' 
Hediterranean coast, the ! gukurova region,, and Ottoman Anatolia in , 
general., experienced the. replacement of feudal production'relations. 
with those of-capitalist cash relations. 
Since tbe. arrival of the British, gukurova has beeh*a. vast cotton field 
and-this, to, a great extent, has determined', the-region's subsequent 
-development. Between 407. and 60% of-the cotion'production, 'of the--, 
Ottoman Fhpire, during the second half of'the-ninet6ehth century., was 
exported from, qukurova and 1968 figures show that-the region is, still 
2 
the major centre for cotton production and export in Turkey. 
5 
The 
harbour access of the region, was, of course, of significant value in- 
making it such a centre. 
Indeed, the development of Province harbour can be seen to follow 
closely the phases of development of capitalism in Turkey generally *6 
The harbour's development can be divided into three stages: theýfirst 
was when use of the harbour was encouraged in the 1890's, tying in with 
the development of a transport network in the area by Britain and 
Germany described above. In the second stage, around 1953, the harbour 
was partially modernised to meet the refreshed needs of capitalist 
development in Turkey. This stage coincides with the second 'take-off' 
of Turkish capitalism generally, with the backing for this being provided 
by the Marshall Aid Programme. The third stage, -uhich made Province 
harbour the second largest in Turkey after Istanbul, 
7 involved the 
. complete reconstruction of the harbour 
in the period around 1969, in a 
time in which the development of capitalism in Turkey was gaining new 
8 impetus. 
Aside-from being the most important cotton producer., §Ukurova is also 
the. main source of. fo6d in Turkey and this is. -reflected 
in the fact 
that 57.5% of its. working population are O-mployed'in-agriculture. The 
, distinguishing feature of industry in the region is its heavy dependence 
on agriculture and, thus, industrial production is. mainly concerned with 
textiles. and oil extractions, although-in recent ydairs. consumer'goods 
9 industries-have also developed. 
The rapid industrialisation the region is currently experiencing make 
it -a source of both seasonal and permanent employment,, -consequently 
. many'peoole, 'esoecially the peaýants_freed of land 
in Eastern Anatolia, 
come, to seek jobs in Province and qukurova generally. The-traditional 
seasonal migration. from the Taurous mountainsýdown'to-the plains, when* 
whole-vi-llages-'3-from a child of six to a grandmother'of sixty-I travel 
to look for work, especially on the cotton plantations, has, givenýrisea 
to-many legends. and-formed'the subject of'sevdral-Turkish literary 
c, lass. i--.. S., e. g., -*Memet; -My Hawk by Yashar'Kemil. The hardships these 
people suffer during their journey, the scorching heat of the 
. Nediterranean sun, the mosquitoes with the-Attendant xisk, bf malaria, 
. and. the xuthless-. conditions, they experience 6n'arrival,. vorking hours 
-from'dawn to sun-set. ', 'wages below subsis. tence level, have provided the 
3 
material-for many works of art, poetry and, especially, films. The key 
theme in the cultural tributes to these people is their heroism,., they-..., -, - 
are a people apart 'Who have emerged from their sufferings as brave, and,, 
-,,,, 
reliable. (See alse, the qukurova types, below, as''caricatured in 
Girgir, a Turkish weekly comic magazine) 
The. constant immigration int o the region has given iti population a 
unique, composition: 'Turks', 'Kurds' and 'Arabs'-co-exist vhile 
-retaining some of their own ethnic and religious characteristics , 
and,,, 
although. actual-manifestation's of unrest occur only occasionally, the 
inter--group hostility gives rise. to an ever-present but concealed 
uneasiness. It is these immigrants who provide the cheap labour for the 
already existing industries of the region-and, in turn,.. reinforce the'' 
process of*industrialisation. 
It was the plentifiLl labour available in the area ýýhich was Ia prime 
consideration in. the. location of FAB in Province. Another important 
-reason 
for its. siting was the closeness of the harbour"and the 
consequentý_reduction of costs. In addition there are certain parts of 
the ; ukurova-region which are prioHty areas. for investment. Throughout 
the history of the-Republic, the relative backwardness of East and South 
Eastern Anatolia-, has__been'a'maj'or-cause of concern for,. state-planners, 
uho attempted to. deal with'tbe problem by the use, bf economic incentives, 
graded_'accorýing to' priority level, combined vith. -restrictions on the 10 Y 
more popular sites'. for industrial development. YAB was thus able to 
take-, advantage of these incentives'whileýthe location was still 
sI ufficiently attýactive to per'suade, higher'grade personnel to live there. 
The overwhelming disadvantage of the location of FAB is the'verý hot 
Mediterranean climate. %ile'this does'not affect the actual production 
process., -it 
is of great'importance to the 'working conditions of'the 
employees, This is. especially true in the summer*when'the heat outside 
the-factory-bombined vith'the heat_generited'by the. furnaces and 
nevly-made glass insi-de together-produce, ýonditions''vhich are'unbearabI6, ""' 
botft"phy'sically', and psychologically' -for*the worker6. "Sweat pours ov I er' 
thei-r bodies. 'and blinds their eyes, resulting in workers suffering-. from 
dizzines6, and-fainting and many types of'-fungal, diseases'Of'the skin. 
These irritating-and uncomfortable conditions-lead to-high. levels of 
absenteeism, particularly in the summer'months., and thus-form a problem 
. for-management; yet climate was never a major . consideration in the 
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choice of location of FAB. 
This aspect of the working conditions at FAB, of uhi-ch more will be 
described later, shows that it does not have to-be'assumed a priori 
that capitalism's drive to make profit pushes forward at whatever human 
cost, this is revealed in what can actually-be'seen, such as in the 
case of FAB. It is ironic that no consideration is given by the company 
to the fact that the hundreds of individuals who work at FAB have to 
endure these conditions when why they are working is precisely to 
provide the means to make their lives more bearable and comfortable'. 
Human well-being does not enter cost calculations'and, there-fore, does 
not directly affect profit. rates-. Thus climate-vag--not . -a priority in 
choosing the location o_fYAB whereas closeness: to a reserve army of 
-unemployed people and a harbour., economic incentives*and attractiveness 
to higher grade personnel: --were_priorities. 
The priorities. operating in the location'of*YAB. suDport the description 
of a-factorY-as--capital put to work. in certain fpms. U*. g., tools, 9 
machinery amon' other inputs, to buildingsl, consuming human labour 9 
produce profit rather than as a group of men'organising the necessary 
elements-into a whole, to produce, 'in order to satisfy their needs. In 
other words, the organis-ation'of factors. of'prodUction in the factory 
foxmý as: it is-. seeh here, is based on . the profit motive and does. 'not 
take account of the immddiate needs-of'the labourers. Had the'purpose 
of'producti, on'been-. anything else but profits, certainly one of the 
prime considerations. would be'the'wdll-beiiig of'hundreds. of workers-who 
would undertake the production. 
-bYýhe- -Economit--Base 
When'thred provincial merchants-decided'to invest in the glass--Works 
industry their aim was. to make guch-profit. At the time of their 
initial inves. tment, 1965_3 there was. only one potential indigenous. 
siller of the neces. sary technology, the Holding'. Company of'the Turkish- 
Bottle and dlass-Industry. The glass manufacturing sites'of, *the Holding 
Company, some of-*tbem. among the oldest iitelsnin the country, did not use 
the-mo'st up to date technology available. However' this. was, not a major J 
-fa'ctor'in the merchant's- choice to buy their technology, for'the 
proposed-TAB. factory., abroad Urom-the Belgian firmý Graverbel). - The 
two main purposes'in this importation'of technology seem'to have been,,, 
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firstly, to break the monopoly power of the Holding Co. and, secondly, 
to obtain the credits provided by the State for the use of modern 
technology. 
The merchants' original intention was to produce sheet glass only, 
therefore the project was prepared accordingly. Every such project is 
subject to control by the State Planning organization (-SPO), in order 
to obtain aneTncouragement certificate -Jiich then entitles the 
entrepreneurs to state credits. During the 1966-1969 period, the 
Justice Party was in government, and its pro-Islamic religious-wing 
had control over SPO. This caused an imposition of'adding a bottle 
plant to the original project. -SPO wanted the new'company to 
be a 
serious rival to the TBGI' Holding Co. This- was explained by one of the 
top executives of the Holding Co. 
_as 
attempts. to 'help the Muslim 
brothers. ' Uoe., the three provincial merchants) against the Holding 
Co. executive, -many of whom were 
known to be Masons. Hence SPO, by 
insisting on the es. tablishment. of. a bottle-plant together with-the 
sheet7Zlass-plant aimed at breaking the monopoly of the Holding Co. 
since the latter was then most competent in the production of bottles-. 
(Then, the Holding Co. only-owned one sbeet--glas-s factory in Istanbul. ) 
The-merchants-s-tarted their business with-. a capital of 10 million 
Turkish Lira (_El = 50 T. L. at 1978 exchange xate)'. and the actual 
constructi-on'of the-factory, took place betwen 19-70 and 19-73. In April 
19-73,, the beginning of'production vas. marked by. a cerembn' at which. a y 
woman worker started the-first fire in the furnace bf'the sheet glass 
. -factory --the furnace was then named after her. The ceremony saw a 
gathering of tired but happy people united by th6ir satis. faction in 
having completed a job success. fully and by their excitement. and 
, apprehension at seeing how the results-of their laboar would bear-fruit. 
Regardles. s_. of rank-or'class., everyone was joined'by their joy. at having 
completed a difficult task-together. These feelings. still -figure 
strongly in the-memories, of many. 
Indeed, the -Aiole set-up period is.. -very significant in the-memories. of 
those, WOrke-rs... and managers- alike., 'who have been working at FAB-since 
that time, It is an interesting feature of 'industrialising' 
-underdevelopea-capitalist societies that it is. common'to find many 
individuals. working for a. firm who have worked there since 'the first 
loundation stone was -laid', that is, there is-a continuity in the human 11 
source. These people possess, a knowledge of the totality of the 
6 
production process irrespective of their specific jobs. More 
significantly, these people, at least in the case of the FAB factory, 
are very much aware of their participation in, and contribution to, 
industrialisation. To illustrate by comparison: a worker in England 
when seeking a job in industry finds industry already established, 
whereas the equivalent young: man in Turkey. is likely to experience Ubat 
it is to establish that industry 'with his bare hands'. It is 
sufficient to just hear a batch preparation operator who explains why 
he is happy with his job in FAB: 
"I am very happy (with my job) Thank God: a human needs to 
work. Previously I. was a mine-vorker, so I. have, done-hard... 
work. Therefore, here, I find it easier, _--Theý-joy-. in--having 
worked during the -set-up: - -to -hav4f- -niad(F--dVfdrythi-rfg-witlv, -my- 
hands -- and -Een *open -it td-productibri-ig-=scirffo-ttfirig -different! " 
(14v emphas-i-s-3 
This aspect ofunderdeveloped countries, when examined within the 
context of Turkish society specifically_, has a historical base with 
-0iich-it inter-relates and which still influencesý the men and women 
of Turkey in the 19-70's, particularly in their conception of industry., 
_ 
work and -development. This point 
is of great importance as it had many 
implications--for the-formation of working class. consciouiness, which 
will be drawn out later in this thesis,, and the historical background 
to it is,, there-fore, outlined here. 
The Turkish Republic, heir to the Ottoman Empire, vas. declared in 
12 
Octobzr -1923. This 
date also marks. the completion'of'the change in 
relations. between Turkey. and European imperialism, for it vas. in this 
year that the vir of independence, which-vas-vaged since 1919-, was von. 
That this-war was-'anti-imperialist' in nature was. s. tated'by the leader 
13 himself, Mustafa Kemal AtatUrk in his- 'great speedh-' However., the 
economic policies pursued'Iri the-Republic's. -ruling elite 6annot'be 
Aes. crib, ed as-. anti-capitalist. The Republic introduced-reform measures. 
to 13xing about 'Westernisation' and the-following attempts. at 
development ran parallel with endeavours at 'nation-building'.,. as. tbe 
14 
s, chool of Mbdernisation Theories would call. it. Essential to the 
Kemalist ideology in the early years of the-Republic vab. the creation 
of a 'national identity' as. 'Turks. '. The model of'development to bring 
Turkey-to 'the level of the Westý was seen as. capitalism; In the 
absence o-f-an entrepreneurial class,, however, the State had to take'on 
the task of the creation of. a national bourgeoisie to perform-this. 
function'and, in the--meantime, to undertake this. -iole 
itself. 
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The establishment of the Turkish Labour Bank (TLB) by the then ruling 
People's Republican Party (PRP) was part of the programme for funding 
such entrepreneurial activities. TLB is the largest national quasi- 
private bank in Turkey and the largest shareholder in this bank is a. 
Trust Fund o-f its employees, owning 34% of the shares-. The remaining 
shares are distributed as -follows: 
28% Atatilrk shares 
26% Public shares (over 5000 persons) 
12% National TreýOury shares* 
The-AtatUrk shares are. represented by the PIRP, -'and the earnings on 
these shares go to tvo State institutions, namely, Turkish Institute of 
History (-TTK).,, and Turkish Institute of Language (ZDK). * These, 'as 
given above, are thus the distribution of the shares of the TLB. 
TLB is in turn, the largest shareholder of'the Turkish Bottleand Glass. 
Industry Holding. Co. (-TBGI), such that TLB owns, 136% of the'latter's 
shares.. 6% of*the-rem4ining shares are owned by its (ZI: B-'s) Trust 
-Foundation of 
its employees, and 8%. are owned by'the Public. 
The Holding Co. stood as a rival to. FAB until 1976', in which year, by 
-manipulation of-'the market mechanisms described beloF-,. fhe Holding Co. 
-managed to gain ownership of7AB. Thus, only-after'the change of 
ownership the TLB-together Vith the TBGT--. assumed control, over 42% of* 
-all the shares. of, FAR. Following the take-over, the distribution of 
ghares- was. thus-. 
--S)IiAreholder --%---of "shares. owned 
Turkish- labour Bank CTLB) 30 
Turkish Bottle & Glass-Industry 
11olding Xo. 12 
Turkish-Construction and Credit 
Bank UCCB) 20 - 
International Finance Corporation'(I. FCI 6.5- 
BSN (. French firm)** 6.5- 
Turkish Trade Bank CTTB) 2.5 
General Public fluctuates 
These shares. were initially owned by themother-Belgian firm,, -- 
_. 
Graverbel-s which- were later'boujht. by the Fren6h. '-firm BSN. 
* All these figures-are obtained fromthe management of'the Holding Co., 
they-were also published in TercOman Ca Turkish-daily) on 3rd April, 1979. 
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Notice that, the TLB and the Holding Co. together own 42% of the shares 
in FAB, which make them the largest single shareholder (remember that 
the TLB owns the largest shares of the Holding Co. itself), which means 
that they have, iný-effect, hegemony with regard to decision making about 
the running of FAB. That this is so, can be seen from an examination of 
the composition of the then (immediately after the change of ownership) 
executive body of FAB: 
Number of representatives 
Shareholders in the Executive 
TLB 4 
TCCB 2 
Private Sector 1 
Foreiýn Representation 1 
*-, There were 2 representatives of IFC initically, but 
after Graverbel changed hands, these two seats vere left 
open. 
The key fact to be drawn out from the above is that the TLB is, the 
largest shareholder in FAR, and is itself controlled by'the Union of 
its. employees (as the largest shareholder'by 34%). This-means that one 
set of employees fthe TLB employees) is organised such that it indulges 
in capitalist enterprises (, shareholding in the TRGI-Holding Co. 's sites), 
as a result of which they take a share in the profits- made-from-the 
labour of all the employees of the p*lants, of the Holding Co. This is 
explicable in the Turkish context by reference t6what was explained' 
earlier about the 'nation-building' attempts of the Etatist** policies. 
of indus. trialisation. That is to say, it can'be explained'in terms of 
the aim of providing-for primitive capital accumulation. 
-'Change -of ownership 
The Holding jCo. was and still is. the largest manufacturer of glass in 
Turkey-and has-, a monopoly-of'internal sales of'glass, in the country 
which. it operates'through-a network of distributive ýgents. Thes6 
agents:. guar, antee not to sell glass except that made available from the 
Holding Co. In return, the Holding Co. 'guarantees*that it will supply 
a sufficient-amount of glass to meet*the demands-of these agents-. The 
action of the Holding Co. when YAB- started producing sheet gla'ss arid 
'Etatism' = Statism: in Turkish. literature, the term 'Etatism' is 
used, which-. derives:. from the French. 
9 
bottles is an interesting example of the utilisation of this agency 
system to control the market further. The Holding Co. reduced its 
prices by 207. and throughout Turkey glass was sold. at this lower fixed 
price zate. At the'same time, 'doing everything possible and utilising 
every possible source. .., 
16 
glass was stockpiled to meet the possible 
-future demand. from the interhal market. Under such pressure, it was not 
long before the provincial merchants gave in and negotiations with the 
Holding Co. were begun. By the summer of 19.76,. after only three years 
of production, -FAB was 
in the hands of the Holding Co. whose monopoly 
was thusable to continue. 
The timing of the take-ove-r was perfect as the workers,. were demoralised 
-after an-unsuccessful strike which had-failed'to. make any significant 
. difference to the. ýollective bargaining contract offered to the union 
before the action. The-union, havingaccepted'the offer, were bound by 
it 
-for two years -and thus the Holding Co. 
'had no such headaches as wage 
demands. and strikes looming in the near. future. * 
It is. worth pausing here to consider the implications of the"change of 
ownership'-for the workers. Change of oumership exhibits the mode of 
opeLration of the, capitalist system, and its implications. are significant 
-for the workers when'they are tegarded not. merely as wage labourers but 
as-human beings. Noticie the sentence 'doing everýthing possible-and 
-utilising every-possible source we kept the gtocks-full'. In times' 
like this,. foran industrial enterprise there is no q'uick. way of 
increasing production vhich-. does-not-rely on human sources. In order, 
therefore, to achieve the excess production target6. to. fill the stocks_, 
the Holding. Co. 's-management-forted'the vorkers, on'its. many sites. to 
wark. harder in order to produce more. ' This.,. for'the'iiorkeiý.. means, -more 
work in less time-unae-r higher levels of'stress.. It-means cancelling 
4plidays, -reducing sick allowances and, generdlly,, -a-much stricter 
implementation of the-rules-, and. regulations-of'-factory-discipline. 
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Thus, the Holding-Co. 's-desire to break its. potential rival resulted 
in thousands. of workers. in the Company's. many sites'working under such 
-di. ff ic! 41t conditions. Yet those workers-did not kn6wý let alone give 
their. consent to the. use of their labour tolorce-another'-firm-into 
bankruptcy. There are, of course, 'the jobs ottheXABýwarke-r6. to be 
-remembered. These vere. at stake throughout the period'of-rivalry. and 
were not safe (relatively speaking) until the Holding Co. . actually 
bought out-FAB. It is. not uncommon'in Turkey'for'sites'to be closed 
10 
down after such inter-company disputes. 
What all this means is that while the workers of the Holding Co. were 
working long and hard to increase production, which is bad enough in 
itself, they were also working against the interests of another group of 
workers., i. e., those of FAB. Both groups of workers were only working 
to earn a living for themselves and their families and hAd no notion of 
what other ends their labour was being used to obtain., that is, they had 
no control over their own labour power and what-resulted -from-it. 
The 
decisions about such results are taklan'by capital owners. -w[iose iim'is to 
mak6 increasing levels of profit and, in the case of the Holding Co.., 
protecting their monopoly power over the glass industry was essential to 
this. 
. Another point to be-made here 
is. that the two groups. of workers, those 
of the Holding Co. -and those of-FAB, were not related'to each other via 
human ýcommunication but through market'mechanisms, i. e_', through-the 
goods: they-produce And the production'-relations-they'enter into thereby. 
This, r- think, exempli-fies what Marx meant by 'commodity fetishism'... 
18 
whereby--relatiDns. between men and women under capitalism-are not 
relations_between-peýople but relations- betveen'things. This-is. an 
exemplification of"commodity-fetishism' because, 'as. Marx asserts.,, the 
commodity, being the production_of'alienated labour, be66m6s. *an entity, 
and exerts. -a -foLrce on the producer. The 
labourer' Cits. immediate 
producer) ---for the-reasons of not'owning his. prodUct in the first 
place, and neither having control'over its eirculation'and. consumption' 
onceýit is-produced -can only relate to his. product through-the market. 
In our. case, what happened to the YAB workers. -- Cor *vhat was. -a possibility 
but-did not'happen) is a result of'this. The Holding Co. workers, 'by 
producing excess-glass-over a certain period"of'time., 'helped'the company 
in its. attempts. to bankrupt-FAB, therefore, alsD aided the threat to the 
YAB. workers- jobs. The indirect -relationship through. the matket -forces, 
(through-the Zlass, -. the, commodity - produced) constituted the only 
xelation between the two. groups of workers. David Caute's: des&ription 
of -!, -commodity-fetishism', although somewhat simplistic, blucidates, the 
point neatly. lie des. cribes. what Marx meant by it as. 'man-made objects 
becoming-ali, en. and. hostile to their creators, h,., 
18a 
which-l-think- 
11 
underlines the nature of the relation between the two groups of workers 
in this case, caused by the 'commodity fetishism'. 
iii) FAB Factory: Descriýtion of the Site 
The journey to the site from Province takes around 25 minutes on the bus. 
The road from the main gate leads first to the Admin block. This gate 
is protected by one or two guards with pistols in their belts. An 
identity card has to be produced to gain entry. If you are a visitor, 
the porter rings the person with whom you have an appointment to ensure 
that your request for entry is valid. This only applies if you are 
wanting to see someone working in the Admin block or a site manager, 
otherwise you have to undergo a similar procedure at the workers' 
entrance on the north side of the site. 
The car park is orderly and there are a few patches of flowers scattered 
around. The windows of the Admin block, facing the dual-carriageway 
between Province and the other large town of qukurova, are made of a 
tawny coloured glass for protection against the scorching Mediterranean 
sun. The first impression as you enter the Admin block is that it is 
cool and quiet. The beautiful examples of Turkish ceramics ornamenting 
the walls and the big colt's foot plants dotted in the corners idd to 
the general atmosphere of a well-cared for environment. Only as you 
come close to the far side of the Admin block can you hear a distant 
humming sound. It is this noise which makes you aware that this modern 
building is located on a factory site. 
In the Redfearn National Glass handbook it is gaid that: 
"Although techniques for making glass have steadily improved 
and become more efficient the actual materials of which glass 
is made have remained the same. "19 
The FAB introductory brochure gives these materials as sand, cullet 
(i. e., clean broken glass), soda ash, limestone, coal sulphate, dolomite 
and various other minor additives. Glass is created by the blending and 
melting of these materials at around 1500 0 C. in blast-furnaces. 
FAB owns a mine where quartz is extracted. Soda was, until recently, 
ý, ý'imported., The Turkish Labour Bank then invested in the soda industry, 
using Polish technology and know-how, and a soda-making factory was 
12 
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established. a -few kilometres south of FAB. Today this industry supplies 
the soda for all the glass producing plants of the Holding Co. Indeed, 
the glass industry is self-sufficient, in that the essential raw 
materials, and semi-manufactured goods are all available in Turkey, with 
only a Sew of the special additives having to be imported. 
The physical -appearance of the site can best be conceived of as a, 
network of buildings connected by, a usually one-way, 11ow of conveyor 
belts, pipes.. and zodds, with the flow from one building into another 
. following the o-rder, 'of the production process. The tuo production plants-. 1 
Are. central to this network: The Bottle and Industrial Containers factory 
(-BIC). and the Sheet Glass-factory (SG). The-remaining buildings and 
-facilities -are complementary and auxiliary to the main production process. 
That this. is so is-reflected in the location pattern shown on the map. 
Quartz ore-from, FAB-'s-mine at Ovacik is carried'in lorries-to the 
-factory where 
it is subjected to-various treatments in the Sand 
Preparation-Unit (. 3). * Yloatation is the technical term. for the 
preparation of sand-for the Batch: a-floating technique is. -used'to clear 
sand. 6fl-unuanted substances, e. g., aluminium. The purified quartz is 
then. carxied. on Conveyor belts to the Batch Preparation Unit In 
this. plant thecleandd sand-undergoes. 'more chemical processes to-increase 
its. purity. and is then mixed with the other. ', previously mentioned, raw 
materials. Mien the Batch-leaves tbis.. unit it is. -ready to 
be fed into 
the-furnaces, -from-belts, 
located-at the-roof-4evel of the factories.. 
The BIC has tuo. furnaces, one for ihite-flint, the other. for'coloured 
_glass, utereas. 
the SG has only one. The-melting capacities. of the BIC 
-furnaces are 
180,000kg7day and 120,0001ýglday -for'the uhite -flint and 
-coloured-glass -furnaces, -respectively. The capactiy of the . 
1o'G-factory is. 
300,000kglday. The Batch. P-reparation. Unit has to-Continuously meet this 
. daily xeqpirement. 
The i.; ork of -, 
Units. 10,11,12,13 and 14 on the -map is -also -directed 
towards. the-main production process as-these departments pravide the 
-requirp-d'inputs-for'the running_of the b1ast-tfurnaces.. Liquid petroleum- 
gas is pumped into the-furnaces -Jierb it is burnt to, generAte the 
xequired'temperature of_1500 0 C. Pipes-. carry vater from the 6ooling touvr 
to the-furnaces. to cool their outer'umlls vith the help. of. six Lumpýs _p 
Numbers in bracketg. refer to the numbers in the plan of*the site 
. attached'. 
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located beneath the Water Tank and Compressor Unit. There are four 
compressors in this Unit which provide pressurised air to be pumped to 
the BIC. The air initially leaves the compressors at 150 0 C. and is 
cooled down to 50 0 C. before being sent to the BIC. This Unit also 
produces the vapour used to create the nedessary humid atmosphere to 
prevent glass from cracking. Again within this set of Units, attached 
to the fuel oil tanks, is a system for freeing water of lime, unless 
this is done lime layers form in the various tanks and boilers on the 
site. 
The Woodwork Units and Workshops (7 and 8) make a more indirect 
contribution to the manufacturing process which I have, therefore, 
termed as 'complementary' above. In the Woodworks the process of making 
wooden boxes and pallets begins with the log. Logs are first cut into 
sheets, which are then fed into another machine, where they are further 
cut to the desired proportions. At the end of this process are the 
container-makers who nail the various wooden parts together to form 
pallets or boxes. These wooden containers are mainly supplied to the 
SG and especially used in the export of layers of glass which are laid 
in the containers with some sawdust and wood shavings between them to 
provide very secure packing. Unit 8 includes four workshops: Mould 
Production, Mechanical, and General Repair and Maintenance, Building 
Maintenance and Transport Maintenance. The Mould Production workshop is 
probably the only one of these requiring further explanation. Blocks of 
imported steel are carved into the shapes wanted for bottles and 
containers, the design of these shapes also being a responsibility of 
this workshop. 
FAB is highly self-contained and has the whole manufacturing process, 
from quartz extTaction to packing and marketing, as well as the 
production of intermediary goods, like containers and moulds, within its 
immediate control and does not need to have recourse to contracting 
firms or any other outside bodies. 
FAB also tries to meet some of the needs of its wo-tkers on site; the 
social utilities therefore include catering services, changing rooms 
and showers, a small sick bay, a union office, a small co-operative 
shop and a lorry drivers' rest room. 
The Admin block is P-xclusive to management, apart from the tea men and 
14 
the office orderlies, 
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the latter perform personal services for the 
office staff as well as carrying messages and doing the cleaning. Its 
exclusivity is reflected in its location; as has been explained, it 
faces the road outside and has its back to the site. Its isolation 
from the main works is maintained by checks on who enters among other 
rules and regulations. Its modein and distinguished 10OR3 separate it 
from the rest of the site which is, in comparison, disorganised, untidy, 
dirty, dusty and noisy; the only high-pitched sounds in the Admin block 
are those of the telephones ringing. Offices are smartly decorated, 
well lit and comfortable. It can be seen that the comfort of those who 
work here has been a consideration in its design unlike the rest of the 
site where the concept of comfort in design features nowhere. 
It is on this site that glass is produced: flat glass of di * 
fferent sizes 
and thicknesses, for windows, greenhouses and displays; bottles and jars, 
big and small, necks wide and narrow, for raki, * beer, jam and medicine. 
The three furnaces make this glass; furnaces whose chimneys are 
constantly smoking and which must never be allowed to cool down. These 
furnaces are the symbol that the factory is alive and represent the 
sweat, tears, effort and energy which goes into keeping the factory 
that way. 
All the work done in FAB has only one aim: to produce glass of the 
desired quality and quantity at the required time. There are many tasks 
involved in the fulfilment of this aim and to accomplish these a wide 
range of skills, tools and machinery need to be used. From the cleaner 
to the General Director, everyone in FAB expends their physical and 
mental powers so that glass can be produced, sold and profit made. 
However, the amount and character of the labour: ýexpended, as well as the 
entitlements and benefits accrued in return, varies tremendously. The 
social system that FAB is an integral part of has determined this in 
advance. This differentiation, which operates to the advantage of the 
managers and the disadvantage of the workers, creates friction among the 
individuals who work under the one roof of the factory. The position of 
each individual in the production process, regardless of whether it is 
one of worker or manager, is of significance as a source of that friction. 
The very design and flow of the work carried out in the factory creates 
National Turkish drink -a double distilled spirit made of grapes 
with aniseed added. 
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Molten glass is fed into a machine 
where it is automatically blown. 
Raw materials are auto- Bottles are made in two stages. 
Matically mixed and fed into First a parison shape is blown. Bottles are inspected 
the furnace where they are This is transferred to a second and despatched for 
heated and fused at over mould in which the bottle is subsequent filling, 
15000C. blown to its final form. capping and labelling. 
ummmmmmm=m 
Ml- 
a 
----- --- ý- I-- u 
Glass Melting Furnace 
Annealing lehr in which bottles are reheated and 
gradually cooled to remove stresses. 
Wide mouth containers are made by the press and blow process: - 
The press 
and blow 
process rn 1 
! is 
.3 Scoops direct the gob to A plunger presses the In this way the roughly- the mould. molten glass into the shaped container (the 
blank mould. parison) and its neck-ring 
are formed at the same t[ 
C 
45M6 7-1 
The parison is now - and placed in the blow Compressed air is forced Released from the 
inverted - mould. into the parison, forming mould, the jar travels to 
the jar. the lehr. 
Narrow mouth containers are made by the blow-blow process: - 
The 
blow-blow 
process 3 Scoops direct the gob to Air pressure forces the Now air pressure from 
the mould. molten glass down into the below forms the roughly 
blank mould and forms a shaped bottle (the parison). 
ring finish (e. g. the screw 
thread at the mouth of 
the bottle). 
45 60 7 
The parison is inverted, In the blow mould, - and the shape of the 
Released from the blow 
and placed in the blow compressed air is forced bottle is formed. mould, the bottle travels 
mould. into the parison - to the 
lehr. 
more possibilities -for disharmony than harmony. That this 
is so can 
only be truly understood vfien the full analysis. of the workings of 
YAB-is-complete. 
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COMPOSITION OF THE IABOUR-mFORCE 
It is-a widely held assumption that factories.. are the potential sites 
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vber6in the working class. develops a collective c-onsciousness. The 
morkers'- identical situation with-respect to'Capital and their similar 
experiences. of vorking. conditions are thought to-cause the development 
of this., collective-consciousness. Mether. or'not this is. the case in 
the YAB--factory will be discussed in the last section of this thesis. 
Mat is-important to note here is that vorkers.. come to azertain 
. factory site, with different work 
backgrounds.. and. from: different ways of 
life. Especially inan underdeveloped country -like Turkey, the 
-discrepancies between people in their previous. employment experiences 
can be-as wide-ranging and as significant as. the differences'pertaining 
to thei-r. zlass. origins.. 
In this se-ction. FAB uorkers. vill be presented'by their demographic 
-ch, arActeristics.,. c-lass. nrigins, xurallurban backgrounds, previous 
employment, education and training, incomes.. and.. houSing. and living 
conditions. These, are important characteris. tics, ', of-the labour-force 
because they explain some. of the differ6n6es. 'in the iqay. workers. exper 
iende their-present jobs even though they'are 'all in the same boat'. 
i), Demographic Characteristics 
In 19-78 women -formed a -very small- proporiion'of 
'. all workers in FAB; 
the-re-are. thus only six women in my sample bf-a hundred and one workers. 
It is. said that only-four typesof-ijobs are-conside-red'suitable for 
vomen: process--contro-1, quality control, ' secretarial, -and of course 
those tasks. 
-generally associated with women'--cooking-and cleaning. 
AppLarently_, In -1973 there vere more . women'vorkers than there are now, 
. and-the physically Aemanaing conditions. of the glass industry are held 
-responsible both-. for the fall in numbers, ýand the current low'proportion 
of. 'women. Howevdr''the-difficult -conditions of_heavy industry are not 
the only-reason why the numbers. of'women were reduced. Management 
believes. that a. warkforce with z-rural background. are not. able to work 
with women under'the same roof. As one of them said_j "Those peasants 
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have never even seen a voman by their sides and so they couldn't of 
course cope with imrking together. They just don't have the right 
manners. " 
During the initial stage of the factory's establishment there were many 
incidents of jealousy, assaults on women, either verbally or physically, 
and fights among men over women, even a stabbing occurred. The rumours 
that some of the secretaries sleep with the managers are still heard and 
these-contradict tremendously the strict moral. rules about men and Wmen 
-which the ex-peasant workers have brought with them to the site and are 
still sensitive about. All in all, the presence of women was just too 
much-for many of the male vorkers to take. Therefore, the management 
-found 
it visest to employ the minimum number of vomen, preferably in 
those posts. uhich -require them to vork 
in isolation from the rest of the 
Iabour-_barce. Women-are indispensiblefor those tasks -Ubere the 
delicate handling of glass is. required, so the majority of female 
workers-are now employed in quality control, -followed by packing, then 
process-control. 
-An -unwitten -rule of -management employment policy 
is that applicants -for 
a job. should not. be -over 25 years of -age. -Management can rationalise 
their-avoidance of employing people older'than 25 on the 'grounds of the 
physical-requirements of-most of the jobs in-FAB. 
The. age-dist-ribution of the sample is given in the table below: 
Table * II, i_, l -- -I%brkers by '-age' 
Age 'Rarige % 
-16-25 11.9 
-, -26-35 74.3 
. 36-45 12.9 
46-55 1.0 
100.0 
(Ila se, - xespondents-10-1) 
That the -majority of workers in the sample are between 26 and . 35 bears: 
out the operation of such-,. a.. management employment policygiven'that all 
18 
but 10% have been working at FAB for between 3 to 8 years. 
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It is interesting to note that when people of over twenty-five were 
accepted by FAB this often followed a great deal of effort and 
'pushiness' on the part of the applicant. Here is the case of a woman 
applicant who was thirty-five at the time of her application to FAB who 
eventually managed to obtain the position of assistant cook. She is 
married with three children between the ages of ten and seventeen. Her 
husband, a gambler, lost everything one day so that is why she started 
to look for a job for herself. 
"When it was necessary for me to work, I went to the City 
Mayor, I went to the Banks. I couldn't find one (a job). 
The Director at the Bank told me they were looking for workers 
at FAB. Over three months, I went and went again to FAB. 
They first said 'you're too old, we don't want to take on old 
people here. ' After that I went away, dressed up and made up, 
and went back to see the General Director. He sent a note 
telling the Department Manager to accept me but the day- 
manager, of that department threw the (application) form in my 
face. I went to see the General Director again and that was 
it. " (QE 18, Q 17) 
Life expectancy is relatively low in Turkey (55/60 in urban areas, 
50/55 in rural areas for men and women respectively) 
23 but not so low 
as to make reasonable regarding "thirty-five"-as ýold'. However, for 
management to want to only employ people of twenty-five or under is not 
an unrealistic target. This is " 
firstly because of the high unemployment 
rate, around 2-3 million, that is, over one fifth of the whole labour 
force in 1978/79,24 and secondly because of the demographic structure of 
Turkey. The population pyramid of the country shows that 60% are under 
twenty-five, 27.5% are between twenty-five and forty-nine (both inclus- 
25 ive) and only 12% are over these ages. Thus management of any 
establishment has ample opportunity to select the age structure of th&ir 
labour force they think is most suitable for their business. The 
management of FAB have clearly taken advantage of this opportunity. 
It is important to realise that the recruitment of workers who are 
below 20122 is not in the interest of management because every 'healthy' 
Turkish man has to do 2 years military service at the age of twenty. 
This service can only be postponed for educational reasons and then only 
until the age of thirty-two. As workers at FAB are not expected to have 
any such reasons, management makes the logical assumption that it is 
better to employ men when they have finished their period of conscriptions 
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as this does away Vith the problem of men who have been trained and 
become experienced in their jobs l6avifig for military service at the 
time when most use can be made of them. 
Age is also important because workers have their maximum capacity to 
work uben they are young. The realisation of this capacity to-labour 
is essential for the expansion of capital. Youth is able to respond 
to the unquenchable thirst of capital to set in motion the labour 
power continuously, and in changing forms to expand. The strong 
muscles 6f young men and women, their ability to endure the worst 
physical conditions cettainly serve best the needs of capital. By the 
same token, as young workers are generally the healthiest, they demand 
less of the sickness benefits and medical services. Their age may make 
them more enthusiastic about the job. and, because they marry early and 
have new homes, wives and children to look after, they can be expected 
to be more responsible ifintheir work. (Responsibility of course depends 
upon a particular perspective. In this case it is the perspective of 
the management. ) 
The majority of workers in-my sample are married, 89 out of 101, and 
of that 89, most have childreni 11% have no. children, 69% have 1 to 3 
children, 19% have 4 to 6 children and only one uvrker has. more than 6 
children. With-a population increase of 2.4 per thousand Turkey has 
one of the highest population growths in the world. Thexelatively low 
-numbers of chi. 
ldren among FAB workers has. two main causes: --. firstly-, the 
relatively young average of the workers and-- ec6ndly, the effects-of 
-urbanisation. The birth xate in-rural areas is much higher than that 
in urb. an-centres, although-that of people living in the squatter' 
housirig-areas. of towns is distinct from; and falls somewhere between, 
the two. 
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ii-) Class. -Origins- 
The workers. -of-FAB-are composed mainly of -first generation 
industrial 
workers. Only 2% ofmy sample had fathers TAio worked, in industry and 
-for about two thirds, -67%, their background was- -agricultural with their 
_father&being-mostly-small producers. Of the. remainder,: 11% had- 
-fathe-rs, who were. -wage earners., usually in the service sector, . 12%'s 
-fathers were self-employed and 8% had fathers in salaried employment. 
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That peasanthood is the class origin of the majority of workers of FAB 
is of great importance for the way they experience vork, for how they 
conceive of being a worker, and forms a very significant dimension in 
the examination of the formation of working class consciousness inside 
the factory. 
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It is necessary to keep in mind thatFAB workers are 
often industrial workers with an immediate experience of peasantry. 
The implications of this for their cons6iousness will be examined in 
depth later. 
iii)-Migration 
Migration-from-rural to urban areas in Turkey, is a massive social 
. 
-movement. 
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The scale of this phenomenon can be. gauged from the fact 
that even in the -late 1960's, 
65-7., 45%, 45%, of the populations of-the 
-administrative xegions of the country's. three Iargest touns., Ankara., 
Istanbul. and Izmir-respecti-vely were composed'of immigrants living in 
29 
squatter housing areas. Province itself is-a "migrant-pulling" area; 
between 1965-and -1970 alone 
its, population-rose by 6.047., a xise 
30 
. attiibutable to the effects of migration. The employment pattern of 
the immigrant population of Pr6vince-reveals that . 77% of men. and 61% of 31- 
vomen. are wge earners. 
-Around three quarters(_767. 
)o_f my sample of. TAB. wrkers. uvre immigrants., 
19% havipg. mi. grated -with their parents -and 571-alone. ' . The xeasons given 
-for their. migration-vary 
but the majo: Hty., 66%., give their, xeason. as 
being 'to 
-find _ajob. 
', 'to earn a living'. 
All but 8% of the migrant FAB workers had come from rural areas and all 
but -14% had-migrated in the last 20 years. Indeed-two thirds (66%) had 
migrated in the last . 10 years and over a third 
(37%) -within the last 
5 years vhich shows the immediacy of their peasant past. (Note that the 
66% includes the 197. of the uorkers ubo had migrated at a young age with 
their parents, -as given in the second paragraph of this page. ) 
The intrusion of peasanthood into industrial wage earnership is 
-maintained by the keeping of contacts with rural areas. Of the total 
sample of 101,60% or 61 have ongoing contact with-rural areas in one 
form or another, as surveyed below. Of thesep8 still -live in villages 
utich-means that these workers are-very much integrated into the 
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agricultural way of life out of factory hours. Family ties are the 
most common connection with rural areas and thirty-one workers mention 
these. However there are nineteen workers who still actually 'work' in 
agriculture, as well as doing their jobs in the factory. In practice, 
this involves these people in tending their own plots of land, or their 
family's land, or it entails finding a job on someone else's land at 
Veekends and 'long weekdnds', as well as when shift hours permit. 
Finally, there are three workers who have a 'side' income from 
agriculture which is not obtained by actually working in the fields. 
For example, they may have cropsand other goods sent to them'. or they 
make money by renting out a plot of land. 
Overall then3 this. profile of the sample of FAB- workers-' links- with-_ the 
rural areas: reveals- very important aspects. of both Turkish society and 
the labour force of FAB. As far as the former is. concerned it becomes 
clear that agriculture supports industry in more than the general sense 
of providing for'primiti-ve capital accumulation, which is. a universal 
phenomenon. The management of FAB. is- only-too'aware of'agriculture as 
praVidi'ng an additional source of incoma for'some of,, their workers and 
this-topic was discussed in several-managerial meetings (see Chapter Vt., 
section iii). This--source-was cited'as. the main source of living by 
the Gendral, Director'himself and therefore the justification'for 
keeping industrial wages at a low, 16vel'. (See-'Also the figures on 
external sources-. 'of income, p.. 33 below. ) It is. -extremely likelý that 
the use of such a rationale is not restricted'to.. ihe FAB-factory alone. 
. As. to the 
labour force of FAR, this. section'provides. complementary 
information. to that pres ented in the s-ection on 'class origins'. For 
it emerges. that not only do the majority, of workers in the sample have 
an immediate-peasant past but also that most of'them*still have contacts. 
with--the rural areas-. As. has been said before, 'this. has. great signifi- 
cance for the form class--consciousness takes. among 'FAB workers- 
10--krevious -Employment 
Almost -all of. my s. ample, 947., had had a job prior*to working at FAB., 
Table II'iir I provides-a breakdown of'the instances. 'of'previous. V_' 
employment as:. reported by ninety-five workers- 
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Table Il, iv., I. l Previous Employment 
Ty I pýes_ cýf ýmployýnent 
Number of instances 
of previous employ- 
ment as. reported by 
95 vorkers 
Proportion of the pre- 
viously employed vork- 
ers (No. = 95) who re- 
ported employment ex- 
perience in: 
Agricultural small pro- 
ducer 41 43.2 
Agricultural wage 
earner 8 
Woxkshop owner 2 
Workshop wage earner 19 
Industrial vhite collar 
Industrial vage earner 30 
Service sector: self- 
employed 10 
Se. rvice sector; wage 
e-arner 26 
8.4 
2.1 
20.0 
2.1 
31.6 
10.5 
27.4 
138* 145.3* 
*"The figures do not add up to 95 (or 100%) since each wrker is 
entered in as many times as the jobs he reported - provided that these 
jobs vere of different types. 
-As the -above table 
indicates, over half of the workers that have had 
previous employment hadat some. stage worked in agriculture (51.6%). 
This. is probably. an underestimate of the number of imrkers with agricul- 
tural experience. as, some will not have. mentioned it because either it is 
-xegarded. as. family work, or not-regarded-as work. at all. 
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The 
trans-formation of small producers to landless peasantry, and gradually 
to industrial proletariat, at least partially, has been a wide-spread 
-feature of social change in Turkey. Small producers. are freed of land 
lor-a-variety-of-reasons including loss of their land 6r its inability 
to support themselves-and their families. This. pattern of 'depeasant- 
isation j33 
-as-a-result of capitalist growth, is. still continuing in 
Turkey'today. and-can be seen as providing. a source of labour for : FAB. 
-also. 
It. can. also be seen-from the table that. around one thitd of the sample 
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population Cof -9 5) have had industrial experience bef ore coming - to FAB 
Conversely, this indicates that approximately . 707. of the FAB workers 
did not have -any 
industrial experience prior to FAB. Other than being 
employed in agriculture previously, the tuo main types of employment 
are the services (39%) and the small*scale'industrial production units, 
namely workshops 02.1%). 
Of YAB. wrkers. with previous work experience in the services sector, 
-most nf them' were wage earners, doing jobs like'those bf'waiters, porters, 
. office orderlies.. and. coffee-house boys. Ilowever, otherýývere self- 
employed (. see the table Iliv, l), and owned'. and ran small service shops, 
e. g., shoe-repairerg,. corner shops, or -wmr'e such things. as. electricians, 
taxi-dri-vers. or-coffee-house owners. "' 
. About one-fifthof the 95 workers 
(see'the table above)'had at some 
time been employed*in a -ýNDrkshop' befo're'. coming to'FAB-, ' Mosý of them 
had been wage earners, i. e. ' worked'as. apprenti journeymen'in ces. or 
these workshops,. and-a few had acitually owýed`workshops' themselves'. 
The 'workshop' within tbe. i: ontext of'Turkey requires . further definition 
-and explanation'before I, prOic6ed'. ' 
The-mosi zeliable-and'-up-io-date-re'search, into 'Indu'strial small 
production' in, Turkey has been carried out by-R. Bademli : 
34* It is 
vorih--considering his.. analysis, at some lenkth.. here because it has. great 
-re-10-vance to. a. -major hy -namely that the . pothesis of 
this. thesis, 
lexperiencing of work' is. heavily dependent on'the nature of pa I st work 
-Ahi. ch- thus- has. -a determining powerý oVer'ýthe'. formation'of a, class 
-cons. ciausnes. s- Types. of work experience. are -accepted. 
6 be'so 
important within the Turkish zontext because they'may, cover, tota'lly 
-different '-relations of 'production Of --course' 
the 'experienc ing of 
work' is. also. shaped, by, the. actual. conditions in vhich. that: work is 
, carried'out, -the division'of Ubour, the degree of-specialisation, the 
type, of. -workplace, 
*the technical setting of'the. worký etc. 
-R. Bademli. -first'-defines' 'factory -and 'non-ýfactoiýy' 
't'ypes' of industrial 
production*in-underde-velbped countries'witIv specifie'reference to-! *ýý 
ux of-the d Turke'. "The'ar' ifference. betimen''.. fa n-4actory' ýiory' and 'no 
tyPes. 'of'. industrial production is'the respective nature. ind 
, organisation'of--the productive work. "' His. 'analysis of*the factory*form 
of-production'*cloi6ly follows that of'-Marx -uhich'lhave already giv*en a 
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brief account of earlier. (p. 1 ) He distinguishes the 'non-factory 
-forms of 
industrial production' from the factory form by saying that 
, while: 
"the technical co-operation among machines is the basis of 
the labour process (in the-factory).... in non-: factories .... 
social co-operation among labourers is the-foundation of 
production. "35 
Therefore in non-factories: 
"The simple hand tools, power tools, independently standing 
, detail-machines. and even the extremely sophisticated para- 
phernalia. are not the basis of the-productivd system;. they 
; are'integrated indirectly in the labour-process, -via the 
, division -of labour in the -HEHL. 
" (my emphasis) 36 
Me concludes that. as. a xule-. 
".... in 
-factories'vorkers are suboiainated to the technical base, i. e.., ', the machinery organised into-a system. But in 
'non-factories'., the technical base is. subservient to the 
workers.. ". 17 
Bademli thengoes on to-distinguish tuo types of 'non-factoriea'. p 
-namely the. artisan shop and the workshop. The-former*. 
is characterised 
by, craft-work, -reminiscent of the artisan shops... under'-feudalism, while 
the latter is-distinguishable by the presence of"detail-vork'. 
"In 
ýartisan shops, wrkers perform in succession. all the. ' 
necessary operations, to produce a commodity,. and. acquire 
'. composite skills'. But in workshops, each vorkei'is. 
-assigned to-a particular component of, the productive -work 
necessary to-make a-commodity .... It, is in this. connection' 
that the presence of 'detail-work' in workshops breeds a 
. distinct type of worker. - 
'the detailTworker' iiith: 
--ýgpecialised' 
skills'. Indeed., both the 'craft-worker' in. artisan shops. 
and the 'detail-worker' in-workshops. have. conýrol'over'th6i: i 
-own productive work 
Cubich-is what distinguishes. them-from-the 
-factory worker --myaddition). 
Mut the -latter'has -less. 
control over the productive work perforiaed'in-the firm. The 
'. detail--worker' 
-controls the productive work. as much as hia '. detail wxk'-and 'specialist skills' permit. This is. 
important.... Ca's it shows. that) .... unlesi. employed"in a work-- 
shop, ar-unless his labour is-first purchased'and then in- 
tegr, ated. within those of other'-detail -labourers-into. a pro- Auction mechanism-by the capitalist, -. the 6pecialised'skills of' 
. a. 
detail worker'do, not carry significance in.. or-of'themselves. ', 
in the-market place. Thus unlike*the", craft worker' who may 
establish his. own business, the 'detail worker' is-destined 
to-look. -for employment by., a capitalis. t. '! 38 
Indeed, this. has been the-destiny of. those_FAB. workerý who have, been 
working in one or, other-form-of industrial. petty production. This is 
indicative of. another process of social change in Turkeyý the-flow. of 
1abour, Srom. industrial petty production'into the factories. These 
worke, rs. bring their experience of'an-artisan. shop'or workshop with them 
to*the,. facto '. floor. 'Their experience dol'u' ry o rs. the iway they xelate-to 
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their 'new' work in the factory and to the 'new' social relations they 
find there. Compaiisons are made between the 'old' and the 'new' and 
their current work is evaluated* accordingly, which has implications for 
the '. awareness' developed about it. This phenomenon is not restricted 
to j-ust those YAB -workers with some sort of workshop background, it 
. applies to any with previous employment in areas outside of industry, 
-and is-particularly true of agriculture. 
Thus there is. a great. deal of difference between'workers according to 
their past employment experiences, theseý-di-fferencesrefer-ring to both 
each-worker's individual experiences,. and in comparison with each other, 
not only howthey conceive of work it - self, but also how. they see'and 
-respond, to the-rights., and duties surrounding work. 'Yor example, there 
is. -absolute-ly, no organis. ation of-la bour in 4griculture, 'little in the 
ser-vices. secto-r, and definitely none for the boys, -from'7 plus., to around 
18 in the industrial workshops. 
39 In thesb-cases'the. dontracts of 
employment are all one--sided; the employer decides'. about wages, working 
hours (unfixea, but usually from-very early in the morning till vell 
-after -dark, or -v&en the task -at hand iinishes! )_, ', hiring and firing. 
Whereas it-is. estimated'that-approximately 25%'. of the industrial labour 
. 
force in Turkey, mostly those uJho work in-factories. ',. are brganised and 
enjoy better'conditions to those, of. the-unor'* s , ganised' section' of'the 
proletariat. " 11ý, -ý ý. ýIý 
Addendum. 
Here are, some examples of workers-working lives. 'before 4oming, to-,, FAB 
which-show the vide. diversity of their backgrounds.. 
Yaruk, -, ho is. now'(19-78) a 
-glass, cutter' 
in 
. the: dold--section'of 
'SG 
started'his- -working Iif e -,, Aien he ýYas. 13/14. For *. the f irst I ive or six - 
ye, ars., he-ploughed'in, the cotton plantations.. -and picked'., cottoný'as-a-vage 
labourer'. 'Then. he. found himself doing. a ltunnel-. digging'-job-'. for', about 
a year. - After his military service, he. cameto. TAB. 
The-first job Osman had wasýin the steel'fusion*industryýas.. a. mould, 
. caster. Then he-rented and ran a. coftee', house-for'-a. while but when the 
time came-for'a new-rent, contract he did not'have enough money t'o meet 
it. So he looked'fo-r'another'job-and got'one in a Bank-Dep6to By then 
he iwas. 20 and was. -due for his -military service `. af ter' which. he, came to 
XAB. Ile vas. initially employed as. a`-loaderý.. but. thisýonly lasted'for' 
. a, monih-at the end of'uhich he was tran sferied'. to ihe, BIC. as a design 
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stenciller. 
Mahmut has. been'through many different jobs. ---from running his own 
business'. to peddling, to being an industrial-vage labourer' , He vas. -, 
once a metal master: 'I. had my own'trade, I -did the -metal works In 
buildings. ' lie worked'-for 5 or 6 years in a dessert shop, owned by 
, one of his.: relatives.. Together with his brother, he bold Jixerý-keb-aps- 
Ca T-urkish--de-licacy)-from a portable buffetý- this lasted'-. for'abDut -. a 
ye-ar-and. a hiilf. lie briefly worked'in the-fertiliser'industry before 
-coming-to-Mubere he is-a heating technician. 
These cases-illustrate the possible-variation'in the working environments- 
-a vorker-may have experienced be-fore coming.. to'iho-factorY. -It is -also 
possible to observe her6, and-from'tbe inforMation*given'earlier, evidence 
of the proletarianisation of some bections-. of'the. petite bourgeois'ie', 
-fox example small-tscale land owners, vorkshop'owners. and-the self- 
employed. 
-vl. Education-and Trzining 
The first -five years of education'between the sges. ' of. '-7 and 12, ' is 
compul's. ory in Turkey. Ilowever, as almost half the'popUlation, mostly 
women., are illiterate, 'it is clear that the 6ystem'is-not'strictly 
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enforced. -Despite this, possession of a primary school'diploma is-. a 
prerequisite to Jetting-a job in the organised'sector'of industry or the 9 
public sector. 
In-my sample 38% of the wrkers have bnly. a primary education' 15% have 
-a se-condary-education'uhich. involves'3. 'more years-at, 'school. after the 
-first live, -and -77. have a lycee education "which-'take s*. '. a further'three 
yea-s--and-can be regarded as the equivalent of'English OIA-levels. 
The educational standards, may., in terms. of*the'.. ýmount.. and quality. ý. appear 
low-but uben*these people. are compa'red'vith others-in, Turkey. ', given the 
-generally 
low level of-literacy, they. ', like-any other',, group.. of industrial 
workpars, can be xegarded as educationally privileged'. 
In-addition to the. -formal education,. it is necessary to examine the 
-amount. of'tr, aining-workers have had-for the. jobs. they Are. currently 
-undertaking, since the substance of, formal ediloation, -. as it is, in 
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Turkey, is. not -relevant to the skills -required -for employment purposes. 
Then workers were asked in a. -general'vay how'they'vere trained for 
their jobs, the responses'vere mostly of the type 'I. learnt it by Aoing 
it. ' 03%), Or 'I. learnt. it in my previous. job. ' (39%). ' Ubrker6 Uio 
gave the second-response usually meant that they'too'fiad 'learnt the 
jobý by -doing it' but in a -different place. Only 
4% had been taught at 
special sýhools. designed'to teach industrial skills.. Yinally, there were 
4% -uho said that they'had had no training at. all. 
However, -when workers were asked about the-amount of'training they'had 
-at. YAB-for their current job the number saying they'had. absolutely no 
training-rose to-73%., 197. claimed to have had -a fei4 days training., 
4% said one to two veeksand 4% said. more than that. Of the 27 workers 
in the sample who had some training-at. FA*B, 15 had, had 'on the spot' 
trzining. This iswherean experienced -. jorker, -a foreman, or sometimes 
.a higher-manager'has spent time showing the ilorker how'to-do the 
job at 
the point of work. Six of the workers had attended', some-classes'as well 
. as being. shown the 
job. ion the spot. The zemAining six workers had only 
been trained -via classes. and the -majority of them had been with YAB. 
since the set-up period during which time gome, classes. '. vere organised 
with the help Df_the Belgian andAmerican experts. ý. 
On the uhole then, ju4ging -from my sample, the labourerý. of YAB are 
poo-rly, edilcated and have -received'. little training-for the jobs they -are 
doing. It is. interesting to note that it-is this 'unskilled' wrkfor. ce 
v, hich--makes, 'pxoduction, in YAB possible. 
ývi)- Incomp, Side Income, Housingand livingýConditions'. 
In 197., Zs theaverage vage per hour in. FAB. vas. 17.40. TA.,. and the 
average imge, per day 139.20 T. L. (El = 50 Turkiý&. Iiras at the 1938' 
exchange-rate)'. This is. slightly. above most. ýotfier'Pxivate ýector 
. manufacturing, 
industries in Turkey'TAien bonuses. '., premiums., anil -fringe 41 bene-fits-Are-also. added on to these s vages. Me e carrying out f or' gros 
tbese. cal. culations however, the average earnings-per'monýh of'the-FAB. 
morke-rs. -as quoted'by themselves should be noted'dow., since there is a 
. -cons. iderzbIe discrepancy betwen the ýmrkerg. ' qýiote_, and 'khat the 
-management claims to-pay. 
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Table II, vi, l: WageS- 
Monthly Income 
(1000 T. L. ) 
Number of workers who 
declared it to be their 
monthly wages I 
2 to 3 48 47.5 
3 to 4 43 42.6 
4 to 5 10 9.9 
Total 101 100.0 
As can be seen from this table, the net monthly income of 90% of my 
sample population of workers was under 4000 T. L., although this sum 
doesn't include bonuses and other payments-. 
It is. significant to note that wages in Turkey'- in the organised 
industries- ard not di-fferentiated according to skill or job title. 
Equal wages, for all workers in an industrial workplace has: been 
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achieved by unionist struggles. Any-differentiation in the wage 
structure in YAB, is- introduced'by- the management in the form of 
premiums, Iringe benefits allocated'to particular jo5S-,., and the . wage 
so-ttlements: -at the time of recruitment carried out by individual 
negotiations. with-each worker'(-taking the official subsistence wage as- 
the baseý. 
The workers-of YAB, in addition to their monthly-wage, 'receive a certain 
number of bonus: payments-per'year, the, humber'being det6rmined'by the 
collective bargaining agreement then in operation. Each bonus is, 
calculate, a'as. a proportion of a workers. ' gross monthly wage, 'the'' 
proportion being- specified* such that the amount payable is. greatlar' than 
the worker's. normal net', monthly income. Bonuses . are subject to less. 
, deductions. than the normal wage. ' In 1977/78 ther6-were 4 such-payments 
-for the YAB, workers- for each. year. 
The table below*gives., the breakdoWn of all, ihe. býonusesq social and 
-fringe benefits- -for both- periods, 
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Table II, vi, 2: Income Tariffs for the years 1977-78 
Wage tariffs as broken down ; 
into its elements (all figures 
gross) 
1977 
(-in T. L. ) 
1978. 
Cin T. L. ) 
1. Wage per hour 17.40 27.51 
2. 4 bonus. payments, (-per yeajr). as 
. icarued to per'hour 
17.40 17.51 
3. other-social benefits. all 
transcribed to cash,, as 
ac-crued to per hour 34*. 23 53.27 
4. The total amount Cas. the-sum 
, 2, and 3 above) payable of 1 . to-average ý; orker per'yqar 165.39-8 25R. 054 
-According to the. ab-ove 
figures the average gross. earnings. of a 'FAB- 
wDrker'in 19-7-7* were approximately 13.183 T. L. * per*month-ý' The'tax and 
other deducti*ons- worlý out such that the worker takes7 home around only 
55 to 60% of his-- gross- income. Therefore if it were calculated and 
taxed on the yearly-total as- above, 'the : qorker*would take*around 
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8270 T. L. (E165) a month. However it is more domplicated'than this.. ' 
All. 1the 46ove figures are provided'by the'management and reflect hoi4` 
much- each- workee-ciost-sr-them_*, rather than how-'much', the i4orkers. are 
really- paid. let -us-. first look at the item* 0) 'benefits. ' more closely.: 
'benefits. ' are composed of three parts, - 
a) Additional wages.; such-as overtime payments:,. premiums, hightý-shift 
extri&., 'promotion'reinforcement' bonuses'. -According to,. management 
incomes-tariff, in 1917.7, ' 9.94 T. L. of'the total 'benefits' payment of 
34.23 T. L. Csee-'the table aboVeYaccrued'to iuch p'ayments.. -. 
*In what fpllows-. ý the figures, for the year 1977*are taken'as the basis, 
even though- the -research was. carried out in?. 1978. The reason is, this-: 
-until the new contract was. made in July-1978, the workers, were paid at 
the 1977 ratesf. Naturally, ýhe differences-in payments were paid to 
the workers- af terwards7, - since the new- contract was. -valid from the is. t 
of January 1978 when the 1976177 contract ex'ired. However, the p 
questionnaire was--car-ried out before July-1978, hence the fig'ures'of' 
earnings-the workers reported still. referred to. JR77 rates.. Thus-,, in 
order to make ýL plausible comparison between what the workers. said they 
earned, -and-what the management claimed to pay, the- figures for 197.7 of 
the management's-income tariffs had to be taken as. the base. ý Neverthe- les-s, the figures, -. -for 1R78 are added below. 
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b) Legal payments; such as Social Security payments, 
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provisions, and 
some compensation payments. Again in 1977,3.29 T. L. of the total 
34.23 T. L. 'benefit' payments went to legal payments. 
a) Social help payments; such as yearly leave pocket money, child 
benefits, heating facilities, marriage allowances, military service 
allowances and training etc. In 1977,4.37 T. L. as-calculated per hour, 
out of the total 34.23 T. L. accrued to such allowances. This category 
of payments, because they go by need can be said to constitute a 
socialist element in the allocation of wages in the organised 
industries, such as FAB, of Turkey. 
When we add all the mentioned 'benefit' payments and subtract from the 
total (34.23 T. L. ) we find a difference of 16.63 T. L., which, according 
to the management goes to workers as payment for weekends, Bank 
holidays and other holidays. The shift system doesn't allow the 
workers to enjoy any of these holidays, therefore they are paid double 
wages for those days. 
The average wages in FAB, in 1977, as calculated above may seem 
reasonably good, however, these figures are very misleading. For any 
one worker to earn around E165 a month - as it is claimed to be by the 
management - he has to get promoted at least once a year, must be paid 
the first grade premium, must do a lot of overtime, must take his 
yearly leave, must have a new baby, must go on a business or health 
trip, must get married every year, and must go to military service 
every yearl Only then will he be entitled to all the benefit payments 
mentioned above, which would then bring his monthly income to E165. 
It must also be noted that the average figure hides inequality based on 
the allocation of the premiums and the social benefits. With all the 
available information at hand, it can be said that an average FAB 
worker in 1977 took home approximately 3341 T. L. per month. This 
figure is attained by adding the net basic wages to the 4 bonus 
payments (. net total of 4 bonus payments per year as distributed equally 
per month). The premiums and overtime payments, because they vary and 
may not be applicable to each worker at each month, are not indluded in 
the above calculations. Similarly, 9`6cial payments and fringe benefits 
are not included, simply because, as explained above, some of them 
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apply at only very specific occurrences. Those'uhich do -accrue to most 
workers, with the best estimate, mean an additional 1000 T. L. (E20) per 
month, which takes the average monthly income to approximately E90. * 
This is &lightly over the wages paid in the non-agricultural sectors 
taken together, and certainly much higher than the earnings of the 
unorganised sections- of the Turkish working clas. s. -and the peasantry. 
Yet, the price indices-, for* 197-7-: 78 show that this. amount is. far from 
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being sUfficient for'a decent life. The real wages of the workers. 
are eroded by inflation'creating the anxiety abouý how-'long their 
income will keep them'-, above the bread lina. 
- -WageF Dil f erentfation-by-Premiums 
The premium system, as. wass, said, 
_iM 
used'to differentiate ijages. 'which. 
would otfierý7ise_ be' impossible because of union'op ' osition. However* the p 
premium-system'in operation'at FAB doesý not. function efficiently because 
it was: not designed'. for this site but borrowed 'in haste" from'another, 
major plant of the Holding Co. 's. in Istanbul after they took'ownership 
of FAB. The system works on the principle of categorising jobs. into 
four groups-laccoraing to how directly the jobs relate to 'production': 
direct workers, assisting direct workers, indirect workers_j and non-ý- 
productive workerx... In simple terms. the direct production'workers get 
the bIggest premium-, and the premiums. then'decrease so that the non- 
proauctive worker gets. the lowest. The actual calculation, of premiums. 
is, however'. not that simple, -and there are in all 12 Variab. les, 'takbn' 
into account, e. -g., seniority, good'behaviour. The. manager6. have an 
11 page circular explaining the ins- ana ouia-6f'tfie system'to ihem'but 
even so this-. circular states-'that other supplementary circulars. have to 
be. consulted -for*the 
detailed procedures. of the-va-iiouS-calculationSI 
This-can bez"ardedas. an interesting instance exemplifying how. 'Uh 
this case by making information'very complicated) the-management in 
capitalist enterpxises. 'intensifies its. control'of'knowledge. 'All that 
the workers: know af 'the premium system'is. that they'will ý be - paid a bit 
extra i-f the daily production exceeds. -70%, and therefore, 
it is. ' 
important to aim-to produce more, and also of course to behave well. 
Maybe this is-also as- much-as management wants them to'6are for. 
*Calculated in the same manner, the net'monihly income of . the, average 
-FAI worker 
in 1918 was:, approximately 6.782 T. L., U136). 
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The premium system was introduced in 1975/76 with the aim of increasing 
productivity since the level of productivity, as said above, is an 
important element in how it is worked out. Despite all the fuss and 
commotion surrounding its calculation and all the 'hot air' generated 
about who is tntitled to what, as one top manager admitted 'it had 
absolutely no impact on productivity'. 
Additional -Sotirces7bf-Incovae 
Workers. in my- sample were -also asked'if they'had any s. ources- of 
"s-ide' 
income ana. neakly haLf, 49%, said that they had. The largest group. J 
Z3% had an income in the-form of'cash, mainly -from--a second 
job. *or* 
xents_, a nd . spouse'k earnings were also mentioned. 
* 46 16% said they had 
a 'side I- ncome in the form of goods, primarily this-was food'either* 
sent by their families. or'grown in their own allotment or fields.. The-, 
. remaining 
107. did not'give any information'aBout the source-of'their 
addi'tional funds:. overall it seemed'that 'side' income whether in cash. 
or in kind., Came mainly from contact with-agriculture, 'br-from: a second 
job, agricultural or'otfierwise. 
The ab-ove finding is. important ýecause 'it shows. that, at least in FAB, 
there i's-. an invisiB16 input into the laboui process, in the form of 
'side" income, 'ý6icfi. does. not'feature in profit calculations. becAuse it 
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is. not included as: wages-. In other words, that nearly half the workers- 
in my sample verb supported by various--meahs. external to the labour 
process-suggests that the wages paid at FAB. do not'have to be set at 
the rate vhi6fi-is-. tfie socially determined', fiecesýary rate to reproduce 
the working class. but can indeed be'lower. 
- -Luxur! t-Co=6d it i-e 970wre d 
That nearly half af-FAB-workers.. have external sources. of-iilcome also 
. accounts, for the relatively high number of'workers'-whb possess a T. V. 
set and a-radio. ' The majoilty of my sample C63.4%) have both. a T. V. 
set and a-raaio;. *30% have only-got a radio, 'and. a few (33 have A T. V. 
set only. Given that a T. V. set is-still a very-expensive luxury "good", 
the. many-workers- possessing one may be taken'to point out the extent to 
whith- 'consumerism' is. powerful. 
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House Tenure 
Among my sample, the proportion owning their house is 47%, which is well 
under the national average (82.5%). 
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The situation of these people 
should not however be taken to resemble that of working class house 
owners in, say, England. The majority of my sample live in squatter 
housing areas, 71%. 8% live in villages and only 21% live in homes that 
could be categorised as 'normal' urban dwellings. Squatter houses around 
urban centres is a phenomenon unique to underdevelopment. 
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They are 
called 'gecekondu' in Turkey (landed-over-night is the literal 
translation), and are built in a way to reflect the aspirations of the 
immigrants to replicate their life styles of their villages. They are 
small, generally single storey houses, though shabby and built using 
scrap material always with a garden where vegetables and fruits for 
the household are grown. Land does not cost anything to the owner 
since they are mostly built illegally on state-owned land awaiting 
development which also means that most 'gecekondu's' lack running water 
and electricity for quite a while after they are built. It is such 
houses that the FAB workers own. 
In one sense, most aspects of the labour force of FAB as laid out above 
can be taken to speak for themselves, i. e., the position of FAB workers 
can be evaluated in terms of its own characteristics. In another sense 
though, comparison with the characteristics of the management in FAB 
demonstrates clearly that the aforementioned compositional character- 
istics and the living conditions of FAB workers stand in contra- 
distinction with those pertaining to the management, to which I turn 
below. 
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CHAPTER III. 
YAM*-FACTORY-- COMPOSITION OF MANAGERTAL AND,. ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
O-Definition of the 'labour Yorce' 
Managers vithrespect to their-relation*to capital are also -'ýIworkers.. 
They do not own-capital -and therefore. have to sell. their labour-power, 
albeit 'intellectual'.. to the capitalist in order to earn, a living. 
. Hanagers neither own the means or the end-products of-production. In 
this-respect tbey'are part. and parcel, of'the working class. Roweverý 
the-r, aison. d'etre of-managers under capitalism. is. to set labour in 
. motion 
in the labour-process, -and they controV. this *process in the name 
. of-capital., This.. control-function defines management and underlines. 
that 'management' even'-as a concept could, only exist, in, Capitalism 
whereby the conceptionand execution-functions bave. -already been- 
separated. If what vorkersdo is simply to work, then'. managersorganise 
, and control their. work. Managers area specialised'. group of. people who 
are trained - to control both the technical and., the . human -aspects of 
production. They'. oBlEain a larger proportion of. the value created than 
the iqorkers., do, but nowhere near to that extracted. by, the capitalist. 
They also enjoy a higher'status,. further'privl'. Iqges-and theright, to 
-de. cision-making. In Dther vords,. managers as. -'vorketb. 
'-themselves have 
a certain extent of. control over their own'. Iabour,. and,. also, zontrol'the 
labour-power of * the uor: kers. Theref ore, - the analysis. of managers in YAB- 
. can be carried out inamode ubich. reveals their twofold nature: f irst ly 
. -managerg. as. 
', controllers',, i. e.,, assuming bos&-! like'. power.,. and secondly 
. managers a's working. people themselves., . 
i. e., ýubdued'in relation'to 
. capitalists-. -What -follows. aims at giving. a. general. profile - in terms 
of. '-the latter above - of themanagers. in FAB. 
In-my sample population-foremen and abov6-doma under the heading 
'. management'. as. well-as theadministrative staff, This. latter. group do 
not have the same position in the labour-! process-asý-the-managerg., hor 
-as. the labourers.. . The . choice of my sample, 'l ind -definition of various, 
4ategories. 'of-stratification was undertaken, after'I_hadz1ready been' 
in 
-M- -for seven'weeks, during which.. period, I was both working as a 
lqpality. controller'. and making some preliminary. -obseri; ations. As. a 
-result, it seemed'to make more sense to- include -. administrative staff with- 
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the managers: all administrative personnel do non-manual jobs geared 
towards running of the site, and assisting in the control function of 
the managers. Almost all of them work in the Admin. block, and their 
living standards are closer to the managers than the workers. Despite 
the fact that the actual relations of production in any one office or 
in the whole of the Admin. block (as Braverman also argued for U. S. 
and Britain), 
50 did not differ much in its essentials,. it is. st, i. 11 
necessary to distinguish this. groupfrom-botli-workerý. and managers. as 
such. 'Memur' means an employee'ufio earns a salary Cas. opposed to 
wages) and the. Work-Law prohibits. their unionisation. Since, in our 
case, these memurs, are employed in a private sector, and in an 
industrial site, they also benefit'from'some of'the. rights. pertaining 
to workers such-as social security, bonus payments etc. Probably the 
closest term in English-for this group is-- ýwhite collar' . 
In presenting the ýzomposition. figures however... the distinction'hetween 
'managers! and '-memurs. ' will_, at most instances, ',., be omittedý and the 
tam manager will refer to both. 
The-majority of my total sample of, 28 managerial personnel*are between 
36-45 years- of -age 
(-53.6%), unlike workers who were'mostly between 
26-35 years old. Still, a considerable number of'managers are also 
within the. ran. ge of 26-35 C25%). This group consists Df'mostly the 
foremen and memurs.. This is- yet another'indication'of'the close 
connection between the age of a person and the. reqpirements. of a jobý-' 
the workers must be young -, physically heavy s-and unhealthy job' 
conditions-. are-aw, ai. ting them. Similar conditions. prevail for'the 
. foremen and some of the-memurs. as. they'are the closest group to the 
workers, --bei7ng involved in some manual tasks. as. well. 
51., However to be 
employed as-a higher, grade manager you'need'not be young. one will be 
asked to do mainly-office work, 
_, or 
'brain, work. ' as the managers call 
it. 
-Managers-vill be preferred at their middle-ages-. - not too old and 
unene-rgetic.,. but old enotAgh-to have accumulated the necessary knowledge, 
the intficacies. of efficient management. obviously the long years of 
education'also accountfor the differences. in the ages of the managers 
and the vorkers. -in. FAB. It should be noted that there is. no 'age- 
barrier' in allocation of. jobs. to managers. 
A, great majority of this. sample group (93%) are married*and have bettieen 
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one.. ind three children'(-79%) 
'ists of men, i. e., '24'men" and 4 85. -7%. of_this groupýcons women. 
'Yor 
t work etc., a -mosf-categories'-classifying various 
jobs-, status, a 
stratified'sample was obtained, that each 'group' included'in'the sampleý 
-represented thezeal proportion 
in the'total. FAB-, popýlati6n. Howeverý, 
in terms-. of*sex,, such. -a zeal correspondende betwe&n. the total and the 
s, ample population would mean, in. most instances, omitting the women' 
. altogether. Therefore the percentage of'vomen'in. this sample 
(. 14.3%) 
-does. not'necessarily correspond to 
The 
-real numbers.. ' 
(See'the Appendix 
on the-research-techniques.. ) 
ii) Mass. Origins, 
. Father's. occupations of, this sample, group 
while. 6n the'6ni hand shows 
. dis, crepancy with that of the worker6,. also 
displays striking, similarities.. 
The-distribution of-the. -father's occupations. of'managerial personnel 
is 
., a s. 
Io 11 ows, - 
--Tab. le III, ii_, l. - 'Fatherb! occupations. of 'the managerial samBle 
Salaried' 9 (32-. 1%) 
-Self-emPloyed .8 
(OK6 6%) 
-Agricultural. 
3. C10.1%) 
Industrial 3' (10.7%) 
-Artisan 
3 CIO 7%) 
Wage-earner 2 (3.7%) 
The I-ast 4 categories', above-accrue to-. the. fatherd-of'the lower. rank 
. manage-r6. -and-the white collars. However'that majoritY'. here 
(31%) falls. 
into the -first two categoxies'is, where it . -differs., most from the workers. ' 
. corxesponcling-figures.. 
-A-closer_look at the fathers' occupations of'the top'eleven managers. 
. given 
be-low-points. out an interesting phenomenon; 
-1. ý Welder' 5.. Cov'ernment Employee 
2. Government employee 6. Agricultural Engineer 
3. Civil Servant 7. Mechanic 
4. Private Accountant 8. . Trade sman 
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9. -Coffee-house owner 
11. Night Porter 
10. Storekeeper 12..? * 
This... dis. tribution*above is-important. beeduse it shows that managers, 
do not. come from -a family of managers,, or are part even' the top ones- 52 
of the bourgeoiSie, 'but. mosily from-the petite-boilrgeois. families. 
Yurthermore there are some Ut least 3)*who have a working class, 
background. 
iii), -Migr, ation 
In-my total sample of 28, only 8of'the-managerial personnel. migrated, 
_, and mainly-from'otfier'. 
urban , on their-own, to the 
Province zentres. 
(. 6,75% of-those who-migrated) . Origins of'_migration'beiiig equally 
dis. tributed'in terms-of-regions-and time, '. and mainly. for'reasons of 
better . employment (5), and secondly, for'education purposes (2). 
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1 
The-majority of this group have no current contact with rural areas 
(25, S9.37. ). 
With xespect to the class origins of-managers and workers therefore, 
one-diffe-rence is definite. - the agricultural sector is not a source for 
breeding-managers. This-finding, even'if it is, limited. to the case of 
YAB. alone is. in. alignment with the definition of management given above; 
that-management is-an industrial capitalistic phenomenon, and does not 
exist in pre-industrial-forms. 
Yindings. about the past employment pattern of the-managers also supports 
this. statement. -Related-figures-are given'below. 
iv) Past'Employment 
Thosie-managers. who have had. a previous job, constitute the. iaajority of-my 
sample (27,96.4Y. )-. ' The only one ýho hasn'tIcame straight. from-the 
vnive-rsity. The typeof previous emplOYMent of'this. group areas 
* Here would be information about the General-Director*(-site manager)., 
but thanks. 'to, the-advanced capitalist technologY of, the Japanese, 'the 
tape xec6rder'. -did. not'in -fact record -Aiile it was. signalling that it vas. recoraing. 
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follows: 
Table III, iv, l: Previous EmplOyment of the Manýgeriýl Sample* 
Agricultural small producer 1 (3.7%) 
Workshop owner 1 (3.7%) 
Workshop wage-earner 2 (7.4%) 
Industrial wage-earner 8 (29.6%) 
Industrial white-collar (memur) 11 (40.7%) 
Service Sector - wage-earner 1 (. 3.7%) 
Service Sector - salaried 17 (63.0%) 
Professional 2 (7.4%) 
*-Again the-figures do not add up to 27 (see table II, iv, l for 
the explanation) 
This table zlearly exhibits. that there is no evident pattern of who 
acquires, -a -managerial post -at -various, -levels_, -and that the source of 
managerial personnel'is.. mainly '-urban'--occupations. on the other hand, 
the distribution of the previous jobs indicate that-at least some 
managers. have been'able to climb up the social hierarchy -. and this is 
made possible, in most cases, byan engineering degree. This aspect is 
-again. closely 
bound with the context. of, -underdevelopment and therefore 
will, be-more thoroughly examined, in. later'ahapters., but what can be said 
now-is-that the presence of some managers iiith-an experience of. lower 
xank- jobs., even manual ones, displays. the peculiar nature bf, *management 
in-TAB. This.. re-flects. itself both. at-an. individual level., i. e., how 
such. -an indLvidual-manager relates, to his oun. j ob, -as well as at a more 
gene-ral. -le-vel'Df-application of, the, managerial policy inYAB. The 
interesting.. case ofone of. the sitemanagerb is-. imrEh. noting here. 
'When Mkir-Sitki-completed the primary school, he had to start Morking, 
-for he had 
lost his-father. He was 12 uben he started selling 'simit'* 
-as. -a, peddlar..,. Then he sold sweets in the streets. -During-those. years.. 
be earned most by selling newspapers-for about-a year. His-first contact 
*ý, 'Axing-shaped bread. cake with sesame seeds. .. on' -It was. a quick snack before sandwiches -flooded the market.,. and was and still is. the basic 
-fooA', of_the poor outside home, with a-cup of tea. 
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with an industrial job was in a textile-manufacture owned by a Jew. * 
"I started doing the 'feet-jobs' first - you know carrying things and 
serving tea. It seems that when one is young, one is quick in taking 
in new things! I soon learnt the technical side to the job. It wasn't 
long before the boss put me on a loom. This lasted for 1 to 1.5 years. " 
They were the years 1950-51; and he vorked between 7 in the morning and 
-7.30 in the evening, continuously. No unions, no social security. 
Then he had the opportunity to continue his education; his mother was 
also working in a workshop, and after he started the lorta' school - she 
got marxied-again., and there was more money coming into the family. His 
professional jobs started after he had obtained a degree in electricalý 
enginee-ring. Meanwhile he always had part-time jobs in both public and 
private sectors. When!, he came to FAB, he was first employed as a day 
-manager 
in the. auxiliary department which Iasted-for two years. He then 
undertook. a day-manager job. - "it meant more responsibility; I had to 
H 
. control 
both the electrical. and the machinery-departments. ' e has been 
the plant manager of the. auxiliary plant ever since. 
Bekix Sitki's--approach to both the work he. accomplishes himself, and to 
his-managerial -funation', 
is xadically-differO-nt-from-most of the other 
man. 4gers.. Ile thinks. that-, his experience of 'vhat it means to be -a 
worker' has, shifted'the way he relates-'to work. ' It wasn't just his, own 
experience, be says,. but his-mother's too. This he -Finds. so overuhelming 
that he is--convinced now-that every university graduate should be made to 
work-at lower-ranks. of workmanship before h6 is. given'. a professional job. 
Bekir Sitki-'s, although not. a-very common-case is not the only one in the 
Turkish, context. The possible influence of managers like him-on'the 
-managerial policy 
in-FAR, I vant to discuss. in the Chapter on management. 
. -v, 
I, Education, -and Job Txaining 
The amount of-training that the managerial group-received. 's specific to 
the jobs. they are doing. --in-FAB, 
does. not'show'much-distrepdncy with the 
* The first entrepreneurs in Turkey have mostly been Jewish, Greek'and 
-Armenian-minorities.: mention of the Jewishness. of the manufacturer is. 
simply-an exemplification'of this-fact. 
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amount of training. received by workers. 6 (21.4%) learnt the job by 
'doing it' in FAB, i. e., simply by practice. 2 (7.1%) completed a 
'school' on the same subject before coming to FAB. The majority (71.4%) 
i. e., 20, vere trained for their present jobs during the previous 
similar jobs held. This information x4hen mapped onto the amount of 
-formal education the managers have had 
in my sample, becomes meaningful. 
10 out of 28 managerial personnel are graduates of a 'lycee', or its 
equivalent in art colleges (i. e., 35.7%) and 15 have a university degree 
(53.62). In FAB, most plant managers and the site manager (all but one) 
have a university degree mainly in different branches of engineering and 
some in Economics and Commerce. While this shows the disparity between 
workers-and managers in terms of formal education, it also delineates 
that the. managers, uben they start for their jobs are better equipped 
than -are the workers. Therefore, the -large number of. responses as 
It. rained -for the job during previous-occupations' must be understood as 
being trained -for the present 
job on previous similar jobs given the 
basic education on this. area of expertise. So, the relatively large 
number -of-managers, who have-replied 
'previous j ob experience' point to 
.a 
different phenomenon than the many workers. who have also. replied 
similarly. The -former has a grasp of the work theoretically 
in advance, 
where-as. the latter have acquired the necessary skills. both theoretically 
-anil practir-ally on spot -- simply 
by observing others doing it, and doing 
it thems-e1ves. '. 
Managers, similar to workers have not had. -much training in-FAB. 16 out 
of-V C59.37. ) have had no training on the site. it. all. 5 C18.5%) have 
had some training-from-a. few-days up to two weeks, 2 '(1.4%) have bad 
some -for--3,, 
'to .8 weeks,, and 4 
(14.8%) have had training-for aver 8 weeks 
. altogether. 
The -fir&t point about these -figures, is that when'compared'with the 
. corxesponaing--findi4g--about the workers, managers. -come out with more 
training-, on-site than the workers.. The second point to emphasise is 
that this- is- .. again, in addition to. the formal education'the -managers. 
have had, -a background which most workers. lacked. - . Thixdly, within the 
-managerial body, the top managersare the 6nes. 'who have had the most 
trainiAg-which--consists. of seminars. on"management. and. administ ration' 
specifically organised-and held by and for'-managers- - either on the same 
site or.. on another'. The content of these seminars make them significant! 
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they are designed to enlighten the managers on 'how to manage workers'. 
I have been to one such seminar held in FAB and will present a brief 
rundown of the content of the papers and lectures given during this 
simply astonishing experience to anyone who is not familiar with the 
'managerial' way of seeing the world, in an appendix. 
out of 11 managerial personnel who have had any training on the FAB 
site, 9 have done it by-classes alone (81.8%), and 2 have had some 
training 'on the spot' as well as attending classes. This also varies 
from the workers' lot in that any training they have had was mostly 'on 
the spot' in nature (55.6%). In terms of the quality of training then, 
the managers have been better trained than the workers. 
vi) Income, Side Income, Housing and Living Conditions 
Data gathered on the monthly incomes of the managers are less reliable 
than that of the workers. It was possible to check the correctness Of 
the workers' declaration of their wages with the management files. 
However the same check could not be carried out for the managers for 
obvious reasons. Another reason why the total--yearly incomes of the 
managers cannot be calculated is the yearly cheques most plant managers 
receive, the value of which are very secretly kept both from each other 
and any outsider. These cheques represent a certain proportion of the 
profits and are said to be 'encouragement premiums' - more to the 
Isui: cessful' managers than the others. So it is an efficient way of 
controlling the managers on various sites of the Holding Co. The 
questionnaire findings on the distribution of the monthly income of 
the managerial personnel are given in the table below: 
Table III, vi, l: Monthly Income of the_Managerial Personnel 
Net Monthly Income Number of managerial personnel 
(1000 T. L. ) . who reported the amount % 
1. 4 to 5 5 17.9 
2. 5 to 6 4 14.3 
3. 6 to 7 5 17.9 
4. 7tto 8 2 7-1 
5.8 to 9 
6.9 to 10 
7.10 plus 
Total 
2 7.1 
3 10.7 
7 25.0 
28 100.0 
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The categories 6 and 7 in the table above indicate the net monthly 
income of the ten top managers. Based on these figures alone then, the 
top managers earn at least three times more than the majority of the 
workers (average income taken to be around 3000 T. L., see, table II, iv, l); 
or the top manager earns twice as much as the-best paid worker., 
The gap between the earnings of both workers and managers, and the 
lowest and the highest rank of managers is widened uben the bonuses are 
added to the monthly incomes. In 1977, when workers were paid 4 bonuses 
per year, managers received 5. According to the figures obtained from 
the Holding Co., the average hourly payment to personnel, before tax, 
was 32.02 T. L. in 1977. All the other social benefits amounted to 
28.63 T. L. 1hour. Hence the yearly average earnings of a managerial 
employee, before tax, was 243.861 T. L. (approximately E4900). 
54 This is 
only an average figure and does not ieflect the differentiation among 
the manager's earnings. There is certainly much differentiation among 
their salaries, as their own statements clearly denote. The discrepancy 
is made larger between the lower level and the top managers by the 
profit-shares the latter receive. 
Additional Sources of Income 
16 (. 57.2%) of the managers said they bad a 'side' income; ubile 4 of 
them did not name the source or the nature of their extra earnings, 12 
said they received it in 'cash' - either from spouse's earnings or 
real-estate property. The great majority of the managers do not have a 
second job outside the factory. 
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Housing 
Unlike workers most managers live in 'normal' residential districts. 
24 out of 28, i. e., 85.7% live in such districts. 
It is interesting to note that only 12 of this group own the flats they 
live in. The majority (16,57.1%) pay rent. The company pays rent for 
some of the day managers and shift foremen. This was used as an incentive 
to attract personnel to come to Province from Istahbul. This is one 
r"son -for the higher number of rented residences. It 
is also of course 
a reason for tension betwen the local managers whose rents are not paid 
by the company and the 'Istanbulers' iAlose rents are paid by the company. 
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Secondly, the prices of flats are extremely expensive, and houses, if 
there are any left about, are unapproachable mainly due to the 
speculative inflation of the land prices. The alternative to owning 
a house is to acquire a 'gecekondu', and obviously managers cannot be 
expected to live in a 'gecekondu'. Furthermore, the transient nature 
of technocratic-bureaucratic personnel creates a tendency for them to 
rent property rather than own it. 
Needless to say, all of the managerial personnel own both a T. V., set and 
a raaio. 
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CHAPTER IV 
WORK 
Work, '-And Its, Nature 
Work is. the prime activity of social life, 'its-cent-rality. for social 
science is evident. Ineed not elaborate this.. point. Ne-verthel6ss, it 
is. necessary to. devblop a particular view--'of, work in order'to both 
. follow-up historically the changes that have taken'place in the work- 
domain of societies.,. and-also to be able to analyse thel, )ilature of that 
activity in a particular social -formation,. and. a particular. factory. 
Here I propose to briefly introduce the notion'of work-l. will be 
, operating with in this thesis. 
56 J. A. C. Brown, in The Social Psychology of Industry suggests-that the 
orthodoxxiew of work was-the 'view'in the Old Testament' which argued 
that 'physical labour-is. a curse imposed'on'man. as.. a punishment for his 
sins-s-o that the sensible man labours solely in order*to keep himself 
and his-family-alive, 'or, if he is,. fortunate, 'in order to make a 
sufficient surplus. to enable him to do the things. he-really likes. 
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Br. own writes-'that this, has been the established view-'bf'both-, managers 
-and 
industrial psychblogists. This view. 'of work, howev6r_',, was modified 
in many ways. basically by incorporating. the 'ibility that many people posS 
o-f--different occupations may. actually like'to, worý. Brown then proposes 
three propositions which 
, 
should-form the basis. of_, any new'approach to 
industrial problems, which. are, in brief, - 
'Work. is-an essential part of a man's-life since it is. that 
. qspect of' - 
his. -lifq which gives him status-and binds. him to 'ýociety .... Furthermore, work is a social. activity. ' ' 
2. The-morale of the worker'Ci. e.., whether'or'not he works 
willingly) has-fio direct-reldtionship whatsoeVdr'to the 
-material. conditions of the job. ' 
3. There. are many incentives, of*which., under'normal conditions, 
money is one of the least important.. Unemployment is, a 
powerful negative incentive, 'precisely because (1) is true. 
That is to say, unemployment is-feated'because it cuts man 
off Xrom his- society. (His emphasis. ) 58 
Both thell, '-orihodox' view-'of work as Brown desdribes-it, ana the 'new' 
-view-'be subscribes. to, while grasping different truths, abouý the nature 
of workat the same time fail to s be66t'by ýuch answer the'4uestion' 
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views. Firstly, in the case of the orthodox view, the question why it 
is that man 'hates' to work, cannot be simply answered; and secondly, 
the new view cannot explain why people like to work. 
59 Both postulAtes 
are based on evidence provided by social scientists, and my prime 
concern is to examine why in the specific case of FAB these two different 
approaches to work (i. e., like and dislike) are not incompatible but 
indeed complementary. Marx, especially Ollman's account of Marx on work, 
provides a valuable insight into the nature of work and the separation 
of Capitalist labour from that nature. 
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1 will attempt to summarise 
Ollman-cum-Marx's notion of 'work' in a few postulAtes: 
1. Because nature, in its raw form, is not adequate to satisfy 
human needs, man alters it by 'producing food he can eat, 
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clothes he can wear', and a house he can live in' . This 
activity of alteration is industry, and the latter predominates 
over all other types of activity. According to Marx, 'it is 
more necessary, arduous, and time consuming than activity in 
any other sphere. ' 
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2. Industry exists in order to satisfy human needs, but industry 
in turn creates conditions of life which generate new needs. 
3. In remoulding nature, i. e., in industrial activity man enables 
his powers to achieve new kinds and degrees of fulfilment. 
4. Labour is defined to be a process 'whereby both man and nature 
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participate' . In this interaction, man controls the mode of 
his operation on Nature in order to change nature for his own 
appropriation. And there are three elementary factors to any 
labour process: a) the personal activity of man, i. e., work, 
b) the subject of that work, 
0 its instruments. 
5. Distinguishing aspects of human labour are (1) that man must 
first produce the object in his mind, and (2) that the 
productive activity is conscious. The latter indicates man's 
ability to detach himself from the activity with which he is 
engaged. In other words, he is conscious of the distinction 
between his actions and himself as an actor. 
6. Man enters into relations with his fellow men during his 
productive activity, because the manner of satisfying his needs, 
(by altering nature) creates reciprocal links (sexual relations, 
exchange, division of labour). 
Based on these postulates, Marx defines the work-process to be: 
'.... (-the) human action with a view to the production of use-value, 
appropriation of natural substances to human requirements; it is 
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the necessary condition for effecting exchanges of matter 
between man and nature; it is the everlasting nature-imposed 
condition of human existence and therefore, is independent of 
every social phase of that existence, or rather common to every 
such phase. 164 
This activity, in itself common to every social phase, is not, however, 
equally creative and productive in every type of society. Work as 
productive activity both expends man's powers and develops them. 
However, whether it is a self-fulfilling activity, i. e., whether man 
seeks in it new powers, new modes of self expression, largely depends 
on the particular activity and its surrounding circumstances. Viewed 
from this perspective, work, in a capitalist factory, wherein, according 
to Marx, man has been reduced to a 'cog in the machine', cannot be said 
to be creative, since 'like running in2circles, such work does not aid 
man's power to mature'. 
65 For this reason, Ollman asserts that the 
'productive activity of the proletariat in a capitalist system is the 
outstanding instance of what might be called the 'retrogression' of 
essential powers. 
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In the light of Ollman-cum-Marx's expose of work as an essential life- 
activity, and capitalist work as a 'retrogressive' form of that life- 
activity, one can attempt to answer the questions posed earlier. Men 
like to work, because it is, as a potential, the source from which they 
can draw new powers; on the other hand, they don't like to work, because, 
work as we know now in capitalism, deprives men of that possibility. 
The former aspect of work must be accepted as a postulate, while the 
latter remains to be demonstrated. Hence, I want to pursue the enquiry 
along two main lines: 
1. What actually happens in a capitalist factory (FAB specifically) 
so that work emerges as a non-creative, or 'retrogressive' - to 
use Ollman's term - activity? 
2. How the 'consciousness of it' is altered as a response to the 
change in the nature of work. 
This analysis is not based on the assumption that 'nature of work' and 
'consciousness of it' are in a one-to-one correspondence. The relation 
between the two is a mediated one and simply derives from one of the 
human characteristics of work, namely man's ability to set himself 
mentally apart from the object of his work. To the extent that man 
can do this, then he can have a consciousness of himself and his actions, 
as separate from the acted-upon-object. What is suggested by Marx and 
Ollman is that because man's powers are subordinated to the machine, and 
he simply works as an extension of the machine in capitalist factories, 
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it becomes more and more difficult for him to develop a consciousness of 
himself as distinct from the machine he is putting his labour into. In 
this sense, work and its consciousness become problematic under 
capitalism. This chapter on work, and the next chapter on job specifics 
are d6signed to elucidate the nature of work in FAB, and also to set the 
background for the inferences made in chapter IX about that work and the 
consciousness of it the workers have. 
ii) Work In FAB 
Taken together, the FAB jobs exemplify all the characteristics of 
factory work, a prime feature of this being the centrality of machinery. 
A factory is machinery organised into a system 'continuously impelled by 
a prime-mover' (the powerlenergy). In this system the various mechanical 
organs, and the workmen as 'intellectual organs' co-operate for the 
production of a common object. It is a continuous process, a motion set 
by the central power, during which the workers, as 'conscious organs' are 
subordinated to the central movifig-power, in a similar manner that the 
unconscious parts are subordinated. The woi-kers' activity in this system, 
is an extension of the machinery whereby his skills are subsumed by the 
1 67 regular rhythm' initiated by the 'prime-mover' . 
The workers are primarily organised according to what the working of this 
system requires in terms of the functioning of the machinery. Hence, - 
there are 'machine-tenders' as one main group of workers, assistant- 
operators "%vho act upon simple break-down of the machinery. Secondly 
there are general maintenance and repair workers who are 'responsible' 
for the general 'good condition' of the machinery. And thirdly the 
sorters and packers at the opposite end of the production line. This 
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prime division of labour-is, according to Marx, 'purely technical' . 
The organisation of work in the FAB factory also rotates around this 
technical division of labour. As I have said earlier, my guideline in 
'percei, ving' the nature of the work-process in FAB is the vision of wotk 
as 'creative activity' and how this nature is altered in a capitalist 
. 
factory. In retrospect, I found the classification of jobs into various 
categories, which are presented below, useful for recapturing some. of the 
work-processes in FAB. 
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. group of 
these categories consist of-four headingsi The first 
1. Ptoduction 
2. Packing-and Sorting 
3. Maintenance. and-Repiir 
4. Other' 
On znother'level though, not every job*in'FAB exemplifies all the 
characteristics. 'of. factory-work. In other words,, in spite bf many 
. common characteristics, YAB. 
jobs, are far From*beifig equal in terms of" 
the-actual work, i. e., 'the'activity' involved'. Therefore, within each 
. grouping 
there is. -a-visible differentiation'sufficiently 
important to be 
registered. Theseare analysed in two turther'. groups., Df'categories'. The 
second -group of categories 
is-- 
-1. Yactory Type of Work 
2. Non--factory Type of Work 
The third. group of categ6ries'is. - 
1. Shift- work' 
2. '. Day. ox 'Normal' Work 
which-are analys, ed'below in the order'pres6nted'. above. ' 
1. Production Workers. 
Production workers--are, in"the. first place, 'those 'ýho are directly 
invol: -ýed in the manufacturing process of'. glass.. - without their co.;. oper-4tion 
with the-machinery, prodUction'would not'be posSibl6; ' Machine-tenders-in 
both BIJC and SG constitute the-major. group in this. category. The job, of 
minding--the-machine is-simply what the*title suggests; it'is. -'basiically 
fýilfilling the xeqoirements of the machine. ', It has.. to be'. greased from 
time to, iime, 'and. attentively. and coniinuously, watch6d. 
In BIC, themachine-6perators have to pump air, with. the help of'a hose., 
to'. Clear the newly-made bottles of . any-dust or'. dirt., They*. also take** 
sýamples-, of-immediately-dropPed'botýles-'ev6ry half-an hour., they'weigh 
them'. and-make the Tirst inspection'on their visible--def6cts., Minor' 
problems. which-require simple intervention'arealso their job. Anything 
more-important having effect on the motion-ýpattern of"the'machine has to 
be'-rep6ried to the '-regleurs' (regiiiators) ; ýh6 ire-kegarded'as more 
skilled than the operators. It is curious. to watch--a-'regleut' working. 
In'the, bottle-manufacturing-machinery there ivre tý4elve arms which have td 
operate-, --in-a synchronised pattern -. a mis-timing of': a second may. mes, s-up 
the whole process.. There -dre num&r6us. -regulating -metal heads, arranged on 
a cylindrical disc each-of'which'has to be'maintained'at a certain 
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position for perfect synchrony. Every type of bottle or container, 
according to its size, requires new regulating activity of the 'regleur, 
operators. You watch him doing it, and observe that he becomes the 
'consciousness' of the machine - which arm to move, how quickly and in 
which direction. The 'regleur' knows this 'scientifically' and there is 
often a technical book to go with the machine instructing how to do the 
job. Yet, in actually doing it, he almost has to identify with the 
machine. He has to feel its -'needs' as his own, and extend his skilful 
action to fulfil those needs. 
Then there are the 'feeder-operators' and the 'IS operators'. The former 
are responsible from that end of the machine where the batch is fed into 
it. A pair of shears cut the molten glass into 'gobs' and the latter 
is then automatically blown to form bottles. To regulate the weight of 
these 'gobs' for each specific mould is also the responsibility of the 
'regleurs'. IS operators, on the other hand, are at the dispensing end 
of the machinery. The machine, either by a 'press and blow' or a 'blow- 
blow' process transforms 2 twin gobs into two identical bottles or con- 
tainers within a few seconds and the IS operator has to ensure this 
takes place. 
This division of labour among the various machine-operators exhibits the 
prime characteristic of factory work: every single work-process and the 
division of labour among the workers are solely based on the mode of 
operation of the machinery. No worker produces anything as such. The 
individual worker has no control over the rhythm of the operation of 
the machine, and therefore, neither over the pace of his own activity, 
since the latter is subordinated to the former. He is neither in a 
position to make a decision about the-way in which he should tend the 
machine: which movements he has to make, when and how to interfere have 
already been decided for him by the designerslengineers of the machines, 
and on a more day-to-day basis., in advance by the technical managers. 
There is nothing required of him but to simply carry out these 'minute' 
tasks. Rhat 'skills' are required of him are also based on what this 
type of bottle-producing technology commands. The malleable nature of 
human labour makes it possible to assume that there will be workers with 
'skills' corresponding to the new technology. That the machine's mode 
of operation is not based on how workers would want or choose to work 
along the lines of fulfilling themselves and maturing their capacities 
is not due to technological reasons but are based on sOciO-Political' 
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determination. 69 In CLP, the infinite adaptability of the workers' 
power to labour. as Braverman asserts 
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acts against the labourers. 
.1 
What the productive worker has lost under capitalism, he replaces with 
a 'distorted' perception of what he really does. A subliminal image of 
hims6lf emerges with the management's help: from whatever angle one 
views it, -to be a 'production' worker is made into a privilege in"FAB. 
This is reflected in their pay-cheques. Production workers have a 
higher coefficient of premium bonuses than all the re6t. Managers and 
workers alike take a lot of pride in being part of the Production 
departments of both factories. They truly believe that they are the 
ones who are actually 'producing'. As one SG operator stated: 'I am 
happy (with my job) to me this is the best place .... In a factory, the 
most valuable section is 'production' - (it is) regarded as the most 
important .... both 
in terms of wages and rights, and also for. a future 
careerl. 
The skills required by machine-minding are not highly varied, anyone 
can be taught them in a few weeks. However, there is still valid ground 
on which 'production' workers believe that they are in a better position 
in terms of a future career than the others: firstly in FAB, the 
- 
production departments are among the few sections where promotion is 
possible --from assistant-operator, to machine-operator, and then to 
'regleur'. One may even hope to be a foreman after working as a 'regleur' 
for some time - if the management chooses to select one internally. 
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Secondly, the relative recentness in Turkey of the factory form of 
production based on modern technology like FAB means that. there are only 
a limited number of workers available who have worked on any such 
complex Machinery before. Their experience with such machinery may 
pave the way to a good job in another factory. 
In addition to these advantages, they are the ones who are given a tea 
and sugar allowance, and are actually allowed to brew tea in their work- 
area; heat generated by the_-furnaces and the machines, grants them this 
privilege. 
Technological production jobs require some 'activity' from the worker, 
but such activity is nowhere near the skills required from the old masters 
of bottle and glasswarel, blowing. Yet this does not prevent the machine- 
minders. -from. regarding their activity as 'productive'-, although the 
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-ýpxivile. ges_' they enjoy derive directly-from the centrality of. machinery 
. and not -from-themselves. They 
identify themýe. liýesý'Znd their powers with 
that of the. machine. ' 
It is-inte-resting to note that most machine-operators,, -regardless of 
their plant-describe their job as - 'I-am'resýoniib-le for'the machinery.. ' 
They were. usually taken-aback when'I. -asked*them-what 
it exactly meant 
'to be 
-responsible -for'the machines' --, 
'but of *course, ' most said, 'we 
.. make sure that the machine 
is alright; they'would ask us, if-anything 
went wrong. ' 
-Recognition that the machinery ---very expensive and therefore,, very 
. v, aluable - essential-for production, 
is-left in their zare, 'enables them- 
to-distinguish-them§elves. -from the rest 
(an. attitude especially manifest 
with. -furnace workers. and -feeder operators- the, more expensive the 
-machinery the better! 
), 
-and results 
in the belief that they'themselves 
are-very important. This evidently is. important. in. its. ýimplication that 
these workers, ' consziousness. of themsel, ýes. '-as. sepirate-. from'the machine 
is. an-obscure one.. It. also shows that the prodUction'workers judge their 
jobs. -and themselves. 'not'. according to the creativity of. the activity, 
involved in their-jobs,.,,. but., as, J. A. C. Brown' suggests_, 
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the 'status-' 
tbey'provide for them'. However, production workers. ' perception'of'" 
thems. elves. 'as. 'important'-can be interpretdd'. to*be-a way in which they 
express. theik-fundamental xealisation that prodUction*is. ultimately 
dependent on'theik skills-and efforts.. Lwant-to point out, that in 
this. -analysis-of work in YAB-I.. am constantly working on. a. major 
-d ist inc ti on'be týreew 
I'A-- What a particular worker does, in -the name bf'ý,! /work, 
2. What the. accomplishment is.. as,. a xesult of'. this-work activity. 
Therefore_, in the case 61'a production'workeirý iAiat he does is. to 
manipulate certain 'buttons', to hold, a hose, '. to pump-air into and 
grease the. machine, etc-. Call those destribed'aboveY. In what he-does 
then., he-accomPlishes. 'nothing as. creative work-itself-would have Jone. 
Ce. g., -as in, the-das-e of blowing. a, bottle-manually., ) Furthermore, he, ' 
as--an individual worke r., whatever*skills and effQris. he usesj cannot 
produce Dn his. own. Only the -collective skills. and efforts. of the whole 
voxk. fxxrce. '. can produce anything. On the other*hand, by-acting on the 
machine he. makes production possible.;. and in that-respect production 
can be'said. to be-ultimately dependent on. his. -labour. - Hence, the 
perception*xefetred'to is- both-false and true. ' The'-first-aspect can be 
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referred to (1) above and the second to (2). This distinction I have 
drawn is a guideline that helps to explain the seemingly contradictory 
elements workers have in their consciousness. An attempt to show that 
this guideline has been 6seful in understanding and reconstructing the 
FAB workers' reality is made in the concluding remarks in chapter IX. 
To conclude the analysis of the production workers, a note must be made 
of a finer distinguishing feature of the production workers which is 
whether the work6r is involved in any 'making' process or not. This 
distinction seemed to be important in allowing for the workers who are 
not involved in glass-production per se, but who nevertheless must be 
separated from the rest because they produce-other, intermediary goods. 
Box-makers in the woodwork workshop, 'second-cutting' workers in SG, 
mould-makers, process and quality controllers in both of the factories 
are exaiýples of such 'production' workers. What is common to these 
work-processes is that each constitutes the very end of a 'making' 
process: it is in the hands of these workers that plates of glass appear 
complete and are ready to be used - or, a box is finished, or a mould 
is ready to be applied on the IS machines. Similarly, without the 
approval of the process and quality controllers, no product can be 
deemed to be complete and ready for dispatch. 
In my total sample of 101 workers, only 36 (i. e., 35.6%) could be 
classified under the heading Production. This figure is important 
because it shows that only one third of the whole jobs in FAB ire 
directly related to any one 'production' process. Put another way, the 
majority of YAB workers (i. e., the remaining 64%) are not directly 
invoLved in any 'manufacturing' process but are merely aggregated to it. 
2. Packing and Sorting Workers 
This group is more readily identifiable due to the nature of the work- 
activity undertaken. 
In BIC, there are'four IS machines attached to the flint-glass 
Ci. e., colourless) furnace and three to the coloured-glass furnace. As 
was said earlier, two twin containers come out from each machine at the 
same time, which are alltomatically dropped on the moving-belts. On the 
other end of the belts the packers are located. The speed of motion of 
the conveyor belts change slightly with the size and weight of the 
containers. With the exception of one line, on all the belts, packing is 
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done manually. Two or three workers 
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at each end, place bottles in 
cartons, shrouds, or other containers. Each worker-holds a few bottles 
with each hand at a time. And this is a &ontinuous process in which the 
speed of packing is the speed at which the bottles pile-up on the round 
discs; therefore, it is the speed which is required of the packers to 
clear the discs off the bottles. On that one line, the packing is 
carried out automatically by a system called 'shrinkage'. This line is 
used when the containers are to be packed in bulk on pallets; then 'a 
machine marshalls them into layers, a pad or tray separating each 
layer, and then a polythene bag is pulled over the complete pallet and 
heated so that it contracts to form a rigid pack. ' This is how the 
system is described in the Redfearn National Glass handbook - notice 
the non-existence of the worker in that description who in fact 
'controls' the process from the beginning to end albeit monitoring with 
'buttons'. It is the machine that does it, not the worker. 
Packing is an activity whereby subordination to the machine is best 
observed. One manager explained that time-and-motion studies were not 
carried out for packers because each of their physical movements were 
anyway determined by the speed at which the machinery produced and the 
belts carried. There is however, a difference between the majority of 
packers who do it manually, and the few with the 'shrinkage' system: the 
latter is one step further towards automation. 
Each container carries a number at its bottom - referring to the number 
of the machine which has made it. Sometimes, say number twelve may have 
come out with a defect, which was not noticed until it came to the 
quality control room - or by the time quality controlling detected the 
faults, thousands of them have already been produced and packed. When 
this is detected by the quality control girls, they let the production 
workers know, and the latter change the production. This may mean that 
thousands of bottles in packed boxes and containers are torn apart and 
the sorters clearing them of the defective numbered bottles. This happens 
very often, and sorting as such occurs cont. tantly: "bend down", "pick up 
the bottles by both hands", "check the numbers". "throw the defective 
ones into a bunker". "put the good ones in anbther box": this is the 
sorting job. 
There are however, other sorters before this stage, called the 'inspector' 
(or 'aynaci' in Turkish - 'mirrorist' literally translated). This - 
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inspection is carried out in a sort of cabinet in which an inspector 
views each container as it passes in front of a lighted screen"and 
removes those with visible faults. These inspectors are mostly women 
in FAB. Their'job requires 8'hours continuous sitting and contentration. 
Removing bottles with visible defects mean either throwing them into a 
nearby tank, or on another side belt carrying the cullet back into'the' 
furnaces. The containers passing can reach'up to millions in A day 
constantly - the speed does not change, all the bottles look alike, 
shining in front of the inspe*Ctor's eyes, made even brighter by-the 
lighted -screen, and she sits there alert, trying not to let a single 
defective bottle escape removal. Is it possible to say that there is 
any creativity in this work any skill required from which new skills 
emerge? Is it possible to say that the inspector's capabilities develop 
or that she fulfils herself? Every negative answer to these questions 
reflect the negative in the CLP. 
Packers and sorters in SC differ in that their pace is not determined by 
the machine. The initial piling-up of the plates of glass are performed 
by the glass-carriers. Later these palettes are carried to the cold -glass 
department where the packers are located. There is more variation 
involved in sheet-glass packing than the packing of bottles. Size and 
thickness of the plates of glass require different packs as well as 
those for export, or indigenous consumption. The packers here, may have 
to fulfil a variety of tasks, such as cutting the plates further, 
placing them in boxes, feeding with pads in between, nailing the lid of 
the box, removing it to another corner. 
Regardless of such vaiiations though, -packing, everywhere in FAB is one 
of the most monotonous, and strenuous jobs and is indicative of the 
status of work as an''essential human life-activity' in the capitalis't 
factory. Approximately 16% of my sample population consist of packers" 
and sorters. These workers are at the same time nearest to'Marx's 
description of factory workers under capitalism. 
3. Maintenance and Repair Workers 
q. I Marx describes this class of workmen as 'a superior cla s' 's s of men', 6me 
of them scientifically educated, others brought up to a trade; it is 
distinct from the factory operative class and merely aggregated to it. 1 
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This description applies to the FAB maintenance and repair workers too. 
This skilful class in the 'model' factory technical division of labour 
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is deemed to be numerically unimportant. However, in FAB, they 
constitute 29% of the labour force. Their task, is to take care of the 
machinery and repair it from time to time; and this group-includes 
engineers, mechanics, joiners, welders, etc. A specialisation is 
introduced into this class of workmen based on the technical division 
of! -labour between plants and shops. A ýpecialised group of maintenance 
workers are located in each plant, who are assigned the jobs attached to 
that plant only. Then, there are the general maintenance and repair 
workers viio both assist the departmental-groups in difficult taýks, -and 
also, are required to maintain the prime machinery of the site. . 
Maintenance of the site in general, with its buildings, and, transport 
vehicles calls for a further specialised group of workers such as 
mechanics, masons, carpenters, gardeners, etc. Clearly,, variation of 
trades accompanied by different skills is tremendous imong, this group. 
They are more independent in terms,, of both working free of machine- 
domination, and alýo in physical terms (of mobility), since their tasks 
often involve moving around on site. I 
Every morning th e division of 1'4bour for the daily, tasks is set out by 
the foremen/shift-manager who assigns jobs to their. men.. By appointing 
the same workers to the same plants, or the same type of breakdown -". 
problems, the. managers reinforce further-specialisation. 
However, acquaintance with all the major plants has allowed this group 
of workers tohave a broader conception of the labour-process., 
Their tasks often require working in teams. The effort thus exerted 
durifig team work becomes a creative way of overcoming a difficult problem, 
hence the collective mode of self-fulfilment is achieved. In other woids, 
the using-up of their labour becomes a productive consumption unlike the 
case of the packing and production, workers. The skills involved and the 
mode in utich these skills are utilised, i. e., the team work enables 
them to develop new skills to overcome even more difficult tasks-k-in due 
course. 
one more important distinguishing aspect of maintenance and repair work 
is that it. resembles 'human -work' more than in. any other factory work. 
On each occasion when a problem arises maintenance and repair-workers 
must think of a relevant-solution, must imaginatively plan what-they. 
ought to do in advance. These designed solutions will not necessarily 
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apply to the next problem, therefore, each new task leads to the 
repetition of the same creative mode of thinking. This is all the, more 
so in FAB where insufficiency/inefficiency of the technology 
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on the 
one hand, and absence of some specialised tools and spare-parts on the 
other, depend more on the skills of workers, and their creativity in 
finding made-up spare-parts to replace the non-existent standard ones. 
This situation in turn, is a result of dependence on foreign technology 
and imported spare-parts, or in other words, arises out of the context 
of underdevelopment. When the ufiderdeveloped economy suffers from an 
acute shortage of foreign currencies, as Turkey has done since 1975, 
this creates the need to meet various technical demands of the production 
process by indigenous xesources, and mainly, the skill of its working 
-men. Fulfilling certain 
demands of the production process in this way, 
causes. workers to. gain more control over the labour-process, which is 
. alien to the mode of operation of the 
'model' CLP. 
One xelated aspect of creative-thinking-required of the maintenance and 
xep, air work-must be noted here. As elsewhere on'the site, there is a 
. degree of separation of conception and execution'. applicable to. maintenance 
. and-repai-r workers.. Not every single-maintenance and. repair worker 
is 
hi. ghly skilled, nor is. he allowed to decide on how to solve A break-down 
problem; Neither is- the technology of glass-marlufacturing Nhich ori- 
ginates elsewhere, but neither the workerý-who would ; qork-with it in its 
country of origin, nor the workers of the country which-has imported 
that technology., have participated in the decision-making. about its 
design, operation, etc. ) the only source of imposing limitations on how 
-much-of the productive process 
isaccessible to Workers. ' knowledge. 
Therefore_, that technology, as it is, is beyona the conception'of 
workers. 3. - s. -a, gi-ven'-f act. 
There is. yet amore 4iay--to-day operation'of*hierarchical. accessibility 
to information"and knowledge of-which workeirg.. are-aware. ' In more 
practical terms, there is. a certain kind of'knowledge only a plant 
manager'has. control over, but it is the less. totalistic,. more practical/ 
trivial aspects, that-a-day-manager., a shift-forýman, a 'foreman, a'worker 
may possess. in-descending order. I-have observed that this hierarchy of 
control over knowledge is. both-manifestand yet still -felt -less in the 
-depa, rtmental-units. of'maintenance and-rep4ir then in the general main- 
tenance-and-repair department. Taken'together, however, this class. of 
workmen, is-subject to less separationin terms, of'conception'and 
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execution, by the necessity to work in teams. Especially on those 
occasions -*hen the team is not headed by a foreman or a day-manager 
the 'thinking' then becomes a'collective activity. Two quotes below, 
both from maintenance workers, support my observation: 
QE 77 'We, for example, tell the shift foreman it would be better 
if we did it this way. And he says, "Do it as you know it. " 
Five mates put our hedds together and do the job. They get 
pleased with the results too. I mean, they don't insist 
that we must do it in their way. ' 
QE 92 1 .... Everyone's opinions about their professions 
(trades) 
are different. We don't like what each other does. But 
sometimes ve decide together. Then it becomes better. ' 
Other Workers 
Workers in FAB whose work activity cannot be represented by either of 
the three categories described above form the category 'other'. The 
relative self-sufficiency of FAB has called for. -this category of.. 
workers, because, besides the main stream of glass manufacturing in 
FAB, various intermediary goods and services are also produced; and 
especially, 'services' account for the category_lotherl. 
It is interesting to note that this group came out to be numerically 
more important than the title would suggest. Nearly 28% of the sample 
group have jobs which are marginal to glass-manufacturing. Their 
services are rendered to other workers who are more directly involved 
with the production. 'All the cooks, waiters, gardeners, nurses, fire- 
men as well as drivers and clerks are included in this category. They 
are not included in the technical division of labour as described at the 
outset of this chapter (p. 37). The 'nature' of 'work' they perform 
remains independent of the machine-based organisation in the factory. 
Therefore, they are more autonomous in the vay, they work and 'other' 
workers have considerable control over the manner and pace of the way 
they labour. 'Other'. workers constitute a large section of the non- 
. factory 
jobs in FAB - introduced below - and hence some.. underlying 
qualities oveilap. A more detailed presentation of this group's work 
activities will, therefore, be carried out under the heading 'Non-factory 
Workers'. 
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iii) Factory and Non-Factory Types of Work 
The Factory mode of production is not monolithic in terms of the 
work-process; it contains work-processes wide-ranging with respect to 
the degree of detailed division of labour, and the extent of separation 
of conception and execution. The fact that FAB jobs could be divided 
into four distinct categories (production, packing and sorting, 
maintenance and repair, and other) and the differentiation of the 
work-processes undertaken by each group already elucidates this point. 
The 'Factory' and 'Non-factory' distinction is used as a further device 
to systematise the differences in the work-processes in FAB. 
'Factory' work here is defined as those jobs which require 'work' to be 
undertaken in subordination to the technical base of the factory, or 
'skills' that could only be useful in a factory context. 'Factory' type 
of work then, refers simply to those jobs which require a factory 
context to be carried out, jobs which are dependent and pre-determined 
by the technical division of labour of the factory organisation of work. 
Conversely, 'Non-factory' type of worknrefers to those jobs which do not 
require a factory as its medium of practice, but could be carried out 
elsewhere. These definitions are derived from the description of 
'Factory' and 'Non-factory' modes of industrial production outlined in 
chapter II, section 4 above. 
Based on these definitions, 56% of the jobs in FAB are factory jobs, and 
44% ard non-factory-jobs. That nearly half of the FAB jobs could be 
classified under non-factory category is an important finding. This is 
so, because it is often assumed that by virtue of their taking place in 
a factory, all work-processes are characterised by the CLP. In other 
words, the assumption is that the environment, the site of work, 
determines the nature of work. However, the above findings pertaining 
to the FAB factory clearly shows that this assumption is not always 
valid. Half of the FAB kýorkers do non-factory jobs, and this 
classification is based on the actual activity they carry out, and not 
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on the site of their activity. Had the latter been taken as the only 
ciiterion, then all jobs, by virtue of their location, should be 
characterised by the factory mode of work organisation. To use the 
nature of work, i. e., the actual activities performed by the worker as 
a criterion to classify jobs is useful, in order to grasp the detailed 
but important differences between them. The nature of work can be as 
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important as the site of work from the point of view of the individual 
worker, in the way he experiences work, and. defines this experience., 
When 'Nature of work' then, is taken to be a criterion to clAssify jobs 
into 'factory' or 'non-factory' it is seen that all the welders, some 
lathe operators, cleaners, sweepers, cooks, waiters, guards, porters, 
firemen,. mechanics, masons, carpenters, electii6ians, etc., constitute 
'non-factory' jobs. This is so, precisely because, all of the work 
activities these jobs involve could, in the same manner be carried out, 
outside the context of the factory. In contradistinction, packers, 
inspectors,. machine operators, glass-carriers, 'regleurs', process and 
quality controllers., mould cleaners and-replacers, etc., could not have 
carried out their work activities in workplaces other than factories. 
What little skills. contained in these jobs would not -allow any of these 
worke-rs, to-use his skills independent of the factory mode of production 
because they. are precisely created by that. mode. 
While bringipg in this. distinction, I do not question'the fact that even7- 
the non-1actory work takes- place in the-factory., This. implies'that the 
organis, ation'of work is-fundamentally different 1rom-lany other'in a 
workshop or -an. artisan mode of industrial production.. Certainly,. the 
duration of work-hours, the technical division'of labour, the hierarchy 
of'control, and the separation of intellectual. and manual Iabour-as 
-determined by the-factory mode apply to the hon-1actory jobs in it. 
Similarly, such, a separation made (between 'factory'-and 'non--1actory' 
jobs. ) does. not, mean to overlook the tendency of'the -capitalist mode of 
pro, auction to incessantly transform all other'laboilr-proce . sses. into the 
. capitalist labour process, 
(as arguea', by Braverman). ' 'What it. does'mean, 
however, is,, that even'within the context of-a 'capitalist'. factory, with 
. reference to the 
'nature of work'_, differences. *in the conaitionsaccruing 
to an individual or a, group of workers and, how-'significant these 
differences-. are in the way they define the labour process, can be 
_grasped*and-rec6nstructed'by using such a device. '' This will be 
exO-mplifiecl'below-'where the immediate conaitions-pertaining, to, some of. 
the jobs. in: FAB--are examined. It also means, that-while the capitalist 
. mode of_production trans-forms all other*labour processes. 'into the CLP, 
i. e. _',, 
turn. all the. jobs. into 'factory' type 6f. 'jobsjJtat the sametime 
-creates. -a labour. -force who. acquire skills. that are independent of the 
detailed, -division of labour that pertains. to the CLP,, -and there-fore, 
can be-useful outside the context of the-factory organisation*of work. 
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Basdd on the YAB case alone then, it can be said that the capitalist 
mode of production on the one hand dooms the workers to the machinery, 
thereby degrading them; on the other hand causes a proliferation of 
workers' with independent sk . ills and powers, mainly-because the 
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continuity of the production process is so dependent on the labour, 
and capital cannot subordinate labour totally. 
Now-I vant to proceed to the, analysis of shift-work and then-Allocation 
and-Re. cruitment Patterns in-FAB, before I. move on to the analysis of job 
specifics.. 
iv) Shift Work 
-All '. fusion' industries. run on. a constant basis, given'the technology. 
What this. -means. 2. n effect, is that'the prodUction'process is.. continuous 
-for 24 hours.. a -day, -7 
days a week, and 365 days. -a year. Glass -manufactur- 
ing-As. also based'on'_fuslon-ý. technology, and so is.. subject. to the same 
constancy of work, which is presented'by the iaanagembnt, as-the reason' 
I or the inevitability of 'shif t-work. Not'all workers., work- 6hif ts in YAB, 
howe. vdr, which is.. due to the fact that not all workin. FAB-is directed 
towards. -manufacturing 
', glass.. While the majority of'_FAB-Jabýurers work 
in shifts. (. 73%), 'the-iemaining 277. -are on*day jobs.. Day workeirg-start 
zt 8.30. a. m., take-a lunch-b. reak between*12 and I p. m..,, and work-again 
until 6 p. m. -and take the buses back 
to 
-at 6.15 p. m. 
iowii promptly 
Unlike'-most other'work places in Turkey, day-worke-k6. znd white collar 
workers. still work. half--ýdays on Saturdays- 
The-morning shift itarts-at-7 aIm. - and lasts-until 3 'p. m. - I when*the 
afternoon shift starts.. -And the night shift 
is. between'll-, p. m.. and 
-7. a. m. Every week, each shift works a differient time., '-and once every 
three'44eekg, following the night shift they'have-4 56 hour br6ak, which 
is-called'the 'Iong weekbnd". _ 
What does. working in shifts. mean ior'the workers? The 6ýif t-system'lirst 
-of -al 1r .,.. 
forces. *the sleeping, rest, eiting'and ent0iria"nment hou's. to be 
turned'. ýups. ide. down'and-messes up the family and, social lives. The system 
-demands. great sacrifice-from'the indivi . dual; it is-in-fact'further'than 
lsaarifice'ý. - it necessitates, the 6Ajection'of*ýall other'aspects of*,, 
living, -and the individual's. organic life itself to 'work'. 'My body., 
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my sleep suffers; it (my body) cannot get used to it ..... as one shift 
ý, 7, ' 
worker expressed. 
And the demands of each shift are different. A quality control woman 
expressed the dilemma she suffers in deciding which shift suits them 
best: 
"There are good and bad sides to every shift. You have to' 
wake up at 6 a. m. for the morning shift but then you have a 
lot of time spare in the afternoon. Yet we don't like this 
shift because all the managers. and shiftforemen etc., are 
around. The room (Quality Control) is too crowded with 
people. There is noise from every head* and there are too 
many people who stick their nose into your business. 3-11 is 
a good shift. At 6 all the "bosses" leave. You're on your 
own. It is calm and you enjoy it more. You can sleep as 
much as you like in the morning. And when you come back 
(home) at mid-night it is as if coming back from a movie or 
something. But then you have no social life. Can't even 
watch T. V., can't see many people, can't do anythingl I like 
the night shift myself, 11-7; the factory is all yours. You 
do your work as you wish, nobody bothers you. At the same 
time, you can enjoy yourself with your work-mates. Nobody 
says anything. But then, it it1ters your system altogether. 
You feel very tired at work. You want to sleep all the time. 
The foreman won't say no, you can sleep but when it is a 
single shift(78) the burden is on your friends. You can't 
leave all the job to them. Besides, they feel sleepy too. 
Then you come home in the morning. You feel very sleepy but 
you can't sleep. The day passes trying to sleep. I have to 
sleep after dinner time (tea-time) to feel ready to go to 
work again at about mid-night. Damn it, in fact V. like none 
of it (the shift)P 
This description of the shift-system as expressed by one worker, but 
nevertheless experienced by all the shift-workers clearly denotes that 
the shift system is detrimental for the workers. Those shifts, whereby 
workers find more meaning in their work (due to the absence of the 
higher level managers) are inimical to their health and social lives. 
When they can be more in tune with nature (in terms of sleeping and 
eating hours for example) and, the hours of the shift allow for social 
activities outside work, then they are often less happy at work, i. e., 
more under the control of managers. The situation is exaceibated by 
the continuous rotation in the shift-system, which never allows them to 
settle, to adapt themselves to a particular set of hazards. As in the 
case above, the shift-workers live the tensions built into the system by 
* The closest expression in English, I found, to this Turkish proverb 
literally translated here is 'everyone has to put their oar in' or a 
more local one I'm told 'everyone has to have their two pen'orth (penny 
worth)'. 
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the nature of the shift-work. 
All managers. above the level of shift-manager except one shift 
engineer, and most 'memurs', work days. Therefore, it is all the more 
easy -for them to claim that shift-work 
is unavoidable because the 
-furnaces-must 
be kept burning all the time that it is, a technologically 
imposed, condition on the production process 'in our industry, i. e., the 
-fusion 
industry, it needs to work for 24 hours. 1-me-an the shift system 
is-embedded in the-development of technology, in technological progress' 
one-mart4ger explained. 
But is-it only, a problem of technology? According to a-foreman it is 
not. In the way he perceives'it, profit making hasr, -a say in in '(-to 
voxk. for 24 hours. ) of course, is inevitable. Work has to be continued. 
Il_you--don't-mind the-furnaces., and take. note of'its-tomperature, 'the 
-mineral 
iiL it will either Ireeze or burst-, out .... This. has-. to be' 
. controlled which 
in turn necessitates'the continuous. working hours. 
This. is-what ve. call the shift-vork. ' 
--'2re the-reany-alternatives, such -as. letting the 'paste'*drop freely 
Zuring the nightV 
- 'Well., it will _mean. lossý both from---a national point of'-view, and 
also -from: the point of 
': view of workers' earnings.. 
- 'Whatabout human health? ' 
- 'Yes, they* fthe 4ý7orkers) get' tired during night shifts: '-, but they have 
. an, opPoxtunity to-rest 
in between'Cuntil the nextýtime one is. on a night 
shift)-. ' This-Cnight) shift comes once . in three*we6ks, '., Well in work-life 
you have to put-up with it. The factory works. '-for'24'hours. The 
. continuity of-this-is. -very 
important for'both. the-dev6lbpment of*the 
. countryand also, in terms. of gains regdrdles9_of'the'type 6f'state you 
hava. '-As. shart, term work-does not'provide y'ou'vith-. anything. ' This. 
-foxeman's.. view, I 
is the-view'of the managem6ntj'Yet'-more explicit in his 
linking-, of'the profit-motive with the need'for'4oniinuity of production. 
Yurthermore, 'there is. the -concern-for'the -furnaces--; they'must not'be*' 
-cooldd'. of-f at ubatever cost because this. brings., great damage and loss. es. 
_Andýthe damage to 
the furnaces is more important than-anything else., 
'Thqy-'-cost milli"ons.. of'liras-you'know' is. the. common'saying in YAB. 
Justification ol'the attitude whereby it is-totally omitted*that 
production'is. -a social, process and involves-'the'human. el6ment as the 
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active agent is provided -at the theoretical level too. It is the 
bourgeois economists (and of course the man . agers), in most cases, who 
provide for this justification in considering 'labour' as just another 
, 79 input of production . Labour can, in this contektý'be handled cate 
. gorically 
because it is often forgotten that the concept refers to 
humans. This. approach, seems to be internalised by. a considerable 
number of 'workers.. as well'. and'accepted. as. an '-absolute' without con-- 
sidering its implications for themselves, or-asking any questions about 
its-validity. 
Yor. a sweeper-up in SG, to work-f6i 24 hours continuous is 'a must -for 
this. factory .... One or two days of stopping will cause the-furnace to 
'ýfreezell. This-means it won'twork'again for*6 months or'A year. I 
mean, production will be most-difficult. ' 
--'How-do you know that the furnace will then'not'work for 6-12. months,? ' 
-.. 'We heard that-from"our "superiors" here. Those who work on the 
-furnace-also Say 
it. Of course, 'I'. haven't examined it myself. ' 
Thi. sapproachzepres6nts tbe, general stance 6f'most. FAB workers. Yet, 
notýall worke_rsýzreassured'that the_furnacejprodýction'per'se have a 
ývita, l importance. Yor'instance,. for'a woman, in the Qualityý-Control 
-dep, artment, 
'to be -a woman', toý_both -fulfi. 
1 what this nec6sbitates, 
sacial. 1yandalso endure pressure beyona hei'power6. in workJ9 in other' 
words, the-difficulty of'accomýlishing thes, 6 two'-roles"tpgether is. p 
important to be taken'into. considerition' "To'VOrk -for''24 hours 
ii, not 
a-must,, they'should. abolish-the'night shifts-. lor'ex. ýmple., *-fo'r a woman 
Clike '-myself Yit is. diimn'. diff icult Cto- -ýork -it nights. 
). 
-'Whatabouý the furnaces then? " 
- 'Well, it need not'be cooled off but for'instance the 'paste". could 
be -let to-drop. freely during the night... '. 
(the'bnly--considerition'is) to 
fill the pockets-of*the bosses. I-mean thiS_is, the'.. aimý' She ýelieves. 
that in BIC, when'the-changing of'the coloui, is-wantedý they'allow-the" 
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paste-to-aro'p'off. -day after 
day. until the', h6w'dolour turns. out to be'the 
-right-shade. Therdf6re, 'the same thing couid-be'. -done-for'other reasons. 
Not'to -let the furnace go cold in-fusi-on'industries: ', -and therefore, the 
necessity toýWrk.. for 24 hours. -continuous-ly, -ýto-have-to'expend energy 
while 6n6. can hardly keep one's eyes open, and during-those long hours. 
vhen'-a whole town'_is.. asleep'-may or may not'b'e',. 4 technological necessity. 
ThiS. -cannot'be decided'here. What lwant. toýemphasise h0we'vbr, is. that 
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'necessity-unavoidability', is bound by a certain system of thought. 
And once this is formed, it is accepted without much questioning by 
those who are concerned. This mode of-thinking can be expressed by the 
concept of 'rationality' and the ideology on a par with it: 'the 
necessity to be rational'. 'To be rational for whatV is a question 
occasionally asked. What is unquestionably assumed is that it is a 
must to choose the 'rational' no matter what. And how is 'what is 
rational' determined? To let the batch from the furnaces off, i. e., to 
actually waste it altogether is 'rational' when changing from one colour 
of production to another, but to do the same so that people can sleep 
tranquilly, that they do not get worn out is not 'rational'. 
In the first case, because it is assumed to be a technologically 
determined necessity, and is already included in the cost calculations - 
does not, therefore, have an effect on the anticipated profits. 
However, the necessity to consider human well-being does not occur as 
an indispensible assumption when cost calculations are made, hence to 
agree to the possibility of 'wasting' paste for the sake of working 
people alone will mean a loss of profits and therefore is 'irrational'. 
'Rationality' has a capital induced context, and as such, has a 
determining role on the other aspects of relations of production under 
capitalism. 'Rationality' is the sine quo non of production relations 
in FAB, though mostly in a concealed form. It is concealed because it 
is presented in an ideological format, i. e., it is presented in the 
disguise of the 'most natural and logical thing to do', thereby obscuring 
the fact that it is the thirst for profits that require such a 
'rationality', which is more irrational from a human point of view. 
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Shifts in some of the other industries in the region, commence and 
terminate at even hours: 8-16,16-24,24-8. The workers in FAB have 
demanded the alteration of shift hours in FAB to even ones. 'It is more 
convenient for us, it makes life easier' they say. Management refused 
to implement new hours, not because they had an objection to it, but for 
external circumstances they were unable to do so. There is only one 
contract coach company in Province. This company has a monopoly of 
worker transportation in the district. Since the same company carries 
the workers of other factories around, the hours their coaches can be 
at FAB's service must fit into the periods when the coaches are 
available, and the coach company would not allow any other firm to enter 
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this market. Furthermore, the management of FAB say that they're bound 
to this agreement. 
This is a striking exemplification of expropriation of 'control' from 
the immediate producer in the process of development of capitalist 
production. Workers do not lose 'control' over the work process only, 
or merely because of the organisation of work, but also indirectly by 
the 'invisible hand' of the market mechanism. In our case, FAB workers 
cannot start and end their jobs at the times,; they prefer because of the 
monopoly power of the coach company; and the link this has with the 
working hours is a manifestation of the market mechanism. 
One last note on the shift system: shift workers do not have a break 
for lunch as a rule, however, they are allowed to have a meal taking 
turns, spending at most half an hour on it. 
Day Work 
Day workers on the other hand, spend their one hour lunch break as they 
wi sh to. Usually it is quickly swallowing down a meal, and then playing 
a game of football, volleyb'all or table tennis etc., or sleeping under a 
bench. 
If the stress on shift workers emerges as a iesult of continuity of work 
for 8 hours, as well as rotating work hours altering th6ir system, for 
the day workers, the pressure comes from the extension of work hours to 
cover the whole day. To be at work at 8.30, most day workers have to 
wake up around 7 to be able to catch the service buses at 8. On return, 
the buses start off at 6.15 p. m. and by the time they reach home it is 
already 7-7.30 p. m. again; which means 'work' has a duration of 12 hours 
of their every day life. Given that they work half-days on Saturdays, 
the day workers do not have any time left to fulfil the requirements of 
living; shopping, taking care of children, going to their schools to see 
their teachers, anything that requires contact with an office or a bank, 
housework, and all those other activities we (those who do not work such 
hours) take for granted, the FAB day workers are severely disadvantaged. 
The effect of spending such long hours, either working or going to and 
from work and preparing for it, is striking too. Once Hatice, a quality 
control girl working days, had to ask to leave around 2 p. m. for some 
official business. It was winter then, therefore, it was already dark 
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, around 5 pm. She-recollects her 
impression of that-day, she left early, - 
"I-'m--used'to getting out in the dark. Yesterday, I went out at 
2 p. m;.. and. I-. -saw that it was bright everyýwhere. It was so 
str, ange toýme.... " 
Jack-London-desc-ribed, the English factory worker6, (, especially those in 
the East End in. london) -as 'men who never sawthe 9tinlight! ' The 
situation of. FAB--day workers is_not'much differ6nt, ', excepi thanks to 
the long hot summer*o-f the Mediterranean climate. ' 
. Regardless-of the objective pros'-and. cons. -aboui. the. shift-and 
day work, 
woi: ke-rs!., ýattitudes towards. it-vary. This is. pres6nted, in chapter IX. 
-O. Recruitment and-Allocation 
Sources of', Information". About Jobs in FAB. 
What zre the sources. of-learning about the jobi. availabI6 fo-r'the 
w, arke, rs2 -Are. thesO- sourcer. 
'mainly institutional or'throuih Personal 
. xel. ations.? 
The. ans-wers to these questions. in the'doniext -of'FAB not 
only yielded'-valuable information, aboui ac6esý-to-kn6wledge of'the YAB 
workers., but-also some indication. aboui the nature 6f"cap*italism' in 
. an underdeveloped country-like Turkeyj to -Aat extent the 
capitaliat 
-mode bf prodUction has-created 
its-own'institutions-ancl-patteriis. of' 
communicatiOn. 
The answers. to the question`where did you learn about this. job.? ' 
clearly indicate that the sources of'information'-are'. mainly personal 
-connections--and the 
'institutions! of'pre-industrial social. formations. 
MIT o-f 
-my 
sample workers. -learnt about the 
job, 
-'f rom', 
'f riends. ', 25.1% 
-from-'-relatives. 
', and, -12.9% -from thei-i 
'khome-mates. 1 (hem4ehii),, '24'. 8% 
beard-about, the-vacancies simply by virtue of'being the 'locals'. Only 
4% were info=ed-'. by newspapers, -and another'4% throujh 
job'bentresý-. all 
this. is-indicative of the -fact that 
'institutional'. channelb of' 
infoxmation are not xeldvant. for most workejrý-. 
The heavy reliance on the informal, group, communications. and. kinship ties. ' 
zs. sources, of. -information 
derives: 
-from`the fact, that -capitalism 
in 
Turkey'has-not'yet'been. able to develop its, owniinstitutions.. These 
-findings, tog6ther withýthe patterns-of.. allocition'. and-rer-ruitment . 'iven' 9 
below. 'will present a-cleaier profile of'ihe"netwo'rk, 6f, 'Iabour-reciuitment 
in Turkey'. 
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Recruitment Patterns. 
Having-found out. about the vacancies in-FAB through-one of the sources 
-mentioned above, the-recruitment of my sample group was to a large extent 
-a-random one 
(59.4%). That is to say more than half of the sample group 
we-re-recruited when there was a need for vorkers, and got jobs without 
being helped by-any external circumstances. The. remaining., however, 
-received'-various means of 
help in being recruited for a job. 13.9% got 
the job. with the help of a 'letter of introduction'. This may mean one 
of the -following, - 
. 1. Knowing someone 
important, 
2. Bringing-a letter of introduction with himself., 
3. Bribing the job-recruitment personnel. 
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Nearly -11% of the-applicants-got help -from the managers themselves, that 
is, to say, that the applicant worker either knew one manager or was 
-related to or-a 
'hemsehri' of a manager. 7.9% could get the job with the 
help of their-relatives in FAB (relatives other than managers, that is). 
The joB. -centre is seen to have no effect on recruitment whatsoever. 
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The significance of the veight of relatives, -friends and 
'hemlehris' in 
-recruitment 
has-a-valuable function for the system: it serves to 
estab1ish-a. more homogeneous labour force. At the emergence of interest 
-frictions. 
between the-managersand the workers, these kinship ties and 
friendship bonds can be-used, but more importantly,. any worker of FAB is 
. under. an obligation to-management when and if one of his-relatives/ 
--frienda, 
lhem§ehris. is. employed, and, therefore, renderinga similar 
service to-managers. becomes. an expectation-All this. helps the managers 
to areate, a '-friction--free'-family Atmosphere on site --an indispensible 
Ion ing of-any. management in cementing the loyalty to the firm. -9 
That. vorkers,. are not total strangers to each. other simply gathered' 
togethe-r. at-random,. but. are often related to eachothar'in one way or 
-another, is. -fxom the point of-view of the workers-.,, -a counter-balancing 
power . to the 'divisive", aspects of the capitalist labour process, on the 
shop-41oor. This. inc-reases',. the solidarity among worker6. who work in 
distant-departments. 
-from each otherj. and may manifest its elf in 
-unexpected ways. or instances. 
Mlocation 
Yinally S why workers. were-allocated the job'., they'initially had (many 
workers. change d'. the ik j ob s wi thin the la ct ory) in -YAB. wa s. 
bas. i c ally Jor-' 
the-following-reag-ons. - 30'. -7YK, got'the_3ob because of'their previous job. ' 
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experience, 36.6%-at-random.. Yor 19.8% it was the only job offered, 
. and -12.9-7. were allocated on the basis, of their physical qualifications - 
-muscular strength-mainly. These allocation-figures'-do not necessarily 
si-gni-fy-any set pattern. 
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r. TTAPTV'P U 
JOB SPECIFICS 
What I. propose to do in this chapter is to present the immediate 
conditions of work in. FAB.. My purpose in doing so is to show the 
extent to which the general tendency of CLP towards-separation of work 
into-detail tasks.. applies in the case of YAB. If it can be-demonstrated 
that-at least some of the work-processes are divided into minute tasks 
on the one hand, while other types of jobs. have-remained relatively 
-unaffected by this. trend on the other., then., in the context of-FAB, it 
. can be-argued that this. tendency of the CLP is, -realised'wherever 
possible, but in some work-processes, the degree'of differentiation 
. among 
jobs-is. -related to -factors which. are not 
'Inherently embedded in 
the CLP. The. aim therefore is twofold: 
1. To elucidate what 'detail'vork' means. in the context of various 
jobs. in YAB. 
2. To show that jobs. differ considerably in terms. of the immediate 
job- specifics.. 
The first aim is. to attempt an analysis. of the outcomes. of the time and 
-motion studies. 
in. FAB, and the division 6f'labour. To fulfil the second 
aim, vaxious-criteria will be used to exhibit the., differentiation of FAB 
j obs,, (where time-and. motion studies are not applicable) with respect to 
the iu=ediate job-conditiDns.. 
What. - follows-is essentially. a descriptive presentation directed towards. 
an-analysis-of-the 'det-ailed-ness-' of. some bf-the 'detiil-works' in YAB- 
(the-first-aim) as. vell. as. providing information on job specifics (the 
second. aim). So-far, I have only presented'the differentiation of'FAB 
obs-at z. general level., i. e. _, encompassing 
the total job-spectrum in 
YAB. This. more (Apecific analysis will be-used latei'Uhapter'IX) to 
xelate 'detailed-ness. ', and 'job specifics. ' of-'various-types of jobs in 
YAB, to the possibility that these conditions. help workers-to have a 
totalistic view-'of-the labour-process. It will then'be seen that 
similar, to the differentiation between the work. -activities., undertaken., 
there is. z-differentiation of definitions of-the labour process. 
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Division of Labour and Time & Motion Studies 
There are three levels of division of labour: 
1. Social division of labour which differentiates between various 
occupations and their functions in society, i. e., agricultural, 
industrial, service jobs etc.,, or doctors, nurses, carpenters, 
. artists, teachers, students, etc. 
2. Technical-division of labour, in terms of the factory and the 
-division of labour mentioned ear-lier-among machine-tende-rs., 
-maintenance,. and utility workers, etc. 
3. -Detailed division of labour, which is the separation of each 
task. into its-minute parts and apportioning each or a small 
group, of these minute tasks 
, 
to-a single labourer. 
The-detailed,. di-vision of labour progresses. 3. n. both-genaral historical 
terms,, i. e., in parallel to the ad-vent of capitalism, --and. also in more 
specific evolutionary terms, i. e., in the history of technical 
-accomplishment of-a specific job, as-for example, 'In Marx's description 
of the --making of a pin. 
In the light o-f this outline., YAB. jobs, or. rather'the labour process in 
is not a typical co the. glass. wrks. industry nveyor belt production 
pro-cess-where the detailed. division oflabour is. the, rule. Certainly, 
the nature of-thegoods. produced and the technology. for producing them 
are detarminate. However, the tendency of'the CLP'to divide iqork into 
-more-minute sections. 
is-also present. This, will be demonstrated 
through an examination oll'work, in woodworks, mould production and SG 
packing, plants. in -'FAB-. 
T. Te% e% A T. W-N. V-lf 42 
In the voodwo-rk. workshops,, the making of a wooden box (or crate to be 
used as. a container for packing sheet glass) is-first divided into 4 
tasks: 
1. The lid-making. 
2. Nailing the wedges on the struts. 
3. Yraming. 
4. Nailing all the above parts together to-form a complete box. 
Each of these tasks is in turn divided into various work activities, 
described on sheets by the management. - e. g.,. for the first job: a) take 
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the lids, put them in order, b) take the materials (W'Ood) to be made 
into a lid and put them in order, c) get some nails, d) nail them, 
e)-remove the completed lid. For this, the management has assigned one 
worker -and the vhole process should 
be completed in 2.08 minutes. 
The second job of -roughly preparing the 
'top' is divided into 'eight' 
smaller tasks;. and-again is assigned to one worker (-time: 11.89 minutes). 
The third job of '-framing' is dividedalso into tasks, but in this case 
two workers-work on the same frame -, aitogether it takes. 2.49 minutes. 
The -actual putting-together of the box 
(job 4) is undertaken in I steps, 
by two workers in 4.94 minutes. It is interesting to note that each 
step is. timed separately.;. and the total time-required'-for the job"is 
obtained by-adding together the time-for-,. a) preparati0n*for the job, 
b)-checking the-finished job, c) rest time, -d) the main, timerequixed 
to-do the job. The last item-ab-o-ve is timed, -and then 10%*o-f that time 
is. -added -for each of the other constituents. 
U, b, and c -above). 
Time and. motion studies-have been carried'out in the voodWOrk plant in 
YAB-(12'sed -on the principles. presented above)'ijhich have tremendously 
reduced not only the time necessary. for'each job*p but-also the number of 
-men'needed 
in that plant Cthe number wasAeciea6ed'to-One'third of'the 
, 84 original employees) . 
-A technical-view 
is-employed to specify the 'steps-to be'taken'in. a job' 
. and. -a-continuous. -divi, sion of the work 
is thus-maintained. -This attitude 
, obs-cures.. or even totally neglects. the fact that the subjects of'these 
s-tudies-'-are human beings.. This is-in-conEradistin . ation'to, how- the 
workers,. (1. e. ', the subjects. of the studies-) have Oxperienced'the outcome 
-of. 
'the studies.. It is important to note that some woriers. have 
experienced the before and-after of the time 4nd-motion'studies What 
the timeand-motion'stuclies'contribute-to ýhe production process. is 
"s concern. However, not . so well known'or , obvious. and 
is. everyone 
explo-re, d. are the meanings- of those studies. 'in terms of'-the lived 
experience, of some men and women'. 
The irony is-that most. of the time the workers. who have be6n'subjected 
to time and-motion studies. do not conceive the 'predicament in which they 
are being-placed. -Some 
have even expressed'the-desire... for'. further' 
specialisation. -Alllthe union has done is-. to-tellýtheýworker6. not to 
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work too fast while the standard times for specific, jobs were being 
determined, (but only in some plants). Unlike the union and the 
workers, the management is aware of the true meaning of time and motion 
studies. As the technical supervisor in charge of these studies 
explained: "The aim of this study is without, further investments, by 
saving on labour-power, to increase production. " (my emphasis) 
This aspect of th6"issue is to be covered-in chapter VI.., I now return 
to the descriptionof other 'detail' jobs. 
Mould-Production 
In the mould-production workshop, various moulds are produced; these 
moulds are changed according to the required shape of each bottle or 
container. Different moulds are needed for the various sequences in 
bottle-making by the machinery. 
There are 5 commonly used sequential moulds, i. e., for each new model, 
there need to be at least 5 moulds, to contain the paste in the 5 steps 
of blowing/pressing. According to the complexity of the model, as in, 
for example, bottles with lhyers or 'plaits', etc. on the 'neck', the 
task of making a single mould can vary between 13 and 18 tasks, from 
'designing' to quality controlling. ýThe jobs in between these are 
basically carving a different curvature of the model bottle on the 
steel mould using several types of lathe-machines. Each worker bedding 
over a lathe machine drills in a tiny section of the mould, which he 
passes on to the next man to drill the next arch. Over, and over,, each 
man works on the same detail job on each mould and this specific part is 
determined by the capacity of the, type of lathe-machine he works on, not 
on his particularskills., Lathe operating is a skilled job; some workers 
have suggested that one-needs at least 4 years to become a 'good' lathe- 
operator. Most of the lathe-pperators. are highly skilled, experienced 
workers at FAB. Some of them have learned the skill at technical 
colleges. Yet as they describe it themselves, 'ihat they do here is not 
genuinely lathe-operating'. Thus, most of their skills remain 
unutilised, and slowly die. , 
This is partly what Gouldner 
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means by the 
funemployed' self. More will be said on this point in, cbapter X. 
SG Packing 
A 
A time & motion study is carried out in the packing department of the S-G 
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as well. To do that, a particular type of packing (called 'Italian-type, 
indigenous boxes') is divided into its felements'. Uhat vould seem to an 
outside observer simply laying the sheets of glass horizontally in a 
wooden box, laid on a table, and padding them in between with wood- 
shavings. and sheets of paper, nailing the lid on top and moving the 
completely packed box aside, either by hand or by 'monorails' (depending 
on the size)., is in-fact a job divided into 13 elements each of which 
is timed separately. Yet, this is not all - once the packing of a 
certain box is completed there are 8 other 'time-consuming' movements 
concerning the stacking of boxes. 
According to the size-and thickness of the plato-s of. glass, this job of 
packing (. altogether 2-1 motions) is carried. out by two or three 
workers-refer-red to. as-a team. The sheet glass can bed 3 um. thick 
plate of ý70 -x . 144 cm, -and 26 such plates are placed in a box as 
-destribed-above. Therefore, the speed of'packing this-type of glass 2 86 is-101M. Ibec . -A Iarger size can be 270-x 230 cm. 6r'Z70-x 250 cm, 
both-of -Jiich-are 6 um. thick plates. Eight such plates. go-in 
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z boxj-and the process is slower because of their si'ze'. - 49. '68m. -Isec. 
-requiring three*men 
instead of two. They'-all execute exactly the same 
. motions,,. 
but. on'different sides or. cornars. -of-the sheet-! Zlaaslbox. 
I have presented some cdses of dividing tasks into det. ail-work where 
either'- each- detail is assigned to -a single worker' 
Us. in the case of 
-mould-prodUction) or All the 
'elements. ' together'conititute, bne jobof 
-a single worker 
Us-in the case of wood-vorks, or. SG-packing). It must 
be-remember6d that in the latter'two cases., dividing the jobs into their 
simple elements is-a-relatively. recent pheno; menbn'in: FAB (tarried out 
After the take-. over. by the Holding. Co., since . 1976), 'henýe displaying 
the tendencyýof, the system. When it becomes. posSibld_, 'botfi' 
technologically-and in terms of the habituation'-of*the i4orkers. to this 
-mode of'wrking, jobs. -will be divided'even'-further, and each 'element' 
will be. assigned. to a separate man. 
It is. interesting to note that most of'such -detail-work takes'place in 
workshops/, departments which are', complementary., to the-main-. 4ine production. 
. One basic-reason-for this. is that in the main-line production'process, 
the labour protess is organised around automatic and semi-automatic 
. machinery , so that the labouring of workers is-dixected'and -controlled 
by the imice and-mode of'operation'of the machinery, anyway. However, in 
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some of the 'complementary' departments the work is not organised 
. around the prime-mover 
(machine) but around the division of labour 
among the-men. Hence, the nature of this division of labour becomes 
important in tiýrMs, of productivity. 
In order to satisfy the second aim of this chapter, the immediate 
conditions, of vork in-YAB will be demonstrated vith-reference to 8 
. categories: 
I.. Types, of work activities involved in a job, or conversely, the 
-degree of-repetitiveness. 
2. Tools-used in. a job,. and whether they'are extensions of the 
workers' physical powers, or sepdrate-6-ntities. "-from'the workers. 
-3. -Amount of bodily-motion, -and physical-mobility entailed 
in one 
job, -and qualltative nature of bodily. motion. and physical 
-freedom. 
4. Intensity of concentration Cattention) necesditated'by the 
job,, i.. e.., whether'the work. activity Caccomplisheid) makes' 
occasional bxeaks-possible. The intensity-inýturn is measured 
-against. the-iisks. 'involved', should conýentration*. be'., ielaxed - 
-risks. -may. be'hazards. to the worker'-and7or*the ý: ontinuity-of a 
satisfactory production process. 
5. Whether the work. activities. 'include contact with other*workers. - 
-and if so,, how- many, -regardless of, whether', it, is. team-work or 
not. 
6. Whether the work zctivity is. -fulfilled, under'-conýinuous-super- 
-vision, 
-7. -Whether', it is-day-vork or shift-vork.. Here thesd two'-MOdes. of 
workingzreý. analysed-more specifically, than in the general 
examination. pres6nted'earlier'. 
S. Whethe-r'. it. isa, job that xequires. 'specialised skills. or'not. 
Here the teriu, 'skill' contains-elements.. of"productive"wo-rker 
Cas. opp'osecl'. -to ', unproductive'). 4nd 'non'. factory', (incontrast 
88 to '. factory'. as. described earlier). 
gix-jobs.. are described below'based'on'. the 8-criteria pres6nted'above. 
These-are. - 
Glass. Carriers. (-SG) , 
-Control 
(_SG) 
. 14aintenance and repair work 
(Bendral) 
. --A -furnace 
j ob. -'(-SG'-4 BIC) 
-A sweeper 
(SGI 
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Inspection ('Ilirroring) and Sort'ing UIC) 
Glass-Car-riers. (-SG) 
Glass-carrie-rs constitute the largest proportion of production workers 
in S. G. They-actually start -at the very end of the production process, 
ute-re the sbeets-of glass.. are -formed andare -ready to 
be taken away. 
The diagram below. shows the production process-for sheet glass. The 
batch-in the-furnace turns into. a 'paste'-as it leaves. the furnace at 
the-ground-floor. and is pulled upwards by the -rollers which stretch the 
paste, -makilig 
it thinner and thinner-until, it becomes the required 
thickness-when it-reaches the 5th floor'called 'Reset'. The paste is 
. gradual-ly. cooled as-i-t ascends, and 
by the time it is at the 'Reset' 
-flocm'where the-glass--, carxie-rs are 
located'the temperature has dropped' 
0 to So-loo c. ý There are eight machines_', one-at the end of'each set'of 
steel-rollers, which cut. the sheets. of, glass, automatically according to 
the pre-set'size., -and each -machine produces. -a 
dif. ferent thickness. The 
automatic diamondcutter only works- horizontally, io the 'boards' 
Cunvanted. glass. on the sides- of the plates) must be marked'with a 
hand-cutter'by the. 6arrier and broken'off. 1-1--must wear protecti-ve 
,, glo-ves-'-against 
the heat and sharp edges. * of'the. glass.. - The unus. able 
'boards'. are, 
-then 
thrown into a bunker'at tho-side, 'to be carried back 
to the-furnace - to be -ie-me te '. 
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Yxom the-mono-rail on the ceiling are suspended pulleys on-very thick 
4hains-which- have-moveab-le-vacuum. suckers at the'. lower'end. (See 
. diag, ram). ' As. soon as. the glass. -carrier' has. thrown, the boards away, he 
gr, ab-s- the --vacuum-sucke-r, which has. buttons. on'both- handles. '. He then 
bxings. the sucker down to attach it to the, middle of the, plate, ', and 
pres6esl'2 button'to initiate a kind of'hydraulie, motion.. The sucker' 
, grzbs- 
the klass.. lightly, therefore the -ý; orkeil'sý, --finjzers- -must stay on' 
the button'until, he places. 'the plat .e bn"the palettes-by, the side. By 
the time, he-6omPletes-this, motion, the next plate has. arrived'at the 
top of the-tollers, and the whole process starts. again. 
The smaller sizes.. and thinner'sheets of', glass_are, all cut, the boards. 
-are broken', off -and carried by hand, alone. , The, 
smaller plateEk also come 
oui-at-a greater, speed, than the larger ones-,. ý . Hen6e: the motion" of 'the' 
workers--changes speed accordingly. 
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The main job, then, consists of. mark. tha boards, break them off, turn 
aside, throw-them in the bunker., hold the vacuum-machine., '. grab the , 
sheet, break it-off, take it aside and put it in the palette. ' The, two. 
other. minor jobs, of the glass-carriera are to. greas-e the automatic- 
glass-cutting-machinery-from time to time-and, when'. required. ',, to place 
sheets. of paper between the sheets of glass-on'the palette, 'numbering 
each- sheet of, glass-with a piece of'chalk. * 
initially there we-re-four. glass carriers, to a. machine. ' Then, the ' 
-monorai. 1s. w-ere not 
installed so everything, had. to,. be done by'-muscular. 
strength. While two of'them worked'the 6ther'two'-rested'. for a period' 
. of -12--an hour each. When I was therO, the humber'of'men'per'machine 
had 
already been xeduced. to ihree-and preparations, werO. beifig. made to-xeduce 
the number to two, i&ich would give the glassý--carriers absolutely no 
9D time to-res-t. 
In the-context of the-categories. lis-ted*on p. 75 above 'glass---carrying' 
, can be -viewed'as. _f ollows,. - 
I-Variation 
During the k hour of'continuous work it is-a highly-repdtitive job. 
Yet'it includes. axarietý-of work activi, ties'(, a total of, 6-9 different 
elO-mO-nts,., -as... shown in the-description'abovG)'. 
2. Tools. involved in the job-' 
Thereare -few-toolsImachines apart from'the hand glass. --cutterand the 
-vacuum suckek'machine. ' The 6ccasional use 6f. 
'-chalk-and, a. greasing stick 
-can be noted here. The importance of this.. category lies. 'in the fact,. 
that every 'tool' that the worker'uses*assumes'his having. learned how' 
to handle those tools. The, glass-carriers--cafinot'be said to be'in a 
favourable situation, ' therefore, since they do not'operate with 'tools-' 
which require learning new-skills.. Thesb would bring, a variation to the 
job. ', as.. well as. enabling the worker to', Use some 6f'. his. skills helping his. 
solf-4ulfilment. 
. 3. Bodily motions. 
In terms. of-b4dily-motions,, glass-carrying is--again very rep6titive, -and 
This. -description Cand the others that follow) may seem'over-elaborate, but if theý are-tedious to-read then imagine, what it is. like doing the 
actual Jobf-s. ). 
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eacb, -motion has to be-made in-a very synchronised. fashion because of the 
xhain--like-relation between them. However, he is- not stuck on one point 
throughout the process, but stands and, moves within a limited space. On 
the other hand, since the glass-carrier has. -a period of-rest following 
each period of work, he enjoys more-freedom-of movement than other' 
workers, even though, most of them prefer to sit and chat on the benches, 
pr, O-Vided. close to the-machinery. 
-4. -Intensity of concentration 
The amount. ofattention zequired by the job-is-one of. the most important 
drawbacks.. -A slight, hesitation, or removing his-hand-f-rom, the button 
while the 's-ucker' ih. still on the plate- may result, in disaster*. (This 
usually. occurs--due to pressing too hard on the button, causing the 
, 
fingers. to 'sleep'. and thus losing their sensitivity). ' It is said that 
a newly made 6heet'of-glass is 'sharpiar'than a sword. ' The accidents 
-here-cause no less. than a severe cut on*the hand, 4rm, fooý or body - if 
not totally ýeveringlimbs.. The speed'with which-'the. glass sheets. 
as. cena-from the rollers. also demands continuous-attention and concentration. 
The-glass--carrier must always- be-alert, and work. in perfect synchronisation 
with-the-machine, since if he doesn't break off-the new. 'plateý. at the 
. right time it will. fall. all over him_, as- it has. already been*cut by the 
machine. ' 
5. Contact with other'workers 
Each- glass. -carrier has. some contact with- anotfier'glass. -, carrierý at 
-least. during work-Another'. contact., thouih. not*coniinuous, is with the 
Q. C. Worker checking the 9beets-as- they'. c=6 bui. ý-Again_, his rest 
period', gi-ves. him---more tiiae to mix with his. mates'than many other'workers. 
in dif-fer6nt departments. 
-61t'Supervision 
Glass. 71C. nir iers. WOrk under'. continuousi. supervii-sion, '- first by'theit own 
foreman, vho mus. t supervise the men'at eikht'machines-'at'the same time-, 
. and-sec6nd by'the'Q,. C. worker concern is, only 'technical' and not whose 
necO-ss-arily-concerned with the manner*in which they'work. When two 
shifts work together, there. are two. foremen-, and. if. it is'one 6f*the day 
shifts. the day-manager'is. -also *r sbnt. 
'91. pe 
7.. Day-work-versus-shi. ft-work 
-All ý_glass--Pcarxierg. work shif ts. There is. hardly any ch6ice in the 
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matter since sheet-glass, continues to -ascend 24 hours, of the day. 
-Afternoon. and night-shifts therefore. add-an extra. strain to the 
job due 
to the shining of the glass under the bright lights, over'and above the 
aforementioned disadvantages of shift-work. 
. 8. -'Specialised skills 
G-Lass. r carrying does not'-require any specialised' skills.. . Anyone with an 
. ability to concentrate and 
learn the procedure can-do it. Yet.,. asin 
any job, it has its intricacies which can only be'. grasped with time. 
The six glass-, car-riers in my sample es. about. how- long it -gave 
0 
would takea person to -learn the job. The. figures on'the left. refer to 
the time it took them--to learn., and the. figures on'the-right are the 
estimated'times for-a new learner-: 
-It-took him It will --take- -a -new'-learner 
OQý 
_10) -1 month 2 months 
(at most) 
Ot 22) a -few' days. -7-8 -days. 
OQ9 26 -a -few. 
days -1 -month- 
64) .1 -day 10 days. 
65) a few* days- I month- 
OQý "6 6), a- few days. .1 month 
The tendency to expect a new learner*to take'longer than they did is 
c1ear-from the table. However this. is. not'only. because bf. the tendency 
to over-zate- their oWn -jobs, 
but also because one Month-'. is. the, time 
. given', 
by the managemdnt. as. a 'trial' period. Worker'. 10 for'example, 
said that when'. he got. 'the job he was told. to, watch-for-a. whole month. 
Meanwhile, he was only given'simple tasks, 'in the same section, then 
started on the actual joband only at the 6nd. o'f'the second month did 
he. feel competent about it. Therefore, the-fact that most workers 
estimated the Iearning. period to be around a month can be-referred to 
the-management practice. 
Glass. ý-, carrying is-in many ways a typical factory jok, ' that is. to 6 say, a 
glas. s. r---carxier through- doing his job learns- no skills, nor'. acquires. 'any 
new-povers-that can be utilised independently of a factory-mode-of- 
proaUction. Therefore_, it exists as a job'only in glass-work industries.. 
This_. group of__workerb, therefore, is one of'the. most dependent on the CLP 
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-and the division of 
labour it indicates. 
Some -of the 
'Reset' workers expressed a desire to move but because they 
don't learn a job. here. One of them said, "Yeah, I. would like to -go to 
.a place where 
Vd learn-a proper job. " (QIE 10) 
-Quality-Control in SG 
I. -Variationl: 
The production process. is, not regarded'. as complete before quality. 
-controlling. The 
inspection job. is. a highly varied'one, in BIC, but - 
-less. s. o 
in SG, since the number of defects-ocCurring in sheet glass. is 
re, lative-ly-few., Thus-fewer tests. need to-be applied'to-the sheet glass. 
The jobhas-three phase&, - at the glass--cutting machines. 'the. controller 
of ten'. checks. the thi, ckness. of both sides' of 'the plates, -as. well -as 
-measuring-the width-to. make sure that the two'Sides. 'are parallel. He 
also inspects. the plate in terms. of colourclarity etc. While some 
Q. C. workerb.. are doing this, one or two otheri_are-appointed to-the 
. cold-. section of SG-where some plates. are. re-evaluated. 
The second phase is. to take samples of 50 cm. -width plates 
from each 
. -machine three'times. 
during each shift.. This-sample is. -carried into a 
laboratory and is-subjected to a light-test; and a 'bubble'-test which- 
is. -carried out. by eye. -For this, the Q. C. workerS.. 
have to carry by 
hand, without the protection of gloves.. '. the hot, sharp-edged plates. 
into the -laboratory., There types. of . bubbles. - they inspect the'Various 
sulphate-bubbles, sodium bubbles, etc., some of-which may be-as small. as. 
a pinpoint - and cir-cle them'with-chalk. ' They'then'fill in. forms. about 
the production of every shift, which will be 6rossechecked later by the 
production department-and the packing and dispatching, unitsý 
One Q. C. worker per, shift brews and ser, ýes-'the tea'as. well as. his. other 
jobs,, -. but this-is. usually considered 'fun' rather'than work. 
2. Tools. 
-A q! iality-control worker. uses a meter,. a. micrometer (-to measure thick- 
ne"), 'two types. -of'projectors. and. a pen and'. -a-ruler'. to. fill in the 
forms.. Thes, 6 toolg. do not -allow- the worker'to 
develbp any real skills.. 
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3. -Bodily-motions- 
There hre almost no set'patterns o-fbodily motions imposed on the worker 
in this job. Q. C. workers are physically highly. mobile, they-tour the 
'Resdt' 
-floor,. and walk 
back and forthabetveen the production-point, 
the -labs and the Q. C. --room. 
-4. --Intens, ity of concentration 
Since the QX. wDrker'does not have to. mind a machine, his work is not 
immediately subordinated to one, and he is, allowed'to make occasional 
breaks-in his. vork. Hovever, the actual process of inspection. requires, 
intense concentration in order to detect-all of. the-micro-dimensional 
defects.. A badly carrie&--out inspection'is. -always noticed, not only, by 
the Q., C. --managers, but. alsoas. a result of*the complaints received -from- 
the customers. 
-5. Contact with other workers 
Their physical. -mob-ility.. allows, the Q. C. workerg. contact with, both 
glass! --car-riers-and other'production workers-$ especially themachine 
operators, even though-there, are.. four floors, between'them'. In addition, 
while working-at the point of, glass-cutting,, the qtýSlity controller is 
working in the same area, -albeit, separately'. as two glass-carriers. 
Dis, cussions often take, place in the Q. C. -room'and the laboratory on 
whether to pass. -a line of production or'to rej6ct, it. Even though the 
-final 
decision. is-,, made by the engineers of'. Q., C.. and the production 
departments,, the-foremenalways -consult-the, workers - 
first, since they're 
the 6nes-who! -ve actually undertaken'the inspection'job... Thus, all the 
Q... C.. workers. i/n. -a slift 
(4-, 7) come, together'-f requently, even just for a 
chat. In.. fact, the-fHendliness,. and equality of-relationships between 
-foremen and the workers-. are strikingand much more-. apparent than in 
. many, other'units.., 
6. Supex-vision 
Supervision of_Q.. C. workers is-generally slight, but is-intensified 
, during the morning-visitof the general director'and the plant manager. 
Dtherwise, they'work-independently, but of'course the necessity of 
filling in-repbrts. exerts. an indirect control'over'the workers. 
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7. Day-work -versus shift-work 
Since their job is complementary to the production process, Q. C. workers 
also vork in shifts. Apart from the difficulties of making on-the-spot 
inspections of visible defects during afternoon and night shifts, 
working in shifts does not introduce extra strains on them that are 
specific to their job. 
8. Specialised skills 
Apart from developing 'visual skills' in this job, Q. C. cannot be 
-regarded as-a skilled job. The lycee diploma is. a pre-requisite for a 
job-in Q. C., although if this hasanything to do with the technical 
. aspects of the job, it is basically because it-requires acquaintance 
with numbers-and measurement units only. Otherwise, 'the educational 
: requirement is-related to the status of the Q. C. workers, Ubo are often 
put in-a position of making a decision, about the-validity of production 
by thems-elves.. -Frequent-ly, their decision 
is overand. above-the 
-decision of even the foreman of the production unit. These two concerns 
seem-to be the-most signi-ficant for the management in recruiting the 
Q. C. workers. -from among the 
'educated'., The struggle between production 
and Q. C. workers. over'the 'quality' of'production is. -an 
important issue 
in BIC -as well as. SG, -o-ften acting as a divisive factor among the 
imrkers. The divisive. factors within the CLP itself are inquired into 
in greater detai-Lin chapter-Vl, section III. 
Quality -controlling is. a -'ý-factory' type of job,. ' It does. not refer to 
a 'trade' or independent skill which could be-carried out 61sewhere than 
in factories. *. It doesn't enrich the worker'with. an art. * craft or'skill 
that would enable him1her to earn a living outside a -factory or 
in a 
societ 'where capitalist division of labour is not prevalent. .Y 
Maintenance and. Repair Work 
The-maintenance-and repair job-I-am going to deýcribe is one of the 
special units. within BIC, in charge of the break-downs and maintenance 
of'the boftle. factory's- machinery, including the furnace. One such. 
worker'Zefines. his job. - 
"I-do every job-myself other than lathing -I do the we lding 
myself, and there is no bolt. left which I. have not wrenched. 
Lam-mainly-responsible. for all the donveyors-, stakers, and 
-all the-furnace work. " 
(QE 5) 1 
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1. Variation II 
Clearly, from whatever angle one looks at it, this job is one of the 
most varied in FAB. The job title is simply 'Repairer', but this title 
refers to numerous vork-activities, from welding to dismantling and 
mounting of the. machinery., as the man above says. It may be the most 
important-feature of this job that it involves a 'thinking process' as 
well. The repair worker has to first develop an image of what he wants 
to do, in both locating the problem and bringing a solution to this 
problem. Then he has to organise his powers-and skills., directing them 
towards the object of his labour. In other'words, his work--ýactivity 
-resembles. the productive-work in many ways.,. as was described'earlier. 
The job offers sufficient-variation to develop his creativity. The 
only limitation is that. all the machines-he-mends-are fhose of the BIC 
and no other plant. 
Breakdowns. -may be located 
in-various places-- for example, the steel 
-constructionof the-furnace, or, the functional parts. -of'it. Accordingly, 
the . -kepairer_. mayýhave, to climb. up high,, or, work. squeezed"in a -little 
corner, or-very close to the. furnace which may. be so hot'that. he can't 
work. -for more than a -few-'minutes -at a. time. ',, All of 
. these situations 
introduce different conditions of work. and bring in-restraints or free 
movem6nt. - 
In -a way, every task he completes,, isa novel'one. ' He may 
us, e his-experience of similar break-down probl6ms-but every one will 
still have its_own_intýHcacies_for which ha. must. re-define the problem, c 
. consider-the possible ways of repairing 
it_,, vhich tools. to use., etc., 
etc. He has.. -control*over the pacebf his. -activity, though different 
prob. lems-may bring the pressure 6f'time to beat. -on'him, - and he has 
supervis. ors. watching him complete the. job,.. What influences his 
-decis. ions-externally is. not the-rhythm of'the prime force - the machinery 
but the-requi-rements of. a specific job. or of'supervisors, the relation 
between his-job and those of his work-mates, and other*s. imilar 
constFaints. 
one would expect that in the CLP, the 'thinking'. about, what, is to be-done 
in-relation'toa, specific repair job, would. be. -done by the-superintend-- 
ents.: the. more complex the problem, those further'up in the hierarchy 
would-do the 'bxain-work'. However, this. doesn't. seem, to be the -case 
in 
YAB, especially for maintenance andrepair work. It is-true that in 
. major breakdowns-the foreman/day managerlengineer may conceptualize the 
problem and pass. the information down the hierarchy. Yet' in observing _2 
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the maintenance and-repair workers, I've witnessed that, in most cases, 
the worker himself conceptualizes the problem and carries it out in the 
manner he chooses - unless he comes to an impasse. 
2. Tools involved in the job 
Nariations in the work activities of a typical maintenance and repair 
worker are inter-connected with the-variation of the tools he is using. 
He. -must not only be able to-recognize numerous. wrenches of a wide range 
of sizes, but-also which one is good for what purpose - and he is able 
to make. very quick-decisions 4bout the tools that herequires -for the 
specific part he is working on. He uses. many tools, in buccession, each 
one allowing him to expand his own skills. Most tools are a more direct 
extension of his. -own powers than most power-tools, since with hand-tools 
the. only source of power is the worker himself. 
3. Bodily motions- 
The-maintenance-and -repair man's work 
is not subordinated to the 
operation of. machinery. He is in control of his. own bodily motions. 
Neither can the-various-tasks he performs be-teduced to Or timed*as 
simple elements.. He i-s '. free' to work. at the pace he. chooses' * The 
tasks re4uired of him-do not. usually-fix him standing-at one point, but 
allow, movement while-doing the job, even'if only to. get'the next tool. 
Besides, he-also has-the '-freedom' to moveabout on'the 6hopý-floor as 
part of. '. Iiis. job.. The only time he would not'be. allowed to move out of 
the-maintenance-and. repair-room would I* vhen'he has. no work to do! 
Although this, is partly in order'to be available. for', a possible breakdown 
call, it is-also partly. due to strict management policy of'preventing 
workers. -from-talking to each. other'during-working 
hours, especially 
those from', different units/plants. 
4. Intensity of concentration 
Tbe-maintenance -and-repair job,, allows. for occasional breaks-for the 
worker. like-most industrial activity, tbis. job. also, requires 
concentrationonce be-is.. on the job_,. but-unlesa.. tbe. location of the 
task is-dangerous, e. g., close to tbe. furnace' _., continuous attention 
is. 
not indispensible. J-The possibility of even turning your head while 
-doing your. -job'. makes. 'a lot of difference. Some workers. could simply not 
afford toý-do it. ) 
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5. 'Contact vith other workers 
As was mentioned earlier, the maintenance and repair workers often 
indulge in team-work. Their location in the-factory building-reflects 
this - they're all gathered in a big room close to the I. S. machinery - 
which makes it possible for them to see each other, working or idle, 
talk to each other, exchange ideas (on work or other subjects), etc. 
This is yet. another '-freedom' that some production,. and packing and 
sorting workers, never find the opportunity to enjoy (-except, of course, 
when they can do behind the backs of the superintendents). 
6. Super-vision 
The supervision over the maintenance and repair workers is not of, a 
. constant--pers. 
istent type. Not only the location of'the tasks'prevents 
this. (-small, groups-of workers may be scatter6d'all over the factory), 
but the constant mobility-required of them-also binders supervision. 
one point should be made clear, however: when'Italk about lack of 
. conýinuous-supervision_, 
it is only within the 6ontext of*factory work, 
be-re ', control' -of each 
job. and level'is almost -automatically i. e. ' 
. carxied'out 
in-a hierarchical manner'. The"lack"of supervision refeiýs 
, more 
tb the lack. of-'pres-sure'. Working under a pair. of I watchful eyes. 
. can 
have the same pres. sure 0-ven'when'the superintendent is. not present, 
. 
for'there is. a possibility that be-may be'watching youlrom a distance. 
The maintenance-and. repair workers, most of'the'time, '-ýre-free'. from- 
such- presbure. 
-7. Day-work -veýisus shif t-work 
Hosi-maintenance znd-repair workers work, during the day, which is yet* 
, another'distinguishing-feature. ' Therefore, they'are the'most-active in 
sports, political -and other. discussions, read papers, etc.., by-virtue 
of-having. a one hour lunch break. That their workýdoes-not dominate 
their. vhole day, that it-actually allows some lereativeictivityl, is. 
.a luxury Dnly a-factory worker can know-best how-to enjoy. 
' 'One dra*back 
. of'the maintenance-and xe'air workers. 
' working 'days. ' is. that' 'hould s p 
any major-'breakd6wn occur. at any time, they'can be*indýare, called'from 
home. -Many of the workers have oftem)been'woken'up for'a dif icult o fjb 
-although-more in. the past than now-'(1978). ' 
S-. - Specialised skills. 
Most -maintenance and repair jobs are highly skilled. The iqorker wboý 
defined his, job, above is one of the most skilled. And hi's skills are 
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independent of the factory mode of production; he can work in a 
different place such as an artisan shop or workshop, or even 
independently of any such organisation, such as in construction or 
having his own one-man shop. 
A Furnace Job in SG 
1. Variation 
This is how a heating technician describes his job: 
"We're doing everything about the furnace. For example, we light 
the 'heaters' (boilers), when the (gas) burners get dirty we 
replace them with new ones, when the electiicity is cut we start 
the engines which have stopped, we make sure the batch arrives 
and is fed into the furnace. " 
The manner in which almost all the workers describe their job is 
'formal', i. e., they use the terms that go with the job title. It is 
similar to a description by, say, a reseArcher who describes his job as 
doing surveys, reading books and writing about them. Within each of 
the tasks mentioned above, there are many work activities that need to 
be carried out. The point is, when a worker is asked what his job 
consists of, most of the time he is unable to tell you what he actually 
does. 92 Only extensive observation takes one closer to an understanding 
of what it means 'to make sure the batch is fed into the furnace. ' An 
'innocent-looking' job may include many tasks which may require a 
variety of skills, tools, etc. 
I have assigned the jobs of my sample population to one of three degrees 
of variation: 
1. Low 
2. Medium 
3. High 
The majority of the sample (60%) have 'low vaiiation' jobs, while 33% 
have 'medium variation' jobs, and only 8% of the workers have 'high 
variation' jobs. The last group consists basically of the quality 
controllers, maintenance and repair workers and higher grade machine 
operators. 
The heating technicians, in this distinction, come under 'low variation' 
jobs. What they do is considerably repetitive, with about 4-5 distinct 
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operations. Their responsibility lies in that the burners have to 
-generate 
heat equally on allýsides so that-the batch melts evenly. 
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2. Tools invoLved in the jOb- 
-A heating technician uses tools mostly during the. replacement of 
burners, which is more of an 'occasional' job than-a 'regular' one. 
Otherwise, he simply works on the furnace, manipulating 'hoses', 
'buttons' and '. fuel gauges'. 
3. Bodily motions 
A heating technician's bodily-motions-are not determined by the furnace, 
simply because there is no 'power' operating-as. such. His job-'can best 
be-aes, cribed'-as-machine-minding during which he can control his own 
pace. Some physical. mobility, is. also permitted*-around and about the 
furnace. 
4. -Intensity of oncentration I 
Yurnace vork. allows-for occasional breaks.. Tha worker'does. not have to 
be 'on it' all the time. Intense ý. oncentration'is. -required'in-recording 
the xeadings. on the, gauges'.. watching inside the furnace to Check the 
melting condition of the batch, etc. Yet., it is a Idiscontinuous' job 
by compaiison with say -an automobile -assembly-, line worker. If you 
have ever'vatched, for example_,. a sodium worker'who -fills 
bags/sacks 
with-'&odium'-from-a semi. -automatic machine, *the-difference is 
bt-tiking. 94 
There is. no such-heavy wDrkload, for every second of'the working hours of 
the-furnace workers.. 
2; -Contact with-. other'wo. rkers. 
There is-only one heating technician per. furnace per'shift in BIC. In 
this. -respect,, the heating technician works', on his. own'. But there-are 
hatch-operators,, and furnace-maintenance men'vho are located'around the 
. furnaces, and. this. -allows. him contact and interaction. It is. not a 
totally isolated'job. (as.. for example, some-bf-the machine bperators. in 
S'G, who simply s it ý right by the glas s -making machinery above - the furnace 
. and wait I or. something - to go wrong), and may of ien'require working with- 
the 6ther'-furnace workers, on a specific problem. 
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6. Super-vision 
Heating technicians cannot easily be categorized as uvrking under 
constant super-vision. In BIC there are no furnace Soxemen, only -a 
single shift-manager and a 'group-leader' (postabagi) he has appointed. 
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-7.. Day-work-ve. rsus shift-work 
Heating technicians vork in shifts. Day or night makes no difference to 
the furnace itselfand therefore the-demands-on the beating technicians 
-are the same. 
S. Specialised skills 
Yurnace work is. quite '-unskilled' and is. certainly of the '. factory' 
type. Pxobzbly the only 'skills' a heating technician-acquires I are the 
ability to xead, gauges. and-units, -as well. as-handling some simple hand- 
tools.. Ile -could not -- with the 'skills' of his job - work outside the 
context of a-factory,. and probably not outside the fusion industry. He 
is. in this, way totally dependent on the factory-mode of indus trial 
production. Without the division oflabour therein he wouldn't be. able 
to-maintain. a job, -as. -a heating technician. 
-A Sveeper 
in SG 
1. -Variation 
The job-'title-for'the basically '-cleaning' job. 'in English is 'cleanerl 
hsweeper',, or '. caretaker'. The literal translation from Turkish is. 
'the man in the middle' or '-areaý-er'_, uhich probably describes'the j ob 
better becausea sweeper does not only clean, ýweep, empty waste, etc., 
but. also. is., the man availab1e at any. time to doany 'drudgery' work. 
One such-sweeper in SG-des-cribes his. jobl' 
"When I-come in, I-clear the place of'glass fragments or paper 
-around. -I-pour. the clean glass. fragments--into bunkers,; the dirty 
ones. t-collect in a sack which then I. 1oaa onto, the tractors. to 
be disposed'. I. take the roll-call to the p'ersonnel'department. 
I. -make tea twice a day Uor all the, glasaý-c-arriers.. and the 
second--cutter6,, which are approximately 40 per'shift). When the 
lif-t-truck needs. another gas--cylinder'I-fet6h it. I-also fetch 
the necessary uten§ils. -or stationery from the store-house. 
There is-only one sweeper per shift. From'the 6ellar I. bring 
, that powder they spray between the 'plates. ' so that they don't 
stick together_, -and also I. go to the wood workshop'to -fetýh the 
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necessary timber. lalso carry the messages from the -foremen 
or the shift-foremen. " 
He late3ý. added that each waste-bin w6ighed between 100and, 150 kg. and 
made thejob. especially heavy. Despite this, the job seems to be 
highly-valued in te-rms.. of incredible mobility. In fact_, -all the 
operations-can be. contracted to basically sweeping_, -and walking. around 
carrying. or-fetching things. The only distinct operation besides these 
two is. brewing tea twice a shift. 'Sweeping' presents-a peculiar 
combination of '-variety' and '-unproductivity. it is. not. a-monotonous., 
repetitive job, nor, is it a productive-creative-activity. 
2. -Tools. involved in the job, 
No. tools. are, needed to -do a icleaner's-job, except the. most primitive type 
of sweeper, ' (a'-bunch -cif twigs. tied to a stick)'. '' 
, 3. '* Bodily motions. 
They'are highly., acti-ve in terms 'of moving-arouýa, znd certainly have 
independent bodily-motions,. i. e., free'of-dependende on .a machine's. 
-rhythm. If-any subjugation to a-rhythm 
is-concerhed 
* 
', itýis the speed 
At which- the. floor is-filled with glass fragments- and other'waste., or' 
hov'Dften', the'sweeýers. are needed to-fetch-things. 
4. Intensity of -concentration 
The cleaning-job. 'is-an idler's job in a way. -Almost every task"he 
perforMS. also gives., him -a break -from work. Going -out, -of'the 
ýG_ 
building. t. o _f etch-, some material 
is. a -relief _from'the 
Aust, - pois-6n, noise, 
Z1, . as-s-particles. 'and super-vision. None 6f'the', work.. activiti6s. he 
. car-ries. out... require 
'-vivid'-cattention. 
5. Contact with-other workers. 
The. cleaning job, is. one which-allows for the greatest possibility of 
-contact with the various- units on the 6ite. -The 
job-'des-ý. ription above 
. clearly shows., uhy. 
' In actually doing his-job, the bweeper'is-a lonely 
man. However, because each task is direated'to 'serving' someone', it 
keep6. him in constant contact with other'worker6ý(iesP'ecially the_glass. - 
-carrier0-and-also some of the managers. 
6. Supervis. ion 
The sweeper's job-is. not and could not be 6asily-carried'out under 
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continuous supervision for obvious reasons. Strict intervention only 
comes when the job remains undone - and shows. 
. 7. -Day-work -versus shift-work 
S--weepers. work on shifts. There is only one sweeper per shift in most 
plants-,. and. certainly so in the 'Reset' department. 
S. Specialised skills, 
Sweeping is not a 'skilled' job by any means. This. job-in FAB is in 
. fact. most-ly. given'to those who are 
handicapped-as a result of an 
industrial accident. The sweeper in SG t took the description from, 
&Aid he couldn't name a time-period -for the learning of this. job - the 
assumption is. that-anybody knows it-and can do it. 
However, it is- not -a 
'. factory' job. Allowing -for the -changes. in the 
ob, ject of his. -labour-power the work-, activity 
Cof sweeping) could be 
, carried out 
in any type of work-place. 
Sveepifig is a prime example of the futility of such jobs. 
Inspection C'Mirroring) and Sorting --BIC 
-1. Sariation 
The-reason Ior presenting two types of jobs here is that some workers in 
the 'sorting' unit work both-as 'inspectorsl. and I, soriersl. I. have two 
'inspectors. ' in my sample., both womenand one. does both inspection and 
sDrting. 
The-definitions of. their jobs given by these women'am: ' 
"To separate the"good' and the unwanted'among the products that 
come out of. the machine. The shift preceding us tells. us. what 
defects.. are acceptable,. and which are not. I-s-it. and control 
Unspect) the bottles that move in front of'me. " 
And: 
"I.. am both a 'mirxorist' (inspector) and a sorter. I. sort the 
good*. and defected. Nothing else. " 
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The difference of the 'inspection' job from the. -kest of. the jobs. I-have 
. des, cribed'-above is-striking, even-from the descriptions. 'Inspection' 
can be put into a few-words: "I separate the. go6d'-and. the bad. " 
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There is absolutely no variation in this job, no distinct operations; 
everything is very repetitive and monotonous. The only possible 
variation in the job is introduced by assigning the women to sorting, 
which is essentially the same job, but located in a different 
environment. 
Details of the 'inspection' job have already been given in the section 
on Packing and Sorting, so I won't go into any more detail here but 
carry on with the other categories. 
2. Tools involved in the job 
No use of tools is required by inspection/sorting work. 
3. Bodily motions 
In inspecting, the worker sits for 8 hours, the only bodily-motion 
being to move her arm to hold a bottle and to throw it away either 
into a bunker at her side or onto a conveyor-beit carrying the glass 
fragments back to the furnace. She has first to view, then notice the 
unacceptable defect, throw it away, then look at the next bottle which 
will be coming past her by then. An inspector, located on a single 
line (see the diagram) from the white (flint) glass furnace, views 124 
bottles per minute, or 7420 bottles per hour, in other words 59360 
bottles during one shift (8 hours). 
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That the worker's pace of work id directly determined by the pace of the 
machine is immediately recognizable. This job does not give the 
possibility of a break, but the workers are allowed to smoke while they 
work. However, she doesn't even have time to get a cigarette out of 
the packet and light it. 
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one of the inspectors said, "We are enslaved to a chair for 8 hours 
except the_-32ý hour lunch-time. I often feel the need to get up and rest. 
We are looking at exactly the same point for hours. I wouldn't complain 
About anything else if we could rest in between. Nervous and eye- 
faEigue - that's what our health suffers. " 
In the sorting job, there's more eye-rest, yet more physical fatigue. 
Bending down to get hold of the bottles, or simply standing around the 
disks at the end of the conveyor belts where, the bottles pile up prior 
to the packing, the sorters check each bottle for more faults. if 
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they've already been informed about a faulty line of production, they 
. check the number at the 
bottom of each bottle Before the packers pack 
them; This, task, too, is not composed of many-distinct operations; it 
is. high-ly-repetitive and the workers have little control over their 
-rhythm-of work. - 
bottles. arrive at a set---speed, and have to be cleared 
off before the hew'ones crowd onto the disk. 
4. Intensity of concentration 
Extreme attention is. -required especially 
from-the inspectoras, her job 
dep&nds, on her'ability to concentrate her'eyes. 'on a specific spot. one 
moment's-inattention increases, the number'of-faulty bottles'. readhing 
the 6ther'end. Moving s-low-ly in separating the faulty bottle from the 
rest may causea piling-up on'the-convey6r--belt-and bottles. falling 
over, , If wants. to keep the job 
(or ev6n'stay on gooa'terms; with 
the_-managerO, she 6an'tafford to take either of'the'se risks.. 
Similarly, the sorters-train themselves. to pick-up the-visible-faults 
Cor, the bottle-number)-at. an instant, and act quickly in either' 
-replacing the 
'pass' ones. or -discarding the'-faulty ones. '. Both- 
jobs, to 
. a-varying degree_*, 
do not allow'for any pausa, 'Or'for'the worker to take 
hislhdr'nind off it for'a second. No wonder_',, when'I-. asked'one of the 
inspector-ýwomen what change she would like to have made specific to her 
job, the. first thing she said was, "T- would -like to get up. and. rest-my 
ey6s. '-a bit from'time to time - be sent to do packing. " Even packing, 
which is. another' . 'donkey' job. 
'-can be seen as. a relief! 
5. Contact with other'workers 
The inspector. seems.. to be isolated from'the rest., She has absolutely no 
. contact, exdept when she 
'begs'. a packer'or'a sorter'to replace her 
while she. goes to the toilet_, or occai. ionally when the Q. C. girls come 
-round-and have time. 
for', a-very quick chat. 
Szrting may include more than one worker'at-a time. 'Zep6nding on the 
location, soriers. either work with -1 or 2. other'sorters-, and if, not, 
al, Va I ýs side. by side with the packers., A fevr'sortersý working together 
may c-reate. 4n atmosphere of collective. work.. ' However_, this does not 
necessarily happen. Whatever the case, 'with-the pace of'work. 4nd 
. attention 
*-required,. there is hardly a chance to ben6fit from"worki'ng 
together' except-maybe by 'feeling -less-lonely'. 
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6. Supervision 
The supervision is stricter on inspectors, packers and sorters in BIC 
than in most of the other units. one inspector/sorter woman comments: 
"We've got an excess of foremen/postabagi (charge-hands). In 
the early days, there was no such pressure. There was only 1 
foreman and things were OK. Now there are too many of them, 
and too much control. " 
7. Day-work veisus shift-work 
Inspectors, packers and sorters all work shifts. It is one of the most 
continuous jobs in 'FAB. I 
B. Specialised skills 
All the jobs of inspection, packing and sorting are 'unskilled'. The 
only learning required by these jobs is related to 
reg'ulation'of the 
defects. According to one of the inspectors: "It took me 1 day to 
learn the job. Yet, I say I got it in 15 days because not every defect 
occurs in the same days. " (QE 42) 
The other woman said she learned it all in one week. She was given a 
proper seminar on the various types of defects for a week, "but only 
after I had already done the job for a whole year. " (QE 60) 
These jobs are all 'factory' types of jobs: in other words, the 'skills' 
pertaining to these jobs assume the 'factory' division of labour to be 
accomplished. These men and women could not find jobs elsewhere calling 
themselves inspectors or sorters. 
The six jobs I have outlined in their immediate conditions are only a 
few of the many and varied jobs in FAB. Yet, they are representative of 
the main types in their essentials. The considerable differentiation 
among these jobs in terms of environment, variation, tools used, 
attention required, interaction with fellow workers, qualitative aspects 
of bodily motion and physical mobility, degree of control (supervision), 
day Versus shift and 'skill' is well understood by and important to the 
workers of FAB. This, as I hope to show in Part II, partidlly determines 
the worker's definition of the labour-process, and his/her own relation 
to work. It therefore has important implications for the worker's 
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'consciousness-'. 
: An-Additional-Note 
I. have used the '. factory'-I'non-factory' distinction'in o-fder*to 
-aetdrmine what 
is. not common amongst the-various groups of'jobs in'YAB. 
It has proven to be-useful in demonstrating the-degree'6f differentiation 
. amongst the-FAB-jobs. 
However, one thing nust be-reiteratedi even 
snon7-lactory' jobs, by-virtue of their taking place in a-factory are 
imp; egnated'with the es. sence of '. factory' jobs- I want to illustrate 
this-point with the O_xample of-a "scraper's. " job. 
The 'scraper' cleans. the tonveyor--belts, but he is-not'in 'control' of 
the_job, - he just -comes-to work - he does. not know/cannot'decide-about 
when'the belts. need scraping. Despite the fact that the job, 'of scraping 
-could 
be carried out elsewhere Cin homes, other'business; on pipes, 
kettles-', eitc., ), the Very fact that he is employed'in a factory means. 
that his, w-ill is. subordinated to the i-ontrol'of management. Given'the' 
division'of labouxý, he has. to be told when'. to scrapt the conveyor-belts.. 
He has. no-overView'of the framework of'the wholý job., The decision' 
about when his. work activity star'ts. and finishes. 'is, made outside of him. 
(-Think. of., and compare him with a peasant who observes. and. acts upon the 
need'to weed the soil. ) He is. simply turned'into. a conscious automaton 
who does-'mechanically what he is. told to. This is, what it is. to -lose 
_contxol'over', one'&own 
labour-power'. He is also estranged'from the 
product of'-his. labour-powe;; he neither'kn6ws, nor'can. decide about what 
actually happens. as.. -a result of his exerting endrky and effort 
(Dther 
than, of I course, 'the immediate xesult, 
_vhich. 
is. that the belts are clean). 
But_, why should he clean them? What is-obtained from*them'being clean? 
Knowing the answers to the questions. -still. would not'. allow. him. any 
-control'. o-ver 
his-labour-power, or access to decislon-ýmaking over'these 
issues. In other'words, he himself does. notact upon*ah observed 
necessity, but simply executes a task which is conceiVed., by the manage- 
-ment. 
Yor'him, it is z job'which helps him eatn_a, living. Precisely 
a: s 'in ýcapitalism; 'work' has lost its-es-gentialýhuman qualities. 'and 
has. becomez_meansýto survive. 
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I CHAPTER-VI- 
MAGENENT 
This chapter on. management attempts to bring together'-various aspects. of 
the management of YAB.. These are aspects. that-relate to the working 
-conaitions-of-managers. as. themselves employed'by capital, as well as 
. aspects-engendered'by their. role 
in the CLP sets, of that these two 
aspetts-are not incompatible with each-other, ', at least in the case of 
YAB, will-be shown throughout this chapter. 
This. chapter outlines, -,. first, some of the differences-in the working 
-conditiong. of-managers, l second, the-forMation'of'the-Managerial 
Iramewark-during the 6et-up period, as-well as-the-inethods-emP'loyed in 
establishing the or'anization of work; and-third e th' 6hanges. 'in 
managerial policy after take--over by the Holding Co. These three 
concerns-constitute section T. -of the chapter'. In section II,, managerial 
ideology-in the practice bf*management, and managerial-.! 2xths. created in 
order to-reinforce the ideological make-up. are Analysed. Section III. 
concerns. itself with. management and control. Habituation'of workers into 
industrial work and discipline, as well as-invisible managerial control 
constitute the two main issues of this section. 
The. fundamental. concern of this. chapter'then'can be briefly summarised 
, as,. beihg to elucidate the role of management in the ratification of'the 
CLP. ',. and as. a direct influence on the formation'of the FAB. wotkers' 
. cofis, ciousnesb. 
Historical Background to the Management of'. FAB- 
, al-Managers. in their work-and enviro=ental conaitions. 
Managers as. employees. 'Iare here examined'and classified'under-various. 
. categbries. 'in a similar manner'to ihe 61assification'of'the workeýrs' 
jobs- 
1. Dis. tribution among plants 
care was In my. choice of sample' taken to havea distribution'of 
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managers; a) between those who worked in the plants and those who were 
located in the Admin block, and b) between those in the two production 
plants and the auxiliary plants, in proportion to their actual total 
number in these places. The results are given in the table below: 
Table Vl, i, l: Distribution of Managerial Personnel among plants 
Plants 
Number of managers 
in the sample 
C, 
IC 
BIC 5 18 
8G 5 18* 
Auxiliary Plants 7 25 
Offices 11 39 
Total 28 100 
2. Admin versus Site 
That the managers 'belong' to either one of BIC, SG or the auxiliary 
plants, does not necessarily mean that they actually discharge their 
duties in that plant. In fact, there is little correlation between the 
job of a manager and his location in FAB. Therefore the managerial 
sample was further divided between those who work on the site and those 
who work in Admin. The two are equally distributed (14 - 50% for each). 
To divide managers between 'on-site' and 'in Admin' is important 
because of the differences in the conditions of work, the immediate job, 
and the amount of interaction with the workers are considerable. That 
managers themselves are aware of the advantages and disadvantages of 
being in one or the other place is explained by the Consulting Manager 
on pp. 107-108. 
3. 'Control'. 'Supervision and Work', and Office 
Not all managers in my sample merely 'control'. Especially among the 
'on-site' managers, it is vital to distinguish between those who merely 
fulfil a 'control' function, and those who, while supervising, also 
work (i. e., do some manual jobs). Hence, the composition of my 
managerial sample, in terms of this distinction is as follows: 
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Table -VTi, 2: -Distribution of Managerial Personnel 
in terms of* 
Control-Function 
Number of-managers., 
-Function in the sample------ % 
Control 14ý 50 - 
Work & Supervise 8 28.6 
-Administrative 6 Z1.4 
Total 28' . 100.0 
The eight who both work and supervise Are-mainly the foremen'and the 
shift-managers. The -14 whoare 
involved'in control, are 6mplbyed in the 
-financial and technical management of'the firm. Six, of'the 28 who are 
. referxed to. as-'adminis. t-rative' 
in the table-above ire 'memurs-' and 
bureaucrats, (-office employees) of various-grades. '. 
one aspect of. how this-distriblution wasachieved must be specified6 each 
job. 'in, tbe hierarchy of administration in.. FAB-has. a. specific definition 
. and-title on paper., In theory, the 
jobs of. a. -foreman,. a shift-manager, 
a day-manager, etý., are well known and articulated. However, my 
sample, and the way I-bave dategorized'them corresponds neither to the 
definitions of'the-various managerial jobs., nor'to those theoretical:,. 
Aes, Oriptions of managerial personnel in tbe, literature. -Ratber_, -they 
derive. from. my direct knowledge of what each man, in my. sample actually 
does, based'on I my participant observation in. FAB, 
To give an examplei the. furnaces shift-manager in BIC should come under 
'control'. that is, if one were to go only by the official title. ' Yet, 
knowing him personally, seeing the demands of'-the -furnace 
job., and 
considering his. own statement that there is-no intermediary, foreman 
between himself and.. his. workers., so that he has. to carry, out this 
intermediate function too, -as well as being involVed. in some manual work 
when'nec6ssary, it makes. 'no sense to clAssify him-under'mer6. 'control, 
but-rather. under 'work., and supervise'. 
4. -Variation 
The-variation in managerial jobs could not'be. evaluated'in terms. of the 
'number of-distinct operations' since their jobs. -are basically 'mental', 
-unlike the. manual labour of the workers. 'Variation' for managerial 
pe. rsonnel is. the varietý in the quantity and quality of'the mental 
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problems- they have to solve, as well as- the number of ., men they super-vise. 
Only the office employees. ' (memurs) job-*xesbmbles. the labour of woxkers.. 
This consists- of filling in -various- -forms, typing, 
filing, answering 
the telephone, some statistics, diagram-drawing, etc. These -constitute 
the 'low. '. variation' jobs., and in my sample there are 3 (11%) of them. 
The majoxity, of managerial jobs are grouped'in the,. medium and high. 
variation categories, i. e., 10 (35.3%) and 15 (-53.6%) respectively. 
Yos. ý workers-' job. s on'the other hand, as. will be -remembered, centered 
. around 
low-*. variation jobs.. 
-5. 'Yacto-ry' vers. us. 'Non-Factory' 
In the _jýlaszification of, 
jobs as. -factory and noný, fact6ry, although- the 
same . 6riterion is. used -for workers. and -managers. alike. ',, 'it operates. t1v, 
differently. While 'factory' work. meahs that for, 'vorkets, in most 
. cas, es,.,. monotonous-jobs require little 6kill, for'managerý. it means that 
they'are simply-in alighment with their zaison d'etre since it is that 
specific,. division of labour (the underlying. -characteristics. of'which 
are the division of mental and manual labour, and . saparat 
ion of' 
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-conception and execution ),,. whfu6h has itself created the managers 
historically. 
The percentage of '. factory' jobs among the sample. group of managers is 
. conseqpently higher than it was-for the workerý,. --18 
(64%) have 
'. factory' jobs, while 10 (36%) do 'non-factorY' types of jobs. 
ObLviously,, the latter are mainly the office emoloyee6--who are only 
tangentially integrated to the production*proces6. in FAB. 
. 
6. - Shif t -versus.. Day Managers 
Not surpris-ingly, the. great majority of manager6-work, j! Xs* (22.,.. 78.6%) 
and only 6 (. 21.47. ) work- shifts.. In my sample, 'thesb are the -foremeii 
(-3)., 
the shift-managers. (2)-And one shift-engineer 
I-want to emphasize here a striking implication'of-the-fact that most 
highex-grade-managers work-days. only. The-managers-regard themselVes,. as 
'indispensible' to therunning of the business and production. This is. 
clearly stated in their own definitions. of 'managem6nt',. and their 
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every-day language on site. Yet, at the 6ame_time., 'they'have decided' 
It is-interesting to note that no one in-FABý;: or. 'in Turkey calls it 'working-days-', but working shifts, is contrasted'with working 'normal". 
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that they are dispensible during the other two shifts. 
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Ther6 is a 
contradiction here. Either the managers are dispensible, or else 
their life-styles and demands from life are much more important than 
how well production is proceeding. And moreover, this way of things is 
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endorsed by the social system. In other words, the contradiction is 
between management's emphasis on the necessity (indeed una7voidability) 
of round-the-clock work in a fusion industry, and the excepting of 
themselves from the rule, despite the fact that their role as managers 
is precisely to ensure that work proceeds accoraing to the rules on site. 
The contradiction therefore, is between the so called technological 
determination (the conditions imposed by the fusion industry), its 
presentation as 'rational' by the management, and its arbitrary 
application to serve for the managers' own individual interests, thereby 
indicating that, after all, working-roulid-the-clock is not determined 
technologically, but by the organization of work which is, in the first 
place, determined by the management. 
This apparently contradictory, but in fact totally consistent (from the 
system's point of view) 
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attitude of management is also one of the 
reasons for the divisions among the managerial personnel. Ironically, 
the higher-grade managers scorn the authority of foremen during the day, 
yet leave the whole site in their hands at night-time. This fact was 
spelled out by the top managers, and the foremen often express their 
resentment of it. 
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I am not trying to argue, as some romantic Marxists do, that the 
managers are dispensible. On the contrary, I am well aware that', given 
the capitalist division of labour and CLP, they are indispensible 
because only the managers are equipped with the necessary knowledge of 
administration and finance. This is a result of the incessant separation 
of conception and execution - the former being assigned to the managers. 
What I am saying is, as Marx often emphasizes, that the 'rational' 
aspects of every element of the capitalist mode of production (i. e., the 
prevailing conditions in a capitalist economy) are socially determined. 
In a similar way, I want to argue that, regardless of the possible 
hindrances to the efficiency of the production process, the right of the 
managers to live a decent life, to sleep and rest, entertain themselves 
at decent hours, is socially endorsed. Any capitalist, in bringing 
together and mobilizing the forces of production, will have to take it 
as given. that he cannot ask any manager to work nights; 
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at the same 
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time_, 'be -dan easily -assume that be will, find workers.. who Will work the 
round-, the-, clo-ck shifts-. 
Now-I. want to'lookat. how the administrative-managerial structure was 
'Tormed'-during the early years of FAB. , This-, 
is. important- as an 
historical dimensionand to make comparisons beti; eeh*managerial 
priorities. then', and recently (-19-78). 
--b)-Formation-of the Managerial Framevork 
-1. Material Basis, 
Even at its. inception FAB was already dependent on*the Holding Co.,. at 
leas. t for'the intake of qualified personnel'. The merchants themselves, 
were hot'technically competent to handle the-glass.. industry. So they 
invited SEYFI KENTMEN, who was known to be the man in the glass industry 
in Turkey'. and. who then worked for*the Holding. Co. _'. 
to. undertake the 
founding--of-'FAB. KENTMEN, himself., brought along. two managers, Halis 
Pekcan. and E4gin Sekmez, *who ý7ere specialists. in the production of 
bottles. -and sheet-gl-ass. respectively.. The -latter two managers-, 
initially both working-for the Holding Co. -, 
brought. along. a couple of 
engineers, shift-managers, foremen and some skilled worker6.. from' 
xa. rious, sites. 'in Istanbul. 
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General Directorcof*. FAB until the summer'of'. 19.78)., and the other'two 
managi4g-directors. who established the administrative structure. and the 
organization'of-work inFAB. Obviously,, some. fundamental aspects. of* 
'vork! --6rganization'were already determined'by. the technology imported, 
als, o the. Americanand Belgian experts- employed'. by the. firm during the 
set-up period had some. influence on the managerial and-adminis. trative 
structure. ' 
The technical division of labour. among the managerb, has. already been' 
outlined'. Here, the -focus, will be on, how-'the Turkish. managers. formed 
their own structure_, on*the driteria used., on'. thd., 6onsiderations. 
-aominating-their ideas. and practices; on'where, the. solUtions. came from 
when'prob. lems presented themselves'. 
Mosý-of the information-related to the initial days-of, '-FAB-was.. provided' 
by H. PEKCAN, who, 71n 1978, was the tecbnical. consultant in FAB.. He 
explained'that beside&'his. previous- experiendes.. in two other sites, of 
the Holding Co.,,,.. and the Belgian, firm, -he 
has-beeh'to, the United'States_, 
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Yrance and-Germany to xesearch into. various organizational-models. 
Similarly, when he himself was-working on these models inYAB, his 
colleague E. SEKNEZ wentabroad and would write back to Pekcan when he 
came across. -useful models, in Europe. The I inal I orm - of managerial and 
organizational structure, according to Pekcan., isa synthesis ofall the 
'-foreign. 
-models' with which they were acquainted, 
including. some 
modifications., to--make this synthesis adaptable to Turkish conditions, 
particularly-jqukurova. -Asa result FAB managerial structure 
today 
consists. of 6 hierarchical levels, and additionally-3 horizontal 
levels-. 
MANAGING. DIRECTOR 
POSTABASI_ 
FOREMAN 
EF: 
T: IIANAGER 
-DAY MANAGER 
FACTORY. DIRECTOR 
je I- 
IGENERAL-DIRECTOR 
SBIFT ENGINEER 
ASSISTANT GENERAL 
DIRECTOR & TECHNICAL 
CONSULTANT 
Bes. ides, the superfluously inflated managerial levels, the only 
significant-alteration of the U. S. model "according to-our nature'_, 
to use Pekcan's. terms.,. was the introduction of,, POSTABAI71, (ganger) to 
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. 
form-the lowest'level of'the hierarchical structure. 
-According to PEKCAN, the postabafi category was, introdUced so as. 'not 
to unaermine, the status.. of the foreman'.. His example was the BIC_, and 
the difference between the cold-end operators, numbering. 5, and the 20' 
other'nachine operators.. The 5 were grouped separately with, one. acting 
as-. chargehand, while the others. -were headed'by a -foreman. Pekcan said 
that1calling the man leading 5 workers--a foreman-undermines'the 
status-of. -the-foreman who 
leads. 20 men'. ' Therefore, postabagi is 
defined to. be-i man-responsible -for. a smaller group than the foreman 
i&. 11 
One immediately recognizable aspect of'this-explanation'is. that the 
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txue -function of'-a -fox6man/ganger 
is the ! managem6nt of'vorkers -under 
himj ýand is.. ther6f6re not a_technical, functi-on. 
Secondly, Pekcan's-explanation obscures the-futidamental di-fference 
between-a Soreman and a ganger. Based'on his explanation, it would be 
expected'that the postaba. sis, as much as- the-foremen' are part of the 
managerial body-. in terms of duties'. rights-. -and-material. rewards. It 
is-true that the gangers have a higher'status. than the rank and file 
workeis, and-fulfila control function. They do not necessarily have 
to work manually em s. But-foremen nor do-more work than-any. for an-doe' 
, Ee_a part of management, and the gangers are not, because: 
. 1)-Foremen'-are not wage-earners, but salaried; their average 
earnings -areat least twice those of'the average worker' 
and posiabagi. 
21'. Yc, remen are not unionised, and are hot'covered by 
Collective Bargaining; each of them-can fi6g6tiate 
Undividually and directly) with the emP'loy6rs. in 
. contrast, the. gange-ks ard wage-earner6. and unionised. they 
-can be involved in both strikes and lock-ouis.; theyare 
. covered.. by the C. B. contract, and, paid'according to what 
the average worker'. gets.. (That is, if he isa process- 
control'postaba, gi, he is paid the same-, as. the process- 
control'workerb. ) 
3)'The foremen-can also enjoy those facilities-which are open 
. to-managers only, such as using the froni-gate-6ntrance to 
the s, ite, 'eating in the managers! cafeteria if they-choose., ' 
wearing. the light blue overalls,. and not'clOcking-in, but 
signing a book'like the other*managerý. The postabagis, on 
the other'hand, can only use the workers'_gate, 'MUst clock- 
in, wear, the navy blue overalls (same as. tbe'ijorkers). and 
are not allowed'to eat in the managers. ' cafeteria. In 
short, gangership pertains to status-alone; 'it includes. 
. duties. but no extra-rights, exdept,, of'course, 'the freedom' 
of not having to do heavy manual jobs. It'cettainly does. ' 
have-A. 
-function'in the system, though, especially in 'our 
sys. tem'-as. Pekcan calls it. The 6hargehind's-funation is, 
one 6f. control_;. an extension of managerial control over the 
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also one of. communication andxesponsibility-. -For'the site 
-managers it is diffidult and undesirable to communicate 
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with every single worker individually. In fact, a better 
way of saying this is: the labourer does not exist 
. ndividually. He only exists collectively but divided 
. 
into plants, departments, units, etc. What is fragmented 
by the CLP, is sought to be integrated in a 'man' (ganger/ 
foreman), who will act as the 'brain of the collective 
bodyl. This is required much more by 'our system', because 
in FAB, the managers have to deal with an 'iindisciplined' 
industrial labour force compared with their counterparts 
in the advanced west. 
Wherever possible, the management chose to use only gangers between 
the shift-manager and the rank & file workers, rather than foremen, 
since the gangers do not cost anything extra while still performing 
the same functions. 
All this clearly shows that it is not only the workers, but also the 
managers that are differentiated and divided. 
2. Techniques used in forming the cadre 
In forming the 'cadre' to serve as the framework of the labour force 
in FAB, the three founding managers, acted apparently in the same - 
manner as when structuring the administrative hierarchy. PEKCAN took 
with him 25 men, and SEKMEZ 15 men, who served as the basis around 
which local men were trained. The first division among the FAB 
employees was Istanbullers versus the Provincials (the former claiming 
higher knowledge, skills and status). 
The founding managers paid special attention to the selection of the 
new men. They were chosen from among either Art Institute graduates, 
or those who had left such schools, as well as from among those who 
had7-, ser-ved their conscription as corporals or sergeants. 
"You know, " Pekcan explained, "in military service, if you are 
clever, if you manage to attract the attention of your superiors, 
you are promoted to become a corporal; and if you are even 
better, to sergeant.... thus we selected such men among the 
applicants. " 
The 'leadership' quality of corporals and sergeants was. -rewarded by 
paying 10 kr; lhour-more, on top of the government declared 
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subsistence wage of 240 krq. /hour then. 
The significant aspects in the techniques used in forming the cadre 
are first, material incentives were used as divisive mechanisms; 
second, military ranks were utilised to fit the industrial system. 
Both aspects according to Pekcan, were necessitated by the lack of 
skilled/technical workers. To solve this problem, they sent groups 
of 20 from among the 'selected elite' to Holland to be trained 
technically. This eliminated the problem of the lack of skilled 
labour. However, a more pressing problem was to transform the 
ex-peasants - who formed the majority of the workers available in 'the 
region - into an industrial labour force. Thus the ex-sergeants and 
ex-corporals helped the management in training the agri6ultural 
labourers, in habituating and disciplining them into factory life. 
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The nature of the human source has been the most important problem for 
the FAB management. Besides implementing the above techniques in 
overcoming this problem partially, special efforts were made by the 
management towards habituating the workers. These efforts are 
presented in the 'control' section of this chapter. The imported 
model also influenced the course of action taken by the FAB managers, 
an outline of which is given below. 
3. The importedmodel 
What is most significant in the earlier days of planning and implement- 
ing both the administrative structure and the organization of work, 
is that there. was already a 'model' for the management to work on. 
The founding managers of FAB did not have to wait for problems to 
arise in order to develop managerial techniques. to overcome them. 
The historical develoýment of managerial techniques. in Western Europe 
and the United States was a dialectical one, in that the factory form 
of production brought about fundamental alterations. in the nature of 
work, causing in turn constant opposition from the then hew-industrial 
woýrk-force. 
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Management policy, in fact the concept of management itself, came about 
as. -a result of the capitalist relations of productionj but also, as a 
response to the opposition of the labourers to that mode of production. 
In the case of FAB though, the technocratic elite had first to learn 
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to apply the lessons of Western Europe and then see what problems/ 
difficulties arose. The process of implementing a 'model' has not been 
without its contradictions. 
The first few months of production in FAB had been marked by the 
rebellious actions of the workers and general social turmoil. The 
issues raised were related to the tensions between Turkish employees 
and the 'foreign experts', Muslim versus non-Muslim, and ex-peasants 
missing their wives. As Pekcan recalls: 
"Things were so bad, one day my colleague Engin came to me 
and said, "Look, we've got the money, the machines, 
everything. But we've forgotten about one thing - the human 
factor. We haven't been good enough in choosing our menI.... 
The human factorl Something which their western counterparts had 
discovered long ago. The Turkish managers in FAB only found out about 
it in the 1970'sl And, after they had already chosen the model of 
management and implemented it. This is significant in elucidating the 
dilemma experienced by a management which has not evolved as a result 
of its managerial knowledge and experience, but simply by its 
technical training (mainly in a branch of engineering science). 
The dilemma' itself arises firstly out'of a religious application of 
a management model developed in the-West, to a labour force which 
exhibits radically different characteristics. 
Toker Dereli, in his book on Intellectuals, -the Synaicalist Movement 
and the Industrial Relations Syste states that the intellectuals in 
underdeveloped countries play a significant role in 'importing' and 
'adopting' the 'foreign' industrial relations system. The countries 
which have these systems of industrial relations that we call 'models' 
here, attempt to export them to underdeveloped countries, while the 
latter import the modelg which are regarded as successful, within their 
own context. The importation is total - not only the system, but its 
structural and applicatory characteristics. as well. According to 
Dereli, this is a "process of a kind of imitation and adaption. 
jll 
Important in the complaint of the manager above (Engin Sekmez) is the 
unpredictability of human behaviour. This is one of the reasons why 
these modeli-of industrial relations are adapted without considerable 
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modification, and-are thus often unsuccessful. 
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T. -Dereli, though-agreeing-about the difficulty of modifying the 
imported models, stresses the significance of the understanding which 
equates. development with 'modernism'. The importing of-a foreign 
-factor or-an 
institution in its original-format becomes preferable 
since this, is.. regarded as-a sign of social-development and 
Imodernity'. 
The technologyand the industrial xelations, imported in the 6ase of 
FAB produced-further tens-ions due to the 6omposition*of the managerial 
pers. onnel'. For. managers of FAB, who mainly come from petit, e-bourgeois- 
families, -upward social mobility has become possible through education, 
especially a Zegree'in Engineering. H. Pekcan, among others, is. 
well aware of-what higher education has. done-for him- 
"Ifyou have a degree., that's it. In this. country a 'degree' 
, great 
importance, it is-a key'that opens many doo's. " isý of r 
The point is, in as. much-as the managers. have played a role in the 
importation'znd, application'of the models., their, class origins, and 
lack -of experience of a tradition of-management acted'against theR, 
. ana created' tensions. in -an already conflict-ý-ridden'process. 
Furthermore, in establishing a managerial framework, an ideology and 
practice to control'workers, Cparticularly to ýrans-form' them'into an 
industrial proletariat), whether'by application*of a Western model, 
or-by trial and error'on'the shop-floor those 'intellectuals. ' with 
. an engineeiing-degree'also come to 
trans-form'themselves, 'into managers,,, 
as. embodiments. of managerial power. This is-a historical process. 
that still. renidins. in the individual experien6es. 'of'some 6f'the 
manager6. in TAB, On the whole, 'ther6for6e, '. not'only the ýYorker6-, but 
the managers as well, have been subject to a tremendous. social 
transformation, especially at an individual level'. -Any understanding 
of-the working class-and managerial consciousness. today in Turkey'mus: t 
.. consider'the impact of'this tfansformation experienced by both the 
workers-, and by managers. -as. new strata in societý and, most importantly, 
-as-individuals. who work and interact with each other'in FAB-today. 
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4. Grisis-of old management 
. During the "cond year of. production'(. 1974) in FKB, things came to a 
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standstill. The merchant owners owed huge sums, uhich they couldn't 
pay. The finance-manager was dropping hints about-the difficulty he 
was having in raising the money to pay wages/salaries. 
Managers are representatives of the capitalists on the shopýfloor. 
But, they have their own conflicts with the systemand the'bosses. 
Their manner ddring this period of difficulties shows that the , 
managers did not act is if they had a common interest with the owners. 
They made it known to everyone that this was an unreliable firm. This 
certainly had an effect on bringing things to an impasse. This is how 
HALIS described the situation: 
"If you want to destroy a place, just scatter around a few 
rumours. That does it. In those days (1974), there was this 
, rumour that-FAB couldn't pay 
its debts even to the grocer, 
round the corner; that payments of wages/salaries were at 
stake. This. was a time when managers should have kept, calm 
and silent and should have co-operated. But it aid not work 
out that way. Things came to such a point that 4 of my 
technical managers resigned, all one &fter the other. I vent 
through a depression - it was spch a shock. " 
Later, an investigation was made into why so many-resignations occurred 
(. at the insistence of UALIS). It was-found that these technical 
personnel -felt 
insecure in FAB. The-factory's image held no bright 
. future 
for them. 
On the other harid, the board of executives was. a heterogenous body 
it. lacked barmony, because the executives. -represented different 
interests- 
-Furthermore-, they were not experts on the glass 
industry 
which--caused them to neglect the technical aspects, of production, 
which-in turn made it-very, difficult for the, plant. managers to 
" 
sustain 
a -close-relationship with the board of directors. All this increased 
the doubts, about the -future ofthe enterprise. and intensified the 
-feelings-of 
insecurity. In explaining all this_, U. Pekcan also 
admitted that most jobs in VAB were very heavy- "It is a tough. job 
here. The fusion industry resembles- no other. " and obviously this t4as 
. an additional-reason-for., resignations. 
Another aspect 61fathe organisation of work in FAB during those days, 
was-the inequality between the work-load shouldered by the technical 
-and-admini-strative staff, The technical staff, undertook the, heavy 
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word-load, so much so that 'they were totally possessed by the job. ' 
And yet, the technical managers did not enjoy the same comforts as the 
administrative staff. H. Pekcan, probably stillýlunder the influence 
of those days (being a technical manager himself) was resentful while 
explaining this: 
"It (the difference) was so obvious that you could even see it 
reflected in the furniture, in the rooms the technical 
personnel had, and the desks, chairs, curtains, etc. that the 
admin. had in their offices. There was no equality at alll 
That made it impossible to work in harmony together. " 
What has been said so far about the management of the early years in 
FAB; all the incidents that took place, the managerial policy, 
organization of work, establishment of the administrative structure, 
the ifisecurity felt by the young technical and managerial personnel, 
the diversity between the work-load of the technical and the administrative 
personnel, the disadvantages for the foremen, the lack of homogeneity 
in the interests represented on the board of directors, etc. (all of 
which led to the bahkruptcy of the merchant owners) - can be 
explained as 'characteristic' features of 'merchant capital' in an era 
of monopoly capital. 
116 In other words, the specific nature of 
merchant capital reflected inwardly in FAB, may go some way towards 
explaining the failure of the previous owners. Merchant capital, which 
is capital accumulated with exchange of commodities, is therefore 
dependent on the circulation of goods in the market for continued 
profits. In other words, the commodities must change hands for the 
merchant capital to make gains. 
117 To invest in productive areas which 
yield profits only in the longrun is not in the nature of merchant 
capital. The initial owners of FAB, being merchants, behaved in the 
manner to which they were accustomed, i. e., they had no time to wait 
for the complex problems of industrial production to come under 
control before investment yielded profits. As one manager in SG and a 
shop-steward expressed (in very similar ways): 
"All they (the merchant owners) thought about was to get glass. 
Nothing else mattered to them. It was so bad initially that 
when the first sheets of glass came out, we didn't know where 
and how to store itl" 
The initial-7-owners' attitude was dictated by their capital - they 
wanted production in the shortest possible time, so that the products 
could be sold immediately and profits made. This was essential for 
them, since, when sales do not take place, they have no further 
resources to meet expenses and investment. The additional problems of 
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the oil crisis and increase in sodium prices' (the main input of glass) 
were ones they could not solve due to lack of finance. 
118-1 
With the change Of OWLership, the Holding Co. could solve all these 
problems by virtue of the industrial and finance capital (the Labour 
Bank) that backs it up. 
1119 All the aebts were paid, and long-awaited 
spare-parts could be imported, both of which restored the feelings of 
security among the staff. 
Onethe management side, the Holding Co. 's managerial know-ledge and 
industrial relations experience of nearly half a century, marked a 
change towards. greater consistency and a more modern 'Human Relations' 
strand. 
One of the top executive members of the Holding Co. explained how-'they 
achieved this, -- 
"The General Director af. FAB was., given full authority to run, 
the. firm. A principle of hierarchical coMMUnication'and 
de-cision-making was introduced. We made it clear that, we 
wanted to hear nothing from the managers-. in FABý, before it 
was, -fixst said to the General Director there himself. And we 
showed that we -really meant 
it! What we wanted to do_, 'and 
what we achieved was--a self--sufficient FAB-in its. 
'management' - only then did the managers. of"FAB-feel fully 
xesponsible., We s: oIved the-financial problem; the running 
, of the. firm-was their business- and they were made aware of 
this-. 
In fact, the management of FAB, with-fresh blood'from'the Holding Co., 
achieved'-much more than what is. described above_, '-, and employed'variouS. 
other*means, too. ' (-Two significant ones-are 'ideology of'uti-lity"and 
'instrumental. rati: onality', both of'which. are elaborated'on'in chapter 
-X. 
) 
-And today 
(19-78), there is. an apparent atmosphere of"peace' and 
'harmony' in]FAB. This. may be largely explained as-the result of the 
management incorporating 'Human Reliti: ons. ' policy. 
--5-. -Interigification--and -Extens if i cat ion; * o f"Manage ria 1- Control 
The major'problem that confronýed'the M-managers-from'the*initial days- 
was-the 'human factor. 14hat. makes'this into a problem is. not . only that 
labourers-do not work like machines, i. e., -', without getting tired, 
tomplaining znd -reacting 
(which--is the ultimate-iim-. of'the'. capitalist 
-mode 6-f*production and the FAB management alike), but-also the 
-fact 
that production'is. so dep6ndent on the human factor., ind labou'r is. the 
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only source of creation. H. Pekcan expressed this very neatly: 
"This realisation (about the importance of the human factor) 
has influenced me tremendously. Since then, I believe, and 
so do all my colleagues here, that the most significant 
aspect (for production) is the human-factor. You know, 
(pointing to the site) this earth was empty. Miatever is on 
it now, is made by men. Men can do anything, given the right 
conditions. That's why I am very much interested in 
industrial-relations problems.... " 
This -realization of, and 
interest in, the human factor manifested itself 
in two ways in the course of the development of managerial strategy in 
YAB. On the one hand, overcoming the problems caused by the so-called 
'human factor' was made the core function of every individual manager. 
This, I call the extensification of managerial-. function. On the other 
hand,. a -further specification of the 
functions of managers was a 
primary aim. This, I call the , 
intensification of managerial function.. 
The latter especially is a direct derivative of the organization of the 
executive. members-of the Holding Co., where there are a number of men 
who are industrial-relations specialists. This department is fully 
-responsible. 
for all collective bargaining on-all the sites of the 
Holding. Co. 
In the context of the former., extensification'of. management,, all 
managers. were. g3-ven seminars. on Administration and Management. While 
I was there., this. programme was extended'to cover'the lowest 
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managerial-rank of. foremen. Thus, 'humanTmanagemdnt' was. made 
widesýread, beyond the division of labour amongst managers.. 
. During the set-up, personnel management was. -undertaken 
by the plant 
managers.. The foundation of the technical and human aspects of 
production on'. a new-Aivision of labour among the managers, came about 
only-after the 6s-tablishment. of a separate perýonnel'department. A 
wide-dadre. in the personnel department was organized'under'the newly 
-appointed personnel. manager -. a man known to'be very skilful in this 
job. These new. 'arrangemdnts constitute the intensification'of 
'human-management'. In the same doniext, attempts- were made-, and are 
still being made, to prevent some of'the plant managers, from-getting 
too'-actively involved with the production'process,. and withýthe men 
who work under'their management -, a 'bAd habit' developed during the 
set-up years. The plant managers are needed'to concentrate on 
regehrch into the improvement of the technical side of'production* 
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During my interview with him, one'of the managing directors said that 
they had practically achieved this in BIC, and were working towards 
the same goal in SG. -1 1 
In short-then, further division of labour in management and intensifi- 
cation has been achieved, together with the extensification of 
managerial techniques of handling the human problems on all levels-of 
superintendence. 
ii) Managerial Ideology-and Practice in FAB- 
-a) labour-Recruitment 
labour-recruitment-in the early days had been'random'(! 'we needed'50- 
men .... we employed utoever came in" said Pekcan). In recruiting the 
technical personnel such. as eAgineers, the two founding managers were 
more selective. Ideological. formation'of'such personnel. ', who Would 
undertake manning tasks. as well, was as imporiant. a criterion in their 
selection as. their technical knowledge. - In interviewing them, the two 
managers. vere inspired'by what they had leaknt. fromýthe Managerial. and 
Adminis-trative Seminars. they had attended (see'theappendix for their 
conient). 
Yiring of workers. was. -as-arbitrary as their. recruitment. In the 
absence of a union, the management. -fired'any vorkek'who Oprov6ked the 
workers against the employers'. Activities. 'oVvarious-workers to 
organize the-FAB-workers into a union'were not'-view6d'sym' pathetically 
by the-management. Such potential sources. 'of trouble were eliminated. 
on the other'hand_, -many workers Ieft of their own. accora. The 
toughness. of the job,, the greht pressure of time (mbst workers'lived 
on the site to complete the instalment in the shortest possible time), 
ýeparation. from their. families,. and furthermore_, in the, ibsen6e of any 
. union'. rights, the threat of being. fired, and an insecurity. about the 
. continuity of the job-forced some workers to resign. At that time the 
workerg. '-revolt was predominantly against the conditions of factory 
work-and discipline - phenomena totally alien'-and opPres. 6i-ve to the 
-majority of the labour-force whose P-onceptof 
. work was radically 
different to that imposed'by the industrial work. 
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Redundancies enforced by the management, and workers' own resignations 
together with the seasonal character of some of the work resulted in a 
high labour turnover. The FAB work-force was renewed three times in a 
period of 7 years (between 1971 and 1978) which is a very high rate by 
any standards (admitted by the manager himself). 
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The time-period my sample population spent in FAB is also indicative 
of the high labour turnover. Among 101 workers only 21 have been in- 
FAB for over five years. This figure is comparatively higher when., 
added to that for managers: 37, out of the sample population of 129 
including both managers and workers, have been in FAB over 5 years. 
The majority of this sample (69 - 53.5%) have been in FAB for 3 to 5 
years. Note that production started in 1973, and construction in 1971. 
The recruitment of workers has been more selective since the two years 
of set-up. To be sure, the skills required for variousJobs pertaining 
to glass manufacturing, packing and marketing, have not been the only 
criteria used in screening the applicants. First of all, there are a 
few general prerequisites to be fulfilled by the applicant-workers: 
1. A primary school diploma (as said on p. 1 27). 
2. An upper age limit of 25, at the time of application (this was 
explained on pp. 17-18). 
3. A clean bill of heAlth (except for a few handicapped who are 
employed by force of law). 
4. Turkish citizenship. 
However, the employers don't leavo- it to chance, even after these 
prerequisites are fulfilled. It is possible that even those with 
primary school diplomas may be semi-illiterate and/or unable to write 
a proper sentence, or maybe to add and subtract. So, secondly the 
applicant must pass a written test. The test is rather extensive, and 
the questions range from simple arithmetical calculations to basic 
socio-cultural information, such as, "Who is the President of Turkey? " 
i I want to focus on a few of these questions which have an explicit 
ideological tone: 
Q. l: List the three properties of a successful, worker. 
That such a question is asked can be regarded as ideological, in itself. 
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Question 3 on the form reflects an historical peculiarity of Turkey. 
Q. 3: Give three reasons why FAB is established in Province 
instead of Urfa. 
Urfa is a South-Eastern town where a combination of Arabic, Kurdish 
and Turkish people live. With a desert-like climate and no industry 
it symbolises underdevelopment more than any other tovn in Turkey. It 
is part of the development programmes in the 5-year plans Us explained 
in the first chapter); and as was said eaklier, the South Eastern and 
Easternregionsare still the most underdeveloped and neglected regions 
in terms of any socio-economic criteria that can be employed. Whatever 
incentives were given to the private sector to shift some of their 
investments-to theseregions., there has been no success in attracting 
capital. Therefore, it may be assumed that the question is asked with 
theaimof getting the workers to provide the justi. fication for' 
choosing Province over Urfa. The idea seems to be that workers from 
Province itself will be more inclined to provide 'good' reasons. It 
must be more difficult -for the workers who 
have dome -from Urfa or the 
" 122 surzounding-regions. to provide good reasons.. 
. Another question is.: 
"Write down the occupations-and the country of the persons below: 
YMMI KORUTURK (then, the Turkish President) 
SEMIH-SANCAR (-then, Commander-in-chief of Turkey) 
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RIZA PEHLEVI- 
MOIAMANLIS" 
Notice thetchoice of. names. in this question. Who-are the-men . to know? 
The. ahove questions were selected from'-a particular_question-ý-sheet- 
-Another'-foxmA; whichis. more technicallparticular, 
is. only given to 
lift--truck operators, Dr loader-operator applicants.. Most of'the 
qpestions on this-form are prepared for'those who already work in FAB- 
and -who want to change their jobs. The . 15 questions.. on the sheet are 
mostly concerned with-technicaland safety aspects. of'the job, 
-although-the. first 
fwo questions are of'a more general nature: 
". Oftly one of the answers. provided below is correct.: Mark the 
. correct one" - 
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Q. l: Miy do industrial accidents take place? 
Due to the coincidence of a 'dangerous' environment, with 
a faulty gesture/movement (by the worker). 
2) Because of carelessness (absent-mindedness). 
3), Due to the breakdown of machinery. 
4) Because industrial safety measures have not been taken. 
The -first 
is the correct answer. 
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Noting that every 'correct' answer 
means deeming the others to be incorrect, an inference can be madeý: the 
last three are not*the reasons-for industrial accidents., two'of which 
would be managerial responsibility. 
Q. 2. - What are the consequences of industrial accidents? 
1) -Death. 
2) Social Security payment is-made (-to the worker) for (the 
, -resulting) 
inability to work. ' 
3) The cost of production increases', the quality drops and 
time-loss. is. -caused. 
41-Dissatis-faction (zr*. upset) occurs.. 
The expected'. answer is obviously the third one. The keallconsequences, 
of. industrial accidents. -are all those things- that happen to, production, 
to profitability, and to e-fficiency_, together with the employer's time. 
. Abs. olutely nothing happens. to the workers. 
involVed-*., or'eUe they are of 
negligihle importance; or even, all the 6ffects--mentioned are 
1-conseq, dential' -for'the workers as well. This. 
is what one has to 
assume i-f one vants. a job in. FAB. 
The question -form -for 
lycee or art-school:. graduatesýis distinct from 
thexest in terms. of*the level of the technical questions. -asked'. There 
, are a few questions- testing T. Q., as well as some Maths- and physics. 
problems.. A-few of'the others, however., are. more important -for the 
. concerns. of this. thesis-- 
Q. 15: What does the industrial dev6lopMent of'. a country depend on? 
-Al Zlimate. ' 
B), Natural Resources. 
C) The hard-work of its- people. 
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D) The Natural Vegetation 
The correct answer is easily distinguishable from the rest. Of 
course, it depends on the 'hard-workingness' of its peoplet This is 
once more verified by both the applicant-worker who marks it as the 
correct answer, and the industrial relations manager who has put it 
as the correct answer in the first place. 
Q. 17: Which of these ideas below is correct? 
A) Each individual both protects (defends) and appropriates 
his own rights. 
B) There is no-ri&t, only duty. 
W 'Rights' are not granted - they are appropriated by force. 
D) There is a duty corresponding to every right. 
In this case, an applicant who marked C would stand little chance of 
gI etting the job, since this is one of the most frequently used slogans 
ýf unions and some revolutionary organis-ations. On the other hand, if 
he marked B, this would reflect badly on the management's professed 
liberal-mindedness. Hence the correct answer: D. 
The ideological content of some of these questions may have been 
amplified here, but if this is the case, it is in order to unveil the 
insidious ideological mechanisms at work. The point is that, dominant 
ideology is often reproduced 'invisibly' in sub-sections of the 
society, in events which do not seem to have major social implications 
such as in this case; *in the question forms prepared for the applicant 
workers. Also, regardless of whether FAB management had a conscious, 
ideological purpose in the preparation of these questions, their 
ideological nature can be inferred by looking at the aim they serve; 
i. e., by singling out the metaphors, beliefs, value judgments, etc. to 
be reinforced. In this respect, question sheets become an important 
instance of ideological control. 
The figures concerning recruitment patterns given by the workers and 
managers themselves cast some doubt on the extent to which such 
question sheets are referred to in the allocation of jobs. Around 
70% of my total sample of 101 workers had either an*examination (44.6%) 
or only an interviev (20.4%). The remaining 30% had no examination or 
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interview upon application for a job. 
In the recruitment of white collar workers (memurs) and managers of 
lower grades, the pattern does not diverge from that of the workers. 
Out of the total sample of 28, only 3 said they took a test. 15 were 
employed on an interview alone; and 9 had neither (33.6%). * The 
percentage of those who took either a test or an interview together 
(66.7%) is comparable with the corresponding percentage for workers. 
Higher grade managers, however, are recruited by an invitation from 
'above' rather than managers themselves applying for a job. 
Compiling the relevant information on an applicant for a managerial 
job, however, is not ldft only-to the interview or the information on 
the application form. 'Reliable' information about a dandidate is 
provided by a network of relations which the management of FAB have 
with the university professors who 'breed' managers and technocrats 
for the industry. 
One such instance occurred in my presence, when the production planning 
manager, in order to gather information on an applicant for a mechanical 
engineering job, telephoned a professor in the university from which the 
candidate graduated. The question asked to the professor was "Do you 
know this guy personally? " and then, IlWill you find out about what kind 
of man he was during his years in the university? " The idea was to find 
out about the candidate's political stance before deciding on whether to 
employ him or not, since he had already satisfied them about his tech- 
nical knowledge. This happened during a managerial meeting in SG, and 
after the phone-call, a 'joke' was made about the fact that most 
graduates from that university were 'revolutionaiies': "we don't want 
one of them to turn up here, do we? ", was the concluding remark. 
The characterising aspect of the labour recruitment policies of FAB 
management then, is inconsistency. The time of employment, how 
urgently the company needed men, and the prevalent managerial policy 
at the time of the employment are some of the causes of this 
inconsistency. There hasn't been a set of criteria used by the 
management, but rather the criteria used have differed with respect to 
arbitrary attitudes of the managers. Therefore, the inconsistency in 
labour recruitment methods can be said to ieflect the contingent 
* One manager was-appointed therefore, this question was not applicable in his case. 
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contradiction in the structure of the management itself. This is 
highlighted by the-fact t hat the abuse of managerial power has 
dominated the. mode of conduct of some maýiagers, especially in the 
early days. 
Two such instances are xecorded by the workers. One-refers to the 
case of two personnel officers who asked-for bribes in enrolling a 
worker'-for a job. 
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_ Apparently, this 
has not beeh*a consistent 
policy of FAB management. as a whole, but nevertheless, they*have 
turned'a b-lind eye to it. 
The Dther-recorded'instance concerns recruitment of*workers to SG 
'Reset' fromýother'plants in YAB This happen6d'in' the first year of 
P roduction (1973-1914), during which period'Res6t'was-by-far the most 
dangerous place on the site, 'and frequent'-accidents. caused'many-workers 
to lose-'fingers,, arms, feet, or suffer'Other'irrem6diab-le handicaps. 
Things. vere go bad that Reset was referred to as. the 'slaughter house'. 
Since the g'lass. carrying was not yet mechanised, most O'f*'the job 
relied'heavily on-muscular strength and the_-workers-. '. ability to 
, r-oncentrate. '. Failure or weakening 
in either'of*theie qualities. 'caused 
the newly made sheets-of'. glass to cut straight through the. arm, foot, 
or -fingers,, 
if not to explode Oue to 'tension'. in glass) all over the 
worker, cutting, bruising,. and striking at least som6 Parts of*the bbdy. 
Working conditions. inReset were exacerbated'by'the-. iddition of*two 
machines. 'to bring the number'. from 6 to-8. This_, togetber'With 
increasing productivity, n'ec6ssitated'morý-iýen'in-Resbt. It the same 
iime, 'construction of'other parts of'the'P'lant was completed., so that 
-many S me previouily occupied workers were left 
idle. So ' of'them were 
. asked'to work in Resetý but the 
'fame"of'the place'as-a'slaughter* 
house'i,; as. s. o widespread that most refused despite the threat of'loSing 
their jobs. 'in. FAB. The management desperatelk'needo-d'more men, not 
only -fpr'the present_, 
-but. also to be trained'. 'for'the. future. * Tn'the 
-absence of any-volunteers, the management, by-theii power'tocontrol, 
-for-Ced some vorkers. to work 
in Reset. This was made possible by the 
-co-. Dper, ation of'. a shop-steward, utio'assisted the managers in getting 
35-men to Sign a paper_', -Aiich was later'-filled*in by*the managers to 
say., "I, the undersigned, agree to work in thelesdt'depýrtment. " 
Theýworker'uiio provided*this information'explained'that the shop-ý- 
steward collaborated because he belonged'to the rival group to the 
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then stronger union (C. W. U. )., and he hoped to undermine C. W. U. ' by 
causing unrest -among the workers, as well -as, of course, making the 
management obliged to aid the union he belonged to (F. G. W. ), in its 
struggle -for pover against the C. W. U. 
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Yaced with being -fired without compensation 
(since signed forms 
. authorised tbe-management to 
do this) the woAar6, had little choice 
but to comply. 
Both incidents, the managerial tactics, -and. also 
the workers, ' 
-resistance to Work 
in Reset-may seem extraorainary. from'the point of 
-view- of the western 
industrial experiences. That workers, -could be 
tricked into signing a form they didn't kn6w'the-, 6ontents of can be 
explained by the particular background of I ther workers, especially 
those vith. an immediate peasant past. Respect-for authority and 
belief in its. ab. soluteness.. are characteristics, of'Turkish peasantry, 
caused by hundreds. -of, years of 
being subjects. of a. centralised 
autocratic empire. In. theabsence of any industrial experience, when 
they'-come to work in -factories., they accept managerial power as. 
absolute, just as they accepted the power of'the landlord in the 
, 12.7 
-regions. 
Hanagers., on the other hand, can-and do resort. toýsuch solutions to 
managerial pxoblems-, aince they can-also make the assumption about the 
pass. iveness. of the . 1abourers., which, -obviously seem'to 
be'... validated in 
such. cases- The absence of. a public opinion'and a strong labour 
movement. to-unmask. and oppose such, managerial practices. 'certainly allows. 
the-managers. to employ such. abusive means. 
The. worker6_'_re: fus-al to work in Resbt'was not simply based'on*itsý 
notoriety. A comparison of-the number of'industrial accidents-in Reset 
and other departments-of FAB-suggests that 'slaughter'house"is. a 
jus. tified label for_Reset. --Unfortunatelý ments. on , there are no, docu 
the humber. of indus-trial, accidents, for, the period'concerned'U. e., 1973- 
1914). -However, the figures for the period'between'January lst, 197.7 
-and. December 31st, -19-77. are sufficient to,. elucidate the case. ' The 
number of. work-days lost as. a result of. industrial accidents-in Reset' 
during that. period, is-1302 days--and. I. hou' only rs. Compared with the 
-corresponding. figures. for some of the other plants/departments, they' 
demonstrate the 
. gravity of 
the situation. 
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Table'-VI, ii, l. 'Number-of-working days. lost in, SG as a result 
bf Industrial 
PlantlDepartment* 
accidents 
Number -of -working -da ys -lost (19,77), 
IDLys 
- 
Tours 
1. Timbermill (woodworks) 24 4 
2. Crate-making Cwoodworks) 474 1. 
3. 'Shaving' (wodworks) 4 5 
4. Yurnaces. 44 4 
5. SG Production 233 0 
6. 
-Reset 
1302 3 
-7. Second--cutting 
(SG) 48 
8. Packing'-(-SG) 366 
Total (-figure for Reset-: 1302., 3, included) 2498 
*-All-figures-from: management documents. 
Note that,. glass--carrying (cutting) vas-aut0mated'by instalment of 
mono-: rails. in the summer of'1977, " which reduced'the number'of'-accidents 
-considerably. 
The-comparison of -frequency of 
'absenteeism'-for reasons. other'than 
lillne's6. ' with-various. departments within SG-alone, 'indicates. 'that 
glassý--carriers. _are the ones. who 
escape mosi-fteqiiently from1work. 
This. is. not only an. additional point illustrating why'the i4orkers' 
zefusal to be allocated'to-Reset'is not ba6ed'on`myths'.,. but_also, 
shows-tbat those i4orker6. who were-41ready in Reset'at the time., 
expressed'-a reaction'to the conditions of vork, 'by"a form of 
'absenteeism'. 
During the same period in Reset, the number'of*workdays. 1ost due to 
ab, senteeism (-excluding illness. ) is, 36 days. and. 1 hours.. The second 
highest number'is-15.1 days in SG production' follow6d'by 8.1 in 
Packing, 2.2 in crate-Making, 1.3 in Furnaces,,. and 1.1 in second- 
-cutting. There is-no recorded absenteeism in. the "Timbermill' and 128 'Shaving' departments. As these figures indiCate, absenteeism in 
Reset'. S, a i& twice as. mu, ch-as the second highest group in G nd 35 times. 
more.. compared'with-the lowest number'. However, it must be noted that 
36 -days. of -'absenteeism over'z period'otone. year 
is-not-very high-, 
given'the_ýonditions.. 
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Managerial policy in other areas exhibits similarly the extent to which 
power to control is utilised for their and the company's interests. It 
is in such concrete situations that it is possible to gain an insight 
into the fact that to manage means to control.. More significantly, it 
shows that the process of capitalist labour is the progressive 
deprivation of the labourers of control of their own labour-power, and 
its effects. 
Presentation of 'promotion' procedures will further support this. 
b) Promotion 
One of the persistent complaints of the workers in FAB is that 
promotion channels are not open to them. (These and other complaints 
are presented in Chapter IX) 
Altogether, 53 of my total sample of 129 (both workers and managers) 
changed their jobs since they arrived at FAB. 18 of them are managers/ 
memurs; and the remaining 35 are workers. The data collected from the 
answers to the question, 'Have you always been doing the same job in 
FABV are not, however, totally reliable. The reason for this is that 
some of the workers who've had various jobs in FAB worked during the 
'set-up' period when all were not necessarily employed by FAB, but 
some worked for a construction company. The distinction in most cases 
is blurred, because it is not clear when the employees 'changed hands', 
i. e., from the construction firm to FAB. 15 (43%) of the 35 workers 
who changed jobs worked on the set-up initially. These also comprise 
the group who can be regarded as promoted from undefined job s to 
relatively well-defined, higher status jobs with more security. On the 
other hand, change of jobs within the same site meant 'do-motion' for 
some workers. A few examples of each case are s=marised in the table 
below. 
The above information on mobility of workers between plants and -, 
different jobs., and the contents of the table below on promotion and 
demotion with the reasons cited by the workers,. indicate some 
characteristics. of the organization of work ' 
and managerial policy on 
prom6tion, which can be summarised into a few points: 
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TabLle -VI, 
ii, 2: Promotion and Demotion of YAB. workers 
Present Job Fixst Job Any other'jobs Promoted or Reason for 
between first Demoted change of job 
and last 
1. Machine- 
operator Helping End of con- 
(SG) Hand Promoted struction 
2. Heating Loader-, carry- End of con- 
technician Unskilled ing glass frag- struction and 
(BTO vorke-r ments Promoted later vacancy 
offered 
3. Eachine- 
operator Helping End of con- 
(110 Hand Promoted struction 
4. Packing & Furnace Ganger, BIC Demoted Management dec- 
Sorting UIC) assembly ision to reduce 
number of. gangers 
5. Greaser Decanting Managerial dec- 
Batch Pre- machine- ision to remove 
paration tender Demoted the machines 
1)-Among the working population of FAB_, those who arexelatively 
mobile-and. can do -various 
jobs in the course of their career 
in-FAB. are -fewer than those ufio are stuck with the same job 
over'the years. ' 
2) Not. all those -Aho have had various jobs in. FAB were promoted. 
Some moved. from one 'unskilled' job. to another., some were 
-demoted and vere not always allowed to utilize'their skills 
to the. full. 
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3)-Regardless-of 'whether workers were mobile/immobile, promoted/ 
, demoted, etc., in the course of their stay in FAB, one Common 
. and very important determinant for'. all was-that the decision 
w, as,. made by the management. In most cases., the workers had no 
say, except. maybe that they'vanted. a job'in-FAB. - or not. And 
even this. presumed'choice was no Choice-for many workers. 
(Liven the unemployment) 
Yurther information on the allocation of jobs, and -, Aiether the workers 
had any. 'choice' in. the matter, will complete the-analysis-of managerial 
practice in this.. area. 
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c) Allocation 
All the sample workers were asked whether they were allocated th6ir 
present jobs, or if they themselves chose it. A thiid category was 
formed, to cover the men whose choice of job coincided with what the 
management offered. The results are summarized in the table below: 
Table VI, ii, 3: Job Allocation (concerning worker-sample) 
Number of workers 
C, 
/0 
Allocated 63 
Choice 12 
Coincide 26 
Total 101 
62.4 
11.9 
25.7 
100.0 
The significance of this table lies in that the majority (63) had no 
choice over which job they took. This constitutes yet another instance 
of lack of control by the workers over aspects of 'work' that concern 
them directly. 
Comparison of the above table with the corresponding table for managers 
strengthens the point: 
Table VI, ii, 4: Job Allocation (concerning managerial sample) 
Number of men 
Allocated 10 35.7 
Choice 2 7.1 
Coincide 16 57.1 
Total 28 100.0 
This table shows. that for-most managers, not only the jobs they wanted 
for themselves. coincided with what they were offered, but also, 2 (7.1%) 
could choose this job straight away. The two categories of 'choice' 
plus 'coincide', together constitute the majority of the managers (18 
out of 28). Managers, as a body, therefore, have more control over 
the type of jobs they are recruited into. And also over what jobs they 
want particular workers to do. 
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A detailed'examination of those who come under'the categories 'choice' 
and 'coincide' supports the point that workers, haven't got that 
control. 19 out of a total of 38 workers vAfio either'chose (zhoice) or 
were offered the jobs they wanted (coincide), were able to achieve this 
by xittue of the fact that they were trained'-for those jobs. Yor 7 of 
them- Cout of 38) the relatively better conditions- (subjectively defined) 
pertaining to the specific jobs, caused them'to choose their present 
jobs. 6 (z'Ut of 38) did not specify the reasons for'which-'choicell 
'zoincide' Dccurxed'. 3 chose their jobs because they'thought they' 
wDuld be easier_', -and 3 said that they'chose them'bec4use they wanted 130 
to learn a 'trade' or 'skill' . 
There is-a-related-aspect of job-allocation by the management, -Alich 
has not yet been mentioned. In most cases. the. FAB, management prefers 
to bring in foremen/supervisors from'outside rather than promote a 
worker'. of. the same unit, to such, a post. A case concerning a-foreman 
in the BIC Q. C. department will demonstrate this. 
Suat, before, being. recruited. as a-foreman to the Q. C. department, -had 
been. a bank clerk, and, then a semi-skilled worker'in a nearby fibre- 
glass. factory. When he came to. FAB, he knew-absolutely nothing about 
the inspection of bottles and containers.. He vms. taught the, job by 
the girls. -Jio were working in Q. C. and yet.,. from the butset'he was 
appointed foreman that is, he was the one to head-and control the 
. girls., who were much-more skilled. and 
better informed about the job. 
'This. job (-foreman) is. exclusively male' he said. He, didn't know why 
it should be so, but nevertheless, he was surprised that I should 
question it. Thinking about it, he pointed out. that he was. a lycee 
. graduate., 
'so he was. better*educated than the gi-r-1s.. Yet, -ther6 ire 
three women ubo are also lycee graduates and experienced'in the job. 
None of them -could be made the-foreman, however. 
The-reason for*this may be an implicit sexism on'the part of'the 
. -management. - the 
'control' function which the'Q... C. department hag over 
the production department often. requires. fierce arguments.. bAetween the 
workers-and loremen of the two departments, and-also a determination* 
on the part of'the Q,, C. department to-assert its-own decisions-over 
and above decisions,.. by the production'depirtment. about the quality of 
-a certain product., Given that. all workers. of the production'department 
are male, it is. assumed by the management that a woman foreman in the 
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Q. C. department would not have the necessary-authority. -131 
Suat's. case displays certain characteristics of the management policy 
on -recruitment of foremen and promotion 
Cor rather., non-promot ion) of 
the vorkers.: 
1) The true-function of the foremen is not so much-based'on 
their technical superiority, but on*theii7-power to control 
the men/women in their charge.. Were it. technical, one of 
the women in Q. C. would have been a better'choice. 
2) Managerial choice of a foreman from'ouiside i&made with no 
consideration for any potential resentment among the workers. 
The latter*, however, do readt. with resentment as indicated 
below.. 
QE 5; "Here, instead of those vbo have grasped'the job, vlienýthere 
is.. a-vacancy for a foreman they bring in someone-from outside. 
We have no. right to promotion. Even'if you work for 5 years., 
you'll work on the same job- -(-Certain. men have taken hold 
of certain jobs. completely in advance).... " 
3) Given the above, there is not much chance for'a worker to 
become-aloreman one day; that is, a. true promotion*for them'. 
-Any promotion 
is made by-management only i. Aien, it is. to their advantage.; 
one particular method'of'promotion clearly ex6mplifies'this. In FAB, 
it is. 
-a vell known. fact that the management, promotes'shop-ýstewards 
and/or, candi. dates. *. for official union*jobs ubo fail to be elected to a 
supervisory job-. ' This was explained to me by Sami, an ex-union 
official himself. He said-: 
"Whenever there is. a-clever man, C.... ) who is to an extent 
influential on the workers, the 6mployer'is. quick'to give him 
-a foreman's of'shift-manager's job_, '(-... '. ) of course, 'this. is. 
the end of'the political life of that person. "' 
At the. moment_, he said', there were three men. on. thiS.. site Who stood 
-for -union elections,, -and were made f oremen'a month. later'. Sami, added' 
that the game ý7as. true Ior his case,: 
"When ve (Z. W. U. ) lost the union elections, I wanted'to leave 
(YAB). They Cthe management), wouldn't. let. me go because 
although we lost we were still supported by about half the 
workers. here. They'thought, if I. went, this-would have had 
,a bad effect on'the igorkers.. ". 132' 
-Certainly, one other', reason for management not. wanting Sami to leave 
, might have been their need to keeý'the 'good' leaders-of the C. W. U. 
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'in stock' for the next union elections because -'for reasons to be 
explained in the chapter on union - the management has an open 
preference for C. W. U. as opposed to F. G. W., and Sami especially is a 
desirable candidate from their point of view because of his 'mild', 
ap6litical views on unionism. 
Surely, the most significant aspect of this management policy is the 
manipulation of promotion possibilities for workers as in this case 
of depoliticizing potentially strong labour leaders, together with 
providing a lower level of management with strong backing from the 
workers themselves. 
d) Managerial Myths 
While management in FAB today (1978) displays a continuity with that of 
the set-up period and the initial years of production, it also deviates 
from the old policies. Managerial experience, and the financial 
back-up of the Holding Company account for the latter. 
The success of the present management in reducing industrial conflicts 
certainly does rely on the 'myths' created by the company about what 
it is. What the company bosses will accept and what they won't is made 
clear and absolute, by various mechanisms of communication. Against 
the contrary propaganda of the union, one such myth created is that 
'there is no boss' in the company. It is a 'Holding' Company and the 
management simply 'manages' the running of the site in the name of the 
share-holders. The personnel manager (among others) especially, 
emphasised this point: 
"There is nothing called a 'boss' in this work-place. " 
This saying is a dictum on site, through which the managers try to 
avoid the hostility being directed towards themselves, and to create 
the image that 'everyone here (themselves included), is working for a 
company which is owned by the public. ' 
The intangibility of such share-holders lends a genuine ring to the 
'myth' of a company with no boss. Everyone could be an 'unknown' boss 
or bosses. Knowl&dge of who the bosses are can only be stretched as 
far as the personal power of management, or any -visible body of 
'rulers' Csuch as the executive of the Holding Co. ). How far the 
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management has been able to penetrate the consciousness of the 
workers on this issue will be seen in Chapter IX, Section iv where 
the workers' definitions of management are given. For this section, 
my concern is with the critical dilemma the managers find themselves 
facing, as a result of the emphasis they put on working for a no-boss 
company. 
For the management of FAB the dilemma is most felt in the decision- 
making process. They are made fully responsible for the control of 
the site and its related material and human aspects. In achieving 
this, they have to make various decisions which may have profound 
consequences for FAB. Yet, these decisions can never be related to 
altering the structural aspects of the production process. Such 
decisions can only be made by the capital-owners (or their individual 
representatives on the board of directors). Managerial Revolution 
Theorists 133 would claim that all industry is governed by managers 
and technocrats, therefore, there are no longer 'capitalists' as such. 
However, M. Kiray clarifies the distinction between the types of 
decisions that can be made at a managerial level, or by the capital- 
owners. 
134 She asserts that managers can decide on, for example, 
when to commence and terminate the work on a particular day, but 
cannot decide on how long the work-day will be (which would have, because 
of its direct relation with the surplus-value, profound repercussions on 
the socio-economic system). Confusion arises when any production 
manager or group of managers work under the illusion that they can act 
as capital owners. They are abruptly reminded that there is a 'boss' - 
albeit in an intangible form. 
Such a dilemma was manifest for the SG plant manager when he planned 
to establish a holiday resort for FAB employees. This was one of 
his major dreams both in order to add some colour to an otherwise dull 
life in the Province as well as in alignment with the rest of the 
managerial personnel's demands. He believed this would also aid the 
establisbment of good industrial relations. However, this demand was 
rejected by the executive of the Holding Co., who directly act in the 
name of the capital-owners (or as representatives of capital). 
Regardless of his rank, 'he couldn't even ask why', because 'this is 
just the way a hierarchical system works'. "You cannot ask those 
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higher -up the question 
"Why? '. you simply have to-accept their 
decisions.. " Yet., he still cannot help -feeling resentful about 
itl 
"Iccannot understand why they'are so reluctant. I- wouldýve 
understood if YAB-wasn't a profit-making site - but it is. 
Ever since the Holding took over, our profits have been 
increasing steadily. So we can afford it. " 
The point he seems-to be missing is that he, as. -a plant manager, 
is 
not included in that 'we'. He is not'the dapital-owner. This is 
precisely how-the representative of'the. Labour Bank. (the true capital- 
owner) on the board of directors explained'the mistake which the 
plant manager is. -making: 
"He doesn't-realise that he is- not the capital-owner. It may 
be in the interest of FAB employees., to have. d holidar,, xes6rt, 
. and he may think this. 
is feasible; but this. is not how the 
Labour Bank. views the situation. ' With the Bank, the question 
is-one of ýcosts. and profits.. They 
Cthe managers in FAB) 
sometimes. -forget that they are not the capitalists. themselves.. 
" 
The. myth of ubat the -Holding Co. would or would not accept is a 
widespread one, '-and sometimes. it helps to evade the problem, by not 
allowing-it to be formulated'. and articulated'. -Another'manager, 'Alo 
is 
in charge of all the maintenance and services. on'the site, was asked 
if there were any improvements he would. like, to See in his. own job. 
Ile-: ieplied that he would like. a watering-cart, (for'use in case of 
fire, -and to make watering the 
lawn and flower*, beds. easier'. ) "But-, " 
he. added.., "they won't give it, anyway. " 
In his-. case, the interesting points are-. ' 
1) That this manager's. difficult position stems. from his being 
given the-respons-ibility of fulfilling his tasks. to the best 
of his. ability and yet'being unable to make. any decision' 
which-vill help him in that fulfilment (and if he makes. a 
decision, i. e. - needing a vatering-cart, he. cannot's, imply 
#-get' -Aiat he needs. because he is not'the capital-owner). 
Therefore, he decides that he ijouldii't. be given it-anyway. 
2) This_non-ý-decision is made with-full awareness-of'the 
'invisible managerial control', and knowledge that the 
Managing-Director or the Gen6ral. Director'would refuse his. 
-request without passing it any higher, on'the grounds. that 
it would be excess expenditure and that the board of*directors 
-repiesenting the Holding Co. would also -refuse for the same 
reason. If something is. not vital. for'production, or increasing 
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productivity, then the necessity will not even be articulated. 
The above-mentioned manager's dilemma is such because there is a 
clear-cut distinction between capitalists and managers. The managers 
willingly comply with the role ascribed to them by the capitalists, but 
in attempting to fulfil that role (i. e. - to be 'good' managers), the 
conditions they require 6ften clash with the interests of capital, 
thus preventing them from succeeding. So, the catch-22 situation of 
the watering-cart: he needs the watering-cart to be a good manager, but 
the knowledge that he would be refused prevents him requesting one, 
because by asking for it he 'wouldn't be a good manager. ' If the well- 
defined interests of capital were non-existent, it would be difficult 
to conceive of any manager creating, internalising and working with 
the 'myths' about the company. Yet, there are managers who do, and in 
their praxis they condemn not only the workers, but also themselves, to 
degrading conditions of work. 
The 'myths' created about the Holding Co. are manifest in a number of 
more fundamental ways. 
There is a widespread belief, which is often expressed by managero,, 
union leaders and workers, that the Company will implement-the same -- 
wage-policy all over the country on all of its sites. Even a strike on 
one site will not change that 'principle' of the Company; whatever is 
agreed with the union of one site will apply to others regardless of the 
fact that different unions represent the workers 6n different sites. As 
one unionist admitted, "They will not give more than what they have in 
mind. " 
A top manager of the Holding Co. explained why this 'principle' of the 
company holdst 
"If we grant a certain percentage of pay-rise in say, FAB, we 
'have to do it on all the other sites the Holding owns. The 
prob. lem is not only the financial load this will burden the 
Co. with, but our relations with the unions too, as this will 
have an effect on such relations. If we give in at one work- 
place- ' then we are done for. We can no longer keep our dominant position in relation to the unions. The unions. will 
supersede'our power. " 
The case of the soaium-, factory strike 
135 
showed that this particular 
myth does not xemain as a mythi it is the actual policy of the Holding 
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Co. 's management. The same 'myth' is partly responsible for preventing 
the xinion from calling for a strike during 1978.136 However, this was 
also because of the 'failure' of the strike action of 1976,137 which in 
turn was regarded as a failure by many FAB workers, due to another 
'myth' that went about in those days. What this myth was, and how it 
relates to the workers' disillusionment, is clear in the expression of 
this worker quoted below: 
"I have heard that the General Director has said that he was 
'prepared to give 2 T. L. (i. e., 2 T. L. /hour wage increase) 
anyway, so what the hell is this noise all aboutl' So if we 
were getting that, why did we go out on strike? " (The union, 
after a 25 day strike had signed for 1.70 T. L. /hour wage increase) 
Whether the General Director said this or whether he would have said 
it (if he had done) had there not been a strike; or even whether he 
would have given 2 T. L. (if he said so) had there not been a strike is 
not important. What i important, however, is the fact that a certain Is 
'myth' was created and this has permeated some of the workers' 
consciousness. Nekt time, when the union calls for a strike, they will 
remember it. Some certainly did in 1978, when I was around. 
"They do not like those who ask too many questions here", is another 
widespread myth. Who 'they' are is not always very clear. Sometimes 
it refers to the managers on the site, sometimes to an invisible body 
of rulers, company executives, or perhaps to share-holders, or it may 
not be to anyone in particular; "They' seems to be an all-purpose 
subject. Like all the other myths about the Company,. this one also 
works both ways. This phenomenon can be formulated briefly: All those 
myths become influential because they are usually verified in managerial 
practice. On the other hand, only certain aspects of managerial 
practice become influential because there has existed an a priori myth 
about it already. 
'Chinese Whispexs' Tactics 
f 
The success of the managers in gaining total control depends partially 
6n their ability to predict the workers' reaction to a particular 
action by management. Should the reaction be predicted as 'negative'. 
then the management must also be able to prepare the workers for the 
consequences. This tactic has certainly enabled them to fire 110 
1 
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workers at a time without causing -much unrest amongst the other workers. 
"In the past, " the Personnel'Manager' explained, "firing of workers. 
has- caused great unrest - and after' unionization of the workers - 
this. has become impossible without legally accepted, -valid causes, 
-and that with the obligation to pay cOM'ensation to the f 
ired P 
workers. Even when -legal requirements. were 
fulfilled, this did 
not prevent the workers from exertinga great opposition, 
especially when they did not see'it coming, when the firing ofi-. 
some was sudden. Then, if we fired one. or two workers it would 
. cause great trouble - it would be like doomsday. 
" Whereas, 
"Recently, we -redistributed some employees., especially, those 
in 
the woodwork department. To some of them-we offered new jobs - 
if they did not-accept, they were expelled. Some of'them, we 
simply fired on the basis that we had more men than we needed. 
Sixty were expelled on that basis.. Altogether the numbers 
added up to 110. -And what happendd? No-reaction'came 
from the 
workers.. Because we got them used to the idea,; starting a -few 
, months-earlier, um put the wordaboutýthat. therO, will 
be a 
reorganization in the woodworks, department. Everyone talked 
ab. out itand everyone expected it. They'knew-'there were too' 
-many men 
in woodworks. Well, you see, it was necessary, becaus. e 
there was. no peace in that department. Now-everybody works 
better. Too many men around creates. chaos. Peace is the most 
important thing (in the work-place). " 
The Zay manager in the cold-section of SG, who is-also in charge of 
the woodworks. department, admitted that in the woodwDrks, today half 
the number of_men do three times more woIrk in the same time. ' Although 
he did not mention it as., a cause, time And motion*s. tudies., carried out 
in that section must have determined the minimum number of men required 
in the woodworks-department. 
How. 'the tactics- of 'AChinese whispers! worked is. essentially based on a 
general characteristic of the wrkers:,. a. feature, very well-knownand 
successfully utilized by the management, but also part of'the 
, conclusions- I. have drawn as a result of my-, -participant-obs6rvation in 
YAR. It is this-- the workers in general do not'. readt to anything that 
has-the '. absolute'.. appearance. If the most contradictory, and 
, dis. advantageous. case for the workers. can be presented'as-unavoidab. le/ 
compuls, oxy/abs. olute, then the workers tend to give in. In other words, 
u4iat matters,, what happens ultimately is determined not by the nature 
of'the "'event' yet to happen, but by the perdeption/definition of that 
'event' by the workers. Vhether this perception/definition is. impos-ed 
Videological/false consciousness-bound') or'spontaneous C'natural') 
does-not. alter the nature of what actually happens Otherwise it would 
not be possible to explain the success-of_'the managerial tactics above_; 
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or any other occasion when the workers have given their consent to 
what is antagonistic to their interests. 
Such attitudes of the workers could be regarded as indicators of a 
predominantly 'false-conscious' labour force. This is a point of 
discussion for the concluding chapter. Here, I intend to assert that 
the success of the capitalist system (or any other social system for 
that matter) lies in its ability to make its members accept the 
fundamental assumptions of the system as correct, unquestionable, and 
the system itself as absolute. For FAB and the workers in it, 
managerial ideology and practises (some outlined above, others given 
below) certainly play a determining role in achieving this. 
Managerial myths constitute part of the 'invisible managerial control, * 
and there are various other 'invisible' elements. of control manifest in 
especially non-technical. forms of control. In the following section, 
-first, managerial control 
in 'the technical division of labour', and 
second managerial control in non-technical aspects are investigated. 
The latter is predominantly 'invisible managerial control'. 
iii) Control, 
That 'control' and 'management' are synonymous terms in the capitalist 
labour process is well argued in the context of advanced capitalist 
economies (U. S. and Britain especially) by Brave -138 rman. Instances in 
managerial practice in FAB vere §houn to be instances of'conirol: 
control of the labour-power, and, more specifically, control of 
. 1abourers extended to influence their consciousness as well as their 
mode of operation. Mile this control is partially 'invisible' - some 
examples of this have already been cited -. there is. also a control 
-function embedded in the organization of work, -uhich is more overt. 
In other words, in the case of FABiit can be asserted that the 
technical organization of work. assumes a control function. 
This section attempts to demonstrate, the above under two headings: 
(j) Tec. hnical. Divigion.. of, Labour in the organization*of the Production 
*A phrase coined by P. Cressey, for which I am grateful. 
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Process'. as control;. Mi. ), Non-Technical Control (i. e. ', 'invisible' 
control). 
Betveen these two, a third manifestation of managerial control is 
anýalysed 'uhich is observed in the decision making process, and this 
is covered under the heading: 'Managerial meetings and dedision 
making'. 
-A) Technical-Division of Labour in the. Organization of the Production 
Pxocess-as Control 
The primary separation of the labour-process into various d6partments 
of. decision-making and execution, in other words, into hierarchical 
-control -cells, is introduced technically. The technical control 
-function as prevalent 
in the two major plants of FAB can be shown 
schematically as: 
Production Planning-Department 
Store (Stock) Control 
Quali4ýontrol 
Process Control 
Hot Control 
Production 
The-direction of the arrows. indicates. 'the direction of the control 
function such-that the Production Planning department has control over* 
and above all the other units, -and'the production'proces. s. is. controlled 
by. all the units,. above, itself. The chart only contains the. major 
departments of control. There Are, in fact, other'minor technical 
levels. of control (-such-as. the 'receptionist' between'the quality 
-control and, store control, or the dispatch-control at the exit gateY 
which-are not included since they Are simply-variations-of. *the pattern. 
There ILre, however, some differences in the technical-division of 
control. function bet, ýeen the SG and BIC uhich. are worth noting. 
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In SG, process-controlling is subsumed under the Quality Control 
process. Therefore, the separation is mainly between the Production 
a nd the Quality Control department. Process-controlling (though it 
exists in the form of 'hot-control'; i. e., when the glass is still in 
the process of forming) is not assigned to a (separate unit. 'This is 
important, since the control of the production is intensified by 
introducing intermediary levels and assinging them to specicid 
departments. The further away the final Q. C. control is from the 
production (i. e., execution), the more efficient that control is, and 
the more complete the separation of execution and decision-making. 
In BIC, all the levels introduced in the chart above apply. The 1978 
quota projection for BIC informs us that there are altogether 4 
chargehands in the Process Control-Unit, and 28 Process Control workers, 
idded to which-of course is a day-manager. There are also 4 provisional 
places, reserved -for a potential Process Control Unit 
in SG. 
What is. important here is the amount of labour consumed unproductively, 
for the sole -reason of controlling the products. of 
labour of other 
workers.. Yrom the making of the glass to its-dispatch, the steps 
technically necessary to ensure the quality and quantity of the goods 
. are assigned to-various §pecialised units. Thus, those Ao make the 
glas. s. are separated-from those who assess the quality of that 
production. This. is based on the implicit as. sumption that the workers 
regarded as competent to produce are not considered', to be reliable to 
as. ses. s their own production. This-'unreliability' however_', is created' 
by the system'-itself, viiich_, in order to maximize production, operates. 
on a premium system, which then'impels the. worker6. to, increase product- 
ion. If production workers' interests lie in, achieving-a surplus Cin 
order to increase their premium wages) then, they'cannot. 'be relied on 
to give-an 'bb. 3ective'. assessment of their own-production, since 
'below-standard products! are deducted, from-the total production, and 
hende-from-workerglpremium&. Hence the, need-for a: specialised group 
of inspectors who have interests distinct from. 'those 6f'the production 
workers.. In effect_, the-processand quality conirollerg-and, over 
, and zbove them, the production planning department, keep'a-very. 
thorough-check on each. other throughout the production'process. This 
creates. tension. and conflicting interbsts. -among 
both workers and 
-managers. How this manifests itself inFAB will be deý4ribed shortly. 
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A further division among the personnel is introduced by the fact that 
various sets of controllers do not work for the same department, but 
for different ones, and are thereby prevented from sharing a common 
status or a sense of bel6nging. This system performs a 'life-blood' 
-function, since, even at a technical 
level, it ensures that controllers 
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are also controlled. 
What the management theoretically aimý to achieve U. e., products of 
good quality) is inconsistent with the methods-used in practice 
(I. e., 'organizationally, not technically). This is best expressed by 
J. Lomox, , ho works for the United Glass Co. in the United States: 
"Quality control is a philosophy vAiich must be -adopted by 
every. membe. r of an organization-right down from the highest 
executive to the lowest paid worker --a genuine desire by 
everyone to produce the best. "140 
This. certainly is the definition of an ideal case; yet given that both 
in the U. S. glass-companies, and in FAB, producers.. and quality 
controllers,. are separated, then clearly such a ', genuine"desire does 
not exist. On the other hand, it is not a7chiev4ble in a system-where 
producers-and controllers are differentiated, since, by definition, the 
latter have control over'the former., thereby making their 'genuine* 
deiixe' to produce the best both absurd and -redundant. Ilence the 
'life-blood'.. function of the technical division'of Iabour in the 
organization of production, is. control, and not simply efficiendy. 
Diverse inter6sts,. at the point of production, -uhich derive. from the way 
production is-technically and hierarchicallyorganisea., create internal 
di-visions. -among the management 
(the daily managerial meetings, becbme an 
arena of struggle between the production and quality-control managers). 
Each-side presents. a di-fferent evaluation'of'the quality of the g*lass. 
pxoducedý while the production manager presses-for increased'daily 
production_, the Q. C. manager usually argues about the quality of the 
. good&. 
The established hierarchy is such that the QC. department's 
decision is. final. The control over'the Q. C. 'manager_', however., is 
exerted'indirectly by the customers. If, on . -readipt of'goods, the 
customer'finds. more faulty botiles/sheets, -of'glass than the-agreed 
proportion, he asks. -for'a 
'-reclamation', and every such reclamation I*-s 
not only. a bad mark ofi the record of the firm--- but also a blbw'to the 
Q. C. manager. 
go, the Q. C. manager tightens up the strictnes9--of'the inspection uhile 
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the Production -manager fights to loosen 
it: the latter has a target to 
reach, determined for him by the P. P. department, and all the rejected 
glasses/bottles put him further back in the fulfilment of this target. 
This, struggle gets rough ft times, and after at least one such 
argument, the tw managers stopped talking to each other for, veeks. 
Managerial Meetings and Decision Making 
Managerial meetings'. are held separately in tuo major plants. Immediate 
problems of the production process. are discussed-during these morning 
-meetings and not the 
issues of general managerial policy. Even so, 
decisions-made have a direct impact on the -wrkers. and often far- 
ze-aching implications.. I shall elucidate these points by giving 
examples. of some of the central issues that vere debated during my 
presence. The topics of debate to be analysed are-. 
. 1. Production targets 
2. Manpower shortage 
3. Labour problems, 
4. Mole of-the-managerg 
I''Pxoduction-targets 
The es-tablisl=ent of proauction targets is-another'cause. of managerial 
dispute. In-a typical managerial meeting in SG,, therb. are two 
Production Planning'officers, the production*managers of'SG, the 
-managing-director, the engineek, the 
furnaces, 'manager. 's the quality 
control-manager andoften'the General Director'himself. The two 
. officers-have already u got a scheduled'prod'etion-ý-target, -des. 
igned by 
their-department, in co-operation with the glassý-marketing company. 
This is. initially put as a demand to the tG-prodUction department. 
The production*-managers', immediate response is, often'a-refusal based 
on one or more of the following reasons- the batch-is not'good enough, 
, or there 
is. a problem. with one of the ma7chines, or there are not' 
enough men'per-machine per shift, or there is. an insufficient number 
of 'healthy' men to fill such targets.. This. reply i&usually followed 
by a long discussion bet,; ýeen the tuo sides about the productive 
capacity of-the )3G production department. 
Every such-meeting is a splendid demonstration'of'the di. screpant concerns. 
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of various departments. /individual managers, arising from their 
conflicting interests. The Holding Co. 's intekest is to make profit 
and gains for its shareholders, and hence their calculations are based 
on the total sales which will yield the desired profits. The 
subsidiary. marketing firm makes these sales possible. However, in 
order to keep. a stranglehold on the market (both indigenous and 
international) they must ensure that the demands of the customers are 
satisfied. Hence the pressure ofi the FAB management to fulfil the 
targets. On the other hand, whether these targets are realistic, from 
a technical point of view, depends upon the technical managers on site. 
The latter's concerns are altogether different. They cannot allow the 
machines to overwork-and wear out, because they would then have to 
-replace some unavailable spare part while a production target needs to 
be met'. -Any such hold-up 
is fatal. 
The production manager_, -under the plant manager 
(therefore one level' 
closer to the workers-), has yet different concerns-because he has to 
take the human. factor into consideration. He will be confronted with 
the opposition of the workers. Yet, he is caught betuven two sides: 
he can envisage the 'problems involved in pushing the workers too hard. 
But, at the same time, it is his duty to presgurise workers as 
. required 
by the production targets, or else he must look for a job 
e ls6ýexe. 
on snme occasions, -ýhen the. general director was present. at the SG 
-morning-meeting, some of his responses to the production manager when 
the latter s. Aid that it would be impossible to-fill the target demands 
due to manpower shortages., were as follows: 
"Idon't-careabout your staff problem; I want ---tonnes for' 
this month. The manpower shortage cannot'be solved before the 
. collective bargaining. " 
"I don't want to hear about it. How you'-do. it is. your problem. - 
1--don't know how-you'-re going to do it_, but you have to get 
that tonnage done this. -month. " 
The striking -aspect is., that -usually the target'is -reached'. Miat was 
said, by the production. manager,, to be impossible, was. contradicted by 
his. -omn efforts.. - Subsequently., 
in deciding next monih-'si. target, this 
achievement is. taken into consideration'-and the target'is. set at a 
higher level. Increasing production trends thus-continue until the - 
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saturation point is -reached, until the workers can no 
longer be 
pressurized, either due to physical or technological limits, or to 
the-reactions of the workers/unions. 
This dilemma lived every day by the individual-managers, can. be seen 
as a conflict of interests between the profit motive of the capitalist 
owners and the concerns of the individual managers who makei6uch 
profits. possible. it is precisely this and similar contradictions that 
characterise the CLP, and not the 'equilibrium' based on 'common' 
interests, even if, in the last analysis, all e-fforts. (-of managers and 
workers-alike) contribute towards profit-making. 
2. Manpower shortage and. managerial meetings 
The probLIem -of labour shortages often accompanies- the need to fulfil 
production targets. Employment of more men to-reduce the pressure on 
the workers is-constantly demanded'by'the union, and the workers 
thems. elves. It is. also brought to the. attention'of'the GenOral 
Director7, by the plant-managers. During the-. managerial meetings, this. 
problem'presents. itself in-relation'to the search for further methods 
, of increasing productivity. The Generdl-Director's problem is to 
explain to the Board of Directors, 'uhy-FAB has. still not been able to 
increase its-level of productivity'. The production'managerspresented 
the problem of manpoumr shortage-as an obstacle to increasing production. 
11owever_, this-ims precisely the point the Gen6ral-Director'vanted to 
make--. 'to increase productivity is to produce more with f6ler'woirkerg. 
He xeminded the managers that 'as a company policy' the-cadres have 
been fxozen_,, and no new. rerruits. to any of*the departments would be 
possible. 
"Except of-course_, " he added, "transfers-of'men from'one department 
to another'. are possible, alas, on the condition that this will not 
spoil the wagesý-equilibrium. 141 
On this. question, no opposition from the union*vas-expected since the 
. General Director declared that he had madean-agreement with the union' 
to the effect that the transfer of uvrkers vas permissible so longas. 
vage--levels. remain unaltered. Such a 'favour .4 
P Jas clone for'one group 
of-"workers. in-Reset (-vhere then labour shortage iwas. most acute), to 
decreage their workloaa, but its purpose was only to meet the target' 
programme. The interesting thing, is of course, that the union actually 
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gave its consent to a policy which would initi4te. wage differentiation 
within one department, with the ensuing -divisions ý among the workers 
-JAch this implies. 
The decision taken-at the Holding Co. level, despite the opposition 
Xrom the site managers, to freeze'the cadres affects the workers 
. adversely -and forces them to adopt a faster pace. It -also affects 
production negatively, at least in the short-run, -until the -workers 
. are habituated to the new. conditions. -While the latter'(production- 
productivity) is the concern of the, managers. -. at every level, the 
-former 
(effects. on workers) seems never to begiven'prec6dence. This 
indicates that the concerns of the. management. are not'primarily human- 
itarian. 
3-labour problems-and the managerial meetingsý 
In one sense, '-all the issues-raised during the-Meetings, as, exemplified 
-above_, '-Can be reduced to 
labour problems.. One related', issue is the 
times-the. workers took'their yearly vacations. In 197-7, efficiency 
had dropped dfastically because many workers were 6n'leave during the 
summer months.., The General Director argued*that the distribution of 
yearly-vacations was-too unequal and that this. yeat, C1978Y. the managers 
should ', do whatever they can to prevent this. happening. ' He said: 
"start sending tbem-away from'this-March. " The production'manager .0 
opposed him'again,, saying that this. would only. be posS 'ible if the 
management could offer. an incentive for'them'to take their vacations 
during-months other than summer. 
July-and-August are the hottest two months of'the year Cthe temperature 
hardly dropping below'40 0 c. ), uhich makes'even*mere survival a strain, 
-let'alone iqorking. vith the additional heat , 
from the furnaces.. Not only 
that, but it is. -also 
the harvest-time, hence'some of'the'vorkei6 are 
needed in the. fields. The General Director, -reluctant to admit the 
bad effects., of. the heat on people, was more concerned with the -fact 
that some i, tiorkers., had an agriculturil job,. '-as well. 
The meeting. ended with a dis, cussion'to the effect that the most 
important problem in increasing production'was the-human-relations 
problem. "This has-to be solved. 3"'the'General Director'claimed'. 'Whkt 
he means-by the. human-relations problem is, of course, workers not 
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obeying fully -and -unquestioningly the -requirements of the company, whose 
only concerns are: -filling the March target_p concentrating on 7 mm. 
glass -for more profits, and how the General. Director can answer the 
questions of the Holding Co. about low productivity in 'FAB. 
The -other significant labour problem_, -as managers perceived it, was 
di, scussed in -at least tvo meetings 
in my presence. The problem was 
the vorkers, '-unrest in the cold section of SG. One cause of unrest was 
-again the timing of the yearly -vacations.. The vorkers simply did not 
vant to, give in. Yor the managers the problem vas not their own 
policy of-restricting the vorkers' holidays but the vorkerg' resentment 
of such--restrictions. And the vorkers. could-resist since they were 
unionised. The-managers xecognised this, and admitted'during the 
meeting that 'the union was in their vay'. The golution'seemdd'to be 
tw*, contract out storage-and consignment fthe vorkerg-in the 'cold- 
se. ction' are partly, packers., and partly loaders.. and storers). Then, 
. 
'. FAB vould not have to deal vith the. labour problems. '., "They fthe 
contractors) will have to face the-labour problems! ' one manager 
-remarked xubbing his. hands. 
On the same i-ssue, Osman. Koray_, the managing. director of tG, elaborated 
.a further' xeason -for the workers' unrest 
In the SG- warehouse. * lie said: 
"Well., somehow theunion has heard about the fact that in 
Greenplains (another long-established Holding Co. 'site, in 
Istanbul), no sheets. of glass -larger than . 1.40. -x. 2.. 70 m. were 
carried by harid (Auring packing, storing and loading). They 
want the same thing to be applied'her6. TheY'iiant this. 
I. collibeille' cabin installed. here. It makes. things really 
easy. You'pull it up, then down and that's. it! " 
The production manager jumped ini 
"Ybu know, Osman_, it is very dangerous. to handle large-gize' 
sheet9--of. glass. by hand. It breaks". it explodes. '. You know.... " 
Osman xesponaed. t 
"Our problem is the union here. -FAB dhould give that job. *to 
-a contractor firm. Then'the contractor will have to worry 
about it. He'll-make his men do it (handle it by hand)! " 
What is-apparent 
-from the 
foregoing discussion. is-that the management 
has. actes-s to information'which is- of importance to. ihe ýiorker6,, but 
which. it has-a -vested interest in not divulging to the, workers. 
Discovery Cby the workerr. )-of such knowldd'e-automatically presents. 9 
prob46mg-to the management. 
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In -all these managerial -meetings the absence of any worker represent- 
-atime must be noted' * The workers are not allowed to participate in 
the decision making, even at the most mundane level. The workers' 
only 'participation' comes later, in their reaction against managerial 
decisions-and actions. 
-4. -! Role-. of the-managers 
The question of the role of the managers in-re-lAtion to the issues' 
mentioned above, was iýaised by the General Director. Ile was not 
blea6ed with his managers uho persistently presented problems (either 
in the form, of labour shortige, or worker6. '-reactions. to the question 
of yearly-vacations. ) in-response to his tirget. requiremdnts. He 
needed'to-remind them where their allegiance lay, -and ubat they ought 
to be doing. -In one instance, faced with tremendous, presbure from the 
tG_. manager6_for more men he seemdd'to succumb: 
"Alright then, temporarily we will employ'-a. few'men from 
elsewhere Q. e.. ',. ftom other departments for Reset). " 
But then., he clearly expressed what he wanted of the managers: 
"But 
-look, you 
Cthe production manager and the managing 
, 4irector) should be concerning yourselves. 'with other 
other poss-ibilitiesof improving, your techniques 
. of-production. You should be doing some iesearch, working 
on paper, not just with the prohlem of manpower'shortage! " 
Earlier'in this chapter_', it was mentionea'that further'specialization 
of management aimed at intensifying the separation'beti4een conception 
and ex6cution'was, the general tendency. The General Director., as he is, 
more integrated with-the Holding executive, seeý-'his. role as. counterý- 
balancing the tendency. of managers to be'more directly involv. ed with 
the production process.. For these managers, as they'often'argue, job 
satisfaction is in-action, in being involved'in the production. As 
engineers, theyare nostalgic about 'getting dirt' on'theik clothes, 
yet'this somehow is incompatible with -Aiat is. exPected'of*them as. 
managers. 
Non-ýTechnical Control, or more of Iiiivisible. managerial control'. 
This-sec6na dimension of control is a structural one in the sense that 
it is-assumed in the capitalist organization'of*. labour. In the 
relationship betWen capital and labour, the tole bf'management is 
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of crucial significance in employing labour for capital. Unless this 
nature of'the -relationship 
is questioned, the individual managers 
have little choice but to serve capital in. furthering its 
expropriation of 'value'from labour. In this context, i. e., in 
considering as natural the way capital and labour are related Cin fact, 
, considering it as. the only possible-relation) management can justify 
their ideology -and practices at the point of production, both to 
themselves-and to thef vorkers. Thisnattitude of management is 
demonstrated ineveryday encounters between individual manager& and the 
workers, especially when the decisions and actions of'the-managers 
were -responsible -for a loss of 
jobs, thus. calling for justification 
-from the-management. 
-An anecdote xecounted 
by Osman Koray fthe managing director of SG) is. 
extremely interesting. and revealing: 
"When Lwas. at BIC., there was an 'illegal' passive resistance 
-movement carried out by the workerb-protesting against the 
, dis. tribution'of the shoe allowances*. (. 142)" Eight or nine of 
the workerb--I-, in fact., liked the most, had to be fired. I- 
was. sorry on the-one hand but I also thought it had to be 
. done. There is-accertain set of. rules, andýwe naturally have 
to act accordingly. If I. violate- those -rules.., L. am no longer part of this. system', this order. 's I--have to get out. 
I-also spoke to the workers we fired. Because when'we did 
itj we did it for everyone's benefit, not to disrupt the 
social order which-is. good for the country, the nation, and 
. all of-us. We didn't do 
it to protect the interests of'a 
pers. on, an, establishment. " 
What he did was- justif ied because it was, -for 
'the good of all of us', 
the ýAiole Turkish nation*and the status. quo. ' Yet. *) when'I. inquired'more, 
it emerged that his-justification had deeper roots.. I-reminded'him 
that the workers-had had little or no say in the first place, in 
formulating and establishing these rules'.. He ob-jected'by saying that 
all these xules were the result of collective bargaining., and both. the 
-union. and the management had agreed on them'. I-suggested that the 
xules.. to which-I-was-referring were somewhat different. - that the 
workers-in FAB, have had absolutely no say in designing the 
organization of_work, the division of labour, etc., which a-priorl 
determine the other. ', negotiable rules., and in. doing so leave very 
little xoom for any radical change. from'the already established 
technological and adminis-trative base. His. answer is most striking: 
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"But ubat you are saying is- like: 'the -man--and woman get 
married -form a 
family., have a child, -and, the -child comes into the family whether he wants. to or not, and has no say 
about the--family-. " -Did he mean., that the workers. ' situation 
in. the factory is- as compulsory and as natural as this? 
"Yes, of'course, it is. that natural. " 
In the -absence of any -vision'of an -social -order, the 
jus-tification*of the present one becomes. naturally part and parcel of 
the managerial world-view. 
Yet, ', the labour process this- social order engenders, is- not taken. -for 
Zranted by. the workers-. This. was recognised'by the management since_, 
Irom-the early Zays of'YAB-onwards, they had consciouk-ly implemented 
ways., and. means. of habituating the workers-tolactory working conditions. 
Habituation 
Rabituation'practices in YAB have had a twofold aim: t, -) 
1. To habituate the'ex-peasant to industrial,. factory work. ' 
2. Tolorce them to work at a greater*pace. ' 
In -doing this, time-and. motion studies*werO- decisive,. 'ý-as-has, already 
been explained'. for the igoodworks depirtment. 
The -first phase of habituation is geared'to achievement of the first 
-aim-abave, 'and-the second phase to the 
latter. 
-A few'-cases. 'of -first 
phase habituation will be sufficient, to illustrate the nature of the 
techniqpes--used by the management. 
It is. the -contention of-FAB managers, that habituating-the ex-peasants. 
to industrial work cannot be carried out 'scientificallyl.,. since there 
are no text-books. on the subject. They did this-'intuitivelý' dealing 
with- each worker'individually. While teaching the new-worker'the job. 
on the spot he was-alSO given 'good', reasons. why he would get used to 
the job, even'thouih-it might initially be objectionable. Most 
information-on this-issue is- provided'by the managerý Osman Koray. 
The teaching practices. and. some of the ideas. workers-were bxposed. to 
can be summarized'briefly. - 
AYA factory job provides the worker with a-future. When he is, 
old. and-can no longer work, a li-fe-guarantee*for'them'can only come 
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from industry. On the land, he can only earn on a-day-to-day'basis, 
and 'no-one will stretch out a hand to him when he can no longer work' . 
Osman Koray saidi 
"Once the worker is convinced about his life-guarantee, then 
he starts to value the work, and is determined to learn the 
job. " 
b) Another method of convincing the wotker that this industry 
offers a 'bright future' and that, in 0. Koray's words, 'this industry 
saves our lives', is to make the newcomer work with experienced 
workers and those who have come all the way from Istanbul. The mode 
of thinking of the ex-peasant as a response to this is thought by the 
management to be that his only sacrifice in coming to FAB has been 
leaving his field '3.5 km. away', whereas the older workers he sees 
around him have travelled '1000 km. ' leaving everything they have got 
there. Hence the job must be worth it. 
d) The-union co-operates with on the spot training. At various 
times, eve. ryone from the general director to managers, foremen and 
skilled workers has gathered around the newcomer to show him the job 
and its intricacies. This, according to 0. Koray, is highly 
appreciated by the ex-peasant, since 'he has never experienced any 
such interest in himself, especially from such men high up in the 
hierarchy. ' "They like it a lot. " said 0. Koray. 
Regardless of the extensive use, of the method above, FAB management 
still has been unable to avoid a 100% loss in the labour-force. 
According to 0. Koray, the rate of labour turnover in this firm 
should be at the most 1: 2,1: 3; yet it is over 100% (i. e., in a seven- 
year period between 1971 and 1978). This is because "however hard you 
try, some just will not get habituated, will not develop that 
propensity for working in industry. " 
Some cases of workers. resisting habituation is illustrative of the 
initial impact of factory. work. 
-The-. first case I want to record is of 4 peasants whose first industrial 
job was-in the 'fission' unit of BIC where they had to remove the glass 
fragments and the unused paste. From the management's point of view, 
the fission -unit Vas 'only a bit nasty', because it was humid and very 
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hot. However, it was 'an easy job, because they'only had to work at 
the time 6f-production change when'the paste ran freely, . and 
therefore, they had-much more time to rest than any other worker. ' 
The workers were shown the job_, and -a -few- 
days. -later, they -refused to 
P work, saying they'were exasperated. Their own'conce'tion'of the 
place they'had to work in was-: "Vapour come s.. f rom b&16W., fire falls 
-from-above. You 
have put us right into Hell! -How'dan. we 
work here? " 
The -second -case concerns a man who vorked',. at the 6onVeyor-ýbelt 
. carrying 
bottles. '. from . -the Pooling furnace ClehO. Bottles'from the 
Iehr come out -like soldiers 
in a row on. '. a wida--ýibrating belt. This 
particular worker'. s-job'was to return the falling botiles. to their 
place. He did the job'. for a few days, then'one day left the job. in 
the middle of'the shift, xushed'to the admin. block'gaying he wanted 
to quit because 'the bottles are coming, the bottles. 'are constantly 
coming.... ' Ile. could not cope with boftles coming, thousands. of'them 
during one shift-and-could not find any meaning in erecting the 
-falling 
hottles-'-day in and day out. 
The third case recorded'is. of a foreman of'-the cola-end operators in 
BIC. His-previous-jobs. had been in-various. workshops in town'-and he 
was., a skilled'. worker of'the artisan type. ' What he'did in the factory 
did not'seem'to comply with what he knew'work to be. * He quit after a 
vhile_, 'e, xPlaining hiz reasons in these words.. - 
"Look'brother'(to the day-manager) L-am-gonna die. ' Lhave 
beeh'working in this factory -for three'ýears. now. 
L haven't 
seen once that the work in this. fact6ry ever'comes. 'to an end. 
Viat kind of a job, is. this.? " 
In -a workshop the job 
is. complete at the end of '. a day, uulike'f actory 
work. vhere it is. continuous, and he-felt degraded*. The interesting 
thing, iin terins-of'babituation, is that the. very same operator now 
works. in the sodium-plant of the same Holding Co., -doing another 
-factory 
job, but. as. a shift manager, and seems. to be quite-happy 
with-it too. 
The management's. res]ponse to all these and similar cases-'was to 
employ new-men to-replace those who had quit, 'Starting the 
habituation'pxocess. all over*, again. Some improvement of working 
conditions. did take place, not 'as a response to human suffering' as 
one engineer'said, but only when efficiency considerations necessitated 
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a re- organization. "This is industry, that's the way it is" most of 
them say. This is simply the law that man, as species, is subject 
to - and the fittest survive. 
The interesting question however is not why some workers could not be 
habituated, but indeed, how the ones that did were habituated. As 
will be clear by the analysis of the second phase of habituation 
below, forcing peasants to accommodate themselves to factory work is 
only the first step. Once this is achieved, others follow, degrading 
the workers further by gradually depriving them of the skill and meaning 
involved in work. 
In the second phase of habituation, the union acts as an obstacle to' 
the management rather than in a co-operating manner (as in the first 
phase). If it is not able to prevent altogether what the management 
wants to achieve, the union at least plays a hindering role. The 
number of men per machine has been an issue of continuous dispute 
between the two sides. For the management, it is a problem of 
increasing productivity by reducing labour costs, but it is also a 
problem of an increasingly heavy work load for the woi-kers. Succumbing 
to managerial demands, in lowering the number of men each time the 
issue arises, is a loss of power for the union in the eyes of its 
rank and file members. As will be seen in chapter IX, where workers' 
definitions of the union are discussed, workers are aware that they 
are powerless against the management in resolving such disputes to 
their own advantage, unless they act collectively, i. e., through the 
union. However, workers also retaliate individually against 
management Ca nightmare for management known as industrial sabotage). 
one example of the second phase of habituation took place when a 
dispute over how many men should be on jar-packing per machine became 
an issue. The union insisted that there should be 8 men, 'and the 
managing director of BIC, after watching the men working, decided that 
8 was too many. The problem was taken to the Research and Development 
Department, which carried out time and motion studies on the jar 
packers. Their conclusion was that 6 men were sufficient. It is 
interesting to note that the union could not object to this, since 
time and motion study is "scientific", and its findings therefore 
indisputable. 
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0. Koray admitted that 'of course, the workers were pressurised 
initially Cafter starting to work in groups. of 6). ' The -method then 
used to habituate the workers was one of "subtle"' persuasion. The 
workers. were told how to do the job in order to Catch up with the 
new pace, -- "It was simply a matter' of getting used to it. " said 
0. Koray. "If the worker believes that he has. nothing to lose by 
working hard, then he works. It is a -must that he believes in this. 
Then he shows an 80-100% performance. " This. is. the underlying 
managerial view, '-and in this, and the other' cases. ' cited above, one can 
, gr, asp the 
invisibility of managerial control. -It seems. that to find 
e-vidence of 'hidden persuasion' one need not wait, until Aldous. Huxley's- 
--Brav"ew-Vorld becomes a-reality. 
on other occasions, however, the management was-not so Skilful in 
persuading. the workers-of the 'rationality' of'-fewer men doing a 
certain job, In the summer of 1978, the -Res6t' glass-carriers started' 
-a spontaneous. pass-ive. resistance, which alarmed. the management. This 
took place in June, 19-78, just before the hew'collective bargaining 
4ontract was to be signed in July. Manpower'shortage had been a 
problem-in thisunit since January 1978, vhen'the old coniract expired 
. and negotiations-on the new one started. Management, while admitting 
the problemý haa been postponing new recruitments. -until after the new 
-contract vas-negotiated, in order to save money Workers-employed 
before the new contract would be entitled'to the -full benefits. 
negotiated therein, whereas workers engaged afterwards would only 
xecei-ve a percentage of these benefits in their . -first year of' 
employment. 
Workers. vere. aware that the management was. prevaricating on the 
question'of new-re-cruits using the excuse that the new contract was-not 
si. gned yet. 
. An ex-shop steward, who is now a rank and file worker'in Reset, 
explained. - 
"This. problem-has a long' history. Since last January they 
have been'working on this. The set'number for this. unit is. 
121-men. Then,. vabout 20 were made redundant, iand no one was. 
employed to replace them. Later., 9 were injured and were 
allocated'to other'departments. 95 men were left in-Res6t' 
. Reaýtions. to this. came continuously from-the shop-floor, and the syndicate leaders. -and the Gendr4l Director made promises' 
-about it. Now-*anothek 20 are on holiday, so im are left with 
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_76., for 8 -machines., 4 shifts. The problem started in January, because at that time two additional machines were put into 
production. Even though that should have meant more 
xecruitment, it was the opposite. All uv got was promises 
from-the'General Director. " 
It was the statement put on the board one-morning in June, '1978 by the 
-managing director which triggered off the workers. 
' hostility. The 
notice said that,. from . that date onwards. there would be 2 men*per 
machine -ý- and that would be the norm. For the glass. workers, this. 
would -mean 8 hours- of heavy work, so 
heavy that the management had 
. agreed previously that 2 work , bile 2-rest -for'half an 
hour. Having 
. -read the statement, the workers stopPed*sorting out theýbroken'sheets. - 
o-f. glass from-the palettes,. and refused to go for'lunch. The protest 
qpickly spread all aver the site, and the majority did not eat 
including many foremen and managers. This. protest is central to many 
i. ssues,. pertaining to the union and consciousness- etc., which will be 
analysed'more thoroughly in the related*chapters.. For my purpose here, 
I. want to emphasize'the managerial-policy aspect of this conflict. A 
power-ridden manager who under-estimates the workers' reactions., can 
prevent a well-planned, persuasive managerial policy from'achieving 
its. aims. -As. soon'as the movement started-', the 6tatement was removed 
-fxom-the'board 
by the management, and another'was-posied, ', signed'by' 
the General Manager'himself; saying that no 6uch'rule would be imposed 
Umen per machine)'-ind the vacancies. would be filled' as. soon'. as 
possible. Soon, there were nine new'reciuits,. and more men were 
promised'by the General Director, after'the implementation'of'the 
Contract. 
The second phase of. hab. ituation, as is seen above, 'is. in its. true 
nature a process-of exerting strict managerial. conýrol'on'workers. so 
that no one can doubt who makes the non-negotiable-decisions_; in short, 
-. bo is the 'boss'. Many methods, from'the go-called'stientific to 
persuasi-ve, or-forceful, can be implemented'in the ýourse of this 
proces. s.. Yet_', this. phase of habituation'has. -a morý -conerete aspect-. 
it. does not always. take place on a grand scale, but occurs-at everý 
. moment on a day-to-day basis, with. -every single 6ndounter'between 
-manager(s) -and worker(s). 
An encounter between Osman Koray and the shift. foreman of'general 
-maintenance andxepai, 3ý demonstrates. one kind of.. method'us4ed'by 
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-management. A 
job- of -replacing a 
drum which carries. glass -fragments. 
. _from. -_flo. atztion to the 
SG -furnace 
had to be done as. quickly as 
possible before the -furnace -ran out of glass -fragments.. 
Management 
had estimated the time needed to be I to lk hours, but Hasan S6nmez 
(the shift manager) said that his men* would need'. 3 to 4 hours at least. 
Osman insisted that. it was. not only possible but necessary that it be 
done in-his. estimated time. In the bnd, the job'vas. completed in 2 
hours, and the 'furnace did not run out of*glass, --fragments. either! 
One of the points to note of'course, 'is- that the Managing-Director 
vas. not ordering the 6hilt-foreman, ýut. trying to impress him-with the 
urgency-and necessity of the task; and this-, of'course, 'was'objective. 
More importantly however, not all foremen would stand up to a 
director on behalf of their men, and the workers. who actually do the 
job, have no power to control the *ay things develop. Because the 
management, and not*tbe workers themselves. control'the manner and 
pace at which their labour power* is. utilized, it of ien'acts against 
them, as-could clearly be seen when Osman said to Uasan in the above 
encounter,: 'Youýve done it once before. '., The next time, 'they'll be 
, asked'to do even*more impossible tasks, in shorter times., and 
-management will -claim that 
it is, 'simply a, matter of getting used to 
Viewed analytically, the personal confrontation between'the managers 
and workers, or'top'-managers with-lower rank-managers (especially 
those ijho are in the-ýategbry of both 'works and supervises') helpa. to 
reproduce the-dominant position of the higher'managers.. This. can be 
expressed s. chem4tically; 
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PERSONAL CONFRONTATION 
e. g., as betimen 0. Koray and H. S6nmez 
ASSWTIONS MADE -ABOUT EACH- 
OTHER - 
based'on previouS exýerieti6e 
YCIRGES THAT VALIDIFY TUESEASSUMPTIONS 
such as Law, C. B. Conýract 
MANIFESTATION OF THESE ASSUMPTIONS. IN THE INDIVIDUAL CONFRONTATION 
TBE OUTCOME 
Management vins or. a compromise is made 
REPRODUCTION OF THE SYSTEM IN. A NEW-FORM 
-ANOTBER CONFRONTATION 
These personal confrontations, sometimes. take a. more 'humane', form, 
which bec6mes. 'yet'-another'vay of getting-the workers. ' assent to work 
faster and to take. more risks.. 
. Arman Insan, a shiftmanager 
in SG production . department does. not use 
methods-. of. xigid control, but employs. techniques. 'of perýuasion'with a 
human face. Ile is. a good-natured'man u&o likes to be, on'good terms 
with everyone, and this.. 'quality of his makes'it-all the more difficult 
-fo. r the workers to. refuse the difficult tasks-Cn6t always included'in 
their job-definitions) he asks. of them. One of his-men summarized the 
si-tuationll 
"You (to A. Insan) come-and ask us. to do things that are impossible in the time you give us, and yet we still do it 
because 6f-your sweet words. " 
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It is not only the workers who are aware of the dilemma here. Arman 
himself admits the dilemma, and often questions how justified the role 
he plays is. He said: 
"I am aware of what I am doing. I am taking things to the 
limit of bursting-out, helping the-continuation - to its 
limits - of a work order that can no longer continue urider 
these conditions. But, I know one day they (the workers) 
will say 'enough' to me, too. One day, I will say to them 
(as I usually do) 'come on my lions', * and it won't work. 
'We have had enough' they will say. " 
A. Insan sees this as a dilemma not only because he upholds the 
objectionable conditions of work, but also because he himself lacks 
the power to alter them. He explained that he passes on to higher 
levels the workers' demands, and complaints, but that 'nothing changes, 
nothing is done about them'. Therefore, instead, he is nice to the 
workers as a compensation, yet his degree of 'niceness' is constrained 
by his position as a manager. 
Whether the everyday interaction between the supervisors and the 
workers takes place on a formallinformal, hostile/fiiendly, 
inconsideratelunderstanding basis does certainly make a difference to 
whether factory-life is easier, or more difficult to cope with, 
especially for the workers. There are individual flaws in the system 
of strict managerial control allowing some supervis'ors (who sometimes 
go beyond the bounds of 'nice manners') to take sides with the workers. 
In other words., every individual manager within the constraints 
imposed by the hierarchical system can choose to use the power he has 
over the workers in either one way or another. All the managers are 
confronted with the question of 'humanity' versus 'rationality". 
The case of an ill woman in BIC Quality Control suggests that it is 
possible for the manager to use his power in the interests of the 
worker, even though this may mean acting against the interests of the 
company and, in an indirect way, his own interests. This woman had 
had'an operation and the resting period prescribed by the doctors had 
expired. She still felt too weak to work; wanting to go to the 
* This is an endearing Turkish expression used for men especially, to 
encourage them by comparing them to a lioni strong and powerful, the 
'head' of the animal kingdom. "There is nothing a lion can't do. " is 
the inference. 
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capital for better treatment, she also needed money. -There was a 
strong feeling of solidarity among the other Q. C. women, who put 
pressure on the manager to fire her soýshe would receive the 
redundancy payment, which she wouldn'. t get if she resigned. ý His 
solution was to suggest that she took 2 or 3 more days, rest, and if - 
she still felt too weak, to stay at home for two more-days. According 
to the C; B. contract, any wotker who doesn't clock-in for two 
successive days without telling the employer in, advance/without a 
'good' reason, can automatically be fired. For this day-manager, the 
choice was between 'humanity' and 'rationality'. In this case, 
humanity won. It must be noted however that the freedom to choose 
between these two alternatives cannot become the norm, since the 
system requires 'rationality', and 'rationality' in this context, 
excludes 'humanity'. 
I want to conclude this section by emphasizing two characteristics of 
management: firstly, the management in FAB does not constitute a 
monolithic body, in terms of their practice and conceptions of manage- 
ment. 
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This can be explained in terms of the highly differentiated 
past work-experiences of the managers, and their class origins, both 
of which endow them with traditional values. These conflict with the 
requirements of the CLP at present; hence the need for, and emphasis 
on managerial seminars, to produce a more homogenous managerial group. 
These seminars based on foreign (largely U'. 'S. ) ideas 
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assist the 
growth of a tendency which is already contained in the CLP in FAB. 
This is the tendency to further the separation of conception and 
execution. Management is the agent of this tendency and regardless 
of th6ir individual differences (in terms of beliefs, attitudes and 
practices) they ultimately regenerate the CLP and its ideology. The 
readiness with which the FAB management undertake this task is a 
result of their present 'class' position in relation to the workers. 
The second point to be emphasised is that despite the 'good intentions' 
of some of the managers, because the two dides do not share a common 
cause, the gap between the workers and the managers cannot be bridged. 
On site, status, power, privileges place them in divided campi. In 
the morning, they do not leave the same type of houses; their family 
lives, concepts of friendship, respect etc., all vary; cultural 
formations and ideological influences they are exposed to are different. 
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All these differences are contained in the definition of their separate 
existence as labourers and as managers: the latter contribute to the 
exploitation of the former by controlling them throughout the labour- 
process, and the promotion of the managers relies totally on the 
efficiency of that-control. Hence, although the managers' relation to 
the means of production (to capital) is not fundamentally different 
, 
from that of the workers' (since neither of them own it), their 
respective situations in the labour process give rise to antagonistic 
interests. 
ýlr 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE UNION 
There is a lot to be said about Trade Unions in general, 'and the 
Turkish Trade Union ýIovement in particular. My purpose here however 
is limited to the concrete grounding of union activity in FAB, and 
particularly to those- aspects which seem to have implications for the 
workbrs in shaping their views about the union and politics. That 
is, what impact the union actions and ideology have on workers and 
what the workers themselves see shop-floor politics to be. This 
chapter will give examples of union activities in FAB, leaving the 
. assessment of the impact of these activities on 
forming workers' 
consciousness to later sections (Chapter IX, section 0j) and Chapter 
X, sections (v) and (vi)). 
So far as this chapter is concerned; a brief history is given in 
section M, of the trade union movement in Turkey, with particular 
reference to DISK (Confederation of Revolutionary Workers' Syndicates). 
While section (ii) is concerned with the'politics of representation; 
section Ciii) looks at the 'dual' nature of unionism under capitalism 
as exemplified in the FAB case. Finally, section Uv) deals with the 
issue of union and control, and the arising tensions between the union 
executive and the shopzfloor. Addendum I at the end of the chapter' 
gives a breakdown of labour movements, both union-organised and 
spontaneous, in FAB, since its establishment. Addendum II presents a 
detailed description of the union activities that took place in FAB, 
while this research Ws being carried out. 
i) Trade Union Movement in Turkey, and DISK 
Leaving aside the sporadic working-class' movements of the nineteenth 
century, the beginning ofan organized trade union movement in modern 
Turkey dates back to the early fifties. 
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It was in 1952 that the 
Federation of Turkish Workers Syndicates (TURK-IS) was founded. The 
establishment of Tflrk-is must be viewed within the context of the 
ielations with'the United States of America becau'se,:, as A. Iqikli, a 
prominent author of Trade-Union movement'in Turkey explains, TUrk-is 
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was the brainchild of AI. D. i I. C. F. T. U., A. F. L., and the American 
Embassy in Ankara. 
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The growing working-class movements for 
recognition of workers' rights and union representation put pressure 
on the Turkish Goverment, who in turn sought advice from United 
States experts, since Turkey was under the Truman Doctrine, and the 
Marshall Aid Programme. 
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In addition to the vast amounts of 
financial aid given by the above named organisations towards the 
setting-up of Tark-is, many Turkish unionists were taken to the 
U. S. A. for training in lab our- leadership. As a result, it was possible 
to establish a trade-union Federation in Turkey, comparable to the 
American model of trade-unionism. The setting-up of Tdrk-is in this 
way, from above, can thus be seen as an impediment to the formation 
of a genuine working-class organisation, rather than as the ultimate 
realisation of the workers' right to organise. 
The 1960 coup in Turkey, generally regarded as the coup of the 
industrial bourgeoisie against semi-feudal landlords and commercial 
capitalists, led to significant reforms in the Turkish Constitution. 
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Essentially, the new Constitution aimed at the creation of more 
favourable conditions f6r the development of industrial capitalism at 
the superstructural level, and it was considerably successful. 
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But what it also did was, to legalise the right to strike and lock-out. 
A more liberal policy granted the trade unions the right to be 
politically active, and the new direction that the-union movement took 
in Turkey was influenced by the socialist ideas that could be freely 
communicated in the atmosphere of freedom which the May 27th 
. revolution brought. 
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It was due to such an atmosphere that the Turkish Labour Partyý(TIP) and 
an alternati-ve trade-unions confederation to TUrk-is, namely the 
Revolutionary Wo7rkers' Syndicates Confederation (DISK) could come, 
into being: TIP stood in the 1965 general elections, and won 7 seats 
for the-syndicalists (and 5 more in the 1969 elections), thus proving 
that there is room for alternative politics. Meanwhile, within the 
union movement, a strong opposition to the 'incoiýporatibnistl policy 
of the TUrk-is leaders gained momentum and this opposition finally 
led to the establishment of DISK in 1967.151 
I 
With the impetus of the new Confederation-another 18.7% of the Turkish 
workers were unionised by 1973, under either of the two confederations, 
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in addition to the 10.9% that were already organised in the mid-1960's. 
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It must be noted here that most of these 29.6% organised workers belonged 
to the medium and large scale industries and the service sector, but 
agricultural workers were by and large un-unionised. At the end of 
the decade, approximately one quarter (2.5 million) of the Turkish 
labour-force were members of trade unions. 
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Finally, in order to bring this ýbrief history up'to date, the impact. 
of the 12th September 1980 coup on the trade union movement should be 
added: On its first day the National Security Council, made up of the 
5 generals who led the coup, banned all strikes and forced all workers 
back into work. DISK was immediately Outlawed and most of its members, 
including the whole of its executive board, were subsequently arrested. 
TUrk-is, on the other hand, is free to operate (except a few of its 
member-unions) subject to the newly imposed constraints on industrial 
relations, 9 uch as the ban on all forms of industrial action including 
the right to collective bargaining. Moreover, the general secretary 
of TUrk-is is given a ministerial post in the cabinet which the 
generals formed. , 
ii) Politics of Representation 
As mentioned before, FAB saw two unions in its history: Kristal-is 
(C. W. U. in English abbreviation), a member of TUrk-is; and HUrcam-is 
(or F. G. W. ) of DISK. During the initial years of FAB, C. W. U. 
-represented the workers. Later, F. G. 
W. came on to the arena and won 
over the majoHty of the FAB workers, but C. W. U. still co-exists 
representing a small number. C. W. U. was the first union to have the 
right to represent the FAB workers because unionisation is arranged 
along the branches of industry in Turkey in such a way that the union 
which represents the majority of workers in a certain branch of 
industry (glassworks, in this case) has the right to organise the 
workers of any new factory in this branch of industry. C. W. U., which 
was strong elsewhere at the time thus had the right to branch-level 
representation of FAB workers. As for F. G. W., it has the factory- 
level represefitation-right in FAB because it now commands the majority 
of FAB workers' support. Because of these two differefit'levels of 
representation, the two unions can co-exist in FAB. 
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Such -co-existence however is dictated by rivalry, and it often causes 
division and-hostility on the shop-floor. This was the principal item 
on the agenda at the first union meeting held while I was there (which 
will be discussed in some detail below). Since then the rivalry 
between the two unions came to an end by their amalgamation in 
November 1979. The reason for this was declared to be "to unite 
against the monopoly power of (glassworks) employers". 
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By this 
time, however, the Collective Bargaining (C. B. ) contract to last till 
the end of the year was already finalised, and as such the 
amalgamation of the two syndicates did not have -any impact on this 
round of bargaining in FAB. On next years talk, in January 1980, the 
joint-forces strength was apparent. This time negotiations with the 
employers came to a dead-lock with the result that glassworkers on 
all the sites of the Holding Co. decided to resort to strike action. 
This strike was still on in September 1980, when the coup took place, 
and was banned as a result of it. 
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We'now go back to examine the union's (F. G. W. 's) actions in FAB before 
the amalgamation of the two unions. 
The unionist activity in FAB gives the impression that it is predomin- 
antly geared to collective bargaining, and that other phenomena are 
secondary to this preoccupation. The issues raised during, and after, 
the C. B. negotiations in January 1978-also centred around talks on 
pay, but in this case, these issues had a more direct relevance for an 
all-embracing union politics and working class movement. 
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F. G, W. insisted on settling the question of branch-level representation 
before the C. B. talks could be finalised. This was important to F. G. W. 
because if they also had the branch-level representation-right, which 
they'believed was their due in view of the support they commanded in 
FAB, then they could stand more firmly against the management. 
The issue 'who represents FAB workers' is not a matter of simple 
arithmetics, although even the employer knows the exact numbers of each 
uiiion's members on site (since it is the employer uho deducts the 
union-affiliation fees from wages and pays this amount to the unions). 
The'issue is much more complicated: first, each union presents its 
case to the local Labour Authority, which takes over the job of 
determining the size of membership. This first stage was already 
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under way when a union general meeting was held. At this meeting, 
F. G. W. (as part of DISK's nationwide policy) was propagating the use 
of the methods of referendum and 'statement-of -'will' , which were argued 
to be more democratic and conclusive. The educational secretary of 
F. G. W., who came from Istanbul for the meeting, explained to the rank 
and file that: 
"Arithmetical calculations would not be sufficient for us to 
gain the right of representation at the branch level. 157 The 
decisive factor is political; for example, it depends on Uio 
controls the Local Disputes Authority, and also on the lo6p- 
holes in the law. A drawback to the industrial laws for 
example is that a worker can belong to more than one union. 
Secondly, there is no way of knowing whether the signature 
on the membership card genuinely belongs to the worker 
concerned. The third point is that, there is no referendum- 
right (to determine the true numbers of members). Even the 
'statement-of-will' method is only legalised recently. " 
To DISK, referendum is the most democratic method, and for a long time 
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they have been nationally campaigning for the Right-to-Referendum. 
(Tirk-is, on the other hand, was happy to keep referendum illegal. ) 
Until the time when referendum is recognized by the government, DISK 
has a policy of supporting the method of 'statement-of-will' in 
preference to some vague arithmetic calculations. 
'Statement-of-will'-'. is'cthe word-for-word translation of the Turkish 
term 'IRADE BEYANV. This system works such that each worker is 
individually taken to a room and asked to declare, in the presence of 
a government representative, which of the two unions lie/she supporti. 
This method is regarded as democratic and a secret ballot, however, 
since the worker is forced to state his choice in the presence of the 
government representative, it can hardly be defined so. In the FAB 
case, the possibility of the presence of a management representative 
in the ballot room shed further doubts about this method's democratic 
nature and even led F. G. W. to ask the workers to refuse to vote unless 
the management representative left the room. 
F. G. W. 's position indicates that there are two undercurrent assumptions 
they make: one is that the workers, when pressurised, can change their 
union while in the room, especiAlly if he is not a politically 
committed member. The other is that the employers and the government 
representative may put pressure on the workers to support C. W. U., which 
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in turn, is based on the assumption that the employer prefers Turk-ig 
to DISK. This latter assumption is based on facts however, and at 
least for the FAB case, one manager admitted to me that they preferred 
C. W. U. to F. G. W., This certainly relates to the respective politics. of 
the two confederations: TUrk-is confining itself mainly to improving 
economic conditions, and DISK which claims to struggle along class lines, 
aiming ultimately. at the overthrow of the capitalist system. 
Furthermore, it is a fact that some of the DISK syndicates have gained 
better economic conditions for their workers than Tftk-ýig syndicates 
have done. 
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These considerations account for the reservations F. G. W. had for 
' statement-of -will'. "Arithmetic calculations", on the other hand, to 
determine the right to'branch-level representation, were regarded even 
less satisfactory because F. G. W. believed the management and C. W. U. to 
be collaborating to show non-aligned workers as C. W. U. members. it was 
also F. G. W. 's conviction that when such disputes were taken to first, 
the local authority, and then to court, the employer's declaration and 
documentation (of the number of members of each union) were regarded to 
be more valid than the union's. 
These concerns led DISK in general and F. G. W. in the FAB's case to be 
more determined in their struggle to gain the right to a referendum. 
This was the message conveyed to the floor during the meeting. 
-A related attitude of the union and various 
individual workers should 
be noted heret it is the total disbelief in law and the conviction that 
the law is always on the employer's side. This certainly has important 
implications for union politics and the consciousness of the rank-and- 
file. It takes the question of shop-floor politics beyond the boundaries 
of the workplace, and transposes it to a struggle between the state 
Cwith its legal institutions) and the working classes. F. G. W. 's 
position in this respect is one of broadening its politics to convince 
its members that rights must be fought for, and cannot be taken for 
granted. The majority of FAB workers supporting F. G. W. can therefore 
be interpreted as workers consenting to DISK's struggle for the right 
to a referendum, and to its political content as reflected in its 
against-the-state characteristic. 
Until the xight to a referendum is gained, the solution to right of 
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branch-level representation lies with the local authorities. For FAB 
the authorised labour officer is located in a town far from the 
workplace. The significance of this is twofold: the first is that 
workers themselves, vho are the party most affected by the decisions 
to be taken, are not allowed to participate, in any -real sense, in the 
decis-ion-making process. Secondly, the place of decision-making is 
physically and -metaphorically distanced away 
from the source of the 
problem - the point of production. The physical distance manifests 
itself in that-authorised personnel are located miles away and thus 
the only evidence that is conclusive to their decision-making are * 
those produced on paper. It is not an unknown-fact that there can be 
. grave misconducts. 
in such procedure. (We have already seen, in 
ch, apter-VI, how. documents can be. filled in with misleading information. ) 
The. -metapho-rical distancing refers to the -fact that the local 
authorities. ' loyalty is to the government and not necessarily to the 
workers. -and their. families. It 
is not their concern how such 
bureaucratic decisions. can have significatit implications for the 
latter. 160 
This is one significant manifestation of corporate bureaucratic 
de-cision-making, and of the separation of conception and execution on 
,a nationwide scale. And as this case clearly shows, this separation 
is-not based on technical concerns but is a manifestation of class 
-concerns. A referendum is technically the most efficient method of 
xes-olving such. union disputes., and since this-enables the workers and 
unions-to-decide -for themselves, this counteracts the bureaucratic, 
institutional and-managerial control over the 'workers.. * 
iii) Trade Unions_, Capi. talism', and F. G. W. 
. A. further-mani'fes, tation of the separation'of conception and execution 
(or'powe-r to controland subject to-control) is. the low degree of 
shop-Iloor participation in union'af-fairs. The vorkers. are aware of 
this,., and oftenýexpress theix frustration. Tor example_, 'during the 
* Both local-Authority's decision, and the-results-of the 'statement-of- 
will' were inconclusive as to ubich. of the unions had the right to branch -repre sentat ion. ý The problem was, solved however_, -When the two 
-unions, amalgamated in November -1979. - 
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union meeting mentioned above, one worker promptly said: 
"You forget that the real game is played between the employer 
and the workers, and not between the two unions. " 
This was a sobering reminder to the union officials, expressing the 
workers' discontent about the union's focus of attention on its own 
interests as an organisation, more than on the interests of the 
workers. The union officials claim that this is for the benefit of the 
workers, however such an identification of the union with the workers 
collective is not always justified, and certainly not seen in these 
terms by many workers. The tension and conflict between the discrepant 
attitudes of the rank-and-file and the union executive become divisive 
forces, often more effective than the divisive attempts of the manage- 
ment in deterring the workers from partaking in the unionist struggle. 
The issiie is well illustrated by the following two cases: the first 
case involves a female worker, Jale, known to be extremely hard-working 
who used to be very actively involved in union politics. She was 
. subjected to tremendous pressure from the management, including 
confrontation with the Digcipline Committee and also verbal threats 
by-various. managers, who wanted her to stop her active participation 
in the -union.. The management did not have a legitimate reason to sack 
her because, as she explains, 
"My superintendents were quite aware that I work more than 
anyone &lse. " 
In the end it was not the management who defeated her, but the 
ideological conflicts. with the union officials. She belonged to the 
independent socialist opposition group in the union, which was in 
direct confrontation with the 'party-members' that made up the union 
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executive. It azs the contention of this opposition group that the 
s4op-floor issues should come first in the union, rather than promotion 
o-f the interests of the union officials' party, and atheistic propaganda 
which, the opposition believed, had adverse effects on the rank-and-file. 
Kasim, a process-control chargehand, shares Jale's criticisms, being a 
'socialist' himself. He also comes from a rural background and knows, 
lor example, how. sensitive the question of religion can be for many 
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FAB workers with similar backgrounds. While he, himself, is fully 
converted, he thinks, in general, that: 
"the workers should be uvn step-by-step in trans-fomring them 
into class-conscious proletariat. " But, "the present union 
cannot achieve this since they hold the party interests 
. above the-union's. and the workers. " 
KasiT6 found the solution in committing himself to -an independent 
struggle-for socialism on the shop-Lfloor. 
one way of consciousness-raising, by the -union, is. through educational 
seminars - -recognised under the C. B. contracts. However, *, until 19,78 
there was only one such seminar, on. Marxist economypolitics, Ubich 
did more harm-than good. At the end of the meeting, the union'officials 
tried to sell their party's propaganda leaflets, -oAiich. led the workers 
to say "they. gathered, us. here to. make party propaganda, and to convert 
us.. to communism. , 
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It is clear that the union failed, in such. 
educational seminars, to convince the workers. of*a connection betumen 
the immediate problems. at the place of production and the wider 
socio-economic and political issues. 
One-furthe-r doubt caef in Jales, Kasim's, and many others' minds. 
about -what the union really stands for relates to the 'last strike', in 
1976. Thi& was. the only strike in -FAB. --until 1980 and therefore the 
experience of this. strike ind the lessons. -learnt have had a significant 
impact on'the vorkers, especially in. forMing theik-views'ab, out ubat 
industrial. action aid& working-class movements are. * 
The strike-failed to improve the workers! economic conditions. 
Yurthermore, during the twenty-1ive days it -lasted, the union'was undbld 
to pay compensation to its members, and therefore the feelings. of' 
'failure'., among the workers, were all the more widespread. 
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The 
workers! initial excitement and will to actively participate in the 
strike vas-somei#hat hampered uben they found outsider 'extreme- 
leftists', instead of the union executive, leading the strike. Also, 
some of the slogans chosen by the union -for the strike, such as 
"Independent Turkey", "M. C. resign", 
164 "Down with the fascist 
_government", were -regarded to 
be "irrelevant to the workers' economic 
struggle"' as one worker put it, and this shed'. further doubt about the 
true goals of the strike. ' (All this was used by the opponent union, 
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C. W. U., as a means of counter-propagandi, disseminating the idea that 
the strike was ideological and not economic in nature. ) 
For the officials however, the strike, was a success-since, as 
the union leader is quoted to Ifave said: 
"during the strike this factory turn 
raising university for the workers. 
achievement. " He also admitted that 
on strike for an economical struggle 
one. 11 
ed into a consciousness- 
This is a great 
they "did not go out 
but for an ideological 
The concepts of success and failure in their discrepant use by the 
union officials and the rank-and-file respectively, encapsulate the 
classic situation of the debate about "economisd' and working-class 
consciousness. In this context, the union officials' notions of the 
'political' and the 'ideological' needs to be examined more closely. 
For the union, a direct action like the 1976 strike in FAB, is - 
political in nature even though it was principally called for concrete 
pay and other more immediate issues and as such the participant 
workers did not necessarily conceive of it as a political matter. It 
is true that the strike imbued political awareness among the workers, 
amid strong feelings of solidarity, and that those days are still 
vivid in the memories of many workers as a valuable, teachifig and 
empowering experience. 
"During the strike", one worker said, "you got this sense of 
extreme power, what you can do collectively, and what it 
means to be working-class. " 
But this still does not tell us whether the workers would have 
responded as wholeheartedly as they did, had the strike been originally 
defined, by the union, to be an 'ideological' one. 
The implications of the union's struggle and its perceived failure by 
its members are related to a theme which figures stronglyýin this 
thesis. It is the theme of the various manifestations of-the 
separation of conception and execution; a phenomenon which characterises 
the-capitalist mode of production or more specifically, the capitalist 
labour process. 
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The point to be raised here is that separation of 
the decision-making power of the union officials, and the workers as 
the subjects of the decision-making is not radicAlly different from the 
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separation of conception and execution in the labour-process whereby 
the two functions are undertaken by the management and the workers 
respectively. This similarity, it must be emphasised, refers to the 
use of separation of conception and execution as a mechanism of 
control. Managers and union officials, in this respect agree on one 
important assumption, namely that the workers are incapable of deciding 
what is best for themselves. The union must therefore assume the role 
of leadership. In the management's case, the workers must be 
controlled presumably because, left alone, they would be unable to run 
the business. Just as it is clear that the managerial control on the 
workers is not for the causes they present; similarly, the 
hierarchical control mechanism within the union is not because the 
workers are 'illiterate, ignorant, ap6litical, or not-class- 
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conscious as the union leaders tend to see them, but because the 
union officials have vested interests to protect. This, to a large 
extent, eliminates the possibility of internal democracy: the decisions 
are first made by the union officials, and then (if at all) opened to 
discussion by the rank-and-file. The ordinary worker does not have 
access to the union's or the confederation's central decision-making 
bodies, and the union's decision-making pi: ocedure is careftilly 
designed to render a possible challenge fruitless. 
That existentially the 'unionisis' and the rank-and-file workers do 
not share the same conditions of factory work sets them apart, and 
'this accounts for the former's vested interests in the existing 
hierarchy. Every C. B. contract specifies the 'right's' of union 
,, -officials and the shop-stewards. Their privileges are'fully 
recognised by the management, and they allow the shop-stewards and 
other unionists to avoid some of the more oppressive conditioni 6f 
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work'. 
Furthermore, being a 'unionist' elevates one above an'ordinary-worker 
status --most of the ones I met had that self-confidence the'Ordinary 
worker lacked. Being a 'unionist' is being something over'and above 
a labourer;, it opens the possibility of climbing up the union 
hierarchy, providing them with a sense of social mobility, of getting 
somewhere. Whereas to be a wotker, as a glass-carrier noted, is'to 
''get nowhere: 
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"You neither go forward, nor backward. You are a worker, and 
that's all there is to it. Your situation never changes. " 
On the whole, that the 'unionists' are different is apparent in their 
manners, speech and clothing. Indeed, their lifestyles are closer to 
that of the managers. Because 
, 
workers are aware of these differences 
between themselves and the unionists, most of them think that they 
are 'out for themselves'. 
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For the union, however, the difficulties they confront in carrying out 
unionism along class-lines stem mainly from the characteristics of the 
FAB workers. These traits, as the union leader himself described, 
account for the apolitical nature of the rank-and-Uile. They can be 
summed up as: 
1) The rural background of workers; 
2) Lack of a unionist and a revolutionary tradition. 
The latter partly derives from the former, but the regional differences 
in the degree of industrialisation also play a role. Being mostly first 
generation industrial workers, lack of a working-class tradition from 
which the workers can derive modes of conduct in periods of crisis, and 
the absence of a revolutionary experience (of the kind metal-workers 
and miners have) make the FAB workers "a difficult case" as the union 
leader said, for F. G. W. He drew my attention to the workers' 
attitudes in relation to the C. B. negotiation periods: that in the 
pre-C. B. periods they are highly politicised, while in the post-C. B. 
periods a conformist attitude is apparent. This is because "in the 
former case, the workers believe they have nothing to lose", whereas 
after the C. B. is finalised "a--cowardice impinges on them following the 
new gains made", he explained. 
These are problems ufiique to FAB. Yet, they are also related to the 
inherent problems of unionism in a capitalist set-up. These problems 
(which I-will -come back to, in detail, below) are particularly 
sigfiificant in the dase of F. G. W., a member of the Revolutionary Workers' 
Syndicates Confederation (DISK) which puts the political struggle over 
and above the economic struggle. For the union officials, who are also 
members of a socialist political party, the struggle isr principally a 
class-struggle. Therefore, their position is besot by the contradictions 
that arise out of the incommensurate nature of attempting to combine the 
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t-rade-union strugtle, and the -revolutionary party's struggle. for 
, leadership of the working-class -as formulated 
by Marx., Engels and 
Ienin. 169 
Marx and Engels, particularly in their early writings on trade unions, 
. argue that labou-r 
is. subordinated economically in the workplace, which 
is.. maintained by both the production process: inside the -factories and 
pxes. sure created by the reserve army outside. Therefore, 
". any f ight here (that is, in th-e- vorkplace) *I or meaningful 
economic reform., while necessary as a tonfidence-bui. lding 
exercise_, is purely -utopian if 
it expects -real gains. 
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Lenin -also differentiates between the economic struggle of trade-unionr! 
movements., and the class struggle of a revolutionary party, the former 
confining itself to gaining economic concessions, while the latter is 
directed towards. challengingand finally overthrowing the 'Capitalist 
system. 
What, Marx, in Value, P-rice, and Profit, states illuminates the true 
dilemma that, confronts, the trade-union movements, -and is. particularly 
relevant to the experience of the FAB union. Hence I. quote at length: 
"I'think. I have shown that their (unions') struggles. for the 
standard of wages. are incidents inseparable . 
from the uhole 
wages'system. ', that in 99 caýes. out of. 100 their efforts. at 
raising-wages-are only efforts at maintaining the, given. value 
of labour,. and-the nedegsity of debating their price with the 
capitalist is inherent to their condition of having to sell 
themselves-as commodities. By cowardly giving way in 
everyday conflict with capital,. they would certainly 
disqualify themselves-for the initiating of any larger 
-movement. At the same time, and quite apart 
from the general 
ser-vitude involved in the wages system, the working class. 
ought not to exaggeiýate to themselves the-ultimate iworking 
of these everyday struggles. They ought not to. forget that 
they are fighting with effects, but not with the causes. of 
those effectsl that they are retarding the downward movement, 
but not'changing its direction, that they are applying 
palliatives_, not curing malady.!,! 171 
The union'leaders. are, theoretically, aware of the relationship between 
the t; age-system*-. and the conditions of the workers in -FAB:. all the 
hand-outs and educational brochures', that they'printed during the C. B. 
period-Are full of references to the '. fascist' -government and to the 
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capitalist system; their difference to Tgrk-is is precisely because 
they see a connection between the class nature of the society -and 
the resulting se--Evitude of the workers, and also because they' 
believe the class--line politics of DISK syndicates can achieve better 
standards. -. 
1or their members. 
Th -e -following extract 
from-one of the pamphlets-, -distributed by F. G. W. 
illustrates how--the union'sees. 
-during the 'statement-, of-will' period 
itsel-f -and its- confederation-. 
"F. G. W-. is a member of DISK. 
Those -utio sell the workers -for a few pennies. 
have no place in 
Y. G. Wý 
. F. G. W. undertakes-a tooth-and-nail' 
fight, so that the 
workers-take home more. 
'When a. member is-sacked, F. G. W. takesý-on the management till 
the end. 
Mether F. G. W. -affiliated or not, Y. G. W- works for all 
-glass. -workerý-. 
T. G. M. defends worker& all-the-way. 
-F. G-. W. xecbgnis. ea that the 
Oorkers., have, the 6ay and the vote 
Con'union matterO. 
. 
And., F. G. W. -does not 
just confine itself to unionist struggle. 
It uses. unioini- -rights . to the -full. 
Yet_, to overcome poverty., 
it-believes that signing -a good'contract 
is. not-sufficient. 
'It-maintains,, that workers. should have i say in the-iunning 
of the state, too " Wy emphasis 
On the-front cover of-the same pamphlet, one of the. reasons., why, the 
union-urges, the workers should vote-for F. G. W.,, -redds-; 
Tor-revolutionary clAss unionism --vote F. G. W. " 
These extractsAo not. only show how', F. G. W. des-ý_ribes'and presents. itself 
to the workers, but-also neatly summarises the confusion that the union 
officials find themselves in: as part of'a tride-iinion'movement.., they 
are inherently confined and limited'in their struggle., yet at an 
ideological level they assume the mantle of the'. agent of'. revolutionary 
social change. ' They fail to articulate"the -limited'nature of the trade- 
-union -movement to the -rank-and-file. 
An emphasis on this. would mean 
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,, self-ne. gation,. -given their own 
definition of themselves. 
'The 
contract signed by the union at the time of my -research, -and the 
workers' xeaction to it, are significant zeflections. of both Y. G. W. 
policies -and the -mechanisms that operate 
in determining the boundaries 
of z tr-ade-union movement. The C. B. talks -finished 
in July . 
19-78, six 
months after they staItted. The union. had-to sign a contract Vilich 
. 
was. -regarded as a sell-out by the majority of, worker6, and 
in some 
cases. -violence. -followed- Three union officialsýwere 
beaten'up 
, 
brutally, ending up in hospital. Subsequently, they'-also lost their 
.. union posts. 
The event& of this period-are given'in detail in 
.. Addendum II to this chapter. Here, I. vant. to -consider'the imrkers. ' 
re. action'to the -C. B. contract, -and the structural. -factors, as well -as 
the factors. specific to. FAB, that may go, some distance to/Wards 
. 
explaining the -union's -role 
in causing s uch- -reactions., -and also 
the 
union'. s. -acti-vities, -during this period. 
The. contract, granted a 10 T. L. increase in. pay. per'hour, as well as 
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a-general-rise in social benefits, premiums. and overý-time pay. The 
worke-rs. uere, not conient. with these. ' It needs to. be. 6mphasised that 
what -lay behind thei-r-fury was not only that they*thoujht the rises 
vere, insufficient, to cover inflation, but they'actually question6d' 
ubether'these gains. -corresponded to their. labour, and,. effort. `ýSee how 
-(. Tat1ch))we work here, And look what the. union'. got.. for -us", remarked'more 
than one. Others,. felt humiliated by the 2.50 T. L. 'extra given'as 
compensation'for'the hazards of night-shift. 
"It is. like a bad joke. -Do they have any idea'uhat it means to work at night? Let them come and work at night and we'll 
pay them*2.50 lira for'it" 
was. how one uvrker'-felt about it. Such comparisons of'their labour's. 
-real--value iwith the-value recognised'in the ýontract led'to much 
frustration. Thi. s., to an extent, explains., the igorkers' overt reactions 
against. the. union officials. 
However, the iinion's mode of conduct prior'to the C. B. contract can also 
be'-regarded. as. a cause of-this outcome. By emphasising the po wer of 
DISK in negotiating with the 'bosses. ' by -vixtue 6f'its class. politics_, 
they kept the level of, workers'-aspirations very high. When the 
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negotiations were completed, despite the fact that the pay-rise was 
considerably higher than the standards prevailing in Turkey at the 
time, this did not alter the position of servility of the workers. 
Hence the disappointment of the workers was as intense as their 
expectations in the first place. 
More significant is the fact that on issues other than pay, such as 
worker-participation in the management or industrial safety, the new 
contract included nothing whatsoever. As the result of a union poll 
afterwards indicated, most workers were clearly dissatisfied and were 
ready to press their claims by direct action (see Addendum II). But 
the union was not prepared to pay much attention. It was unwilling to 
launch an official strike perhaps because it did not want the workers 
to discover that there was no money, yet again, in the strike-fund. 
In any case, the union once again lost credibility among the workers 
for somewhat deserting them, instead of guiding them. 
Another consideration that the union officials had in mind was the 
delicate political situation in Turkey. With martial law-in operation, 
any working-class movement ran the risk of suppression. The government 
in power, Ecevit's social democratic Re publican People's Party (RPP), 
was dependent on eleven independent M. P. 's for the narrowest margin of 
a majority in the Parliament, and therefore was not in the best position 
to he 
, 
lp the trade-union movement which played a mAjor role in bringing 
them to power. Much to the contrary, it was again Ecevit who needed 
all the help he could get, at least to exercise that limited and 
delicate power he had, and in this context the government felt justified 
in asking for further favours from the trade-union movement in the form 
of co-operation to overcome the ever-increasing economic crisis. This 
clearly also influenced the F. G. W. 's decision not to call an all-out 
strike, and conveniently constituted a legitimate reason for restraining 
the FAB workers (see the extracts from a union pamphlet in Addendum II). 
The union's. shift of emphasis before and after the C. B. negotiations is 
also worth noting. Before the contract was signed, the stress was on an 
all-ýempowering class-struggle. This message was conveyed in such a 
manner as to give the impression to the rank-and-file that by a new 
contract, the workers' situation could be radically altered. After 
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the negotiations were completed, the union claimed that what they 
achieved was objectively realistic. This was a victory for the 
union, and if any further gains could not be made, the blame had to 
go on the social order, on the hostility against DISK and its politics. 
That is, the social structure and the trade union's situation in it did 
not allow for radical changes. Now, the union officials shifted the 
emphasis on to what they called the limited power of trade-unions for 
bettering the conditions of the working-class. 
This explanation from the union came too late, though. It did not 
convince the workers. Especially after some bottles of whisky 
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were 
found in the union's car, the workers thought they had every reason' to 
believe that the union officials had sold out. 
They might have done. Yet, to interpret the outcome in terms of the 
bargaining-power of the individual union officials would not be 
accurate'. Not only are there structurally imposed constraints on the 
trade union movement, but also the unionists face, at the other end 
of the negotiation table, well-organised and experienced management 
representatives. The Holding Company has a centralised and 
specialised group of managers for purposes of industrial relations. 
The union representatives' bargaining power clearly does not compare 
well with that of such a specialised group of managers, as is seen 
during the course of day-to-day negotiations. 
As one ex-shop steward explained to me, the management was very 
experienced in the way they 'convincingly' presented their arguments, 
which often led the union to doubt their case, and withdraw. Such was 
the issue of over-time payment: The management put it to the unions 
that it was 'unfair' to the company to have to pay double to the 
worker who, after all, only replaces an absentee colleague on an extra 
shift. The head of the managerial board explained: 
"In terms of the work done, whether this man works, or some 
other, it is all the same to me. So why should I have to 
pay 100% more for the same work if some worker d7oes not turn 
up to work and another one has to correct his fault? But if 
you say I should cut two days' wages from the absentee and 
give it to the 'replacer', then it is O. K. with me. " 
The shop-steward who recalled this occasion admitted that they were 
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totally taken in by this logic, and could not help but accept that the 
management's deal was fair. If it were not for an equally experienced 
union central committee member, the union would have given in on this 
issue. 
By making an issue of something in which they cannot possibly win 
(in most large work-places in Turkey, double-wage for an extra-shift 
is a recognised rule) and then giving-in in a demonstration of 
'good-will' after making certain that the union see their point of 
view, the management is thus usually able to demand 'good-will' from 
the union on some other issue on the agenda. 
Another aspect of the negotiations that should be underlined is that 
the union is usuallý unable to present an alto-rnative way of defining 
the 'problem'. This indicates the significance of what I will term 
the 'unequal equipment' of the two sides. What is meant here is that 
the unionists, in comparison to the managers, are poorly equipped with 
the necessary skills, knowledge and experience to pull the weight of 
the scale to their side. The only alternative way of looking at the 
issue that the union could think about, in the above case, was to 
remind them that it was the management's responsibility to grganise the 
work, and that the management could train a group of 'replacement 
workers' to solve the problems. When I suggested to the ex-shop-steward 
mentioned above, that this was already a common practice in some of the 
Western European countries, his reply was indicative of the crucial 
importance of 'unequal equipment': 
"We are nothing more than simple workers. How are we to know 
about such things? Especially in those days, we practiced 
unionism improvisingly. We knew very little about work-law, 
or unionism, or anything else. Most of us had just a vague 
idea of what a strike is, what collective bargaining is. We 
were just finding out about these step-by-step. " 
The union in FAB has come a long way from those days to the presentl 
Now they are certainly more informed, and feel more confident. There 
is also a movement from C. W. U. to F. G. W. Yet the union in FAB still 
remains a capitalist institution, at times hindering the development 
of independent trade-union movements or larger movements of the 
working-class. This is exemplified in section Uv) below: 
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iv)'-Union-and-Conirol 
Bence, the -union functions in mainly two moaes, ', 
(1) as representatives. 
, of workers and 
(2) as an institution'of the capitalist system'. These 
-are not two separate, 
isolated' 
-functions-. the union, in -representing 
the'-Workerg. ' interests, does' this as an institution'of 'capital. But 
in serviAg-workers' interests, 'it also secures . -capital's. domination 
aver labour. -As the YAB -case clearly 
demonstrates, the trade -union 
movement is xidden by internal contradictions. On the one hand_, it 
is a hierarchical Dxganisation with a legal status., 'operating within 
the set political boundaries, and thus, on the other' hand, limiting 
its 
_achiev6mdnts for the working-class, and. more signif 
icantly_, -to an 
extent, pre-venting the emergence of independent labour movements. It 
is. this, -1attex feature that marks the trade union as an 
institution of 
. capital. 
In the everyday struggle with the management, the unions-remain 
. relatively powerless... due to the concentration, of technical and other 
knowledge in the hands of the management_,. ýis well-as to the inequality 
in the negotiating power of themnion and the management. This 
emerges: from-each- parýy's class positions. -Aiich-. find expression in the 
nature, of their respective training. To the extent that this. is 
socially determined, that is, by the relations. of Troduction outside 
the workplace, it is. beyond the power, of individual unionists to 
alter. the conditions to their own advantage. On, the other hand., , hat 
power they possess is. not always used for a more extensive shop-floor, 
struggle: -at -least 
in the FAB c&se, the relative priirileged position of 
the unionists-as opposed to_the xank-and-file stoodAn the way of. a 
strong workplace struggle by the union. Furthermore_, the use of the 
t. rade--union*movement_, by some unionists, as. a social -ladder that 
would rescue them from the servility of ordinary. worker status, 
occasioned a -further impediment in the 6truggle. for'the betterment of 
the conditions of the working-class. 
That both, of'the aforementioned functions, were i-arried out concomitantly 
is discovered'in the practices of the two successive unions in. FAR. 
When'the. glass-, carriers revolted against the. ieduction of men per 
machine, 'to give but one example, the union'leader tel6phoned*the 
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'ring-leader' of the workers to tell him to immediately stop the 
passive resistance. The union would hold talks with the management 
and settle the matter. The workers' response was to remind him that 
this was not a new issue, and that many such talks had already been 
held. Nothing was so far achieved and the men were simply 'fed-up'. 
The determination of the workers to carry out the action despite the 
union, changed the leader's mind, and the action was made official. 
By this time, the resistance had spread all over the site. The 
union's taking over helped only in preventing victimization. 
It is interesting to note that the General Director's reaction to the 
union leader, as a result of this, was: 
"What kind of a union are you? You can't even control your 
own menl" 
This is the precise function the management expects of the union: to 
control workers so that they do not independently organise. The 
management prefers to deal with institutionalised 
labour-movements, 
not sporadic revolts by the workers. 
This above machine-manning problem in Reset is six-months old, 
during 
which time the union was preoccupied with its own organisational 
problems Ut was both the C. B. period and also the time for an 
emergency general meeting, called in order to synchronise branch- 
elections with the Central Committee elections). By giving priority 
to organisational concerns, and thus by submitting to management'i 
decision on howmany men to employ and when to employ them, the union 
aided the managerial control over workers. 
Simil, arly, during July 1978, the majoiity of workers made it known to 
the union that they were ready to go out on strike when they were 
dissatis-fied with the management's pay offers.. (Sor further details, 
see Addendum II. ) However, the union had already signed the contract 
without the workers. ' -apparent knowledge. This prevented the workers 
from carrying out their chosen action, because from a legal point of 
view, the C. B. contract establishes that no longer can there be an 
unsettled dispute between the management and the workers. Consequently, 
there is no legitimate reason to strike. In this case, too, the union 
was an obstacle to workers' aspirations and their freedom of action. 
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It is in cases such as these it becomes clear that trade unions are 
also means of aiding capitalist control over the workers. 
To 'conclude, it needs to be stated that even within the structural 
limitations, other shortcomings and deliberate misdemeanours, the 
union still represents and safeguards the workers' interests at the 
point of production. It is as ervice- rendering organisation, a 
facility for the workers. It also allows the workers to realise 
their collective strength. That the majority of the FAB workers 
conceive of their union in such terms is one of the most revealing 
findings of this research. The relevant data appears in Chapter IX. 
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ADDENDUM TO CHAPTER VII 
I 
Labour-movements that took place in FAB are given in the book called 
The History of the Turkish Working Class, and its Struggles. In 
chronological order, these are, as given in the book: 
March 1974: In FAB, 150 workers are sacked due to changing 
their unions to F. G. W. 
lst September 1975: 700 workers in FAB started a passive resistance 
movement protesting the death of a worker as a 
result of an industrial accident. The workers 
demand industrial security. 
6th November 1975: 1200 workers in FAB, all members of F. G. W. (a 
union of DISK) started a resistance against the 
employer. The movement was to protest against the 
sacking of 14 workers due to their union activities. 
The movement was lifted when the employer accepted 
to fulfil the workers' demands. 
23rd January 1976: 1200 workers in FAB, all members of F. G. W. (a 
union: -of DISK) started an indefinite boycotting 
of meals. The reason for the boycott was to protest 
against 1) The local Labour Authority who did not 
bring to a conclusion, within the legally recognised 
time, the dispute oVer the right of representation 
of the unions. 2) The employer, who violated the 
rule of impartiality in the selection of the union. 
25th April 1976: 1200 workers in FAB, all members of F. G. W. (a 
union of DISK) started a 3-day meal boycott to 
protest against the C. B. negotiations coming to a 
dead-end. 
Source: The History of the Turkish Working Class, and its Struggles, a 
TIB (The Economists Union) publication, No. 16, Ankara 1976, pp. 283-325. 
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The data compiled in this source covers the period up to May 1976. 
The labour movements in FAB after this period are: 
July 1976: All the members of F. G. W. went out on strike when the 
C. B. negotiations came to a dead-end. Only some members 
of the C. W. U. joined the strike. It lasted for 25 days, 
and was ended by a government decree. After a period of 
postponement, the union could still call for the strike, 
yet an agreement was reached with the employer. 
July 1978: All workers in Reset department in FAB, and many others on 
the site (the exact numbers unknown) started a meal 
boycott against the management who reduced the number of 
men per machine from 4 to 2 in the Reset department. Many 
foremen and shift-managers are recorded to have joined the 
meal boycott. The boycott ended when the management 
employed new men for the Reset department. 
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ADDENDUM TO CHAPTER VII 
ii 
This addendum mainly covers the details of the union activities 
prior to, during, and after the signing of the C. B. contract in 1978 
while this research was being carried out. The references made in 
pages 167,168 and 172 of the text relate to the issues covered in this 
addendum. 
All throughout the six months period between January and July 1978, 
the whole site was boiling with the tension created by the ongoing 
negotiations between the union and the management. It seemed to me 
that the situation was ready to explode any time although most managers 
and old unionists thought it was going much smoother this time than it 
had been in previous periods. This is important because such a 
comparison could prove useful in assessing whether managerial and union 
control over labour was able to incorporate the workers, thus reducing 
the2hostility and the rising tension between the managers and the 
workers. In the previous C. B. period (1976) the workers had picketed, 
calling the managers "bosses' dogs", "exploiters", "blood-suckers". 
There was, also tremendous unrest among the workers, and cases of 
industrial sabotage rapidly increased. Comparedwith that period, in 
1978, the site certainly appeared calmer. 
During the period of concern here, political and policy differences 
between the union central executive and the branch took them so far 
as to contradict each other during the negotiations with the management. 
The talks came to a dead-lock as a result. The management shovelling 
the unionists away saying that they should resolve their own conflicts 
first. 
Meanwhile, two opposition groups were formed among the workers against 
the union executive. The difference between the opponent groups and 
the union executive was political, in that, one group was miinly 
composed of PRP supporters, the other, supporters of a rival socialist 
party to the party supported by the union executive. Right in the 
middle of these turbulent days, the union 
* 
called for an extra6rdinary 
general meeting, which was normally due after the signing of the new 
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C. B. contract. This was interpreted by the rival groups as serving 
only the interests of the present committee members. There was soon 
going to be a general meeting of the central committee at the branch 
level in Istanbul, and it was a possibility for the FAB union leader 
and the secietaiy to be elected for the central committee posts, 
provided that they held their posts in the FAB branch until that 
meeting uhich was due six months later. During this time, the C. B. 
contract would have been signed, and had the workers not liked it, 
they could have brought down the union executive during the union 
, general meeting 
had it been left to take place u4ien it was normally 
due. This would be the end of their careers -as -unionists, of the 
-union leader-and the executive. 
One other reason quoted by some of the opposition faembers for the 
union to tall -for -an earlier., extraordinary general meeting was that 
'various tricks. could be played during the elections if the union 
leaders. held it uben they were still in power since only they' would 
then have acces. s to. union lacilities, have more say in choosing the 
chairperson and the elective body etc. ' Things. indeed seemed to work 
out this way; the union leader was re-elected, despite the fact that 
8 out of 11 shop --stewards. -were xeplaced by members of the opposition 
groups.. 
The C. B.. negotiations. carried on, with some of the new shop-stewards, 
but because the latter were inexperienced, the old cadre still took 
the lead. Besides_, until then, the union had already agieed on many 
itemsývith the management. 
One. day -Aien*workers-were still expecting to hear from the uni nists 0 
who were negotiating in Istanbul, and not'. -getting any consistent news 
from the union, all sorts of rumours adding to-the 6ituation'uhich was 
already very tense., the news was dropped'by the management Uhich had 
the effqct. of a bomb.. On the 3rd of July, the management spread the 
news. that the-contract. was. signed. On one occasion, the day-manager 
entering his office said '. congratulhtions. ' to the i4orkers, 'the new 
C. B.. contract is. signed'. The shop steward ubo was then called in by 
the vorkerg. -argued fiercely that he had made a telephone call to 
Istanbul the previousýnight and learnt-from the'union-4eader*himself 
that the contract was not signed. 
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The very same -morning, a few hours 
later, the leader and some 
executive members appeared at the factory gate giving out a 
questionnaire form. The form, in full, translates as below: 
I QUESTIONNAIRE FOR C. B. 3/7/1981 
FRIENDS, 
As you know, C. B. talks are still on. We have carried on 
bilateral talks with the employer in compliance with the decision of 
the Arbitration Committee to do so. The employer's. proposed conditions, 
as they now stand, are as given below. Specify whether you accept this 
proposal or not. 
THE WORD-AND THEMECISION IS THE SHOPFLOOR'S! 
LONG LIVE TBE WORKERS-UNI-ON! 
. -F. G. W. 
PROVINCE BRANCH 
THE STANDING OFFER: 
1. PAY. RISE. - Yor the. first year (. 1978) Yor the second year (1979) 
10 T. L. /hour 174 10 T. L. /hour 
2. BONUS.: Eqilivalent of 4 monthly wages per year. 
3. 
-FUEL-! 
ALLOWANCE. - 2500 T. L.. gross per year. 
4.1EAVE ALLOWANCE. - 2500 T. L. gross per year. 
5. 'BA)MAM' (RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS) ALLOWANCE; 1000 T. L. gross for each of 
the tvo layxams. 
6. Night--shift extra: 2.50 T. L. /hour. 
-7.207. 
increase in the premium payments. per*hour. 
8. Extra--shift: 100% in addition to the wage. If-called in from home, 
the first hour will be-regarded as equivalent of. 7 hours and be paid 
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iccordingly, and the remaining hours will be paid by 85% extiýa on 
the normal -wage. 
The pay-rises granted by this contract are to be calculated as a 
percentage of the government determined subsistence wages. 
NAME: 
I -accept this offer I-do not accept this offer 
Signed Signed 
Several points- should be raised about this questionnaire form. First 
of al-l_, that names, should occur on the form indicates. 'that the union 
wants to know not only the numbers of 'yes' and 'no' answers-, but 
also -Who have said 'yes' or 'no' . Secondly, there are no explanations 
. about the -rest of the contract., concerning -vital 
issues such as 
industrial security, -reduction of work hours per . week, the -union's 
demand to-hold educational seminars on site; shoe, overalls., sugar and 
tea allowances., and many, others. Thirdly, the last item, is very 
general and -open to 
interpretation. The majority-of FAB-workers do 
not'vork -for subsistence wages anyway, 
but well above it. Hence it 
is not* clear -ubether this article applies. * to all FAB workers or only 
torecently-'recruited ones who ire employed at subsistence wages. it 
seems more likely that the former applies, in uhich-case some of the 
seemingly high pay -ris, es will, 
in effect, be-reduced'to near to nothing 
for the majoLrity of the YAB workers. 
As. _f ar as I' could _f 
ind out - at the time ý-- by' asking the workers I met_, 
and talking to-various others who knew-'what their group signed; the 
outcome of-the questionnaire was an obvious 'no'. This-was the same 
. as: saying 
'yes. 'Jora strike. This was taken no notice of by the 
union executive.; -and it. could not have been, because the contract was 
already-signed'. The union was simply hoping-that the vote would be a 
'yes'; thereby turning the contract to. a, victory. It did not work out 
. as. expected' , The-management played an important. role in determining 
the irank-ýdnd--file's, xeaction to the contract. Vhen the questionnaire 
vas-given'ouý by the union I-was already to 
* 
ld. by one of the managing 
directorr. that the contract was. already signed, but the management 
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was also involved in the conspiracy with the union against the workers. 
The management cunningly manipulated the situation: on the one hand they 
'co-operated' with the union allowing them to give out the 
questionnaire although it was too late, and also by not officially 
announcing that the contract was made, i. e., by holding back the press 
statement. On the other hand, by permitting some of the managers to 
tpread the news that the contract was Already made, the management 
spoilt the plans of the union predicating the executive's resignation; 
thus paving the way for the stronger opposition group - that group 
which supports a social democratic politics. Nembers of this group 
were already seen in the Admin. block, holding private talks with the 
management. ) Thus the management was able to kill two birds with the 
same stone. 
I&Ien the -majority of the answers to the questionnaire came as no, the 
union had to xeveal that the contract was already made, because 
otherwise it would have automatically meant to. go out on strike. A 
group of -wrkers raided the union office in town and brutally beat up 
three of the leaders. -As was said earlier_', the uhisky bottles found 
in their car proved the leaders' betrayal to the Vorkers. 
I held. an inter-view with the union leader after he came out of the 
hospital. His-account was that the achievements. of the contract were 
considerable, and it was a victory. 11e was convinced that the majority 
of the workers were pleased'with it, and the, revolt pertained to a 
limited number of workers. provoked by the opponent. grou' ps There was 
certainly no question of bribery.,, and that they'had to work hard to 
obtain these-results. These points were later'made in a hand-out 
distributed to the workers.. The hand-out is. dated llth July 1978, 
. and -addressed as. 
"Brave glass labourers, brothers". Saying that the 
-contract was signed on the 
3rd of July., it. goes. on to explain: 
"Glass workers-. Capital's. and. all the. reactionary powers' 
attacks. on, DISK. and its, syndicates have been. going on, on all 
. four sides, since the establishment of DISK. The class- 
struggle between the proletariatand the bourgeoisie grows 
-rapidly into a new phase with each passing day. In our 
present day_,. during which the class struggle had gained a new intensity (-in these turbulent days), we brought to a con- 
clusion-a new collective bargaining and signed a contract 
with the Glassworks Employers' Union, at the table. The 
-results-. obviously cannot be expected to satisfy the glass 
vorkers economically or from a class. point of view. However, 
the past strikes we carried out., and the contracts we signed 
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as a -result of these strikes 
do not allow us to realistically 
say that strikes have enabled us to obtain different results. 
Yet, these strikes have been most valuable in terms of class 
struggle and gaining experience.... " 
The statement continues with the emphasis on that the gains made by the 
new contract are the results of a 'too th-toý- tooth' struggle with the 
employer. It ends by blaming the C. W. U. and the employer with 
involvement in a conspiracy against F. G. W. and DISK, and urging the 
workers to stand -more united than ever against this conspiracy, and in 
order to strengthen the class struggle. 
Soon -after, the -union leader and the two members of the executive were 
brought down.,. and one of the opponent groups. replaced'them. 
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CHAPTERVIII 
CONCEPT OF TIMEýýITS EFFECTS AND TIE'CLP 
One of the main themes of this thesis is the -recurrent manifestation 
of the denial of the workers' control over their own labour-power'. 
This was demonstrated in relation to the nature of work in FAB 
CChapter IV), and in the context of managerial ideology and practice 
(-Chapte-r-VI). Here, the concept of time,. and the transformation of 
its. 'sense' - in transition. from pre-industrial modes of production to 
industrial 
-capitalism - are 
introduced in order* to demonstrate that 
'time' itself becomes a means of control and factory discipline. 
E. P. Thompson., in his well known article, 
_ 
"Time, Work-Discipline, and 
Industrial Capitalism", 
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analyses the 6hift, that occurr6d in 'time- 
sense' with, the advent of capitalism in England_, and inquires. 'into 
the extent to vhich this shift affected'labour-, discipline. 
Lintend to show how Thompson's analysis of the change in 'time' 
concept is, -applicable to 
the case of YAB- workers and.. furthermore., how 
the existence of external structural models ready-made for the use of 
Turkish capitalis-ts, has meant that several stages of capitalism are 
imposed simultaneously. 
E. P. Thompson contrast& the 'task-, orientation' of pre-capitalist 
(mainly peasant) societies with the 'time-ben6e`of the industrial 
capitalist -formations. He proposes'three points about 
'task- 
orientation'-: first, it is more 'humanly, compreh6nsible' because,, the 
peasant orlabourer acts. upon 'observed'nec6ssities'. Secon there 
is minimal discrepancy betwen 'vork' and 'life"], that is, 
"social intercourse and labour are intermingled the working 
day. -lengthens. or contracts according. to the task and there 
is no great sense of conflict between'labour and 'passing the 
time of day'. " 
Th ix! b 
"to. men-accustomed to labour timed by the clock, this attitude 
to labour appears to be wasteful and -lacking in urgency. " 176 
These -characteristics of 'task-orientation' become problematic as soon 
as Itactual hands are employed" - both in cases of family enterprises 
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(where the father is the employer and the wife and children are the 
employed), and in the case of industrial manufactures. In such 
employe r-emp loyee relationships, 'time' gradually becomes equated with 
money, -and in this- context, "the shift from task-orientation to 
timed-labour is matked. , 
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According to Thompson, ubere time is money'3 a 111straight-forward time- 
measurement is (-was) more convenient". 
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and this creates'a distinction 
between' the 'employer's time' and the 'labourer's. time' . The labourer 
experiences this, and also that "the employer must use the time of his 
,, 179 labour, and see'that it is not wasted . 
This is a significatit alteration to the 'time-sense' of the labourer: 
no longer the task, but 
"the value -of time when reduced -to -money. is dominant. --Time 
-isr-now. -currendy. - -it is -not -passed--bUt -spent.. " 180 (My emphasis) 
The process-of transformation from 'task-orientation' to 'time-, 
orientation', and 'time-as-money' Cdespite the fact that Thompson is 
writing about eighteenth century England) is. readily transposable to 
twentieth century Turkey in an important aspect; 
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namely to that 
aspect -. Aiich-arises out of the nature of the labour-force. We have 
seen that most FAB workers are first generation industrial Workers, and 
many of them are still connected with agriculture. 
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Because of their 
peasant past, they are inclined to be 'task-oriented', andtthis 
contradicts their present situation uhereby a 'clock-time' sense is 
imposed on them'. The FAB workers are aware of this contradiction, and 
the new time sense imposed on them is experienced as oppressive, more 
so than the work itself. One of them clearly expressed this: 
"The job, here is not difficult. It is easy, but boring. The 
-work there Cin agriculture) -fits me 
better and is more enjoy- 
. able. Here, however easy 
it can be, I couldn't get used to 
it. For example, you are thinking of making a-visit to a 
1xiend, you say to yourself, 'but I will have to be at work 
at 3 p. m. -' That--is-you are tied, you are bound here for 
eight hours. Even if you sit doing-nothing, you are still 
bound. There Un the village) you can leave your job, like 
go to swim-or to a wedding. That is why I find that work 
easier. In'fact it-is tiring, but it does not tire you, 
because you are. free' .... You can sit and rest uhenever you feel'like it., or go. for a stroll. Pere however, even if you 
are bitting'idle, 'the supervisor tells you 'get up from 
there and sit her6'_',. and things like that, so I-find it 
hard. " 
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In his peasant life, he experienced no demarcation between 'work' and 
'life'. - in his. present situation they are separated -and the former is 
a xest. riction on the latter. In doing his factory job, he is not 
free to act upon an 'observed necessity', but must -do as he is told. 
The 'idleness' he refers- to is, in fact, only the surface appearance 
of his job, which- is. attending the diesel pumps. He simply has to be 
there, even if nothing happens to necessitate his intervention. The 
imposition of A 'time--sense' on him, and all the other YAB workers, 
is engendered by the nature of the exchange between the capitalist 
who buys the lab-our-power, and the labourers who Sell their labour- 
power. As Braverman neatly puts it, what is. exchanged 
"is, not. an agreed amount of labour, but the- or to labour- 
over-An agreed amount of time. " CHis emphasis. ) 183 
Thus in -an eight hour work-day, the capitalist utilises means and 
methods- to ensure that the power to labour is used for the full eight 
hours-, ana not one-minute is lost unproductively. This necessitates 
the imposition of 'time-attendance'. 
The extent to which the workers have accepted this is shown by an -*-" 
incident Uhich occurred while I was working in the Q. C. department. 
At the, end of'each shift, the pace of work slows down, and those 
workers not directly involved with the machinery are left with little 
to do for'the last half hour. 
184 Hanagement are aware of this but do 
not intervene because they'. are equally idle. ' on such an occasion., It 
with-my student sense of time., suggested going outside to get some 
fresh air, at which one of the P. C. workers- replied that this was not 
possible. 
"Yor'the employers-five minutes is-fi-ve minutes'. You must 
spend it all. " 
Attention to time-rather than 'task--orientation' in labour. depends_, 
, according to Thompson, on 'the need for'synchronization'of labour' to 185 
a large degree. However, he emphasises*that it is not possible to 
explain this shift of time-sense solely on'technological grounds. He 
writes-. ý 
"What we are examining here are not only changes in manu- 
-facturing techniques. which demand greater'synchronisation*of labour. and a_greater exactitude in time-routines in-any 
society but also these changes as they'were lived through in 
the society-of*nascent capitalism. We are 6oncerned 
simultaneously with time-sense in its. technological 
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conditions, and with time measurement as a means, of labour- 
exploitation. " (My emphasis) 186 
Factors that demand the shift in the time-sense therefore can be 
summed up under three'headings- 
1. -Technological conditioning: The workers., vhose labour is 
subordinated to the machine, must also work with. the pace 
and-rhythm of the machine. 
2. --Exploitation-of Labour: It is more convenient to measure labour 
in terms of time (utich is -reduced to-Money) since the purpose 
of capitalist production is. profit-making. 
3. --Work-discipline- Initially, labourers, coning from a position 
of 'task- orientation', resist new conditions of work and time- 
. attendance. The need to habituate workers to the CLP, and 
the need'-for 'time-attendance' (due to 1 and 2 -above) assume 
each. other. 
These -factors explain 
why the FAB vokkers- must be subj6cted'to Various. 
disciplinary -rules, and mechanisms., especially since 
they -are undergoing 
the tranaformation-from'peasanthood to industrial proletariat. The 
ex-peasant like the one quoted above (p. 183)ý, who Until the establish- 
ment of production -for the market 
has been'producing with a v(iýw to 
keeoing-his. body and soul together'., and who squatted to roll a 
cigarette -When he -felt tired, must 
learn that in the new. ' order he 
cannot expect to do the same, ' that the employer'. (to -hom now, belongs 
both his. labour-power.,. and his product) will not be satisfied with 
just enough to. keep body and soul together. He. must be made. aware 
that the employer will take every measure to ensure that every. penny 
he pays, him-turnsinto value in the production'process, because the 
purpose of production is. no longer to satigfy. immediate needs, but to 
make. money. And in orderýto make money the ex-peasant must be seen to 
take less-frequent cigarette breaks. Ile must learn all this so that he 
will not-revoltagainbt the 'new' work and living conditions uhich 
will. gradually become more difficult for'him. - From the outset he must 
be habituated to. fictory ýwork'-discipline, and he must be made to see 
this, nev-system as-natural and absolute. 
While a similar trans. formation took place in England, the nascent 
capitalism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 'gave birth to 
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its own theory through well-known figures such as Ricardo and Smith; 
accordingly the theory of capitalism progressed in parallel with the 
development of capitalist practice O. S. Mill, J. M. Keynes, Straffa, 
Friedman and Galbraith, etc. ) until the present time. Similarly, as 
the capitalist relations of production presented problems of labour 
for capitalists and management, the system also generated remedies, 
which can be traced through the development of managerial theories and 
policies such as the scientific management of Taylorism, the conveyor- 
belts of Fordism, and the modern Human Relations school. In the 
Turkish context, where the development of capitalism took off in the 
present century, both sets of theories and policies were readily 
available to the Turkish capitalists and managers. The impact of this 
phenomenon on the FAB workers will be analysed later in this chapter. 
Before that, I want to look at how the rules and regulations concerning 
'time' and punctuality operate in FAB, in the context described above: 
that is, in the presence of imported superstructural elements, and 
labour legislation both of which assume that the shift in time-sense 
has already been established. 
Control of labourers' time and imposition of factory discipline are 
carried out by means of the 'clocking-in' department, and rules and 
regulations that appear in the C. B. contract. First, I shall briefly 
describe the workers clocking in on a normal day, with the aim of 
demonstrating the strictness of the control. 
The workers' entrance gate in FAB is under the surveillance of a 
special department, the Administrative works. Two security guards 
carrying pistols check the faces and the identity cards the workers 
have to carry as they come in. The workers, as they flood in from the 
gates, form a queue in front of the shelves where their punch-cards 
are located. On finding his card, each worker feeds it into the 
punch-machine. The machine prints the time and the date on it; the 
worker takes his card back and places it into a box provided. These 
cards are then collected by clerks of the 'clocking-in' unit, who will, 
after checking the cards one by one, make a report of late-comers and 
absentees. These reports are later cross-checked, in the personnel 
department, against similar reports prepared by the foremen of all the 
plants. This is the extent of the work involved in maintaining a 
strict control on punctuality and regularity. 
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The number of personnel employed in the clocking-in and security units 
is. another indication of the significance of the control of 'time' in 
maintaining work--discipline. The check on the entrances and exits., 
and the 'security' of the site are provided by -f6urteen security 
. guards. -and porters, 
four 'clocking-in' clerks, six supervisors and 
one-manage-r. Therefore, a sum total of twenty-five personnel - not to 
mention the staff of the Personnel Department (who -deal with control 
of regularity only as: part of their jobs) ý- are employed by the YAB 
-factory 
in ofder to impose a rigorous 'time-discipline". 
If a labourer causes. loss. of profits by not being on time, 'or by not 
using every-minute of his time productively, then'he must also be made 
to lose something valuable. The rules against clocking-in late are 
the - second means. with which a time-discipline is imposed on the workers. 
The -related article 
(_14) of the C. B. contract states: 
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"In the -case of clocking-in 
late; 'up to 15 minutes., the worker 
is 
-allowed'in. 
for the day, and his. daily wage is not'subject 
to any cuts. Up to 45 minutes, the worker will be admitted, 
but he will lose on6 hbur's. ppy. Late check--ins cannot be 
, repeated more 
than 6 times a year. If a worker G late for 
more than 45 minutes., ' the employer'is -free to let the worker 
in or not. Provided that he is. allowýd_to'work. for the day, 
he will only be paid the hours he works.. " (My emphasis) 
In addition'to loss. of wages - which can have frightening results for 
the labourers and their families'-- the workerý. who clock-in late, 'are 
, als, o forced to go 
through- comp'licated bureaucratic prodedures, causing 
much ýfatigue and-anxiety. As an old vorker'comPlainedt 
"The thing that vorries_*, that bothers us most is. to miss the 
service bus,. and then. be late to work. If. you have arrived 
one hour late they won't admit you. Howeverý it is-obvious 
that they tan't lose on that; they can pay you for'only -7 hours. 'What they want you to do is to ring in advance and , -I< 
make up a story. " 
He-clearly experiences. the distinction betimen his time and the 
employer's time. The dominance of the latter continues, after the 
worker'enters-the -factory. Article 20'of'the'C. B. conýract dictates: 
"To stay for extra hours of work is up to the worker's choice. 
However, in extraordinary circumstances of unpredictable or 
unavoidable occurrences,. and/or-in-the-case of a necessity for'. repair, the worker's. choice to stay extra hours of work io-not relevan-T. 77My emphasis) 
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This. statement is. a concrete manifestation of the production relations 
in capitalism: under* this system, the worker is '-free' to sell his 
labour-pover - free'bec4use all the 6ther'means. with- Aiich he can earn 
,a living ire destroyed by social change. Ile is. also free to choose 
ufiich -capital-owner to sell his Iab our-p over' to. Once be chooses the 
-freedom to work, as opposed to 
freedom-to starve (zr go without the 
means. of livelihood), then he is. not any more f ree' to decide how long 
be extends, his. labour. He is totally deprived'of control over his 
time and his -labour. - This 
'right' to control belongs. to the 
capitalist uiio owns his labour-power. 
Control of the labourer's time is -all-embracing. - not'only the 'normal' 
vorking hours, but also 1eisure hours are subject to domination by the 
employers. Article 24 of the work contract states. * 
"National 
-and public 
holidays are those that are determined'by 
law, - on these, days. if work carries on-partially and/or totally 
in the t7orkplace, the workers, then, '-must also work. " (My emphasis) 
Holidays. are for humans, or more precisely-, for a certain class of 
citizens, -and not'for 
'yarts of machinery'. Hachine-Parts can have a 
-rest uhen they are worn out, since they will then be quickly replaced. 
All the laws- and sanctions against idleness and leisure and the laws 
. against, clocking-in late , 
can be imposed'on the FAB wol-kers because the 
official, legal and judicial structure is already based on the 
-capitalist notion of time. Similarly., the capitalist categories of 
work and vork discipline (as described'by Thompson); as well as 
-managerial theories. 'and policies*which reinforce these in industrial 
manufacturing are well established at, the superstructural level. 
However, the individual labourers and, to an extentý, the managers, 
have not yet totally internalised this shift in 'time-sense. -On the 
one hand_therefore, 'the FAB worker experien6es'the tensions and conflict 
between his L'time sense' Cubich-is initially task-oriented), and the 
lattention-ýto-time' as the norm imposed'by the employer, backed up by 
law. Thia. is one dimension, the -larger. social dimension of the 
transformation he experiences-individually. According to E. J. Hobsbawm, 188 
'in the society of nascent industrial capitalism' it took three 
gen6rations-. of workers.. to learn the lesson*that time is money. In the 
Turkish zase, the 'shift' is so compresýed'. that one worker may 
experience it within a short time of starting his first industrial job. 
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On the other hand, the FAB workers have lived (and are still living) 
through- this, transformation in a more dramatic way. The set-up period 
was characterised by 'task-orientation' -and attention to, time -xeplaced 
it gradually. This is the more particular dimension of the FAB 
-workers. ' experience of the shift in time sense. ' Muring the 'set-up', 
the workers as well as many managers stayed on the site. The most 
extreme example is. the production manager of SG, who, during this 
period literally lived* on the site. ' He irembmbers. having worked for 
72 continuous hours, and he imposed the. same manner'of work on his men, 
ubo, in his. own vords. "worked'32, ' 48,56,98. .. hours continuously. " 
That both the managers.. and the workers were 'task-oriented' in this 
period is. important. . It 
is. necessary to stress that this 'task- 
orientation' did not take place within a pre-industrial network of 
bacial relations. but within the existing capitalist relations of 
production. Both sides-'acted upon an 'observed neces-sityl fthe need 
to -complete'the 
ins. tallation'in-a given period'of time)_', and this 
pre-industrial attitude served the interests of the 6apital-owners. 
This-was. -facilitated 
by the attitudes of'people in an underdeveloped 
dociety like Turkey*. In this societý'not'all the social-relAtioni aie 
transformed into cash-relations. Collective,. 6fforý, mutual aid and 
-', task-, orientation' are still widespread attitudes. towards work. ' And 
vAien'the task is ýc=Pletddja pat on'the back., 'a compliment on his 
skills, -can, replace the wages received., can make them forget about 
. fatigue, and can sometimes even give 
the-. meaning they'seek'. for in work. 
These characteristics. do not'pertain to the network of social relations 
in advanced'industrial societies, as de9cribed by E. P. Thompson. He 
states. ' that; 
"Mature industiial societies of all varieties. *are marked by 
time-thrift and by a clear demarcation between 'work! and 
'life'. " 189 
They. are -rather peculiarities of the relation's in an underdeveloped 
society where workers. and managers are stillin a transitional stage 
between'a 'ta-sk' and 'clock' oriented existenýe. It must be noted 
that the imbivalence between the two still exists in. FAB today, and 
it isalmost. always. resolved to the idvantage of the employer. 'For 
example., ' SU'vorkers -replacing a 
'furnace -mixer' (--. ben I- was present as. 
An observer) were, forced to operate in a task-briented way. Until the 
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task at hand (which lasted for nearly a whole shift) was completed., 
they vere. given no zest,, or legally- acknowledged rights- such as. 
lunch-breaks. This is., what is expected'of the workers, . and this. is 
what they submit to. It is. not so alien for them, to a' ct upon an 
observed'necessity., hence this does not create any .. ambivalence. 
Workers' expectations.. from --management however, - 
do create ambivalence. 
When they'-ask for*time off work to fulfil theik-social and domestic 
roles, or when they expect to be 'tolerated' in cases of late clock-ins, 
. or 
'dozihg-, off' at work, they are quickly reminded'that ftime- 
, attendance' is, the rule. This, workers. find very difficult to 
-understand and obey,, as many of them indicated. In the words of a 
woman inspector: 
"When it is their job, we stay, behind we don't go for lunch. 
When it is. o-ur affairs, they don't give us. permission to go 
. away. Or at best,, you can take 
if 
-from your own -allocated days. off. " 
The-re. are many other instances of workers commenting on the difference 
betuven'their time and the employer's timej, and saying that if there 
, are any 'sacrifices. 
' to be made., they have to be made by workers. This. 
is so because the managers! demands. from-the workeii-are not personal 
in nature., but-are supposedly the objective -requirements. of their jobs. 
Wo, rkexs' demands, on the other hand, are personal, there fore cannot be 
met within the structure 6f'vork. 
Managers play an important part in designating which notion of 'time' 
is. to be the norm at different times. But being part of the same 
. ambivalent situation, themselves, as 
individuals, formed by the same 
trans. itional. society, they might, at times,, loosen'the strict 
managerial control and impose less. rigid time-discipline on workers 
(and themselves. ). The system has taken'measures. . against such possibil- 
itiesý. - it has created men who will sell their labour-power ý-in order 
to maintain punctuality. and regularity - in the system's interests. 
The institutionalised bodies that these men form-are the 'clocking-in' 
departments, in. all the factories, and similar workplaces, as. well as in 
YAR. ' 
-Conclusion 
I have said earlier'in this chapter'that in England for example, 
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managerial theoHes -and policies developed -gradually 
in response to 
the labour problems. created by the imposition of -a time- and work- 
discipline. The Turkish capitalists and managers., on the other hand 
lound an established model to follow. In the case of Turkey then, it 
, can be siid that the organisation of work, the 'time-sense' it requires, 
. and the practice of control were 
based on-a-priori. conceptions deriving 
from-"model" theories. TAR managers, therefore, live the contradiction 
of having to apply techniques of mature capitalism-to a predominantly 
'task-oriented' labour-force, uben they themýelves-'are in the process 
of transformation. In their policies, both attitudes can be observed. 
'Where it is. advantageous, they still resort to 1 task-oriented' methods 
of-work, thereby perpetuating them. But uben vorkeis' 'task- 
orientation' challenges. the work- disc ipl ine., '. they impose the time- 
. dis. cipline more vigorously. Therefore, an ambivalence concerning the 
notion of 'time'. ', the context of which is. provided structurally, is 
-created. and preserved'. 
Such managerial policies further the ambiguity in uhich. the workers 
, find themselves... 
This ambiguity can. be 6xplained. in tiarms. of the 
t-ranslormation'the workers have had to go 
, 
through in a short period of 
time. They'a-re -forced, to 
live through the three phases-of capitalism 
at once, -namely, manufacture.,, 
industrial capitalism and monopoly 
capitalism (not to-metition the primary experience bf'peasanthood - 
sometimes. 'in the-context of feudal production, relations). In other' 
words, -they are subjected to Taylorism,, Fordism and. Iluman. Relations 
practices. all at once. This burdens the Turkish, proletariat with the 
weight of'a condenged history. Furthermore, ' they' are required both to 
preserve their 'task-, oriented' nature, and. submit to 'time-. discipline' 
simultaneously.. Both the general socio-historical phases, and the 
shift in the 'time-sense'. are experienced by the workers, and have 
significant conseqpences. for their consciousness.. E. P. Thompson 
believes: . that, 
"time-discipline .... will come to the developing world.... 
.... uhether .... in the-form of Methodism, or of Stalinism, 
or of nationalism. " 190 
It is. not my intention to speculate on which form it is taking in 
Turkey. 11owever., for the FAB workers, it can be said that the 
internalisation of-time-discipline is not completb. -, 'is not perfect. 
I&at we are talking about are human actors who are not simply playthings. 
of the superstructure,. but who act consciously. upon it. ImpoRition-6f 
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.a total time-discipline by rules'and regulations. 
is what the system 
. aims.. 
for, but these -rules. cannot 
immediately change the natures. of 
the laboure-rs, and certainly not without resistance from the workers 
themselves. Some of these themes are analysed in the following Part II, 
in the context of the YAB workers' own perceptions of the tensions in 
the labour process-. 
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PART II 
-Introduction 
The second section of this thesis focusses on consciousness. In the 
-first section-, 
the background to the analysis of working class 
consciousness. was, laid down in presenting the quantitative and material 
aspects of the labour-process in FAB. Now, we move on to the more 
qualitative aspects-of . the labour-process which entails the study of 
the consciousness domain. Here, the analysis- of the labour-process in 
YAff-shifts-to an emphasis on workers' perceptions. 
Yirs. t_, the definitions. of the various. aspects of the labour-process as 
given by the workers. themselves. are presented'. These definitions 
pertain to internally related parts, which-make. up a totalistic notion 
of the labour process. When brought together in analysis, these form 
an integrated'. map -from which. elements. of working -class. consciousness. 
can be traced. One note on . the terminology is-in order'. In most of 
this-section, the term 'situational awareness. ' is being-used to refer 
to the donsciousnes6. the immediate conditions. (of indus-trial work) give 
rise to in the workers' minds. 
Seco! ]ý., the -concept 
'situational awareness! is broadened to cover the 
related -aspects- of the 
labour process., that is, workers. ' definition of 
the management and the union. 
'Thirdly, non-vork acti-Vities, and conceptions. -of those activities 
(by the workers) is-introduced into the frame-work. These constitute 
the interactional aspects. between work and non-ýwork domains of workers' 
lives.. Only then will it be possible to use the phrase working class. 
cons, ciousness. since, 61ass consciousness. is taken to be a process 
whereby work and non, work conditions of workers. ' existence interrelate. 
In other words, tclass--consciousness' is. comprised of the ways in whilch 
the worker pexceives. his. life situation and the ways in which. he 
(-consciously) acts on this. perception. Workis. central to his life 
situation., consciousness of which, I have termed 'situational 
awareness'; but in order for the concept class. -consciousness to be 
applicable, the relations. which envelop the work-situation must be 
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considered. In this. context, the concept class-consciousness has- 
limited'. applicab, ili. ty in this thesis, since the research does not 
cove-r'the study of the non-vork domain of workers' lives. As a 
concept it will be relevant to the extent those non-work aspects of 
workers-' lives. 'are -reflected 
in their work. activities., inasmuch as. 
they may be studied as. part of the workers. ' personal his-tories.. 
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- -rl4APTIFP. R TY I 
-WORKER&'- -PERCEPTION OF. AND REFLECTIONS, oN-ruE IABOUR-PROCESS- 
-il -ýA: -Gendral -Evaluation* of the TAB- Workeir6' Con6eption of the 
-'Labour Process 
The ý7orkers. ' Aefinition of the labour process is. assessed on*an 
interpretative Ang of their ansvers-tolive open-ended questions -group 
of the questionnaire. These are, in the 6raer'in which- they occur in 
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the questionnaire form: 
Q_18) Are ýou happy with your job? Why? 
Q720) If. you have any complaints about your job, 'what are they? 
Q_28) Are there any changes you would like to see'made on site? 
(4r in the iiork-place? ) 
Q. 29) Are there any-changes you would like made concerning your 
own - job? 
Q_30) Do you think this. is the best possible way to accomplish 
the job you are doing here? 
The statistical distribution of the answers of the workers in my sample 
population are presented in the tabies. bel6w. 
Table IX, i, l-- Job Satisfaction' 
-Ansvers.. to Q, 18: "Are you happy 
r- 7ith -your. job? Why?. Number of workers. 
Happy 
Not happy 
73 72.27 
19 18.81 
Not clear 9 8.91 
Total 101 100.0 
As the table indicates, a high proportion of the workers are happy with 
their jobs. The category 'not clear' only, needs-further explanation. 
The nine workers while stating that they were hap 
* 
py with their jobs, 
completed their sentence with 'but, if it were.... ' which indicated 
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that they vere, not'. really -content with- their 
jobs.. The distribution of 
the answers to the next question (0.201 implies. that even those who 
reported' satis. f action with- their jobs. must be -regarded with. some 
xeservation. 
-Table- IX, -i, -2,, - Job. -Complaints 
-Iftswers. to Q. 20ý "If you have any 
ýo-mpla ints. - about -your--jol), what-- 
. areCthey? --- Number'-of workerg. 
Have complaints. 
No complaints. 
Conditional 'No' answer 
58 57.42- 
35 34.65 
8 ý7.92 
Total 101 100.00 
Well over half the sample population shid that they had complaints. 
. about their. 
jobs. and -listed the main ones. -' 
U-Tdetailed analysis. of those 
is. presbnted'bel6w). ' Some of this group of'. fifty-, eight workers. are 
-among those who expressed satis-faction'with their 
jobi (since 73 had 
said they were happy). An inference that can be made here is that the 
, answers. to Q. 18 do not truly reflect'how-'the workers. relite to their 
jobs.. The thirty-five workers. only in the -above table (, TXi., 2) who had 
no complaints. can be said to be consistent in their answers to both 
qpestions, i.. e. -*, are 
'happy' 
-and have no 
'complaints! 
Some respondents. who Said that they'had complaints.. aboui their jobs, 
but xefrained*from giving reasons, did. so. bec4use they'believed 'the 
difficultiesý are inseparable aspects. of 'work. -and being -a worker'. 
These are. gathered-under'the category 'conditional `ýNo"ansmer'. 
Table IX, i, 3-, Demands. concerning alteritions. in the work-place 
--An&wers-, -to Q. 28 "Are there-any 
ýcha4ges. you would Iike to-'see 
miad6 in the ý7ork-place? -Number'of workers. 
, Favours, changes. and gives. 
specifications -72 ' -71 ý 28 
No changes: * xeqýired 26 25'. 74,. 
No reply 4.95 
- -Tot-al 100.00 
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The majority of the 'sample population of workers demanded that changes 
should be made on site. For nearly a quatter of the workers no changes 
were necessary (26, in the above table IX, i, 3). Two of the workers 
who gave no reply said that they have "never thought about such things 
before" and therefore, they "did not know Oiat to sayll. 
Table IX; i, 4: Demands concerning specific jobs 
. Answers to Q. 29 
"Are there any 
changes-, you would like to -see 
made concerning-your own job? Number of -workers 
Favours. changes, and gives 
specifications. 54 53.46 
No changes. xequired 32 31.68 
Conditional 'no'. answer 13 12.87 
No-reply 2 1.98 
Total 101 100.00 
The conditional 'no' answer in this. table' has- a similar meaning to that 
in Table IXi_, 2 ab. ove. These workers. (_13) said that there were no 
changes. they could recommerid, because "there could not'be any changes. 
anyway":, this-. being due to either, technology., or'the nature of'the 
system as-z ubole. Even uten the straight-forward 'no' answers (32), 
-and the conditional 
'no' answers (. 13) were ýaken'toge ther'(adding up 
to 45), '. fewer workers. seem to think that the conditions that apply to 
their jobs, need not'be changed., comp'ared'with the workers. who advocated 
-various. -changes I -concerning their 
jobs. C54 = 53.46%, Table IXi., 4). 
Table IX, i,, 5, Best -raodes of of'specific jobi 
-Arisvers. to Q. 
30. - "Do you'think 
this is, the best possible i4ay 
to ACcomPlish the-job you are 
--do ing-- here? Number'of'workei6 
Yes, accomplished best 48 47.52 
'Nol,. gives alternatives 47, 
ý46.53 
'No', does not. give alternatives 2 
-1.98 
Question is. regarded irrelevant 4 3.96 
Total 101 100.00 
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Finally, the answers to Q. 30 as given in the table above indicate that 
those 'who think that their jobs are accomplished in the best possible 
way, and those who are convinced of the opposite, are approximately 
evenly distributed. The remaining four are more interesting for my 
main concern here, namely that of finding out uhetIfer workers have a 
totalistic and consistent conception of the labour-process. These 
four said they did not know or dould not answer because: "We don't do 
the job anyway; we do what we are told to do. " 
While the inconsistency -among the answers to these 
five questions may 
be partly due to the shortcomings of the questionnaire technique, 
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this, cannot be -very significant, since the 
live questions are designed 
to crom-check each other. Indeed, these questions were designed 
precisely to bring out inconsistencies, if-any were present. The 
inconsistencies thus brought to the surface, point to -various 
important 
phenomena: 
1) Regardless. of whether workers xespond by saying that they are happy 
with their jobs, -uhen looked at in depth, it is. clear that there are 
many InegAtive' (-to put it mildly) qualities of their jobs, which they 
. a. re 
Aware of, which. they are able to express uilen'asked to. This 
-finding, 
in turn, may indicate that questioning workers' 'job- 
satisfaction' is meaningless_,, since, as these vorkers. have stressed on 
many occasi . ons, uken one is doomed to be a worker, it is irrelevant 
whether one likes. the job-or not. How to make the conditions of work 
better, more s. ecurej safer, more bearable, ' humane, etc., comes out as 
a more-meaningful question. And this is. A lesson taught by the workers. 
themselves_, had the. researcher not been aware of it in advance. Qet, 
that there is-.. a question'of 'intrinsic job satisfaction is undeniable. 
This. is. also articulated by the workers. themselves, and Lvill analyse 
its significance below. ) 
'2) That at least half the workers in each. case provided alternatives to 
the way in which-theix jobs are accomplishedý to the running of the 
site, and. to the organization of woik by the managers-is of'crucial 
importance. This. indicates that at least half of the workers in FAB 
have a fair. notion of-'the nature of the labour-process, a general 
awareness. of-the whole of the production process, of the. flaws in the 
system, and that the system is subject to malfunctioning. 
Providing alternative solutions. to the problems they themselves 
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visualize, is of further significance in that all the workers do not 
regard the existing organization of work as a must, as an absolute nor 
'natural' way of things. Therefore, in the FAB case, not all the 
workers have been habituated to the role of mere 'appendages to machin- 
ery'. They have not fully yielded the 'responsibility' of the 
production process - in their own consciousness -- to the management. 
Neither have they totally submitted to the manageri al control. These 
finaings (-further substantiated below) uhen -viewed 
in the light of: 
one, that thettendency of the CLP in FAB is to separate conception and 
execution to its. natural limits, and -two, that the managerial practice, 
on the iihole, is geared towards furthering this division, becomes all 
the more crucial. This, is, an important issue, ' hence, I. want to expand 
on it; -mainly by 
integrating the idiosyncracies. of YAB/Turkey with the 
general nature of labour in the CLP both of'-Which help to explicate the 
above phenomena. 
-First, on the qýiestion of those aspects---and mechanisms. of the CLP 
in 
FAB ubich- can be said to have implications -for'the 'TAB. workers and 
their relatively comprehensive -view of that labour-process 
(most of 
these have already been'presented in the first part of'the thesis, 
therb*fo-re_, here I will only establish the -relational aspects., by 
reference to the characteristics of the CLP in FAB). ' 
il YAB- is, a zelatively recently established factory a society which in 
is in the process. of industrialisation. ' Ilen6e, 'vhat can exist as. a 
tendency in the CLP, has not been established'comPletely'. That is, 
neither'coneret6ly nor in the consciousness of'its. participants. 
ii) A consequential element of the first factor'is that the life-span 
of FAB-allows -for the presence of many workei: ý who fiave -been' there 
since the "set-up" period., whereby they-. have acquired' a comprehensive 
notion of the prodUction'process. This. is. important,, -. because those 
vorkers-then., are not and do not feel totally imprisoned'in the jobs 
they -are doing-at present, even though, they'may. be'-detdi-l, taska. Their 
pas. t experience allows these workers to see . the'ýontribution'their own 
labour makes. 'to the production process-, thereby counteracting the 
degrading impact of the CLP. 
iii) The majority of the uorkers have-an immediate peasant past (or 
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ongoing contacts with agriculture), and similarly many other workers 
have been previously employed in non-factory types of workshops. Both 
of these groups' relationship to the CLP is easily seen in the CLP's 
transient nature. By implication, this means that most workers are not 
habituated to an industrial 'time-sense' . Until the workers acquire 
this new 'time-sense', there is a time-lapse which- makes it all the 
more difficult for the management to control. Conversely, the novelty 
of the industrial experience for these groups evokes alertness and 
enthusiasm -for the 
industrial work. 
iv) The novelty of industrialization for'the society as a whole keeps 
vorkers! interest alive in the achievements of the. company. An often 
-reiterated' solution to Turkey's economic 
bottle-neck is that it can 
only be through -further 
industrialization'and 
-more exports, both of 
uhich. call -for more 
'hard-work' and commitment from- the 'people. A 
strong national identity, a national consciousness of'being an under; - 
developed society, and the role each individual has to play in order'to 
break this spell_, are significant determinants, of FAB workers' ideology 
-and -consciousness. For these reasons, there 
is a tendency to down- 
grade the individual problems faced'in. vork, on a particular site, 'and 
conversely up-grade the importance attached'to creating a better future 
by working harder' (xegardless of conditions of'wrk)., and hence the 
I- nter6st in the nature of'the productive process and how to make it 
better., more efficient. - 
_v) The controversial nature of'management 
due partly to their afore- 
mentioned* background, -and partly to their part 
ic iýation'in the national 
consciousness, precipitates. 'flaws in the'6trictnes. ý of . managerial 
control. Some individual managers' sympathetic attitudes'towards 
worker6. make6'the 'managerial body less rigid. Further'more, 'for'most 
managers - what they' learn theoretically in the bnLverýities Ouring 
their. enkinee ring courses) - and the 'technical knowledge and skills 
. -required of'them-at the point of production'-are divergent. Therefore,, 
at least, when' they' first arrive to the s-ite, 'they'. are dependent on 
the skill and technical knowledge of'the experiended'workerg. In this 
fe6pect, there is. wider"s. cope for'more workers to have access-, to 
'conception'. And-also, -, the managers cannot'be'ýaid to be totally 
monopolising 'conception' in the production'process., in an immediate 193., 
s. ense. 
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vi) The dualism intrinsic to the problem of -further specialisation 
and separation - of tasks into detail work -and assigning each detail to 
a single worker'- -from the point of -view of management 
is evident in 
their controversial treatment of this problem. The lack of spare 
parts. -for 
imported'machinery places the continuation of production' 
Call the more) on the labourers' skills. By further' specialising 
tasks, the management would be depiived'of 'their reliance on*workers 
to xeplace-missing spare-parts with their skills:. 
Furthermore, by allowing -for fairly 
broad job. definitions, hence ' 
obs. curing ubat the real job- of -a worker' is, they can 
(and do)'ýsk a 
vorker'to -accomplish tasks that a 
detail-worker' could not *be asked to 
perform-, or would simply not be able to. ' This usually comes in the 
form-of "drudgery-wor 'J, workers object to ihis-vehem6ntly, as will be 
seen below -Aien'theix specific complaints are 4uoted'. This points to 
a contradiction, because the tendency of the CLP'in. FAB. is to achieve 
a certain stability in terms of profits, continuity of *production, and 
factory discipline, 'etc., while simultaneously management as an 
institution'is- established to ensure this. The contradictory tendency 
-ran be 
detected. both from an internal evaluation'of the labour process, 
in. ]FAB, alone., 'as. well as by looking at the tendenci6s. * and the* temporary. 
stability -reached 
in the CLP's of the mature capitalist world., which 
both- point to the -fact that -although the 
drive is.. f or's tabi lity, -alat 
governs. the i. -apitalist. m6de of production*and the -CLP'is. instability. 
In other words, the management of YAB on. l. the one hatid is. geared towards 
stab. ilityl -- which would necessitate 4 clear-cut , def 
inition'of jobs as. 
well as- maximization *of specialization. Andý--6tv`the 6ther'hand,, there 
are hi. storical and cultural characteristics of the Turkish 'working class 
which, at times. 'can be used'in the interests of'the system', which in 
turn tempts. -management to preserve some 6f*thos6 characteristics - even 
though. they hinder'this- further division'of'labour. Stability and 
instability obviously contradict each other, and can only be'-iesolved at 
specific instances. of bargaining/contronýation'betiqoeii the management 
and the workers (or the union). 
All these six. factors, considered'are'specific features. 'of'FAB_, as 
situated'in Turkey' -*bic'h account for'the'findings. of'the questionnaire, 
indicating thatFAR workers- have-a 'coMPreh6ngive"conception'of'the 
labour-proces-s. 
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This brings -us to the second, xelated -aspect uhich. has implications 
-for the occurrence of this totalistic conception. 
This aspect emerges 
from an analysis, in -abstraction, of the specific nature of labour- 
power. In this respect, Marx, and following Marx, Braverman, 
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emphasising the inalienable nature of labour power -from the labourer 
himself, have examined the -relationship between Labour and Capital at 
the point of production. Real subordination of labour, that is-, 
capital materially controlling the worker at the Point of production., 
is not totally feasible, because it is not possible to separate the 
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worker-from his-productive activity. To iay that capital materially 
controls labour, degrades the worker to a commodity, a factor*of 
production, a mere appendage to the machine; for capital to do this is 
for capital to cease relying on labour's Social prodcutivity, it has 
to have accumulated all knowledge, skill and creativity to itself. 
The scientific management techniques-of Taylorism were the most 
extreme attempt to achieve this, but they-failed because of the 
inseparability of labour-power from the labourer himself - Furthermore, 
. for capital to yield profits and accumulate, 
it needs 'cost efficiency', 
.a constant 
increase in productivity, for both of which it is dependent 
on the labourer's knowledge of the details of the production process 
itself. Hence, by-reducing the labourer'to a mere alltomat6n, by 
ý 
depriving him of all skills and knowledge, capital alho deprives itself 
of the creativity of labour which it is- so dependent upon. In this 
context, this -very lack of the zeal subordination of labour caused 
post-Taylor -managements. to attempt to garner workers. 
' skills - labour 
power,, by. more use of wage incentives., by strategies. ' 40f'measured day 
w, o. rk, by job evaluation and motivation: that is, by the larger 
strategies of Human Relations, Industrial Psychology and Industrial 
-Democracy. Once 
it is accepted that this separation'and isolation of 
. control cannot 
be totally made, then it seems managerial sttategies 
(even in the context of greater mechanization/cybernation'- these 
demand new-skills, new-creative inputs, et6. ) acquire a 'motivational' 
cRst. That is., the battleground (between Capital and Labour, or 
managers and workers. at the point of production) becomes'one. about 
levels of productive control and. consent. So the labour process. controls. 
U. e., zeitricts, imposes'routines; requires definite-actions and 
seqpencesl the worker. ', yet labour, by putting capital into motion for' 
production, can also be said to control. The process of labour is 
thus. reciprocal. So, there is. -a potential for labour - given'that 
management relies on it - to produce goods to challenge both the 
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labour process and ideology. 
It is this potential that can be observed in the FAB workers' 
relation to the labour process, and which is reflected in the answers 
given to the above five questions. How this potential is manifest in 
the sphere of ideology can be found, in their definition of management 
and union (see sections iv and v of this chapter), as well as in the 
Workers' individual and collective actions which challenge managerial 
control. (Such as those discussed in Chapter VII. ) 
3) Going back to the point of this chapter; it has been said that app- 
arent inconsistencies in the replies of the workers to these five 
questions point to various important phenomena. So far two of these 
have been presented. As for the third one, the tremendous variation 
in the workers' responses (of the sample population) must be pointed 
out. The features of this variation are such that they can be 
referred back to the differentiation of work situations in FAB (as 
explicated in chapters II, IV and V). It can be seen that the 
complaints, demands, and dreams of workers concerning the labour- 
process, have an almost direct correspondence to their immediate job 
experiences, and therefore point to how they relate to their own 
productive activity. In other words, just as workers have a varied 
mat rial existence, despite their similar situation as workers in the 
same factory, the way they define this material existence is also 
varied, implying therefore, that the definitions (or conceptions) 
derive directly from immediate experience. 
Based merely on the workers' own statements Us they are extracted by 
the questionnaire), it is certainly not possible to assess their 
#situational awareness' as positive or negative, high or low, or as 
'correct' or 'incorrect' (in other words, as class-consciousness or 
false consciousness). What can be said however, is that in an 
'untidy', complicated and contradictory environment, the workers' 
conception of the environment is also contradictory (this applies to 
both i4ithin an individual worker's conception, and the working-classis 
collective consciousness). Determinacy of the 'environment' over the 
'conception' can be and is transcended however at the level of 
I consciousness. The inquiry into this is undertaken in the next chapter. 
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Here, I vant to substantiate the points made so far, by presenting a 
detailed analysis of the recurrent themes in vorkers' responses to the 
questionnaire. 
These themes are first grouped together to elucidate: 
1) worker's relation to his productive activity, and 
2) worker's. relation to his fellow men, 
uhich constitute the subject matter of the following sections (ii) and 
(iii). respectively. 
ii) Worker's-2elation To His Productive Activity 
The 101 workers in my sample-mentioned several factors-against which 
they judged their jobs, either in the form-of a complaint, or as 
reasons--for being content. A survey of all the -answers to Q. 18 and 
Q. 20, made it possible to, group the factors. mentioned by the workers 
under various themes which seemed to recur. I want to point out that, 
by this method, I-could analyse workers' responses'without introducing 
any egoteric criteria. The themes, I have been sensitive to especially, 
Eire determined by the main concern of this-thesis; that is., to 
inquire into the mechanisms in the labour-proces- 19 which, gLve rise to 
accertain consciousness of it, as it is-expres-sed'by the workers. 
themselves, Therefore, the titles of these main themes., are introduced 
as-they. occur in the. replies; as themes workers. have thought important 
to mention, that is.., important to the way in which they'relate to their 
productive activity. 
A: Envixonmental Conditions 
B-. 
-Previous- 
Job Experiences, and work of-otfier departments. 
C: Division'of Labour, and tools 
D., Shift-work 
E: Wages. - 
Y. * Manpower Shortage 
G,, Lack of Better Alternýtives 
11: Intrinsic iobý, Satisfaction 
The number of workers. who mentioned. one or more of these themes, as a 
xesponse to Q. 18 and Q. 20 are illustrated'in the tabld-below'(IXii_, J) 
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Table IX, ii, l: Reasons for Job Satisfaction, and Complaints 
Total occ- Total occurr- 
Occurrences urrence as ence as reason 
as a res- reason for for satisfact- 
Title of the ponse to Total Occ- complaint/ ion/lack of 
Themes Q. 18 Q. 20 urrences* dislike** complaint*** 
A: 
- 
Environment- 
al Conditions 19 41 53 45 
B: 
_ 
Previous job 
experience 
and work of 
other dep- 
artments 10 1 11 1 10 
C: Division of 
labour, and 
tools 3 11 14 13 1 
D: Shift-work 14 9 19 11' 8 
E: Wages 17 11 27 16 11 
F: Manpower 
shortage 1 8 9 8 1 
G: Lack of bet- 
ter alter- 
natives 31 8 35 not applicable+ 19 
H: Intrinsic 
job. satis--' 
faction 25 12 34 8 26 
Q. 18: Are you happy with your job, why? 
Q. 20: If you have any complaints about your job, what are they? 
Total sample: 101; Columns do not add up to 101 because: a) only those 
workers. who have cited this theme are entered, b) one worker is 
included in as-many themes as he has mentioned. 
* Total occurrences is not obtained by adding the rate of occurrence for 
each question. If the same worker has mentioned the same theme, for the 
same reason, in answering both of the questions, th6n in obtaining the 
total occurrences he is only counted once. This is in order to prevent 
a superfluous inflation of the rate of occurrences. 
** This figure is obtained by counting all those who have given the 
theme-in-concern as a reason to complain about, or dislike the job - 
regardless of whether they have expressed it as an answer to Q. 18 or 
Q. 20. The method described in M above also applies here. 
*** Same as (**) except that this total brings together all those who 
have cited the theme--concerned as a reason for liking their jobs or 
having no complaints. 
+ It is. not applicable because, other than the 19 who gave this theme 
is a reason for satisfaction, or lack of complaints, the remaining 
workers simply stated this theme in a matter-of-fact way; therefore 
they cannot necessarily be said to be complaining. 
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A: Envirormental Conditions 
On the complaints side, this is the most recurrent theme in the 
workers' responses. This high occurrence shows that the environmental 
conditions of work are important criteria which workers use to 
evaluate their jobs as 'good' or 'bad'. The term environmental 
conditions brings together the physical conditions, such as pollution, 
noise, lack of air, cold, heat, poiion, un-safe conditions, or working 
conditions whereby industrial safety measures have not been taken. 
Forty-five workers (see table IX, ii, l) mentioned one or more of these 
factors as making work, or working, more difficult for them. It is 
important that these forty-five workers did not think these negative 
qualities were intrinsic properties of 'work' per se, but in actually 
putting them down as complaints, they explicitly express that these 
conditions are not 'natural' or at least that they may be corrected. 
Here are a few of the more striking examples which perhaps are also 
representative of different types of awareness: 
Q. 20: 1* ".... And also the lack of air here. I wish it were a 
spacious, airy place which takes in sunshine. What wears 
us out most is not the work so much, but this airlessness. " 
Q. 20: 3 "It is too hot. The dirt from the glass particles in the 
air and the paraffin fumes. When I handl& a part of a 
machine, I can't even find a screw because of the dirt it 
is covered with. Heat and noise. " 
Q. 20: 108"That the work-place is too dusty. It becomes boring. 
When we need overalls, shoes, they don't make it easy for 
us. Those sort of things. " 
Q. 20: 19 "Winter or summer we enter the freezers - with a lot of 
sweat, then we get cold .... But most of all, airlessness. The windows have been installed terribly shapelessly (in 
the wrong direction). " 
Q. 20: 26 "Glass-dust, heat. It is dangerous, it is tiring. It 
is heavy sometimes. The glass-plates (we handle) are 
Cliterally) very heavy. " 
What can readily be underlined in most of the responses is the immediate 
*a) Numbers referred to in quoting from the workers are the questionnaire 
numbers. 
b) Words in brackets throughout this chapter are mine. All translations 
are mine, and again, some of them may read peculiarly (from a linguistic 
point of view) - but no attempt was made to refine them in any way in 
order to preserve the workers' idiosyncracies in expressing themselves. 
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correspondence of the conditions of a certain job to the particular 
dissatisfaction expressed by the vorker doing that job. It is not 
surprising that a 'cook's hand' complains about having to go inside 
the freezeis, oi a glass-carrier should complain about heat and 
glass-dust; neither that an inspector complains about having to sit 
-for eight 
hours and start at the same point continuously. 
What I-find most interesting is the reflection in those responses, of 
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a high 'situational awareness' %ving such awareness is a 
double-edged sword for the workers. On the one bide, this awareness 
. reflects a hope 
in the fragility of the negative qualities of the 
labour-process.. On the other side, this awareness brings feelings of 
angex_, -frustration, futility because of the possibility 
(which the 
workers see)-for correcting the faults in the system, and the 
concurrent awareneas that they lack the-power to do ýnything about 
these themselves. Notice how this. is expressed by two Of the workers: 
Q. 20: 18 "No complaints whatsoever'. Because I. find it uncomfortables 
the joh seems. heavy to me. We work as. slaves.. Uhat if I 
had complaints. anyway? What, would come out of it? What 
can we do? " V 
And: 
Q.. 20, -100 "Dus. t .... we can't exhaust the counting of our problems 
-but thereare noremedies. Now we submit. to-inything (my emphasis-) 
It seems thatýcapitalist ', alienation' and total habituation of*the 
workers. to the i: onditions. of'work as they'are, will be 'complete' if 
more ýYorkeis. submit to these ýonditions without acting'-against them 
if more workers believe it is. futile to fight against_, or attempt to 
change these conditions,; and if more *Yorkers regard these conditions 
. as. naturally part and parcel of industrial work. ' Such tendendies'are 
already there (see the analysis of theme G below)., yet tendendiesýthat 
contradict or counteract these are also present in the collective 
constiousness, of the-FAB workers as expressed'in their. responses'. One 
such tenden6y can be defined. retrospectively., in that it i& bnl)r eight 
workerg. (nut of 101) who uere satisfied'with their jobs. becaus, e they 
. regard the environmental conditions that pertain to their jobs'as 
fdVourable. ' More supportive reflections on these tendencieswill be 
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presented-under the xelevant titles. 
B., Previous. Job Experience-and-Work of-Other-Departments. 
some workers (xefer to table IX, ii, l) relate to their jobs favourably 
or unfavourably according to how their present occupations. Atand in 
xelation to either'their own past experiences. 'of. work, or in 
comparison withthe work-activity carried out in the 6ther'plants of 
FAB. On that comparison ten workers decided*that they have better 
terms in their current jobs. only one complained'that it is worse, 
and this is. in comparison to the conditions. in which he performed his 
task be-fore the removal of a device which is. essential. for his job. 
1 197 Since then, he has to perform the scooper s function manually. 
This criteria. for assessing jobs points to the notion the workers 
have of 'good' and 'bad' jobs, which become meaningful only in 
comparison with their other experiences. of work, or with what they 
see others doing. As in these examples: 
Q, 18: 3 "I. am-happy (with -my 
job). It is. better' compared' to 
outside Cthe bottle. factory production area). " 
Q.. 18: 94 "At this moment-, I. am happy. Why shouldn't I-be happy? 
Instead of working with a pickaxe and shovel., it is better 
like this... " 
There is. a difference in the main point of'con6ern: in the former it 
seems: to be'the way her job, stands in its overall context rather than 
simply being concerned*with the work, the actual activity she carries, 
out. Sheregards. the circumstances that apply to other'jobs-worse 
than her own, and this. becbmes a reason'for satisfaction. In the 
latter. case, the present job is asses6ed'against that. productive activity 
characterized by pickaxe and shovel. The workek compares'. his present 
work_(. which is to grease and maintain the vehUles. of'the Floatation 
department) with the. manner in uMch he had to work (4ith a pickaxe And 
Ohovel), and -feels. content. 
C: Tools. and Division of labour 
This sub-title brings. together two separate aspects of the ýharacterigtics 
of the labour-proceas in FAB. One is xelated'to the tools, loom's and 
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e4uipment that various types of work require. The other is concerned 
with the job-definitions, and the division of labour this refers to. 
The common denominator in these two, 0iich groups them together, is 
ubat the absence of either means for the workers, or -more precisely, 
Ior the tasks-they'are required'to fulfil. 
The lack of tools, equipment, or'the inefficiency of'those-available 
is. -. z-most common complaint amongst the. worker6 - more than is-actually 
_, 
ii, l). reflected by the numbers who mentioned'it Csee table IX 
For example-. 
20-- 61 "Our complaint is, lack of ýtools, equipment. -You want to do a job - nothing (you need) is there. You want 
. research, to 
develop'methods. - there is. nothing which is 
necb6sary. " 
'i Q.. 20--30 ".... the organization and the loOM.. in our workshop: the 
roof leaks, the air-conditioning is. bxoken.,, the cupboards 
are not big enough Uor the tool S ). Then we leave our 
tools-around, can't care for them suffidiently - they 
'die' as a result. " 
Only one worker'(30)* mentioned that the looms he. ijorks-on are, modern 
and efficient, and therefore he was happy to,. work-6n this job-. Perhaps 
more significant than the nuiaber of workers, - who mentioned tools., 
etc.. as. important. aspects. in their relation'to-iheir productive 
activity - is-the fact that this theme is there and expressed'by some 
workeir6-as-. either. something to be happy about., or to be dissatisfied' 
with, in the accomplishment of their tasks.. 
Similarly, a lack of "sufficient separation of jobs! or'clear-cut job 
definitions is.. a recurrent dissatisfaction amongst workers- As. far as 
the answers: to Q. 18 and Q. 20 are concerned, not'very many (a total of 
13). mentioned this to be a problem. Some typical answers are like the 
following: 
Q. 20; 57 "Which department we belong to is not specified'- we're'' 
still. not given a. cadre (a quota., title). They take us 
Notice that the 6ame worker gave contradictory answers-to Q. 18 and 
Q. 20. The first quote being from Q. 20 --and the second being from Q. 18 
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from the machine, put us onto packing Cox) wherever they 
want to. Even when the machines work_, they take the 
. machines out of circuit and still 
Cfind) something to give to 
you in some other place. " 
Q. 20-. 41 "When'there is no packing (to be done)-', they'make'you'do 
numerous. other jobs. They make you a 'hammal' (a porter, 
a 'coolie'), that's why I'm not happy. " 
Q. 20: 5 "Because we haven't got a specified job., uhateverý-jwork 
the. factory has, we have to do. that. Regardless. of whether 
a certain task is part of-our job-6r not, we'. do it. For' 
example, the furnace-workers' jobs, It. would have been' 
better if w stayed in specified'jobs-. Besides, when you 
work for many departments, it means. you have to Work with many 
superiors .... 
it 
When I-first. heard that many workers were keen 6n more specialization, 
Ior -further division of labour, I-was surprised. I. 
discussed this. 
informally with some of'the workshop workers in BIC,. and asked them 
if they would be more satisfied to work. as., for example.,. a car 
worker, doing a. s. imple.,? sjmonotonous..,. repetitive. but nevertheless very 
clearly defined'and specialized job. They'were puzzl6d'by this 
contrast; the choice seemed to be between'the-frying pan and the fire. 
They xesponddd'that 'o_they'wouldn't like'to'Screw'the same screws all 
the time', but, paradoxically, would like, more specialization and better 
joh', definitions-. at,. YAB. One worker put it this, way: 
"Why we want more specialization'bere, is. because otherwise 
you are given too much work, too much, drudgery. If you are 
someone Who knows a bit about many things, then'it is. always 
you who they-call for. You are given all, soris. ofjobs, and 
your workload becomes heavier'than the xest. " 
It is a very striking example of the tendency of the CLP to further 
separate conception and execution as. well as-the fragmenting and de- 
skilling of jobs_, and support. for this tendency, from the workers. 
themselves. When'one's own skill, onels. own knowledge produces 
heavier workloads, then, before one realises'it, one unknowingly 
xeinforces the process-leading to de-skilling and the decline of 
knowledge. The last sentence of the worker quoted. above., seems. to 
, confirm workers' internalisation of. managerial values.: 
"Productivity would be higher if there were more specialization. 
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D., * Shif t--Work I 
A total of eight workers. said that they are satisfied with-their job. s 
because they'vork in shifts- This satisfaction_, as-can be seen from 
the O-xamples-below_, is not due to shift-work as-. such, but that shift- 
work allows them-to be out at different times'of'the day, and more 
often, allowsthem to work on the land as, velli 
Q. 18.; 8 "I-am-happy; if I weren't 1-wouldn't have. ý7orked'- The 
shift--work allows, -me to do my own things. ouisi-de. 
" 
Q. 18; J2 "For'the time being, we are happy. We 'work for*eight 
hours, then you can -do-your , own work 
for sixteen, hours;, 
if 
- not, you can go around,: stay at. 
home, go to the 
coffee house.... " 
Q. 18: 918 "I--am-happy for the time, being, because we only work. for 
eight hours. " 
The way some workers. stress-the difficulty of, 'working -for'eight hours 
Crefer to table IXiil), while others, like 98. and 72 above, think. of 
it as. favourable... i. s important. The implication is.. that a material 
aspett-of_wark. per-se such-as 'shift-work-' can not'be said to initiate 
dislikeldissatis-faction amongst the workers even', though the detrimental 
effects, of-shift--work can be objectively established. In-other'words, 
workers! _relation to their jobs, to 
their productive ictivitie&, ' is. 
not simply determined by the objective donditions-of, 'work.,.. but worker&' 
subjective evaluation of those conditions, play. an equally, important 
. role. Even the, duration'of eight hours,. the. question. of-how--long 
eight hours-.. are, is... a question answered subjectively by the workers. 
Their subjectivity. determines. whether eight-hour workis. s. omething 
satisfying or. s. omething. to endure, to suffer. 
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F-: Wage s. 
This. sub-title brings together those replies, 'which deem'vages, as. 
littlelinsufficientlunequal value for their Iabour, -as well as those 
wGrkers '%&o -, expressed satis. faction with the. amount of'. wages. they' 
-receive. 
Yor a total of tyenty-seven workers, wages-' seem to be a criterion by 
which-to-assess their jobs (see table IX, iil). Those who are 
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satisfiedas a xesult of this assessment . gave mainly 
two reasons. 
either because the wages., are satisf-actory by their own standards, or 
simply because 'it earns them a living, their bread'. 
Examples of each are. given successively:. - 
"Yor the time being we are happy- it is, the income; for 
uiiat other reason could it be? " 
Q. 18-. 39 "I' , am happy-. By-virtue of this-place, 'I'm going to provide 
a-future ! or my children. I-am happy-both with the job-and 
the-money. " 
Q. 18: 34 "Well, a little bit happy: we work. We earn-a -few pennies.. We look-after. ourselve& (with that money). "* 
Those who are dissatisfied with the wages'simply stated'this as a fact, 
such- as.: 
Q.. 20--. 70 '! Money issue .... 
it is little. We don't-get our, labour's. 
wo-rth. That's-all (of my complaints). " 
Y, "--14anpower Shortage 
-A total of_nine workers. 
(see table IXii, l) iaentioned, manpower shortage 
-as -a problem for'thei r place of work, -and more 
specifically-, as-a 
problem*which-makes. 'their jobs. -heavier, more 
difficult than they would 
otherwise be. Some of them. also expressed'. the fluctuations. in their 
workload as. -a, zesult of'management's. re-§huffling of 
the number of men' 
per unit, of per machine. Tor examplei 
Q. 20-: 98 ".... or when they send some men of. your. group to anothýr 
machine, then there are too _fe, ýi 
Cof'-you) left and the job- - 
. becomes. harder. " 
Hore typical zesponses. simply -refer to a. problem of manpower shortage., 
such-asi 
Q., 20. -89. "Not enough men. We get pressured'. " 
Q. 20, -27 "Ranpower shortage. When we need'4 men/machine, 'we have Cinstead) 2. " 
*Again an interesting case. of, contradiction . between the responses, to the 
two questions_. The s-ame worker said, in replying to. Q. 20: "Our wage i's little,.... on top of working so much .... 11 
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Manpower, sharta. Se seems to be the only theme whose occurrence 
-corresponds to particular departments-of both BIC and SG. " In other 
words, all the wnrkers who mentioned this-as: -a problem, either work in 
the Reset'department of S-G-(glass-carriers), or the Packing department 
of BIC. The. acute problem-of manpower'shoriage in the-former 
department_, 
-and how-this was created'by a gradual process through 
managerial policies: have already been mentioned'(-Chapters. V1 and VII). 
The interesting common aspect in those two depArtments., is that, in 
both, the pace of wzrk is-Aetermined by the-rhythm of the machinexy. 
There-foxe, workers: can be made to work. faster., by. speeding-up the 
-machinery p -the s thusgradually xequiring. fewer"men to'iccom'lish 
task, 
C-1 lack of Better'-Alternati-ves 
Not all the workers-tesponded with a straight-forward 'happy' or"not' 
happy' answer. to,, the-question concerned., Forýsome at -least, 
it proved 
to bez meaningless question; to'ask them'whether. they were happy with- 
their job& or not. The question implicitly assumes. that the workers. 
have a-choice Cto be happy or not), or'that it wouldmake. any difference 
if-they were. Similarly, to have complaints-or not about their jobs 
seemed equally meaningless-or pointless,, to some, bf'them. Expression of 
theirýcomplaints__about the-Jobs. Cprovided. they. had, any), these workers, 
assumed, would. not, 'help. to bring any changes-.. to, -remedy their problems.. 
The conceptions-lying beneath such xeplies. '. are. mainly-those thatý. derixe 
ftom the def inition -of, themselves -as. workers, .. as. working class,. j and 
therefore having no. choice but to work. If it is not this. job, it has. 
to be some other, es-sentially similar job. ',. Alteriiat6ly, some mentioned 
their -little education,. or. lack-of, any '_arV, _'trade' as. -reasons 
for 
restraining themselves.. from either'complainingýabout the jobs, - or 
expxessing sati-ifaction with, them. "What else 6ould. we do-anyway? " 
is. the typical response.. Yet others mentioned', the problem'of 
unemployment, the difficulty of finding other'jobs, as-reasons for 
being content wi-th--their present jobs, or'at -least., the-ieason for 
'not qpestioning' the nature of their jobs- Some of'-the. responses- 
-are qyoted below: 
1) Those who had-no complaints about their jobs-for'one. or more of the 
-above reasons- These add up to-six': 
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20-72 "We have no complaints, because we -are old workers, bAecause we are habituated, we are all right. " 
Q. 2o-. 66 "I. have no complaints. I-am a vorking--lad-; vhat complaints 
-could I have? " 
Q. 20: 17 "Yes-2 lhave complaintsbut (I'll say)-no_, because this is 
:a bread-winning placeforme - there i-s T-he prob-lemof 
unemployment about. " (My emphasis) 
2) The second group consists of those (16) who. are 'happy' with-their 
jobs. 'because 6f'lack of'Alternatives.. -or by'the nature 6f'being"-a 
worker, and-the nature 6f'vork: 
Q. 18; 15 "Lam happy. 'As. a primary'school graduate I couldn't'fin'd 
a ýetter job - therefore I. am happy. We-. ire under social 
security, there i-s-retirement ben6fit, that's-why. " 200 
Q. 18-, 21. "We are happy -and -yet we-. aren't. hý2pZ, because we guess 
that we ýcouldn't find-a bTtTterjob.... " (My emphasis) 
Q.. 18. -43 "I.,, am-., happy. - if we eat-a loafýof, ', bread (-fr'om*. a job)'-. we 
say 'may there be abundance'. " 
Q_. 18. -48 "we are not happy but-can be, regarded'.. as., happy. You have` 
to do it. (You, are simply obliged) .... Because we cannot 
. find any- other" job. we are happy. 'Uhat good'doeS it do to 
you if-you'. re not happy-anyway? " 
3) The-third. group -cons. 
ists, 
-of the-answers,. to 
the 'complaints' question 
(JQý-20), which displays., A ! non-questioning' of, the conditions. -of work_, 
and-z total-futi-lity-of--answering the 4uestion. -. Ther6, ire only twoý 
vorkers-, who -fall, 
into, this-. group * These two, 
do have 6omplaints, about 
their. jobs, but this is-subordinated'to a-more important concern: that 
'they work because they have to. ' 
41 The 
-fourth group consists of sixteen worke-ks. who, again do not 
question the nature of'their jobs, because. 'they'have. to-WOrk anyway', 
The difference between'this group and the three-'Cabove. ) is,, that while 
the previous.. group mentioned specific complaintsthis-group is-made 
up of-w-orker& who question the validity-of, asking 'are, you happy with 
yourjob? ' The smaller. number in this. group, if they make-anassess- 
-ment at -all, are on the 
'happy' side, 'as opposed'to-group number three. 
The examples-below-will clarify this point: 
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Q, 18, -10 "If I say Vm, happy -Aien there is such, unhappiness here, it won't do. Compared to working on the land - there is 
214 
nothing that changes Uor us). " .I 
Q. 18-. 17. "How- can iwe be happy? " 
Q. 18-. 27 "We haven"-t got an. art in our hands, we work-out of 
necessity. Because there i-s no other hope (mo-remedy), 
-faced with the obligation, we work. " 
Q. 18-. 108 "No one i-s ha ppy - but because there ire no other 
possibilities, _, we will say ve are 
happy. " 
As. the 6xýtmples: 'sh, oW__'Qlearly, the idea'of, 'being doomed'to be a worker, 
this., awarenbss- -of 
'their ob, 3ective exi-sten6e as- members. of the'ýIorking 
clas& is important to the way the workers relate to their jobs' * The 
problem-of Unemployment, the little bducation'the've had, the skills y 
they'-ve acqpired. ',, all contribute to exacerbateý the' situation for thes. e 
workers_, ýtnd become thexeasonýhy they interhaliseand*accept their 
suboxdinate position in the labour-proces. ý. 
Yet, whether these imrkers. regard the prevailing conditions, as-absolute 
and unalterable, '-ox not, cannot be inferied'. from . -the ainswers. to ' 
ýuestions-CQ, 18 and Q. 20) alone. The analysis. of, 'the'ans-wers- to the 
questions-of ', change"(-0.28, Q. 29'and Q. 30) will give-a better'insight 
into this. issue. ' 
One-final note: As. can be seen from the table (-IXii, ', 1 1) over one 
third of_*_my s-ample ýopulation'mentionýd'this-, themd-is important in 
determining their attitude towards'work in one way or*another. This. 
i-s-of-crucial importance on its own, Whatevdr'the reasons given for' 
it zre. 
H: Intrinsic Job'Satis-faction I 
It was said earlier'that the ýhenomenon'of, lintrinsiC job-satis, faction' 
is important. This- is, to say that both -as. a result- of 111Y participant 
ob-sparvation, iand the'inýferences that I--made re&trding the workers' own 
-responses, I_, came to the conclusion that intrinsic. job.. 'satisf action' is 
more relevant than job satisfaction'as such., in detbriýining the- 
subJectiverelation of'the workers to their wo'rký-ilctivity. I-simply 
mean that some workers like work. They'-also-like*inachinery,. are 
attached to ýheir. tools. They take satisfaction'in, accomplishing tasks, 
using their ski-lls.. This is more ieminiscent of those times'when'work. 
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was completely a productive and creative activity whereby the worker 
fulfilled hims&lf, extended his powers and skills, and in doing so, 
learned new skills, added to his 'powers' and so became more 
creative. 
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In analysing job specifics in FAB we have already seen 
that most jobs in FAB lack these creative qualities. However, it has 
also been argued that there are degrees of this 'lack'. Alternatively, 
some types of work-activities seem to contain more of the essential 
qualities of work as creative activity. Bearing in mind that I was 
not aware of this fact when I first went to FAB, one of the first 
things-that struck me was my perception thatnthere was no apparent 
(visible) resentment against machinery, and no apparent symptoms of 
estrangement,, of alienation. Both of the latter are very broad 
concepts, and since Marx, the debate on what constitutes 'alienation' 
has not been satisfactorily resolved. 
203 This issue, as well as the 
idiosyncracies of the FAB case that may prove to be relevant to the 
discussion on alienation, are presented in Chapter X. The concept of 
'intrinsic job satisfaction' 
204 is found to be useful in explicating 
one of those idiosyncracies. So, here, I want to relate a particulhr 
orientation of FAB workers towards their work - namely 'intrinsic job 
satisfaction' - to my initial observation of a non-alienated labour- 
force. The relationship between the two is discovered in the 
workers' own expressions in the questionnaire. 
As the'table indicates, over one third of the sample population used 
this criterion as a means of judging their jobs. This criterion is 
employed in one of two senses. Firstly, in their relation to their 
jobs as expressed in terms of 'love of work', love of doing their 
art/trade, or because they feel they are learning a trade; secondly, 
as feelings of unhappiness because they don't learn any skills, and 
because they are not allowed to use their arts/trades. Whether it is 
used in the former or the latter sense, in other words, whether it is 
an expression of a 'fulfilment' or a 'deprivation' due to 'lack of 
fulfilment', the fact that workers have chosen to mention these 
factors is a significant indication that 'intrinsic job satisfaction' 
is important in how they relate to their jobs. Furthermore, this may 
also prove to be important in explaining the apparent lack of 
'Symptoms' of alienation. This latter will be discussed later. 
Here, a closer look at some of the answers given by the workers is 
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necessary to substantiate the argument. Elements-comprising 'intrinsic 
job'satisfaction' appear. in various combinations. in the iqorkers' 
.. answers. These can 
be firstly grouPed'into.: 
1) 'intrinsic-job. satisfaction' - quoted'as a reason, for 'having no 
, complaints' about their jobs; and 
2) lack of 'intrinsic job, satisfaction',, - quoted'as-a-reason I for 
'having complaints' about their jobs*. 
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.: First-. 
four have. declared they have: no-Comýlaints about. theik jobs 
(xegdrd, less. of'whether they'provided"some ýoints, of'complaint later) 
due to one or'more of the factors utich'I took'to meah''intrinsic job, 
satisfaction'. Such as-, 
Q. 20--25 "So long as, there is work, 'I have no complaints,. - Ilike 
to wark,., and I don't object to any kind of it. "- 
Second: eight had complaints inxeldtion to-lack of'some factor(s) 
-related to, 
'intrinsic. jobý*satisfaction' in the work they do. 
Q, 20, -2 11 .... Nhen. z. controller rejects... a certain-line, bf'production, 
the foreman comes., and saya-you'can't-rej6ct this,. go and 
get'your repbrt. back., But then,, we have. ho. function'- if 
and when. the, foreman, -, decides. aboutý., pas. s'ý or 'no-pass, 
' out- 
of. his. own. head. We are not allowed to d6-, xkat. um think is. 
, corzect. ', '. Wy empha-sl-sý- 
Q. 20, --10 ...... Besides-', at best, what I-learn is-to break glass-(here) 
, and nothing else. ' That's why I'm not pleased'. 
" ' 
The next grouPing concerns; 
1) those warkpars who-are-satisfied with. theiijobs', beciluse they'approach 
towards-them from an 'intrinsic-iob-, orientation'.;. 'and the jobs-qualify 
for this-purposzý and 
2) those iko are not s, atisf ied_, because they, are 'intrinsically' 
-oriented, but-the 
jobs'ýdon't fulfil this. need'. 
, First,; there are, twenty-four workers who, expressed*satisfaction with- 
their jobs $ - theix. xeasons clustered around-the, ilse., 6f*ltheir 'skills' 
'arts. '., 'trades. 'ý a general liking for work/factory' -life. '-Since this. 
_group 
is-the most. relevant for my concern, and. also because I. find 
. most of'their answers fascinating, I-quote many of 
1, them. 
Q. 18, -2 "----mosý important (after'Icame herb), I loved this job,; 
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I love to work. " 
Q. 18: 14 "I am happy -I do the things I'm familiar with. When 
someone gets return for his work (labour) one is always 
happy - but it doesn't satisfy us materially. "* 
Q. 18: 29 "Of course I am happy. It is similar to how one finds 
peace at home, I feel like that when I enter the factory. 
I like working. " (my emphasis) 
Q. 18: 31 "For the time being we are happy. We wouldn't be working 
otherwise. I like moulding, I like my trade. What 
interests me is my job.... " 
Q. 18: 32 "I am happy. It is tough, but we got used to (it). It 
is considered an 'art' (trade). The reasonlis this: I 
liked the job - having regarded it (as) my own. " 
Q. 18: 33 "Yes, if a man does not regard the job as his own and 
doesn't like it, he can't be successful. Given that we 
are guccessful, then we are happy. " 
Q. 18: 42 "I am happy - instead of sitting at home doing nothing, 
to work is better from both the material and spiritual 
71Fd_es. And I like to struggle in life. " (My emphasis) 
Q. 18: 56 "I am happy -probably because I am doing the job with 
love.... " 
Q. 18: 62 "I am happy - because I work on machinery. I like to 
handle machines. " 
Q. 18: 70 "I am happy .... I like to work anyway. 
" 
Q. 18: 81 "At the moment I am happy - since the New Year. This is my 
'work' (art, trade) - it is within my 'branch'. Before 
they made me carry heavy iron bars. It was like a torture 
to me. It was a psychological oppression. " 
Those quoted here, and other similar expressions of workers' 'like' 
for their jobs, supports my observation that workers seemed to like 
machinery, that they liked being at the factory, and that it was 
difficult to suggest they were an alienated section of the working- 
class. A few examples of the second group of replies will suffice to 
show that a lack of intrinsically fulfilling working conditions is an 
important cause of complaint among FAB workers. 
Q. 20: 13 "I. am a graduate of the Art Institute; the job is not related 
to my profession - so it goes unused. This happened once 
I accepted this-*job. " 
* Since he has added that he is not happy with the money, the 'return' 
for labour' he is talking about refers to his- accomplishments. He is 
a lathe-operator working on 'moulds' - that is, completing them. 
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Q. 18: 61 "I am both happy and unhappy about my job, (the reasons 
for the latter are): there are not very many breakdowns 
that require our attention. So, we come in and out 
(of the factory) like civil-servants. It is something 
different from being a labourer. ( .... 
)I can't 
accomplish anything along my branch. This forces me 
to be wasted in our own trade. If we were in other 
departments, we would at least learn the engines .... it 
The examples indicate that the FAB workers in this group (the total 34) 
have a conception of work other than that implicit in the FAB 
labour-process. They feel wasted, and their skills unutilised when 
the labour-process lacks those qualities that are present in their 
conception of work. On the other hand, to the extent that they find 
these qualities in their jobs, they feel satisfied. The implications 
of this for FAB workers' consciousness are to be further discussed in 
Chapter X. 
iii) Worker's Relation To His Fellow Men 
In answering questions 18 and 20, some workers mentioned managers and, 
to a lesser extent, workmates as influencing their satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with their jobs. These two categories define the 
relationship workers enter into with each other and management during 
production. 
This is assessed in a similar manner to the previous section. 
A: Superiors-Management 
B: Mates 
The table below summarises the findings of Q. 18 and Q. 20 concerning 
the themes A and B above. 
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Table IX, iii, l: Relations with management and work-mates as reasons 
for jobsatisfaction or complaint 
Total occ- Total occurr- 
Occurrences' urrence as ence as reason 
as a res- reason for for satisfact,: -,, 
Title of the ponse to Total'Occ- complaint/ ion/lack of 
Themes Q. 18 Q. 20 urrences dislike complaint 
A-. Superiors- 
Management 21 22 
B: Hates 13 6 
43 
19 6 
23 16 
13 
Note: Same method of calculating the total occurrences applies here 
(-as in the table IX, ii, l) 
. A: Superiors-Management. 
In answering Q. 18, six workers expressed 'unhappiness' with their jobs 
because they could not get on well with their superiors, or the 
management (often'-referred to as 'they') who made things more difficult 
for them. Here are s-ome examples: 
Q. 18: 24 "We are constantly confronted with the chief (day-manager) - 
only if it were. an open relationship.... " 
Q. 18: 46 "No, Uam not happy with my job), we are not regarded as 
equals vith-the memurs- Creferring to both white collar 
and managerial Personnel) .... What they seek here is only 
work - human health, the psychological. situation of the 
workers is, not taken into consideration at all. " 
In answering Q. 20, twenty-two workers have centred their complaints 
about. managementaround their relationship with their superiors. These 
twenty-two include responses which directly mention superiors/ 
management as-negative-factors, such as "They'are not understanding, 
helpful,. etc. " as well as where they are indirectly mentioned, such as 
"They make us do.... " followed by a complaint. The more typical 
examples. are as. follows: 
Q. 20-*2 ".... And when the chiefs (day-managers) grant you the 
premiums, they'do it without considering who is working 
and who is not. Although they changed-my department, they 
didn't give me a5 kuruq Cone penny) pay-rise., so that 
they could 'curry favour' from above. ' When Lvas 
'squeezed' into a machine, when Vve been vorking-for-what 
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I'm worth, then the foreman comes to me and says, 'don't 
you say that I assigned you to work here'.... " 
Q. 20: 24 "There is a. friction between us and, the chargehands, 
(postabagi). They put the wrong tickets on the wrong 
types of products (sometimes the 'accepted' tick6ts on the 
rejected products), then we are asked to make a report 
about this. If we write the report, we are in trouble 
vith the 'postabaqi'; if vv don't, with the foremen and 
the chiefs. And what we say is, after all we are all 
workers under the same roof. " 
Q. 20: 30 "'. -... There is no communication between the employers and 
the employees - no-mutual talk about the problems, no 
relationship.... " 
Q. 20: 81 "C .... 
), um don't get on with the supervisors. Some 
prob-lems. arise, there is friction. Then it is O. K. again. 
Then it is. xotten again - carry on vith the job .... it 
Q. 20: 84 "For example, our superintendents put too much pressure on 
us,. They tell you to go here, there. ' Sometimes, there are 
hard jobs. The lift-truck slows down a bit. Then they' 
come. and ask you why you load so slow. " 
As the table CIXiii., I) shows, a total of twenty-three workers 
complained about their superiors/management for non-co-operative 
behaviour, unequal treatment, -for being unfair and 
inefficient. 
However., s. ixteen workers mentioned*gooa relations-with their superiors/ 
management as part of the reasons why they are satisfied with the jobs 
they are doing. That the workers of the same factory should have such 
. diverse attitudes towards the same management. implies'firstly that 
individual differences among the manager6. are observed'and important 
-for'the workers. -Secondly, workers, 
in their subjective judgment of 
: managerial attitudes', place the emphasis,. in varying degrees, on 
-diHerentraspects of these attitudes., that is, mainly in accordance 
vith specific departments and their corresponding managers. 
However, without qualifying the nature of, the-relitionship., that nearly 
half of the s. ample population Cseeýtable IXiii,, l) mentioned the 
-management as-a criterion for'job satisfaction shows that what is 
re. garded. as, lgooal or 'bad'. relations is important. for the workers: 
important in making their tasks easierlharder, in making the factory 
-conditions. of-w-ork more tolerable or more intolerable. As in this. 
Q.. 18: 4 "Y, e. s, we are happy. The good'intentionsýof'our' managerý 
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primarily account for this.... " 
Or, as in these examples below, managerial attitude can be a positive 
influencei 
Q. 18-7 "Lam happy. -From my own point of view the shift managers 
, and the chief (day-manager) behave maturely - that's why. " 
Q. 18: 78 "I am happy C .... 
) Our supervisor (shift-manager) is a nice 
person, like a -friend. 
Q. 18: 89 "Thank Cod I am happy: both our superiors and the memurs 
have good will.... " 
B, Mates 
The YAB-workers-do not seem to place. as. much emphasis on their 
-relations. with work-mates as they 
did with their superiors. This may 
be due to Several -factors.: one 
is that the 'favourableness' of the 
. reUttions with-the mates-could. 
have been taken'for granted', therefore 
not mentioned. Another-factor could be that such a. relationship may 
simply not exist due to them working in is-olation. from each other, or 
unimportant as. an influence on the mode of conduct of the worker's job. 
Alternatively however. ',, the dominant role of the superiors/management 
in the laboUr-process, and therefore, their influence on the workers 
being-moxe powerful than that of mates, might have been the reason for 
the-forme. r appearing more often than the latter in the workers' responses. 
The questionnaire findings- do not allow us to make further inferences 
on this. issue. 
2o6 
As table IXiii, l. indicates, when the mates. 'were-re-ferred to, this is. 
. a&-a positive effect on their relation'to 
their work and factory -life: 
I 
Q.. 18, -49 "We -are happy 
C.... ) because the friends- we work with are 
good - because of friendship.... " 
Q. 18-52 "In*, a way yes, and that's because when'the mates. you work 
with have similar minds, then the job is not'so difficult.... " 
Qý. 18: 7-7 "L. am-happy because, we are-5. mates, of'the same 
mentality we do things together-', accomplish things. " 
Q_. -18-. '. 78 
"Lam happyý; there is harmony among us with-the mates. " 
only six workers -reported their relations with their work-mates as. 
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unfavourable, *two of those being conditional-I such as: 
Q. 20: 16 "They give someone who knows nothing to the machine- 
operators (-us), and until we teach him the job, this 
creates too many difficulties. " 
Thexemaining -four are more direct in evaluating their relations with 
work-mates, as negative influences on their job-satisfaction: 
Q. 20-2 "Sometimes, those who are inconsiderate among your. mates 
can burden you with-all the work-load.... " 
Q. 20-31 ".... various other irritations - amongst the mates. For 
some it is their first job, so they. don't know anything 
they haven't. got a labourer's life (behind them). They 
are ignorant .... 
to 
The last two znswers point to an important divisive factor'am'ong the 
workers. Some workers uto are not habituated'to the CLP, 'or do not 
-conform-with the norms-of the CLP, by-virtue 6f'these 4ualities, either 
-cons-ciously or'intuitively seek for individual'liberation"from'the 
oppressive conditions. of work. In doing'so, these workers act against 
the interests of their fellow'worker6, and create division and hostility. 
The game problem arises-between the workers who are oriented towards an 
'intrinsic job satisfaction' and those iwho'are not. Yor-the latter, 
pas. sivity, non-participation'and working less. becomes. meahingful 
political action; ' yet'this creites*a dilemma,, especially for'the 
. former_', namely to-, seek self-fulfilment 
in work, or'aim-for'collective 
political gains. 
Seeking both, individual liberation and self-expression'in work becomes 
-a dilemma because of, the-hature of the CLP_,,. or. more precisely because 207 
of the conditions of'estranged labour. The estranged labour is. a 
product of'the social nature of labour and tba-private ownership of 
the means ofAabour. The former deems individual liberation practically 
imposS. ible, and the paradox'arises'due to ýhe'inabilityý of'the'workers, 
to grasp this. relationship Ci. e. ', betveen'his labour, and'its impact 
on . his.. fellow-men). ' The Iatter'puts the'workek'aiid the'baýitalist 
(oi his representatives, = the shop-floor) in two hostile camps due 
to the intagonistic interests it gives'. rise to. 
208 As'exemplified 
in the FAB-case, *hierarchical organization'of work at the point of 
production and its divisive-features are concrete manifestations of 
.1 
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antagonistic interests, and also accounts for the workers' inability 
to grasp their common interests as a class. 
Harx's postulate that the estranged nature of labour under capitalism 
determines how men relate to each other also sums up the FAB worker's 
relation to his fellow-men (of both other, workers, and the managers); 
and this-as an expression of his-relation to himself. IMarx writes: 
"The estrangement of man, and in fact in every relationship in 
-AAch man stands to himself, is -first-realised and expressed in the. relationship in which a man stands to other men. 
Bence within the-relationship of estranged labour, each man 
views the other in accordance with the standard and the 
position in iAiich he -finds himself as. a worker. 
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-iv) On'the-workeLrs"concept of-'change''as-. an'. aspect-of their 
definition of-the-labour-procesý 
The answers. to the questions 28,29 and 30 of the questionnaire 
jconstitute the basis. from., which the conceptions of the labour-process, 
by the workers, are derived. The questions are: ' 
Q.. 28---Are there any changes that you would like to see'made on the 
site Cin the workplace)? 
Q_. 29-: -Are there-zny-changes that you would like'made concerning your 
Own j obl 
Q.. 30, -. Do you'think., this. is the best*posSible way to'. accoMPlish the 
job- you'. are doing here? 
The analysis-. of. the ans-wers. to'these questions, in terms. of'the 
recurxent themes, '. in them provides information* iind Ahus allows for 
interpret. ition, o'n'three'. main issuesý 
1ý Mat is-the definition of'the labour-process, and the workers' own 
xelation to it, ý. as articulated by. the workers themselVes.? 
2. 'What do these definitions- demonstrate'in regird to class conscious. - 
ness.? 
3. What do we learn. about the nature of the laboar-process in FAB, 
looking at-it through workers! eyes,? 
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The'answers to the, above three questions consist of a description 
of the work--process_; of alternatives provided by the workers to the 
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present 
, 
organization of work; and the demands made concerning these. 
The three factors do not always appear as distinct as-I have 
presented'. them: here. ' Often, a desire is. expressed'in a complaint-, 
or an alternative is implicit in the demands worker6-make. Many 
other'combinations-also emerged. Most of'the l0lanswers however, 
banibe brought together*, under 12 themes'. These latter'are constructed 
in the same mannei'as previously explained'in section'(0. 
: of this 
cW. ipter'. The headings areas follows- 
, A)-'Demands. on alterations 
in working hours and, in the shift system. 
B) Demands ftom'the management; demands-from'the society/state., or' 
life in general. 
GjDesire -for*mor6 control over their work and 
the labour-process; 
over decision-ýmaking. 
D).. Desire -fox self-1ulfilment; 
for recognition of'their know-ledge and 
skills.. 
E)'Demand for'envixonmental betterment.; for . making-factory life more 
home--like' 
F) Concern for increasing efficiency and productivity and the 
, alterhatives'they provide. 
' 
GI Demand for'eqiiality, especially with-managers. and.. memurs.. 
Improvement of relations. with-managers,; demand for'pea6e, 'harmony, 
trust, friendship, etc. 
I) Demand for . xecbgnition'of their rights-in general; and fair 
treatment. 'from the management. 
J) Demand for higher'wages_; for social services-and faci-lities'on site. 
K) Demand. for . more men, in order to accomplish-thei-k tasks. 'more 
success-fully. 
j)__Dem4nd for industrial safety, and improvement of'general physical 
conditions-of work. 
Three'further criteria are deduced from'the ýiorkerý_'_replies. 'to 
questions 29'and 30 only (because these two'questions-are specific to- 
their own jobs) and are included in the analysis- These are: 
M)- Technology as. the limit to possible change. ' 
N) Demand for*tools, equipment, spare partsý for further machine-use 
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and automation. 
o) Changes. suggested in the organisation of the labour-process: 
division of labour and organisation of*work. ' 
First, the total number of workers. who mentioned'a particular theme is 
calculated'(the 'total. rate, of, occurrence'). The. -kesults are presented 
in the table below. Again, the actual-number'of'workers who cited a 
particular theme iAll-not be taken'as the-driterion of its. -significance 
but in order to distinguish between statistical distribution'and 
subjective significance. In other words, the significance of a theme 
will depend ofi'the-workers' perception'of'its. significance. 
-Table -IXj-v, -I, --Concept'of -change "as an-aspect-of -th6, -, jorkers-. ' -definitions, 
---of-the-laboui-p-rocess 
The Them6s. - 
Occurrences 
in response * 
to Q. 28 
Occurrences 
, 
in response 
to Q. 29 
Occurrences 
in response 
to Q. 30 
Total 
Occurrences* 
A 8 3 
B 5 2 8 
C 6 5 9 20 
D 7 12 5. 20 
E 18 1 19 
y 3 2 
15 
C 
5 1 1 7 
7 3 9 
25 - 
K 9 5 5 18 
1 20 9 29' 
9 5 12 
N 27 19 39 
0 
-15 9 22 
Base: '101 xesP'ondents,. 
The total occurxenýes. 'is-,. again_, obtained by first calculating the 
. arithmetical total of themes-ocCurring in each question, then 
xubtracting the overlapping answers fromýthat total. 
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A., Working-Hours and Changes in the Shift System 
This, theme covers all those workers who disliked the existing working 
hours-, either in terms of duration or in terms of'when to commence ind 
terminate. Similarly, the workers who Mentioned'the shift-system as-a 
set-back to better accomplishment of their jobs, or to their own 
well-being appear under this heading. In the workets. ' concern about 
the hours. and the ýhift-system, a desire-to-change them. 'is also often 
expressed. '.. such-as- 
Q. 28-80 "To reorganize'the shift-system'. Night shifts-should be 
-reduced to 
5 nights a week-fthose daysýwe'_work-two shifts 
together could be liffed). " 
Q. 29 -. 60 "'. "... My week-holiday has been on'Thursdays. -for'the past 5 years.. I-would like to have Sundays. as. my holidays. 
I would also like to have no night-shifts_for'us. women- 
only two shifts, or to work days only. "' 
On the'ýduration of vork, and its continuity, one-6f'the-workers. siid-. 
Q. 28: -34 '. 'The packing job is. a cfean-job, but we'Tý7ork f6r*8 hours 
continuously. This, is. heavy. " 
On the qpestion'of the way the twenty-four hours, are divided'into 
three shi. fts, a.. few worker6mentioned that the. 6hilts, shoUld start and 
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end. at even'hours,. not at odd hours., as. they . do. at present. For 
example- 
Q,. 28, -915 "Instead of coming at .7 in the morning, to arrive it 8, 
and depart at 4 p. m. Cinstead of. 3 'p. m. ). To work for 
5 dayalweek. " 
As. is. clear from these workers' expressions, concern with-WOrking hours. 
and the shift system'is manifold. However, based on'thes6 replies 
alone, 'it is, difficult to decide Aether'or'not'thesb workers. are 
lawarel of . the way-in which their deminds concerning the changes in the 
shift system challenge the. managerial authority-on the brganization'of 
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work-. On. the 6ther'band, demands put forward to, actually. reduce the 
shifts-to two per day,, to reduce the work-week. 'toýq. days, Or'to disrupt 
the continuity of work by introducing more breaks., certainly point to a 
broad notion'of change which these workers. have. ' This-is- important 
regardles-s-of whether the workers see'it as. a challenge to the system' 
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or not. To actually think that such changes-are possible., or that 
they can-make these demands-on the-management indicate that they do 
not feel totally cowed by the fact that decisions. concerning i-ssues of 
'time' are regarded by management as their prerogatives. 
If vego by the number of instances of this-theme on 'time', it does 
not appear to be. as important for the i4orkerg-as some of*the others- 
Yet'. nevertheless., that eleven'workerg mentioned this is. significant 
in itsi own right. 
B. -' Demands -froza-14anagement; -, -Demands. from Societylstate 
This, theme is. one of the most crucial in-terms. of its, -relatiOn to the 
political awaren6ss. of the workers.. It covers-, all those responses 
which include-a connection, betweeh'specific prob-lems. of'which-they are 
aware, 'and the social system/the whole system. of the factory mode of 
production. The'obstacles, these workei6. saw to-the improvement of the 
conditions of vork_,. are embedded in the social system, and hence, a 
zidical change in that system. is demanded*to overcome these obstacles. 
Some. did not mention any, specific changes:.,. giving,. reaýons-like: it 
will either be impossible to initiate 6hanges.. unless-the whole system 
is. 
-altered, or. 
'the dhanges-they would want to see'would contradict the 
legality of the existing system., thereby'endangering themýelves. *. one 
such-response is. - 
Q, 28, -10 "Even if ue wanted. ', no changes. would be (m*ade), 'because 
the changes. I. vould want would not'be. posSible according 
to the constitution of the Turkish-Republic. 
_ 
I won't be 
able to say anything. " 
Some others were more clear, however., in exPres§ing both'exactly what 
they'vanted'to-, change, and also in naming the'oolitical-regimel§ocial 
system-as-. a pre-reqiiisite for possib16 chýanges. in the organization of 
vork in YAB. For example: 
Q.. 28, -. 24 "I. would,. of course, want changes'. The kind of - 
'change I. 
think-is-that the working (people)'should own. the means 
of 
, 
production'- that those who do production-should also 
own. The working class should take part in the manage- 
-ment. of the. f. Ictory. We wouldl. like certain, anti- 
-democratic laws that constrain our rights-to. cbange.... " 
Q. 29: 23 "'. -'... The c-hange should take place in the system. " 
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These responses cited constitute only one side of the theme (1). On 
the -other side,, 
in some of the demands made of'the management, there 
is-the question of'identification of the managerial power with that of 
the state. By making demands to management for a better life, Wfiich 
-are-demands that can only 
be (-or should be) met'by the state, these 
workers., seem'to think of-Inanagerial power as an extengion-of the 
power of . the state to organize . social life. Note the demands made of 
management in the examples below: 
Q. 2 8, -. 2 1- wi sh there wa s- -a cre che, -a nur se ry. Ve can't hire. a hall-fox our weddings. They (the wedding 
-cerembnied. 
) 6ould be done her6, 'service could be* 
provided.... " 
2 8-, 1 ".... For eýxample., something like a canteeii'(-department 
store). There is something like -a building--co-oper- 
ative,. -but it doesn't work. There should be 4 better 
building co-opezative. There-must be an -ambulance 
ready-to-take the patients to the hospital *; also 
to, ' 
-for example, 
Ankara or Istanbul. It, may be the ýase 
that he has nobody_; there must be someone to take care 
of him. It must be inquired'(. from here) how-'or where 
that patient, has been treated. (-T. *also want) houses 
to be built-for workers. " 
Q.. 29, -83 "We want. seminars-. to-. be,, organized', -. related. to our owa 
professions, or. general educational. seminars-. " (Ey emphasis) 
The vatkers, point to-a. contradiction by making these demands.: on the 
one hand their. xecently acquired proletarian position'in, the s. ociety 
. cxeates. ', nex-X heeda-for'themand makes-'them'dep6ndent on'the state 
institutions for*their ful-filment. On the other'hand, the state and 
its-. ins, ti. tutions.. do not provide the. social serVices. the-new-'. conditions 
of-existen6e make imperative. The workers in. FAB, by making these 
demands-from management, are making them'political.. in-content. The 
political content can be seen*in the interý-rel4tionship the workers- 
-formulate between the deprivation in their lives, 'and the necessity for 
social change to over? --ome this deprivation. 
C: Des. ire for. more Conýrolýover their-Work-and the-Labour Procesý- 
This. is again., one of*the more significant them6s'that em6rges'in both 
the demands-the workers make on the system_'., -and, in the Alternativ I es 
they suggested' * The title brings together'all those instances'in which 
a desire to participate in decision-making is-crucial. These include * 
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being allowed to perform tasks in the way they best know, to have more 
control over how they do their wotk, and how certain tasks should be 
handled. It also covers those responses in which workers expressed a 
wish for a state of affairs in which they could develop a more 
integrated view of the labour-process, and also for less interference 
from the management (or fewer managers). Some of these answers, 
selected to be representative, are as follows: 
Q. 29: 1 "For example, if we could inspect the bottles on the spot, 
and notify the production department. I mean if we were 
each given to a machine, and instead of everyone doing a 
separate job, each one could do all the jobs on one 
machine. When we finally ýas acceptors/rejector ell 
about (the quality of the bottles) a whole hour has 
passed. " (My emphasis) 
Q. 28: 18 "I don't know where SG is. he works in BIC) I've 
been working here for 5 years, I still don't know its 
entrance. I would like to know all the departments. " 
Q. 30: 45 "Here our job is constrained. We are not operating 
machinery in its full sense, efficient: 11-y. This is 
because of hindrance from the foreman, or the shift- 
manager. It becomes a problem of authority. " 
Q. 30: 82 "The superior shows us how to do a job. But he may be 
new, he may not know about the job. I know it better 
because I am the master over the years. If he said do 
it in your own way, then I do it my way. If he says, 
No, my word is valid here, then I say, of course, as you 
like it. Then the job doesn't come out well ...... 
Q. 28: 93 "First of all, the excess number of managers. Since we 
believe that something can only be achieved by working 
(manually), the (number of) managers should be reduced. " 
Q. 30: 100 "We've been working here for 4.5 years. I know every 
state of the machine. However, they wouldn't leave us 
alone. The shift-manager comes, feeds too much input 
to the machine, the machine gets blocked. If they left 
us alone, it would be more efficient. " 
The significance of these, and other, non-cited answers is their two- 
fold nature in indicating awareness of how both the workers themselves 
do not control the-labour process, and how. things could be run better 
and work could be more productivelefficient if they had more control. 
This bLroad awareness, expressed by one fifth*(20) of the workers in my 
sample (101), certainly signifies that workers in FAB have a rather 
comprehensive notion (definition) of the labour-process in the factory. 
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D:. Desire-. for Self-Tulfilment, -Recognition of their 
Knowledge. and 
Skills., and Pxomotion 
This. theme, follows. on'from the ', intrinsic job satisfaction' criterion, 
introduced earlier'. However., in answering these three questions, 
most workers have-been more specific about wanting to get'safidfaction, 
joy, and. a sense of self-assertion as, a result of utilizing their 
skills, powers-and knowledge. As well., they"expressed'frustration when 
their knowledge and skills. are not rec6 management. Along gn 
similar lines-, some of them spelled out a desire to. learn more, 'either 
about their own jobs-, or the vhble of the production'process,, as well 
as-new skills. or a 'trade. Some of them also,, Stated'that they'would 
like xecognition to manifest-itself in promotion. This. connection some 
workers. -made 
between 'xecongition' and 'promotion', I-find particularly 
interesting, because this indicates that these workerg-do not 
necessarily see promotion as. a ladder to climb up the hierarchy but as 
a deserved right. This. is- illustrated in. their, own words.. First., a 
group of workers-who want to learn more.: ' 
Q. 28-38 'Tor example, seminars. should. be held on'both technical 
and social topicaý the workers should be thus, educated. " 
Q. 28: 105 "There 
' 
should. be some meetings-on*, fixed dates. 3-and 
v, ariouS. seminars, education, for . the workers.. " 
It is-inte-resting to note how these worker6-'want to bring together 
manual work and. the intellectual learning process, and: they, want this, 
to take place 6n., the site,, at the point of production. p 
on promotion: either. in order to learn more Cas, below 98), or because 
helshe is skilled (102 and . 17). are the two most-common reas-ona-giverx: 
Q. 28: 102 "r have-been working here. for 5 yeairs... Despite this, no 
promotion - although I-teach all the equipment-to a new- 
comer'. -At times ., someone who comes. 
'. from. outside is pro-- 
-moted to-higher'posts. " 
Qý29; 17 "Everyone should be permitted to rise. according to his 
own circumatances. For example_, someone new comes_,, by 
pulling. some strings, or by bribery, he. is. put above 
someone -Aio has. grasped the work well.. For the'latter_, 
there is. no progress. " 
Q. 28: 98 "L. want to transfer'to a higher place ý- like to be an 
operator. " 
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Themajority of thexemaining workers in this., group consists of those 
who want toýleakn more about their own jobs_, and those who want to 
learn more about the 'production process, as well as. those who want to 
apply-their skill-and trade if given the chance. Yor'example:. 
Q.. 29-. 5,, "I. woul&like to have a table and an oxygen set. - This is 
-. ill L need to do all the necessary welding anyway. " 
'Ana the frustration'caused by no Possibility of'self-fulfilment: 
Q. 29. -31 "We are like robots. The jobs we do are standard. We 
don't do anything but (work on) the drawings given'to us. 
, Alw, ays_,,. the, s, ame old 'ebi§; 6r-finiq6r, ' 
(presser'and 
finisher)... Any change is-not possible-C.... ) there are 
some here iiho carve exactly the same section year. after 
year. Training in industry is a must. " 
. And wanting to 
learn more on the production'process, - 
Q. 29: 32 "Yes, I. would like to take a course vbich will accommodate 
us. better -fo the 
job,. I-want to learn new things. I-want 
to be'trained'on the -minerals., on'the I eeddr' section. 
" 
Again, the same worker.; 
".... 1k. are faced vith-various, situations,, but I don't know 
how.. . they'. can be corrected. -Yor example, 'the bubbles.. Are they from. 'the furnace, or from production? We. don't know 
what is to be done, whichever isthe case. '. For'example, 
those who work at AT&5 (a refinery) know about all the 
-units.. Thesd, are good things. (to know)., I. don't knbw'the 
furnace_, 'the machines. '. " 
And of course, 'those who-want their ideas listened'to: 
Q. 29: 46 "'They' don't value the workers.. Although sometimes, ''they' 
eventually come to understand that the way the'wokker'has. 
suggested i; a& better. Still, all the time 'they' invalidate 
the workers' ideas; their ideag-are not given. any importance (are not paid any attention). " 
And the sense of being wasted: 
Q. 29: 81 "I'am an experienced-machine-6peritor,. having worked'for 8 years- They use an experienced*man like me on'-meaning- less. jobs,.. They make me darry heavy en'ines,. they make ý. 9 
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me carry pipes in the rain. They say_, 'either you do this, 
or'herd's. the door-for you'. We work-at 80 0 c. 
_, 
if necessary, 
lor hour after hour. Then., -ve'are -still. not _, valued. 
" 
A total of twenty-vorkerg mentioned the importance of one or more 
. aspects. of-this.. theme., Ilovever.,,, the significance of this number of. 
instances, 'is. -amplified'vhen the theme is-considered in relation to the 
previous: theme (C), and as a follow-on'. from- . the desire for'intrinsic 
job. satis. faction. Wanting to-do. a meaningful job, an4, the fact that 
not-all of'the. vorkers-. simply want'-any_job-that will earn them"a 
living, but a job"where they'can learnlapply their skills., is of' 
-crucial importance. ' Furthermore, ý7hat is. indicated"in thosexesponses. 
is that many-. workers. in FAB-do not think-that production is. the 
management's. -responsibility alone but theiks too. 
' 
These phenomena can be summed up as 'identity striving'. They find 
expression later in this thesis where the sources of-workers' search for 
a new 'identity' is looked 
-inicý`(Ch iptýer X, 'Sections -'i and 'ii). ' 
E-Temands-for Environmental Betterment,, -, Making"Factorý Life'mo-re 
Home-Like 
Some of the demands xelated to this., themd-ire. very stýaightforward; 
conce. rned'simply, w-ith--making the site a betterý-lookingnore likeable 
place. These-vary -from wanting. a park, on'site to having. music played 
in the Aining. hall, or'more and better'sports-facilities. 
There is a little park, in front of the admin. block,, with benches 
shaded'by ivy, whicli. are nice and cool.. 'to'sit on during the lunch- 
bxeak. One of the Q,. C.. women. referring. to that park. 6aid. - 
"They'made A. park here. We can't-go and rest there. It is 
not useful for anything. -I! we_go and sit_, they make. i fuss- 
. ahouF it. 
r' 
The same worker'demanded'a park uhich'j! LeX, as workers, could use. 
This is-an interesting demand since, being a-shift. workeir this worker 
could-make'no use of it even'if a park was provided'. ' (Shift-workerii 
do not. have -alunch break, and by definition, have to work for eight 
, continuous hours).. Her'demand., ther6f6re,. is interesting because it 
shows that she doesfi't. reg4rd herself as. -beiiig imprisoned to her work 
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for eight hours, despite the managerial prerogative; and also that 
even if-she can't-use the park., its. mere presence there will make her 
happier'. 
Other'similar demands are put forvard by. many vorkers., altogether 
nineteen, as-. can be seen from the table above. '(-Table IX, iv, l) Some 
of these are-. 
Q.. 2-8, -16 "-WhiBn'the. workers come in to work., there is-. no-way to 
--walk -in. Bottles are piled up everýýere, -Abere shall* 
we enter'from? There is a sick-bayý the docior'comes. in 
. at 9-10; the patients wait outside. 
in the morning cold. 
it would be better if-they provided'a-closed'rooM*to 
wait. Oh if you were among us .... Everything has. to 
, change in this. -factory completely. 
" 
Q. 28: 49 "First of'all, -a resting place 
like'a beautiful park. ' 
Some cleaning- and tidying-up of'the environment. A 
general tidying-up of the factory. " 
Q. 28: 51 "Yes, we have a one hour lunch-break; we would like to be 
able to read during this period, so we would like a 
library, and a sports centre.... " 
Q. 28: 67 "This site has enough room Cin it); and we could pay rent. 
There could be housing on site. Uwant) more emphasis on 
sports, and something like a garden*. " 
Q. 28: 70 "Many,. a. football pitch on site. ' The dirt (waste)'ground 
should be done away with and a-park should be built 
instead.. There should be air-conditioning'(. c'ooling and 
heating) in the plants. In winter we-freeie, in su=er we 
burn. " 
Q. 28-. 100 ".... A spoxts centre on site, and. also a. holiday camp at 
the sea-. side. " 
As these examples. clearly denote', the -4orkeks have a wide Variety of 
demands from the management, and images of a nice, 'beautiful and 
comforCable site. ' The. underlying desire in all thes6zesponses is to 
bring vork-and 'life"together once more. ' How'this separation occur-red 
in the -first place vith-capitalism vas 
discussed'in Chapter*VIII. Here_, 
it is sufficient to note that the voAe-ks, in their avarenbss of this 
separation, express. -a desire for'. re-iinion. 
. Demands lox*a better'environment, and the emphasis on wanting to 
indulge 
in xecreational. activities-at the point, of-production'have important 
implications-for', the'workers' concept of 'public'. and 'private' spheres 
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of their lives. This point relates to one of the theoretical issues 
of this. thes. is-, and hence will be discussed in the -conclusions- Chapter. 
Hare, it should be-noted'that, the vorkerý' demands-indicate-the 
s. ource from: uhich-they seek enjoyment and fulfilment: this is not so 
much in their 'private' lives, but in the 'public' domain of'work. 
. 
F. - Concem-for Inr-r6aging-Efficiency-Prodiýctivity.. 
This theme is. -composed'of'statements of'coneexn. about increasing 
efficiencylproductivity.. The title simply. brings. together. all those 
w: orkerg. ubo, said. anything to the effect that: "If... Un alternative 
presented) then. the efficiencylproductivity-will also increase. " 
The essential aspect of'this, theme is an explicit. concern about the 
. level o. f*productivity. Thir'management-Aike attitude is what 
, di-stinguishes'the vorkers in this group from. the rest., in the 
. alternatives. 'they suggested to 
improve, the running of the site. ' 
Q,. 28, -63 ".... Everywhere there are electric bulbs-on for'no reason. 
Both-the. factory. and the country, lose energy. The 
productivity (-fluctuations) shouldbe more strictly 
controlled- Why does it decrease or increase? They must 
take dare of this..... " 
Q_, 30-, 42 ".... Tor'example., 'if they provide for'our -rights-and 
-facilitier.., 
it will be-more efficient. The productivity 
will inarea6e., Because then we woul. d. be healthy. " 
That only-a fev vorkers. (zefer to table IX,, ivl). relate to this issue 
in. a similar-manne-r to that of managers probably means. that it does not 
play a part in,. FAB-voAer6' lives. 
G. -Demand-for. . Equality, especially w-ith. Managers. and Memurs 
This theme is. constituted by those answers-which-clearly state. a wish- 
-fox eqýial treatment. with managers- and-memurs. For'example. '- 
28, - 5 "When it. is. workeLr6 who enabled'the'woAplace to achieve it& purposes, things. were made to go wrong - (the emphasis. ) 
shi-fted'towards.,, the 'memurs' Cthe white-,, 6ollars) and the 
managers.. It has- been made to seem'that''-memiirs' are different,. are better. There is-always-a. greehý-line 
-between the workers. and the memurs.., The difference between the twD is like the difference between'the bourgeoia and the worker in France (during the French revolution). L 
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mant. the social. relations. to change 
Q, 28, -31 "The superiors. here despise the workers-under them. I. mean 
this is, -a shameful thing. 
Human beings. are equal. -BýLt 
it 
isIdifferent during 8 work-hours, s. omething else uben you 
go out. Sbme men should be corrected'. " 
Some otfie-r, vorkerg. in this group stated', that, they want equal treatment 
of all, the -4orkerg-. 
Q. 28-. 19 ".... What Lwant is that all workers share the 6ame 
s-ituation (-wark. under the same conditions) ...... 
Q.. 28, -20 ".... the ýremium-wages should be given equally to everyone 
Whether the*demand is. directed towards equalityýbetýween'vorkers and 
manager6. or among, workP-rs_,. the common . feature is., the severe criticism 
of-'workers-against, -divis. ion and discrimination.. 
A humanitarian 
approach comes'out strikingly in the-above C19's) expression. only 
six workers mentioned"this. in their responses'to the questions in the 
qýiestionnAire, 'and this. i& lower than one would have expected. During 
my stay inFAB, discrimination between memurs/managers and the workers, 
. and the consequent. advantageous position-of. 
'the, former,. in every aspect 
of factory life., was. brought up with r6sentment-An every informal 
conversation with-the workers.. 
One worker (zited below) however, summarize's, the most common elements 
of uher6 the separation manifests itself.., and. the worker. 4'-res. 6ntment 
ab-out it, - I 
Q,. 28, -102 "There is., a. tremdndous separation of. wokkeký-memur. For 
example,, if I'm late_, Ican't enter'by, the front door. 
You are . 10 minutes-late', until you go 
to the. badk door_, 
it'bedomes. 'k. an hour ,. 
-Then', 2 hours of.. your, wages are cut. 
The 'salaried' can enter/exit wherever'-they -like'. All 
the 
AU luxurious-buses. 'Care allocated). to them, the shabby ones' 
to us. E. g..,. a chicken is divided'into-I portions; this 
, causes. i. nequality - some portions. -are big., some are small ...... 
H: Demands for, Peace, Ilarmony, FriendshiR. on'Site 
Some workers., aware bf'the tension between-the managers and themselves, 
and also among work-mates., xeadt to this, by theiir. exýression of a 
desire. for. better social relations on the site-.. Some explicit, 19 demanded 
I 
4`2 j6 
that mutual trust should be the basis of relations. on the site, and 
that 'peace and order must prevail'. Altogetherý seven workers 
-mentioned'this-. 
Since this. is one of'the themes that occurred'in questions 18 and 20 
previously, a few examples will suffice to elucidate ýihat some 
vorkers. mean by asking for, better'social relations. 
Q. 28--60 "The chief 
,* ^' 
the foreman don't care about us, not even a 
hand-shake. 1k Nothing to make your job, 'easier- they don't 
care. Everyone is left on their oWn. We said this to 
them*too. But it is all the same_; nothing ever changes, " 
Q_. 28: 31 ".... It is-necessary to work fraterfially. The upper' 
ranks: have to educate the lower*ranks on the workerý- 
employer'relhtionship., and on management.. How-Wnder 
what. conditions. ) does a worker vork? ' There are-many 
who don't know-'about this. Once he has the job, he 
becomes superior. Those who've had a, working life 
Cin the past) are more conscious.. " 
Q., 30: 19 ".... Sbme. do less-work. Then'he puts. pres. sure on the ' 
unity, tog' le-vel'below.. There must be equality etherness. 
What we do here is struggle. " 
'T: -Demand, forlecoSýition of Rights. and-'Fair. Trdatment-from'the 
. 
Management 
The 'xights! they are referring to in these answers. are the officially 
. acknowledged. rights., - such-. as the shoe and overall allocations, and 
of . redundancy pay -, which-are not put 
into practice. 'Vorkers can 
coarse, go. to the union, ' or I -appeal 
individually to the management when 
such-xights. are violated'. Yet, having to do this-for. the acquisition 
of the simplest right, to an overall is a strain, and therefore the 
workers: often'refrain. -from'appealing. In'their replies. 'to-. 
ihe 
qpestion& concerned however, some-workerg. expressed', the desire for'the 
xecognitl'On. of'their rights. These workers-seem'. to believe that fair 
trdatment-from the management is, a necessary atep in solving this. 
pýroblem'. 
Qý28-; 13 "Whatever we say is, futile. We have. demands. from our own 
point of'view, however the ones. above us do as. they 
think ...... 
The hand-shake is. an important ritual on'site see Chapter'X, section iii, 'where the xole of'this ritual is discussed 
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Q. 28: 78 "-.... They-make a lot of problems in-giving the overalls 
and the shoes. Lr,, work-among glass. -fragments-; (lbok at 
this! ) Lhaven't got the soles'of my shoes.. There Are 
a lot ofýrituals to get'new ones.... " 
Q. 28. -106 ".... The employer fires workers and all of them should 
be paid-redundancy. Otherwise the work-nates'suffer. 's 
are. -4ictimized. The employer'sbould help the workers. 
on'thesb issues.... " 
--J-. - Demand -f or-Better'-Soclal facilities., and Higher Wages' 
All the workers. who mentioned higher wages, better*fringe benefits, 
special -facilities. ' such, '-as. a -creche, ' nurserýý: -bug-. services better' 
health-services. 3 overalls., shoes, etc-.., are b. roujht. together' under 
this heading.. -As. the table above shoWS, this 
is, one of'the most often 
cited'demands; some examples of. 'which-are-. 
Q. 28: 30 "Social. rights.: our-bathing conditions.. It is difficult-. 
to, go. all. the way,, to the social building. w-ith,, grease All 
over*you,,, and to wash there. '... And the'.. food'probl6m'. 
Whether-the oil they use is.. bad or something -. you'get 
itchy, or get-something else .... 
11 
Q. 28: 34 'I. -6.. The, overAlls. are not so good.;, the 6hoes. are given 
once in 6 months, they don't last. The towels once in 
6-months, 2 cake of soap once in 15 days-... " 
Q. 28: 55 "pay-: rise, 'the granting of 
i 
the social -rights, 
like the 
DveLral-1s,., shoes, wood to buin. While prices'change twice 
, a. month,, we change our situation once'in two years. with 
C. B. "- 
Q. 28-. 102`. '. -.. The docior'is chosen deliberately. Unless. you'have 
a horrific i-11ness, he doesn', t give you a sick-paper, 
von't send, you*to the hospital... '. " 
The majority of the twenty-five workers who are in this group are 
those who stiess. ed'_mainly_- 1) allocations. of.. shoes,. and overialls_, 
2) wage-increasesas the most acute-Oroblems,, and therefore themos, t 
fiercely vanted'items- 
K'. - Demand for more Workers 
Again, the demand for more workers-in their departments/plants is. one 
of the. most consistent. Unlike the case in the workers' complaints 
(-see p. 212 of section ii) where the workers of only - two specific 
departments xep6ried. this problem, here, %'the demand for'an increase in 
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qpotas-came-from workers of a. large number of-departments. Eighteen 
vorkers-Csee table T-Xivl) &aid they wanted more men in their 
departments, -either so that they could work better, or to lighten 
their work-loaa, or both., , 
Each- worker., who simply, said.,, "More men" is. 
includeil'in this. group, hence I shall. quote only one 6ximple (chosen 
because of*its, beautifiLl simplicity of expression).. - 
Q. 30. -. 89 "When'the-re is. -a manpower shorýage, we can't 
bring our 
minds--Udeas) together with our work. * It (the work) ' 
lags-behind. Mien there are enough-men., ' then we do it. " 
L-. --Demand-'-for Industrial_Safety and Improvýmdtit of'Physical Conditiolls 
Work 
Demands geared towards-industrial safety and improvem6nt, of physical 
. condifions.. are-dertainly the most recurrent ones. _, The total number 
of_woxkersýwho_mentioned', thi_s ftwenty-nineYconstitute ýpproximately_ 
one thiid of'the whole sample. These iiorketý want. the'dondifions they 
work in to. be made, gafe and healthy., They'pointed to ihe dangerous 
conditions they are forced to work in, and made suggestions about 
improvements.., Among the most cited conditions were air pollution, 
heatIcola problems, and--lack of air-. 
Q_. 29, -9 "A. ventil-ition Csystem) that sucks out, the'glass particles 
from the air. This. I-want. -for, the Reset department. 
" 
Q. 29-: 13 "The overalls. they-give us should be"more resistant to 
heat .... In simaner., it is too hot., (We vant) a ventilator. " 
Q. 29-: 18 "The kitchen is, very hot. I siid, 'ther6,6hould, be'aspir- 
. ato-rs 
Uir conditioning) installed here asin, the banks. ' 
The-manager said, 'You are too'fat., that's-why you'sweat 
a lot. I-f. you'eat less, you won't sweat! ` It'is too hot' 
in summer. We want the kitchen'to be -ýool. 'The dish- 
washer could be placed'upstairs. ' we said,, then'we could 
do the washing up with s-ome coolness. Nothing happened.... " 
Q, M-28 "Yor example, they, have to find a solUtion'to the problems. 
of the fission department, in terms of-safety. One pair 
of. shoes. w-ears out, in one month,, -and. that, is., a-pair of heavyj 
army shoes!., If the shoes. and overalls. wear. oiit, how-can. a 
human being survive? Say,,, ýe leave a (-clean)-layer'of card- 
board in, the evening, when we come in, the. morning, we see 
that it is. totally covered by dust. God'knoWS, how-'it Oust) 
, covers-our. lungs.. When the electricity goes. off, you can't 
even'see the faco- of your mate, 'it is-that misty due to the 
-dus-t. " 
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i There are more pres. sing problems of industrial safety besides. air 
pollution however.: 
Q. 28-: 61 "Here, where. an. animal can't enter..,, they*put men and make 
them'work..... Examples.; the lower section'of BIC., the 
batch '- nn ., 
the,. floaiation units-- where-me' carry acid o'' 
their backs-., and some getting burnt by it. For'example, 
-more glove&'are needed*. -They are not given'. 
They'make us 
work without taking any security measures.... And when'you 
have an accident, they say, Nhy-didn't-you come to us 
before'for sifety equipment? ". " 
Q. 28, -7l, "Our lives 'should, be made safe in this factory.... " 
-Mosý of the 
demands- made by these workers, concerning industrial 
safety and physical conditions, are easily relatable to the actual 
conditionsi-of work. in. FAB; hence it is not. surprising. -that ao, many-of 
them, mentioned these aspects. 'What is surprising, however, is that 
other, equally-deteriorating conditions, such as noiSe. in BIC are not' 
mentioned'at all and no demands,. are putIorward for'thelessening of' 
it. This, I-think, 'is xelated to a point made 6arlier-ý- if a 
-condition.,, 
however detrimental for the i4orkers.,., is seen. to be a direct 
conseqpence of'. technology and inevitably due to. the nature of' 
technology-fthe IS--machines. in the case of noise in BIC) then .. 
workers. J 
seem to accept it more readily. As was said earlier_, the noise level 
in BIC, especially around. the IS machines.,. is indescribably high. 
one would expect that,. at least the machine-, bperators. uho have to 
endure that noise eight hours. a day,, vould dem4nd, to have this, problem 
solved*. 
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Yet, none df them-has. This. seems to be an acceptance of'the 
zonsequen6es. 'of 'instrumental rationality'----a phenomenon . examined 
_fýirther'in the next chapter'(Chapter, X, 
gections. iv. and vil. Strangely 
enough, the heat-or'glass--dust caused by th6'coiresponding production 
machines'in SG, seem'to-be easily remedied'by'aspiratori/venti. lators-, 
etc.., yet'even'I, althouih-. finding the hoise more ob36ctionable in 
BIC than the polluti-on'and heat in SG_,, felt. that. nothing-much. could be 
done about. the noise. The apparent imposiibi-lity of an immediate 
soluti-on'seems., to prevent workers-from'making any-, deminds. for it. 
The last three'them6s'mehtioned'by workers-relat&. to questions 29'and 
30 alone. ' Some of the demands-mentioned'as. a-response to these 
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qpestions. oveilap with s-ome of the desired changes. already cited. 
The-reason for-reiterating these here, is to note the change in the 
underlying emphasis,. i. e.., to include the alternatives provided by 
the workexbýand to explore ubere the emphasis is placed by them in 
alternative ways-of accomplishing their tasks.. The three themes. are 
introduced in succession to the above themes.. V 
M: Technol6gy--asthe Limit-to Possible Changes 
Some iesP, ondents, in answering the ibove two questions,. assumed that 
changes'. concerning thei: r jobs and the mode of conduct of'their work 
could not. be made. ' The existing technology of'prodUction'in the 
glassvorki. industry, and. the machines. they'used'verO, -presented as 
natural limits-. to, any further'changes. The typical answers are such 
, as the ones beloU". 
Q, 29; 3 "The necessary changes concerning work are done. ' Things 
have. been'made-easier. than in. the p'astý,, that is_, rela- 
tively. With-thesO_-machinesý no othei'changes-could be 
-made. 
As. much- as- can be_, is done anyway. " 
Q. 29'. 10 "In. this glass, -! works, Cindustry), with-these inachines, 
there. 6an't. be-many changes .... it 
There is a less, typical answer amoný this group, which is. worth 
quoting: 
Q. 29.: -51 "Nothing at themoment, because ibat I tried to change, I 
have accompli-shed. " 
This. 
-worker's. 
response is. important to note because it refl&ct& a 
xadically different approach to his job and its,. circumstances. *. He is 
the i--Iexk bf'the production department, uhos6, ýrincipal. task-is to 
prepare production reports. He works*on his own_,. and is relatively 
independent in the way he handles', hig. job.: ', This-, obviou&ly allows him 
to say that he'achieved whatevO-r'. changes. 'he wanted'to-make* : -Certainly., 
the concept. of 'technology' is-a, broad. one as applied'. to-. his. case-, if 
we include him in, this. group. 
There are a fewotherý'in this group who stated that certain improvements. 
in the techniques.. used-in their plants-have already, been made, and so., 
-until further technological innovation.,,,, no further'changes. 'seemed 
-Xcr 
possible to them. For example: 
Q. 30: 22 "This is most efficient - with-referbnce to the monorails. 
Before, the vacuum sucker moved with-wrist-strength. Now 
it is: with electricity. " 
F, xisting technology as an obstacle to -further'improvement 
in the way 
workexsý undertake their tasks, is seen,. 3-n some cases. ". in terms of a 
lack of knowledge about otherlbetter technologies'. This... worker' 
expresses. i. t clearly. - 
Q. 29: 23 "BýaAuse 'e don't know whether'there is b4etter'equipment, -ýw (1,111 say) 'No'. (That no changes. 'concerning-my jobý'are 
possiblel. " 
Yet,, this. doesn't stop him from providingalternatives'as to where the 
changes-should take'place, 'biven'the technology. He conftnues.;. 
".... The change should take ýlace in the system. The 
vorking zonditions.... " 
The difference betumeh'. the above worker's. (23)'iesponie, and the rest 
marks two distinct degrees'of awarendss.. The-latter. ', while being 
aware of the role bf'technological detdrininationAn the organization 
of work, qpestionz; only the level of'technological development, 'and 
regard this aspect as-a-constraint on'imporVement of'working 
conditions. In. other'words., the golution'tbAhe'probldm is. looked for 
(, and., in some cases, _found), 
within the System., The former however. ', 
qpestions-the nature of. technology itself, and the social order. 
-N. --Demand*for Tools, Equipment-, Spare-Parts; ". for'Further'Machine-Use 
- and-Automation 
This is by far the most often cited'demand. of, 'the, workerý. Approxi- 
mately 40% (thirty-nine workers. ) of the total. sample-mentioned'one or 
more aspects. ofthis- theme as a desired. change for'b4tter'-accomplishment 
of their tasks.., This is an important themd_, 'and is, made,, all the more 
significant. by-, the high-number of wokkers. who Mentioned'it. ý It is 
important because. 6f its. implications. for 'intrinsic job, satisfaction', 
. and 
in turn, for the presence of a totalistic cofiception'of'the 
labour-process.. If so many workers demind tools,,. eqpipment and spare 
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parts, or "increased/more" efficient use of machinery in response to 
question 29 (changes concerning their own jobs) and to question 30 
(whether their jobs are accomplished in the best possible way), then 
this clearly indicates that: 
1) they want to accomplish their tasks in a better way, given the 
chance, and, 
2) they regard the efficient and rational utilization of the resources 
during production to be their concern. Both of these point to a 
positive approach to work, and an implicit definition of work as a 
creative activity other than simply a means of earning a living. 
Here are a few examples: 
Q. 30: 5 "Because of the lack of spare-parts we try to recycle the 
parts that have reached their life-span.. *.. " 
Q. 30: 26 "If it were fully automatic, it would have been better in 
the Green Plains site, it is said to be that way. " 
Q. 30: 31 "No, of course it could be better. There are better looms 
for more efficiency. For example, Revolve Automatic 
Looms. " 
Q. 30: 68 "If it were done more technically, it would have been 
better. For example, in foreign countries, there is a 
machine which tells you where the fault is - you can 
watch it from where you sit. Then you can immediately 
go and repair it. Here, everything is done with (human) 
power. " 
Q. 30-90 "Yes, maybe it is possible to do better, but not yet. 
For example, they install bunkers in some places, you 
throw the waste in it, at the bottom, tractors load it. 
If there were something like that here, it would be 
better. " 
Q. 30: 105 "No, in fact they've chosen simple methods. They've chosen 
the cheap supplies, cheap chemicals. It could be more 
efficient. They have simplified a job which is not simple. 
The quality of goods is not right. Everything has been 
thought for short-term. " 
The underlying theme in all these quoted responses, and in the others of 
the same group which were not quoted, ii self-explanatory. Wotkers have 
jobs which require the accomplishment of various tasks. From the workers, 
own words it is clear that they do not want to avoid. accomplishing their 
tasks in a better, more efficient way. They do not regard these issues 
to be the concern of the management/company alone. Yet, the tools, 
equipment, machines, spare-parts, etc. that they require for the - 
achievement of better results are not provided for them. Neither have 
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they access to the decision-making about methods that are more 
productive, and which supplies should be given priority. This 
counteracts the constant pressure put on them for more efficiency/ 
productivity. They Lo provide alternatives, yet they are not taken 
. any notice of. The 
division of labour is such that it is the 
management's-, -and not the worker's job to think of ways 6f improving 
the techniques-.. used in production. Thus, on the questions of 
efficiency and productivity, the management will resort to their own, 
and hot to workers' ideas, since the latter integrates concerns for 
comfort, ease, etc., -- ubich are not necessarily manageHal priorities 
with-the concern. for efficiency and productivity. 
2nother aspect of the replies pertaining to the question of further 
automation is of. crucial significance. It is the-total-absence of any 
resentment against machines, nor a -fear of 
losing their joba due to 
increased automation. In-fact, this is a-deaired'change. This has 
important implications-for the collective consciousness. of these 
workers, and therefore will be explored'. in the next chapter'. Here it 
is-. sufficient to note that many workers-do-nor-Seel-threatened by the 
. machines'. I-want to quote one 
exception to this., general attitude. 
This, exception'is significant in reflecting the dilemma of'a worker 
uiho, 'beingaware of how'much easier his job, Cpacking and sorting) would 
be maae by the introduction of new machinerý and thus wanting this to 
happen, at the same time -fears that this, may make him redundant. 
Q. 3G, -98 "They said there's-gonna be a packing-machine coming from 
Istanbul. Would they -fire us 
if the machine comes? It 
vould. be better i-f, it were more 4utomaticbut we think. 
of our bread. " 
--M. - Changes -Suggeste. d in, the -organization 'of . Labour- -Proce gal -Division 
of Labour and. -Organization-of'Work 
This theme,, 'as the title suggests, brings together the fundamental 
aspects of. the labour-procesa. The theme itself, is, composed of the 
, alternative ways of. task-. accomplishment in terms. of.: 
I)-Aivision of-labour; either an alternative one is-proposed_, or 
suggestions. are made-for the existing one. to operate iationally. 
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Examples-f-rom this group are: 
Q. 29: 16 "Concerning our department: auxiliary workers; they employ 
some men viio don't know the job. Instead, if they formed 
groups- of 6 Ut, would be better). And the cleaning group 
could attend a course for 2 hours a day. And six months 
later, they could take an exam and then be taken to work 
on the machines. ", 
Q. 29, -45 "The functions'of the machine-OPerafors should be reduced, 
and the assistant machine-operators-should come downfrom 
above (the balcony). to work with ahd help the operators. 
'When'there is. a breakdown, we can't reach everyiherd. " 
2)-arganization of vorli-, either an alternative is proposed in this 
. area,. or the, present one 
is criticised pointing out its shortcomings. 
F, xamples from this group are- 
Q. 29: 105 "I am-single in the shift; rotate on my own; there must 
be a helper. Legally, it can't be a single person anyway. 
Here,, it is. -called the physics -lab. -. the 
6ther'is chemistry. 
No need-for'this separation - botfi-can do the same jobs. 
The btfier'sidels regarded as salaried'personn6l; here we 
are-regarded as workers. Yet, 1-can do the same job. No 
such-dis. r-rimination should exist ...... 
Qý29--. 119 "First_,. thi-s. ore should be kept stored for a year_, so that 
it gets, in the rain and cleaned of dust. -or'actually 
by 
watering, it. hero- The material supplied'into the crushers 
should. come in smaller.... " 
3) Demand. for loosening of managerial-conýrol' and demand to be per- 
mitted'to think about tasks and do. ihem'-in the'way. they'think best. 
Examples-from-this group are: 
Q. 30, -51 "It is possible to make itmore efficient. The shift clerks 
should be-able to work more independently. They should not 
be-repressed'. The extra jobs should be lift - edý, and 
they 
should (be-allowed to) only deal with reports-of production 
and supplies.. " (My emphasis). 
Q. 29, -13 'Ve do our work according to the orders from above. Had we 
been doing it ourselims, we would-have expressed more 
demands_, Awhich, would) also be. for the, beh6fit of the 
enterprise.... 
The common'feature in all the answers classified'in three'sub-titles 
, 66ýýe is-this: 
ihe 
alternatives these workers proposed, and the criticisms 
-directed'against the present structure 6f'the labour-process 
Cvith the 
diviýion*of'labour and organization of work it'-involves) are congenial 
_,, 
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to their view of the labour process, and, therefore, it can be ass- 
erted that the latter is -relatively 
integrated. This totalistic 
conception of the labour-process suggests, in turn, that the 
separation of conception and exectuion is-not complete. This ii so 
with respect to the workers' subjective perception of the labour- 
process, and themselves-in relation*to it. They--do-inot'conceive of 
themselves as reduced to 'conscious organs of machinery'- -to use 
Marx's phrase. What they are aware of however'is that the present 
labour-process and the role of-management in it, are ridden by that 
separative tendency, and are obstacles'to accomplishment of'their 
task&-in a creative., productive, and Cin this context) rational mode. 
This-awareness is not limited to the number of workers covered under 
this-theme Ctwenty-two, see table IX_, iv., l aboveYalone. The responses 
to the themes, C, D and I above especially, which are all indicative of 
the presence of a similar -form of awareness, can 
be integrated with the 
present group Cof theme 0) signifying therefore that many-FAB workers 
have this situational-awareness. 
An. -Additional Note 
A further characteristic of some bf. the FAWworkers, that can be 
observed'in their answers to the questions. 28,29'and 30'is worth 
noting. Some workers., instead of'using the first person in expressing 
their demands, put it., in the form of "some friends want". - In some 
other cases. they'mentioned desired'changes for departments. other than 
their own. Various others made it explicit that a particular change 
they have namedý do not'really concern themselires'much, but still would 
put it down as.. a demand because their mates-want, it. Altogether'eight 
workers. can be classified in this categorY. One-interesting example is: 
Q. 28: 98 "I-don't play-footNill, but I would like to have 4 pitch. " 
He only makes'a demand of, it because many workers, wh. 6 like to play 
football have been asking the management to provide, them with-a pitch 
instead of the. rough field they play on'at present. 
Although such answers are-,, not very common, the fact that this occurs. 
seems to indicate a degree bf'collectivity and solidarity amon' gst the 
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vorkers - ., which. 
has found expression in some vorkers' responses. 
v) On Worker's Relation to his Product 
Man's. existence under capitalism is an alienated one; alienated from 
his-. own productive activity, from his fellow-men and -from his product. 
This. is one of the most well-known and much debated premises of the 
Marxist theory of capitalism. Nan-is alienated ftom his productive 
activity because his, -labour-power 
(which he extends in the labour- 
procC-ss) is estranged -from him. He does not own it - 
it belongs to 
the capitalist ubo has purchased it. He is also alienated from his 
product. It does-not belong to him, but to the capitalist. Further- 
more, production is, not for satisfaction of'the needs. of the producers 
themselves, but-fox needs created by the market'. Those who produce do 
not have any control over what to produce, and over the destination 
of the products once they are produced. In this sense, the product 
becomes. an entity, something alien to the men'who produced it. The 
producer's only. remaining-relation. to his product is through the 
ma'rket., in which. he can buy the goods. he himself or other workers have 
produced, Vith-the wages he is paid. for producing them'. Additionally, 
because it was. not I the producer who made the decision, what to produce, 
and on what happens. to the product after, ýYards., the product itself 
becomes-. an alien power-, since by its very presence in the market, it 
c. reates. further'needs,. which can then only be satisfied'again through. 
more alienAted'labour_., through-the market. 
Being the creator of this. alienated product, man also,. iccording to 
Marx, is.. alienated from himself. Marx'& theory of'alienation therefore 
constitutes his-'-concept of. man in capitalist society'. In this 
respect, according to Ollman: 
"the theory'-of alienation is. the, intellectual construct in 
which-Marx displays the devastating effect, of capitalist 
prodUction on'himan beings, on their physical and mental 
states-'and on the social procesges, of'which-they'are a 
part. "215 
Marx's theory-of'alienition,, regardlesý of'his own and others such. as, 
Ollman's emphasis. on.. it-as an 'intellectual' cons'truct,, is often-used 
as, a repr sentation of*-realitv, i. e., as truly corresponding to, the 
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reality of everyday existence of workers in capitalist societies. 
There are two points to be made here: the first point is that, insofar 
as one agrees with Marx's theoretical stance regarding the alienation 
of labour then, regardless of whether the alienated existence of 
workers is empirically available or not, or regardless of whether or 
not the workers themselves are 'conscious' of their alienation, the 
theory of alienation has to be accepted as a valid diagnosis of the 
nature of existence of man under capitalism. 
The second point is that, the concrete situation of workers in various 
capitalist societies has still to be examined in order to discover how 
close Marx's theory of alienation is to reality, as well as to have an 
understanding of how workers themselves define this alienated existence. 
The latter is of crucial importance since, only by integrating the sub- 
jective perception of the participants in concrete situations can one 
avoid confusing intellectual constructs with real life situations. 
Following on from these two points, my more particular concern here is 
focussed on one of the four constituent elements* of Marx's theory of 
alienation, namely that of man's relation to his product. More 
specifically, 'how do FAB woi7kers relate to their products? ' 
Data on this question are compiled by interviewing twenty-one workers 
out of the 101 worker-sample population. 
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One of the questions asked 
in the interview was regarding the worker'i opinion about the usefulness 
(or importance) of sheet-glass and bottles for human life. They were 
asked whether or not they thought that they were contributing to the 
production/consumption of these products, by their work in FAB. 
Furthermore, they were also asked to comment on how they felt about the 
finished products (sometimes, whether they took pride in them), even 
though they neither own them nor participate in the profits made from 
their sale. 
All the workers except one responded 'yes' to all the questions above 
(i. e., these products -are important, their work does contribute; and 
they do take pride in their products, all with varying degrees of 
emphasis). Only one worker said that he didn't think glass is 
essential for human life, but he expressed his belief that his work 
does contribute to the production of glass. 
4 constituent elements are: man's relation to his productive activity, his product, his fellow men, and the species. Ollman (1977), p. 136 
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The inte-r-view-to6ka-very informal tone, and thus-the wording of the 
qpestions-. vary- slightly. In the examples quoted'below--, I- have also 
included'the questions where the meafiing of'the response can only 
be clearly-understood'by the context of'the question. Where questions 
are not cited, the answers -follow. the order'of'the questions as given 
-au'Ove. 
A -furnace woxker; SG 
What do you I think-about the ýlass. produced'here then? What is. 
your zontribution'to the production*of'glass.? - 
36*- First of all, the raw materials are melted in our se'ction. So 
obviously I make a "contribution". 
- Do you take pride in this? 
76 - Men it comes out good, I. am proud; but when it comes out 
cracked it makes'-us worry. 
-Well., the-glass. that comes. 'out is not yours,, and on6 could easily 
say-'what is. it to. me anyway? ' Do 'ou'think. thatýý7ay? y 
. 76 -- If you think that way, what are you'going to eat bread with? One 
works-. 'with-gooa'intentions.. 
A -Sec6rid-futtear; SjG- 
- Here,, glass. is, produced. Do you'think-g'lass-is-important? 
Glass-is. important in every sense, 'be6ause it is-ex'orý'd'to pe 
-foreign countries, by'Turkey, or by the people Whb own this-place. 
This- iBý. a s-. ource -of'income, it (the'glas's) is'something that meets- 
The numbers refer'to the questionnaire form-number, i. e., repre- 
sents the resýondent. 
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a need, and is profitable in every sense. 
- Well, this glass is not yours, and the money does not go into 
your purse. Doesn't this mean anything to you? Doesn't it 
create anger? 
Why? l It's a good thing for me. Say, when I need glass,, where 
am I going to buy it from if it is not produced in Turkey? It 
will come from abroad and therefore it will cost more for me. 
And that's why it's better to make it here. 
- What you do here, does it contribute to the production of glass? 
Had there not been our section here, these sheets would be 
re-melted, i. e., would be recycled; I mean that these sheets 
would be discarded. But what we do here is to get the best out 
of the defective sheets. 
A BIC mould-maintenance worker- 
- Bottles are produced in this factory - what do these bottles mean 
to you? I mean, what do you feel when you see them, or when you 
see them outside? 
Inside, when I'm working in the factory, when I see the bottles, 
I mean when I have repaired the breakdown and when it is over and 
the machine works at full speed, and then all the bottles coming 
out of the machines line-up in rows on the belt, it looks as nice 
to my eyes as the harvest crops in the field. It adds a 
fascinating colour.... 
- What about, say, when you see an Efes (beer) bottle outside? 
Yeah, I know many of my mates bet on the bottles, saying this must 
be our factory's property because it is strong. 
- And what do you think your contribution is to the production of 
these bottles? 
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-My contribution, o-f course, comes from making the 
bottle machines 
QS) work-without any halts. All the breakdowns. are referred to 
us., and because of'this, we use all resources to put the machine 
back. into the cycle. again. 
-A -diegel-mainto-riaric42ý--vorker 
39 - Of course it can be-regarded. as important. It, meets-certain needs.. 
They-have established a huge big factory for it, haven't they? 
- If you had established a factory., would you have, done the same? 
79. - If I-were to establish one., I-would choose something to contribute 
to the country. It could be glass, or'it could be something else 
too. 
Our contribution is. to give services. to the-BIC_, so yes., we do 
make a contribution. 
When we see bottles Cin town) we look'at their bottoms. and when we 
see the trade-mark, we do say, 'Oh., that's. our factory's good. ' 
- Moesn't it hurt your pride that the botiles'are not yours., nelther 
. are the gains-. 
from'them? 
39 --Well, since we work here, . since my labour. has, been'involved in it., 
we g. till. can take 'ri-de in it. Every year_,, when I. see all these p 
bottles-wasted for'nothing-, I-really feel'sorry. I-say 'so much- 
labour is. spent on this, that so many workerý. ' labour, so much 
fuel-oil is-used. I-sn't it a pity that so, -. many bottles. are left 
to waste here? Wouldn't it be better to send them somewhere? ' 
Sto-rehouse 'xeceiver' BIC packing department 
24 - Ohvious. ly, it has, some place in human life. ' Like the windows,,, 
they'xe-g'ood'for human health. Similarly, the bottles. are 
important for'soft drinks, fruit juices_, alcoholic drinks, and 
medicine. ' 
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I-do believe that I have a contribution. 
I-do -feel proud when 
I. see them Cthe bottles. ) outside, because 
it is., a product produced-by the hands. of'the iqorking class. 
.I. 217 The xemaining sixteen'workers. jobs are as wide-ianging as the 
live qpoýted above. The twenty-one workers. in this.. sample, therefore, 
undertake*jobs with-varying degrees. 'of direct involvem6nt in the 
manufacturing process-.. This is important. be6aus. e., 'It indicates that 
xegard-less-. of'the differdnees*in the types'of work these workers 
-undertake, their subjective. relation to 
the products-are the same. ' 
In other words, their. responses tb the relevant questions. does not 
corTespona_, or derive from'the actual work they-do. '. It is. therefore 
significant that. all twenty-one of them believe that their own labour 
contributes. to the ýroduction*of glasslbotýles'. 
It is. also important that all the twenty-one ý7orkeii. said they'took- 
pride in having contributed'to the making of'glass, and that their 
xelation to products. vas-not*undermined-by their inability to own and 
control'them'. In other words, they don't relite-'to ýheir product in an 
-alienated', aalner, eviBn'thouih their objective gituation'in relation to 
their prodUCt is. an-alienated'one (in the Marxian sense. ) 
All the workers. in the sample know where and why sheet glass-and 
bottles.. are usedi. e.. 'p what use they'have for'human life. Both: 
products.,, are part of. their own consumption,, -and 
in this sense., they' 
have. a direct relationship with their products... 'The fact that the 
company donates. *z sufficient number of'plates*of'glass to any worker' 
who builds-his-own house contributes. to ihem'-having, a more direct 
relationship with their products. All this. implies.:, that the glass. 
industry may not'be an 'ideal' branch-of*industry to observe 
manifesta'flons-of alienationi. or that alienation is-not'manifest in the 
glas-s industry. Certainly, if one goes'by the workers, ' subjective 
evaluation. 'of*their own relation'w-ith their products, then, it can be 
concluded'that., FAB workers. do not exhibit an alienhted Laxistende in 
xelation'to their products. Awarenes. s on . their part that their labour 
produces something which-has a 'use-Value'-ý, which-'meets. a 'human-need' 
(that they'can easily identify in their conscibusness. of the 
situation), counteracts. their objectively alienated'existence in 
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relation to-their products.. 
There are two questions to be asked'here following on-from Marx-and 
Ollman's-. expositions:: 
11-Are sheet--glass. and bottles truly human needs, or'needs., created' 
and imposed on. the, -ý7orkers, by the market'mechanism,, by the profit- 
making. iiotive 6Y, the capitalist mode bf'prodUction? 
2) To what extent can-FAB-workers' responses, be accepted'at their- 
]face--!. -value? ' In other words, could it not'. be'61aimed*. that idealizing 
their own'. role in the production*of glass. and taking pride in this 
is. a farm-of 'false-, cons. ciousness', a conception'which-helps. them to 
cope better with-their alienated existence'6twhich-they'might not be 
'consciously' aware, but neverthel6sd. feel? 
The answer to the first question is not an easy one. ' Marx would 
. certainly not deny that once-a good'is prodUced, -it becomes a social 
need in that unles. 4-this. need is satis, fied Ulbeie.,. through-the marketý, 
people may feel'dis. contented. But, if we go alon* with. 011man's 
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analysis. of Marx'-s conception of man, then a truly. human need is 
defined as. one TWhich,, in its. fulfilment.,, alloWS., ', man. to develop'new' 
powars--and skills-that in turn allow. 'him to realise his-potential for 
self-exp-res6. ion. 
According to Ollman, the species character'of'man is-such-that his. 
neeas-are simultaneously informed'by the knowledge to fulfil them. He 
gives, 'the example of'the need. for*food., The sensation of. 'the feeling 
of hunger (the need'-to eat) takes place concurrently with man's. ability 
to fulfil this-need, by eating, which in turn, presupposes the'power 
to appropriate/produce food. In doing this, i man acquires'new-Powerr., 
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skills which-r-reate new needs.. In this. sen§e, "-according to Marx-cum- 
011man, needs-and. power§, (to fulfil them) can be said to be synonymous, 
and are two different aspects- of the same underlying human reality. 
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Coming back to the case bf'M workers.: the novelty of'indus-trial 
e. xperience. for. many of them means that by transforming themselves-into 
industrial vorkeri3_, -- theX., have acquired new' skills. 14any of them 
mentioned thi& during the interview. They are also aware that by 
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applying their 'powers. ' on the machines, they are able to produce 
something, i. e., by acting upon the external world, they create 
changes. u&ich-become the. reflection of. their power to create, to 
affect, to cause. An assistant-machine bperator.. in SG (6,7) said: 
Uquote in length-as it is very pertinent to ihis. discuss-ion) 
"When'we first came here, we were astounded by the way the glass 
was. foxmed, it seemed-imposSib. le. We-visited'the-BIC and-- 
xealised- that there -is work whiclf, -is- more -detailed, ý -more compl6x,, 
-more - precise. than any agricultural work .... We asked-. about things 
-like where have t. hesd 6ngines/m4thines. 
'come from? Theysaid 
from . -Belgiumý from: America'- lie iinderstooa'that there are more 
modern, more advanced countries'. If we'could go to otfier'places., 
we would perhaps see'that there is nuclear power. What I-mean 
is-that. by learning some things. from them-it is. possible to go 
forward Cprogress. ), 'whereas in agriculture,. '. it is. all the same 
work, no progres. s. It is the oldest kind of'work. ' The only, _ 
change takes. place in replacing the inimals by a tractor.. Here,, 
you donýt-think of. -yourself-as doing exactly the-game-work all 
the time. Had you been thinking like this, you wouldn't carry 
on woý: Uiig -anyway. You would go away. Everyone can find a job. 
No one will, starve, or leave his family un-sheltered. Won't 
one even dbM toleed his hunger? But of course, you would 'be , 
be initially sorry i-f you are fired. It is because, 'you*have 
got used to. your work_, to your mates-and to, your superiors. 
Yrom this. point of view, I mean, because-you*miss-all these that 
you . feel'sor-ry when'you leave. Not to miss. them, you don't want 
to leave.... " (My emphasis) 
The awareness, of thi-s. worker about howAndustrial life, equips workers with 
new skills, new powers that allow them to feel they are 'not doing the same 
old job-all th&time, needs to be emphasised... At the same time, his. 
sens-e of progress, that. it, is. within the power of'mahkind., and of 
himself, to further'the use of'en6rgy in achieving, more dramatic 
accomplishments. for human advancement, is. worih-stressing. 
The tendency of. the -CLP, 
is. in the direction of incessantly separating 
human.. needs. from. the power to satidfy them, by establishing intermediary 
-mechanisms.. 
between, needs-and. powers. Thi. s, is-not. 'however, what the 
indivi. dual. worker'. experiences... From the perýpecti-ýe, bf, ýthis worker'and 
many-others-like him in FAB, dapitalist.. industrial prodýction-initially 
enriche'*s-"them'vith. new'-powýrs-and, skills. From*thes6 twenty-one 
xesponses it is.. pos-sible. to deduce that-it is-this.. latter'aspect of 
. 
factory wort . -_ that most FAB. vmrkers relate to, and'not the estrangement 
deriving from. their. class position. This-should. be. borne in mind as. it 
obvious-ly, constitutes an important element of'. FAB. worke-k6' class. 
cons, ciousness.. 
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Again,, these twenty-one workers have their own views on how-'truly' 
human the need, -is.. for'sheet-. glass. and bottles. *- it is in the expressions 
like the belbw-'that one. finds these views 
"Of courae-it (the glass) is important. Glass. -bottle is both 
moxe-healthy and, better than plastic, aluminium or copper'... -. " 
"Glass-. is. important in a sense .... A house iiithout glass, is, dark' 
. as. a tomb-. 
" 
"It i& a must. to have a window in a house. ' Of-course, 'one 
could-put polythenb bags on the'windows, 221, but glass--is 
more healthy, ancl, -cleaner. The_plastic would, also hamper 
-vision. 
"' 
"of course it is: important. Bottles-in-ev6ry sense are 
important for'human life. 'From medicine to water, to soft 
drinks, to-everything .... And-sheet'glass.. for'all construction, 
. for vehi-cles-etc. Since humans live, 
in the houses, and since 
vehicles-are also used', by humans, it is. important. for'human 
life. " 222 
Given that these workers also think that their. work.. contributes'to the 
satisfaction ofa need'they. regard essential for. human life,. it is, 
possible to Conclude that FAB workers. relation, 'to-iheiir: productive 
-activity and, to, 
iheir products. is not one bf', sufferingý. from the 
'devastating effect, of'capitalist production'onýhuman beings", that 
it is, subjectively speaking,. not an 'alienated' existence. ' 
This. brings. us to the problem of the second question'posed'above: 'is 
this, non--estranged'exi-stence in relation'to theitwork and, product, 
as..,: FAB. workers expres-s-it, a form of 'false-tonsciousness. '?. 
. 
F: Lrst of all_, any, notion of 'false-consciousness. ' by. definition, 
presupposes, aL'true' consciousness.. G-Lukaes-called this. -latter 
. cons, ciousness. the 
'attributed consciousnesý.. '.,, 'Ufiidh-, is. to say that 
ther6. is a nature and,, level'of consciousness.. that corresponds. to the 
nature of the 6bjective-material conditions, ýof existende bf*a class- 
Any deviation from thi, s therefore, can-be said to, constitute the 
223 lals-e-cons. ciousnes-6., of this. class-position. L. do not, wish to 
subs. cribeýto the position of'attributing class. -constiousness to a 
working-, class, or a particular section of'it, because such an 
attribution is. bound to. be subjective, at least. as. much-as, the workers_' 
own is-Cwhat Luka6s calls 'psychological--consciousness. '. )-; and in this, 
224 respect as 'false"as the'. workers' own. Neither do Lwant to 
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maintain that. the. reality of everyday existence is.. unknowable, undis- 
, cover, ab. le, in-its-essentials, as. this would. imply that it is not 
-possible 6bjectively to observe and reconstruct the. 
fundamental aspects 
of. a. classý-existence. 
My. close association', with, the, FAB wol-kers, -with-whom'I-have worked 
over-a long period ofýtime has enabled me to draw objective conclusions. 
about their consciousness. .1 was able to ask the 4uestions outlined* 
above, and truly hear their answers Ci". e., not'mentally translating 
what they-said into the -language of Industrial Sociology, thereby 
, con6luding that this is, what they mean, and, not, what 1-hear them say). 
Yinally, Lhave collected other'-relevant. eviden6e (such-as-their 
definitions. of various. aspects of, the labour-process. -and their, actions,, 
protests-, etc. against it). As a result of. -all this, I have beeh'able 
to conclude that, most. FAB workers' presentation'of. themselves, aq 
lunestranged' is more than a means of, copingwith their situation, and., 
. as. much-. as-one dan. say, 
is-a true-ieflection, of-theit experience of 
the 6apitalist. labour process.. This may obviously be. regarded as 
'false cons, ciousness., '. by some, since, it can be argued that whatever 
the workers' experience of it is, ultimately, the labour-process acts 
against their interests,. -However, it is equally important to remember 
that by not estranging-themselves from their work and their product, 
even if only subjectively, the FAB workers are in a position'to 
struggle for their own control over'the labour process. 'This is so 
because their. un-alienated*existence-relies-heavily on their awareness. 
that the production. 'of*glass is dependent on. their creative activity, 
on the contribution'their labour makes to it. This aspect of'theix 
cons. ciousness can. be said to be 'true' in, the Lukacsian sense, since 
there is ample evidence that most FAB. workers. enjoy'a. relative control 
over their. labour-power_', and that they'are not totally subordinated to 
capital, or'by managerial-policies. 
We now first turn to the workers' conception. 'of management and the 
union, and then to-an elaboration of various aspects of-the labour 
process-Ci-e., work_,. relations with. fellow-'men, management, and the 
union) for'their implications. in the ýYorkers, ' 'class-consciousness'. 
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.. vi) 
Workerdl-Definition of Management 
Two-6-f the questionnaire questions are specifically on'management. 
They are- 
Q. 24- "What do You'think management is.? What are its functions? " 
Q. 26- "What do You'think the necessity of a management Clike this one) 
depends,. on? Is it necessary? " 
The answers7, to these two questions are classified'by'a similar method 
as, was. applied to the previous. questions- First, U) a general 
distribution of those workers who gave a definition'or 'no definition' 
in response to question 24. is examined. Then, regardless of whetIfer' 
the desý_-ription of, management presented by the workers comprise a 
'definition' or not, all the 101 answers are classified'under'seven 
headings.. -Again, the 
headings-are comprised of'the recurrent themes 
provided'by the', iqorkers. themselves'. The respondents. defined/mentioned' 
-functiond. of. -management. 
in terms. of one or'more bf'the criteria below. 
A. - Administration and organization 
B. -. Respons. ibilitylin charge 
JG; Peace and order on'site 
-D, - Represent employer(s) 
E; Hier6rchical communication 
7; Cause trouble for. 'workers 
G. - 'Don't do anything' 
Similarly,. for*question'-26 first the answers are assessed on whether ' 
the workers-deemed it necessary to have such. a, managemeftt or not. -Among 
especially the 'Yes. ' answers, there ire 4ualitative differences. . These 
differences-are-recorded, by classifying the, 
_'Y-es. 
' answers into three 
categdrles_ý- 
I.. 
, a. Yes: supportive 
b. Yesý dismissive 
c. Ye. s.: by nature of'. things- 
d. No, not necessary 
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Then, the answers, to question 26 are classified according-to the 
, reason s. - 
1%ffiy1why not" provided by the workers. as to whether the 
mana. gem6nt, is necessary. These-add up to eight criteria: 
k The naturelsize of the company 
B: Everyday-job'allocation 
C; Technical superiority 
a: -Division of lbboilr between workers. and managers- 
E: 'To make workers., work! or the transformational problem 
Y; Yactary-discipline 
-G-, - Concern for production' 
H; Management as. . 
'consultancy board' 
In allocating-a specific answer to _a specific category., there were-many 
cases. ýbere it, seemed that. a category- developed'. for question 24'. also 
-covered'some of the responses to question 
26 or, 'viceversa. Therefore, 
instead of-adding new-categ6ries, the 6xisting ones-were used inter- 
changeab. 1y. Since the purpose of analys. ing the answers to these two 
q! aestions. is. -mainly to systematically present the workers. 
' conceptions 
of, management, the. interchanging of the criteria does. 'not become a 
drawback; on the contrary e it allows for a mor' integrated picture to 
form. In other woras,. whether a,: worker'said that the -function of 
management, is-to represent employerCs) on the shop'floor'Cas an answer 
to question 24), or. whether he said that management is. necessary 
because-they'are the employer(s)' xepresentatives. on the site Cin 
-response 
to question 26),, '3. s unimportant inasmuch. as. the aim is to find 
out whether that worker's. view'of management defines-management as a 
"servant" of the employerCs). This latter'information is-uýhat I-sought 
to obtain. Hence, the combination'of the initially distinct categories 
pro-ved', to be useful. 
1. The distribution of the answers to question'24, in terms of whether 
a definition-of. managemdnt i-9- given'or, not.; is-pres, 6-nted'in the table 
below. 
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Table IX, -vi, 
l. -. Distribution of the answers to the'-first question on 
management 
Answers to the question'(Q. 24): 
"What do you think management 
is? What are. its.. funations.? " Number of, *workers 
a. -Definition 
b. No-definition 
other 
45- 44.45 
55 54.45 
1 0.99 
Total 101,99.89 
The number, of vorkers -Aio gave-a definition of, management is slightly 
les-& than those-uho did not give. a definition. The distinction'between 
a 'defýnition', and.. 'no-definition' is important, because defining the 
management. is: indicative that the respondent can conceptualize'management 
as.. an integirated's-txucture, as an institution-, It also suggests that 
these iqoxkeis can grasp vbat the common'characteristic, is-of various 
kinds.. of. -managers.. Those who did not give i-definition'of management 
on the one hand, eýxpresbed only a partial understanding of Ubat 
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. management 
i. s and does-.. These respondents. -cited. their foremen/day 
managers-,, eta. and often said what each of'thei: r specific. functions are 
xather'thanxefdr. king to the management. as. a whole. That the latter 
occurred more 6ften'shows. that more than Half of'-my'sample population 
do not. 'have a comprehensive View. of management. As-far as, it can be 
deduced from. the verbal expressions, of respondents.,, the main reason 
for the lack of'a, totalistic-. view is. that the t7orkers do not have any 
dire, at-interactioii*, with--managers other"than the foremen. Henýe, 
vorkers! -failure. to see management. as. a, wholý can-be related to 
-management's-hierarchical structure. '.. This. structure prevents. diffex6nt 
strata ofmanagement. from communicating directly with-worker§., thils. 
obs. curing i, ts: overall,, Xunction and. raison'd'etke. '. Those. -forty-five 
woxkers. who did provide a definition, despite-this-prob. lem_, should be 
given'aredit. -for'a high-awareness, rather'thaii downgrading those 
fifty-five who'did not give a definition'as. having a restricted aware- 
ness. -. 
Most of these definitions. can be seen to correspond to the character- 
isticm of'the Ubour process, and the management in FAB. However. *, in. a' 
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few of the cases, the definitions seem not to derive from the workers 
kno*ledge of. the immediate, conditions. of the labour-process, in -FAB_, 
but are based'on'sources. '. of information outside the workplace. ' That 
is, it is likely that these workers have. read relevant books, etc. 
. and 
have been involved. in political debate and education., 
Il. 'Functions-. of Management 
-k-Administiation and Organization 
A total ot. -forty-eight respondents saw this criterion as.. one of'the 
. functions. of management 
in response to question-24, above. Another 
fourteen. vorkeirs cited'this as the reason, why management is. necessary 
in response to qpestion 26. So, a total of fifty-six* workers (Df'the 
total sample population. of'lol) denoted 'administration' as the 
management's, main function. The term used'by, the respondents is not 
always. 'adminis tration' however, but may be, one bf*the following: 
'(they) administer_,. direct., organize, govern., _rule, manage, and run 
the enterprise, site., company, etc. ' 
Yor. example. - 
Q_. 24'-. 3 "14anagement means those xAio manages the. iffork-p lace. '... It 
Q.. 24, -15 "Management. means.. to manage everýone. '... " 
Q. 24, - 13 their j ob is. to---. govern the fact6rY. .. 
Q_. 24, -23 "Management: Those persons who have the'. iuling position' 
-at the head of those who are managed.... 
" 
Q. 24,08 "Management means. one or a few'men'directing. the 
, community .... it - 
The necessity of havingýa management is often based on'the Administrative 
function of the inanagement as well: 
* The total is. again calculated by discarding the overlapping replies.. 
The other point to note is that if_, in a particular reply_, there is a 
mention of more than one aspect of management then. *, eabh one of them_ 
is. separately included-under the relevant, title. ' Therefore_, . the over- 
all number'of xeplies'--. in each category when'added together - is. more 
than -101 
Cthe total qample population). ' 
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Q. 26: 42 "of course, it is necessary.... it is necessary in order to 
do the administrative jobs. " 
Q. 26: 56 "Certainly necessary. They are directing and managing the 
factory. " 
The number of workers who mentioned 'administration', and the modes of 
expression they used for this, indicates that the administrative 
function of management is well-established in the workers' minds. 
bi ity 
Responsibility: that is, being in charge of departments or shifts as 
a managerial characteristic 
is less-cited than 'administration#. 
Altogether, fifteen workers saw this as a function of management. 
These workers tend to be those who referred to management in its 
separate ranks, or as specific people. Two of them said: 
Q. 24: 88 ".... Our manager manages our department, iI-Ie., he is 
managing the persons in his department.... 
,. 24: 97 ".... The General Director is a general director; the 
personnel is a personnel director. Everyone is responsible 
for their Sections. " 
Despite the general tendency 
in this group to express a fragmented 
notion of management, 
there are a few who have a totalistic view and 
who cite 
'responsibility' as the raison dletre for management. For 
example: 
Q. 26: 106 "Management means that which 
is responsible for the 
factory. All the responsibility of the factory belongs 
to the. management.... " 
There is. one worker 
in this group whose response exemplifies an inter- 
esting 
(maybe more realistic) usage of the term 'responsibility' and 
its relation to managerial function: 
q. 26-. 52 "That the management 
is necessary is good in one sense; 
like sometimes there are quarrels among the workers, and 
then sometimes there are important breakdowns of the 
machines. You are made responsible. -. But if _)r6u_EýeRort 
to one ranlý7b_6ve - then -you are -no -1-o 
(14y emphasis) 
'-I n ge r -h a1d _r §7Ssp_O_n_9I'_h le 
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In this. xeply, the emphasis. is on avoiding the worker's responsibility, 
hence the -donveniende 
bf. 'haviqg a management.. The one 4uoted below- 
exemplifies. a typical way of dividing managers in terms of the 'size' 
of their xespons, ib-ilities: -. 
Q.. 26--58 "Nanagement: -for'example, the 
director'is-responsible for 
foreman and the -factory-, the chief for 
his section, -the the postaBa. gi. (chargehand) for'the-vorkers.... " (My emphaiis. ) s 
Notice how. 'the higher rank. managers-, vith-whom'the i4orkerb don't 
often have direct contact., are assign. ed'. technical/administrative jobs, 
and the lower ranks,,.. of, -'foremen and gangers, are-issigned the 
xespons7Lb-ility. of-manning. obviously, the distance between'the workers. 
and the higher' rank. managers. prevents. the. worker' cited' abc)Lve (and a 
-few'others who are not quoted 
here)-from-seeifig themaiining function'of 
the top managers.. 
C, Peacb-iind, Order'. on'-Site 
Managers-are xegarded'by, many workers as, maintainers. of'peace., harmony 
and order in the workplace and a total oftwenty-one workers. gave this. 
-as an. aspect, of'managerial 
functions. The'Manager6 are 6ften'-referred 
to as. arbiters betimen quarrelling workers, and part of their function 
is. to maintain 'fairness! and equality amongst the workers.. In this 
-respect perhaps----the-rb 
is a confusion beb4eeh'ubat management is-and 
ubat it-should. be. This, is. an important genbrdl. aspect of.. workers' 
responses-to the questions, on'management, and, is-therdfore discussed 
in the Appendix. on"Res6aich Methods'., In. the course of my present 
analysis-vorkers' responses. 'are, taken at theik. face-Value, that is, 
vhethex', the workers. meant. that-the managers. actually'were 'egalitarian', 
or that they-, should. be 'fair' is not distinguished. ', since the distinction 
between. them. is., often not-very clear. 
In the actual examples below, that the workers. themselves do not'make a 
dLd. tinction between 'should' and 'is. ' should be. borne-in mind. 
Q_. 24, -9 "(Eanagement is) to run the 6ommunity. in harmony, vith- 
, agreement... Yunctions (duties); 1) to. regard everyone Us) eqiial, the s. ame.. - ." 
Q. 24: 10 "To manage means to manage a community 'normally'. When' 
a problem arises,,. to manage things without allowing things. 
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to -ýome to 
the*point of'explos3.6n... '. " 
Q. 24: 16 ".... to maintain harmony among the workers. " 
Q. 24,35'".... or, uben'., there is'a-fight, or-someone is fired, they 
interfere before, it is taken above, and deal with the 
case.... 
Some of therespondents in this group suggest. that the-friction that 
is. mitigated, the peace that is restored, is-bet-mon', workers and 
employers, and., not-'among workers themselves. For'example: 
Qý24; 45 11 .... The prime function is to manage, '. L. e.. 'I'to Maintain-a 
normal, relationsbip between the employer, and, the workers. " 
Q. 24, -7 ...... To-run the business .... subject. to eliminating the 
. uneasiness., between the employer and the vorkers. - and in 
a good manner.... " 
'Whether friction'is. between workers themselves'or, between the workers 
-and the employer(s. 
), 'it is. clear that at least oný 4uarter'of'the 
s. ample populati'on. 'conceive of management as, an institution'for'main- 
taining, arder'and, harmony on'site. 
D. * RepresO-nt the Employer(s. ) 
Only one iresP'onaentmentioned'the role of'management as that of' '' 
. rep-kesbnting the employerCs) on 
ýite as a response to question 24, but 
seven workexg-said that management is necessary because 'they are the 
employerCs)' xep-iesO-ntatives on'site. ' While some. amonj this. group 
regarded this-representative function. of the management as 'natural'.., 
others. emphasised that the-management is necessary. only. for the 
employer(s)' interes-ts- In both cases. 'howetrer, the fact that the 
workers di-stinguished'the managers. from'the emýloyýKs) needs to be 
emphasised. 
One example in favour of'the managerial iepkesentative function is,: 
0.2ý;. 3 "It is-. obvious that the management-is necegsary: -because 
if there is-no management, to represent-the employer,. there 
von! t, b-e someone taking. care of the. workplace. The manage- 
. ment, must do this. " 
-Another worker puts-the emphasis on*the fact. that it is. in the interests 
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of the employer(s. ), and not in the interests. of the idorkers-to have 
a management like' the one on site: 
Q. 26: 105 "-From-the point of view of the employer, to createxarious. 
levels-among the workers., is to coerce them indirectly. 
Very simply 'getting permission to do this or even for 
that the worker has. to go to the ýosýabaqi'(-chargehand). 
In other'words, those above distance themselves-from the 
workers., and this is good fromthe employer's. angle. " 
E. *. Hierirchical Communication 
A large number of. workers. think-that part of'what the management does 
is. to forma hierarchy-or to establish a hierarchical flow-of 
communication. - While twenty-four respondents. said this-, eight others. 
gave this. function of. management as, the rationale. for'its. existence. 
The -fact, that thixty-two workers 
Cover one-third of'the sample 
population) define management partly in terms.. of, 'hierarchical 
communication, and control, demonstrates'that the workers. are well aware 
of'how. 'the hierarchy, works. It also indicates. however,, that the 
, managerial prerogative 
that workers should always. initially consult the 
person'at the bottom of the hierarchy (the 6hargeh4nd where applicable, ' 
the foreman. otherwise), -has. been successfully established-in sDme of 
the workers, ' minds.. This. is clear in the abový woiker's-(105) response., 
and in othe_rý, _who. 
formulated the managerial, function. 'in terms of a 
hierarchyý 
Q, 24,; 4O "Management is a mechanism. One above isýresponsible for 
us-- - in this, way it blimbs up steP'by, step- We also, are 
responsb. ile to the one above. '... " 
Q. 24: 61 "Here, with-the managerial ittitude, 'it happens-that the 
wi)rker& and chiefs-do not address-each-. other directly, - 
the orders. from the chief are communicated'to the, workerb. 
in a hierarchical way. Un this-way) the-management is 
divided. into various classes.. It is. better'this way., not 
to address. (. oneself) directly to the dhief. In my old 
job, I. had, to directly address the shift-manager' and 
when I-xebelled. because other shift-managers interfered 
with- my work, L was. fired. " 
The. hierarchy amongst the managers maintains. a, distance between the 
workers- and the managers, as was, mehtioned'eairlier.., and this. is often 
seen'as. a-rez6on'by'vorker's for not'kn6wing what the iipper'rank managers. 
do. For example; 
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Q_. 24, -53 ".... I-don't know very well what their functions are., 
because 1. don It talk to them'. ... " 
Otherý, --Ibeing aware of the hierarchy of managers,. do not often' 
-. understand how- this... hierArchy works, as this, exýtmple 
below shows-. - 
Q.. 24, -25 "Minager'. means, -it goes'up from'chief(day-manager)-. 1 Shift- 
manager, director-etc. Those vhoManage enterprises. 'like 
this one are called managers.. Their duties,: -for example., 
the loreman tells. you...., he prepares-_', .... he reports_,.... 
he supplies. '.... " 
This, is an interesting casei First, his li. st of'-managers does, not 
match-the order, 'of hierarchy. Secondly,. he 6witches. -from the subject 
'they', to 'he'-- xeferring to the -foreman alone 
ý-. it is-clear that, 
-for'him, -functions-of*the 
foreman constitute'the functions. of'the 
management. And thefunctions. of the foreman he mentions are only 
those he himself has witnessed. Any aspectl. of', management. (-or'his 
-foreman) 
if detached Irom-his. immediate experience does, 'not'exist for 
him. This. is. true for many other workerý. * 
Q.. 24.: -73 "I-donl, t understand what managers' 
jobs.. are '. 
Vhat my eyes 
see., 'I. have said,, which-is that. when a worker'has a com. ý. 
plaint his-, (-the manager'. s) job, is to take*it. over'to one 
above. 
'Hierarchical co=unication' is also cited'. as a dondition necessary 
for management,, 
Qý26,31 "If there is.. no management .... all. the communication will 
stop ...... 
Q_. 26, -So "Yes, it is-necessary. The employer cannot take care of 
100,. 500 persons, cannot addres. s them all-at once. ', For 
these xeasons,. the-managers- must be in-between. " 
There is a thematic continuity in the degeriptions, of'the management 
as. 'pxoviders-of'law-and order on'site'. 3 as '. representatives-of the 
employex(-s. )'. and that these functions. are undertaken', in aý'hierarchical' 
fashion. The connecting thread. of all the three*des-driptiong is. 
workers-' perception'of managerial function-'as. one 6fýcommunication. 
Managers are seen as. the agents of'communication and., mediation between 
the vorkers-and the employer. But also, between'various sections, ofý 
the labour force. ' Ea6h'manager, according to his-own-position in the 
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hierarchy, is regarded as a mediator between lower and upper ranks of 
management, thereby maintaining the flow of communication in the 
workplace. It is this aspect of the management - as perceived by the 
workers - that defines it to be essential for the labour-process. This 
is perceived to be so because the management, by undertaking 
communication and mediation functions, integrates the elements of the 
labour-process which are so fragmented in reality. It is this 
perceived characteristic of management that also justifies their 
hierarchical organization, and therefore, compels workers to adapt 
managerial ideology. This can also go someway towards explicating the 
predominant role of the management - as opposed to the union - in 
shaping the workers' views of the labour-process; a point to be 
elaborated in Chapter X. 
F: 'Cause Trouble for Workers' 
The formulation of this criterion is inspired by a description one 
worker gave of the nature of managers: 
Q. 24: 5 "Managers are those sorts of men who 'deal with your eye 
and eyebrow. "* 
Altogether, four workers described managerial function as to 'oppress', 
or put pres. sure on the workers. For these workers this is the defining 
quality of management. One of them stated: 
Q. 26: 24 ".... Management's purpose is to increase production by 
'flogging' the workers. And also to try to gain favour 
from his own superiors. Naturally, then, he oppresses 
the workers. His purpose is this anyway. " 
This theme was again recurrent especially in my informal talks with the 
workers, and also in some instances when I observed the workers in 
action expressing a deep hostility towards the management: a hostility 
which is rooted in definition of the latter as 'slave-drivers'. 
Relatively (and surprisingly) that few mention the 'oppressive' nature of 
the managers in the questionnaire forms can partly be explained by the 
*A Turkish expression meaning someone determined to cause trouble, 
then creates an excuse such that even the shape of your eyes and 
eyebrows (physical features over which one has no control) can become 
a reason to be blamed for. 
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distancing effect of the questionnaire technique. And also-, workers 
fear that some of the information they gave ýould, be passed on to the 
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managers:. 
G-. Don't--doF -Anything 
A total of*five workers. said that the managers 'do-not'do anything'. 
The'formUlations. are Varioust 'we can do vithout, them'. 3 
lnotýing is 
xeally accoMPlished', if one does'not get'dirt on'one'6. clothes'_, and 
s-imply-'they-'hang around'. The interesting aspect of*these-replies'is 
that, even'though. these workers said the 'managers. don't do anything', 
they still mentioned'a few functiond-of the managers. either before or 
after*this. phrase.. This. su'ggests that these i4orkers--do not'regard - 
what they observe the managers doing - as 'doing something', as-work 
in other words- 
For example; 
Q.. 24, -27 "The chief'here, is. the man responsible of'this. section. Not 
that he is... doing. anything. What he does. is, to give 3 men's- 
job to I man. He hangs around. 'When'the machine. gets. 
loaded'and you slow-down, he. makes. a report against you. " 
To draw conclusions-from the above five vorliers'-responses. . alone, will 
yield an incorrect. image. of the real situation.. The findings-from the 
. answers-to 
ihe'next qyestion'(jQ.. 26) will yield, a mor6, donclusive-kesult 
on'this. 
It i& the analysis, of 4uestion 26 that we now'turn to. 
I. 
The distribution of the 'Yes. ' and 'No'*answers to ihe second question 
on managembnt is-presented in the table below. 
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Table. IXýVL-, 2-. -'-Distribution'of the answers to--ihe second question on 
management 
Answers to the question'CQ. 26), - 
"What do you think the necess- 
ity of. a management (like this 
one) depends-on? Is it nec- 
essary? " Number of workers 
a) Yes (, supportiveY 66 65.34 
b) Yes-(Aismissive) 14 13.86 
0 Yes Cby nature of'things-) 13 12.87 
d) No (not*necessary) 6 5.94 
e) I. don't know-'and no -reply 2 -1.98 
Total 101 99L. 99 
a) Supportive 'Yes. ' 
The great majority of workers in my-sample, ý-as can be. seeh from'the 
table above, are. convinced that it is. unqu. estionibly necessary to have 
a managemdnt. in a. workplace like FAB. These workers. gave Various 
-reasons. -for'being 
in, favour of management which-'are-presetit4id'-jb&lbw. 
--b) Dismissive -'Yes. ', 
This. constitutes'the second largest group as-the table indicates. ' * The 
difference of this group of"Yes-' answers Cfrom'i above)'is-that, workers. 
in this-group are not'Isupporiive of'the management even'though they see 
it& necesgity-. in. an enterprise like FAB. 
c) 'Yes',, by the 'Nature of Things' 
, -v , 2) indicates_ As-the table 
CIX 'i ', answers. of'the'kind suggested by the 
heading are ipproximately the same in. number'as (b)-above. The term 
'nature'*in the heading., as used'by the workers refers to one of, two, 
thing&ýtneither to ihe'order in Nature itself; or the'order'in M., both 
of which-are ýercei: ved. as. 'natural' by the wDrkers-in this-group. 
The i4orkers-who -articulated the first meaning, expressed this in terms. 
of an analogy between the management and the 'head' of the human body, 
or the head of a flock. 
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The examples-for such analogies. are-: 
Q. 26: 10 "It is. nec6ssary-. 7. Mereýev6ryone wants. to do the' Job. * 
according. to his. own head - whether correct or wrong. 
We certainly do need a manager to'lead us-. it is 
essential. As the proverb goes.; 'You'can't, have a bottom 
without a head'. ` 
Q,. 26, --70 "The necessity is: like if there is no 
i 
shepherd, the sheep 
scatter around_; here.,; there are i thousand different 
'fieadi-', there must be a manager. " 
Hovever, those workers. who think management is. hec6ssary 'by the nature 
of things. '. are hot-always. totally supportive of the management in FAB. 
The above. ijorker' (70) continued: 
...... Býut if the manager just shows the'friends-their job's 
and. goes., away, the jobs are accomplished*anyway. Here, ' 
there is. no need for too many managers.. One. foreman or 
shift-manager is-sufficient. " 
The examples'fromamong those 
, 
ubo used. 'the nature 6f. things' in its. 
second sense are as-follows. * 
Q.. 26, -20 "Of , course 
if-all Wre at the same rank, (hierarchical 
levbl) there wouldn't be any 'r'to e Cthe 'eople)' POwe mak p 
work. 
Q. 26: 54 "How'can it not be necessary? -If there vereý)fio manager., 
. could, the worker do his job on his. own? It is.. a must to have-4 superior'heading the worker*., If.. not_s it can't bel" 
Two other workers (83 and 31) said, in response to this question (Q. 26), 
that the man4gem6nt. is_necO-sýary,, however'that, they'"did not'kn6w whyll 
d) No, Not'Necessary 
only a few worker. s. Csee table IX, ii, 2) said that. they'didn't. think it 
necessary to have. a separate body of managers. Some ofýthem said the 
same function could. be undertaken by thL--voikeriL: 
Q. 26: 24 "It-mustn't be necessary, and it is not-in, fact. This (their presence) impairs the work peace - The -friction' between the manager and the worker gains intensity. We 
would want to be the management as well.,. at least, in 
participation. They have divided us among ourselves. They -force us. to oppress., each- other'. " S 
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Others, emphasizing that work is carried out most efficiently when 
there are no superio-rs-about, argued'that the-Management is. not' 
necessary for production purposes, but to maintain the hierarchy among 
the employees.; 
Q. 26: 5 "Yor instance, in times'when there were no foremen, the 
shift-manager and/or the chief. about, this workshop is 
known to have reached a high-productivity. This shows 
that, without the s. uperiors, the skilled'hands-vork-. But 
the superiors. are used , to direct and administer'us.. I. 
will give an examýle. In the army an NCO cannot talk. 
directly-to an-upper sergeant., therefore there-inust be a 
rank in between Clike a lower sergeant) so that flow-of 
communication'is-maintained. Here too, so that we don't 
address directly-to our superior, -there are Untermediary) 
-levels. 
C .... ) I.. mean, the function of. management is. like 
a bridge between the two (VCO and upper'sergeant). 
Likewise., in order'to create an official. distance, between 
the workers and the employerCs)_, the manager& are present. " 
As, the table (. IX,, H, 2)*indicates', the majority of'the sample population 
perceive management, as. a necessity, this. is based on'. various., criteria. 
These criteria, are 6xamined'in detail below. ',. Some therri6s, that occurred 
in the answers. to question 26 have already been'included in the 
analysis of'the-answars to question 24. Similarly., if the answers to 
question 24 are-relevant to any of the categ6ries. below., they'are also 
included her6. ', This is, in order to obtain a-more representative number 
of ins. tances-. 
A-, -The NaturelSize of the Company 
A total of seven'vorkers gave either the size of the company1tworkplace, 
or the fact that FAB-is. a company as reasons-for'baving a management. 
As in this. one. - 
0.26--42 "O-f courseit is necessary. it is.. a big company. Can't 
do without managers ...... 
Q.. 26: 95 "It is. necbsz-ary. It is. a big enterprise 'and a national 
treasure, and therefore it provides, 'profits for both the 
state and those ito have invested. If this-is-not managed. ', 
there'll, be a loss. of resources, it will collapse. " 
One worker emphasised-the private ownerghip of'the company-, 
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Q. 26: 9 "It is necessary. This is a firm. It is not a place that 
belongs. to the public. That is-why themanagement is a 
-must. 
" 
M. Everyday iobý: Allocation 
In, response'to qýxestion 24 alone thirty-one iworkerg said that part of 
the managerial function', is. to allocate jobs- to vorkerg, on a day-to- 
in respon'e to 'uestion'26, day basis-. Seven voAerg sq said that the 
necessity of managers-. vas xelated to the fact that, they-undertook'the 
division of labour and organization of work. 
Most. common'exýressions among the-first. group' (of 31) are that I th e 
manager& '-make division of-labour'-s lorganise, work', and 'show us work 
to do' Such- as.. 
Q,. 24, -34 "They show-us the jobs. They give us work to do. 'You do 
this', they say_. Then um do it. "- 
Q. 24, -42 "When you'say management, what comes. 'to mind, is a manage- 
ment maintaining C.... ) the division of labOur (I. mean all 
of it); gives-the necessary directions. to ihe'iqorkers ...... 
This... criterion., when used-in answering question'26,, is. -more significant 
in terms-of. the inferences. to be made about the workers' perception of 
management. It is. the common experience 6f'eviBry worker that at the 
start of each-shift, one of the managers. gives, 'the workers daily 
instructions'.,. and allocates'them to their jobs, Therefore., it is not 
s-urpxis. ing that so many workers (31'above)'mentioned', this. aa a manager- 
ial function. Howp-ver_*,. to, present this. as. a rais. on'd'etre,, of manage-' 
ment is. more, 6. ignificant, since this require& a further'thinking 
process- In other words, workers. must. transcend, the immediate situation 
in their consciousness, in order to establish, that the management is 
implicit in the divii-ion of labour. 
one example of this is. -. 
Q_. 26: 33, "The management. in the workplace is-necessary in my 
opinion, s-o that. ý. -.. everyone knows' what their job-'is-. " 
Another worker., ubo is. given 
fasI 
upervisory function'as well, explained 
his-xole as a 'manager' as-: 
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Q. 26ý "If I-weren't. there, the men would not know what job. to do. 
The 'Ehiefs-tell me the jobs., and I. organise the friends. " 
C. -Technical Superiority 
Fourteen woi-kets. presented the managers. ' technical superiority, and 
the extent of'their knowledge in comparison'with. themselves, as-reasons. 
which xequires. their presence. The majority of'-thiS. group is. 
supportive of the management., which-finds-express-ion in their answers, 
such-asý. - 
Q.. 26. -28 "Yes: 3' they are necessary ei , because .... they are mor* 
Informed' 
thalL us, educated'. They know-'about work. " 
Q_. 26; 39. "It is necessary.. .. they are more leafnea (experienced) on 
-machinery. They know - in order to 
increase production - 
under'what conditions. it must be, done .... 1-t 
Some wDrkers-perceive the managers' 'superiority' in terms. of culture.: 
Q., 26, -79 "Because we are not as cultured'as. them, I-feel the need for 
their cultural level .... 
Another six workers. cited 'technical superiority' as an element in 
their definition of management, in. response to question 24. one 
example is, -. 
Q. 24; 32 "Functions. of-managem6nt are: 'C. '... ) io irain and teaýh-us. " 
It. must be noted'that the two groups (-o'f'6 and 14'above) do not'consist 
of the same workers.. (Except, person number 29'who mentioned the same 
criterion inreplying to both question'24. and, qpestion*. 26. ) This is.. - 
significant because even though. -this. aspect of, . -management is. not 
presented'as part of managerial functions -and an aspect that defines. 
management (bythe group of 14 workers), the 'technical superiority' of ,, 3"' '" themanagers. is-eited as the kaison d etre of'management. This seems. to 
indicate that, -firstly these fourteen workers are., aware, that they are, 
deprived'of'the knowledge of the labour process, and secondly that this. 
knowledge 2*. s. concentrated'in the managers. 'In other''words, even'if the 
workers-do not ofien--define management in terms of . their know-ledge, and 
even'if, in everyday encounters, managers are not'perceived'as doing 
technically superior jobs, the workers. nevdrtheless-frequently give the 
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, cultural and s. cientific 'superiority' of managers:., as.. a reason why 
-management 
is. nece6sary. 'This. cleaily is. an-important aspect of 
workers.. ' perception'of'the separation of conception and ex6cution'in 
the CLP. 
Concomitantly that a total of fiifiet6en* respondents.. -referred to-this. 
. r-riterion, 
in one way or another, is. significant in, itself,: the image 
of. managers.. as. superior. 
_to 
themselves is an important influence on the 
relationship the workers. enter into vith-the managers.. This-is. one o-f 
the reasons. -why some workers. regard the management as. a 'source of' 
-reference-'. The managers. as. the new 
'points-of. referencel, and the 
implications of this on'workers, ' consciousness-is. investigated in 
Chapter X. 
D.; -Division-. of. Labour-Betw, een Worker6. and-Manager6. 
Thisý title covers workers. ' responses. . to both questions. on'management 
in which-the necessity of management is-said, to lie in the division of 
lab. our 'between workers and managers, and that. managers-have th6ir 'own 
specific jobs-todol. Such.. answers-imply that the managerial function 
is. not perceived in terms. of control but. that managers-are accepted as 
employees: _, 
whose jobs are simply different from', the types. 'of tabks 
workers-per. form. In this. context, this. can be-regarded as-a 
functional approach to management. Not in a theoretical., but in a 
taken-for'-granted sense. 
Nine workers. can. b. e said tb have this. functional attitude as reflected 
in theii answers-to question 26-- 
Q. 26, -16 "With respect to our conditions' of'work, 'it is. not necessary. 
But they've got their own jobs- But we don't understand., 
we don't really know-what they'do... '. ` 
2 6-- 25 "Nece s sary: 1 ike ýAio comes * in. and goe s. out_, who 1 s. - on leave etc. They're useful. in these-resp'ects. " 
Q, 26ý: 63 "Everywhere kou need both the managers: and the vorkeis.. 11- y 
* (14 +--6) less I overlapping-answer gives-'th'e total 19. 
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'd. 
Twi, ce as-many workers. (-18) defined management in, occupational terms. 
in replying to qpes-tionl*'24. 
Q. 24-. 12 ".... Everyone bf'them has a different job, ' so their duties. 
Uunctions. ) iiary. " 
Q. 24-: 83 ".... thei: ýýfunctionsýare-concerned',, with-the technical 
-matters, they are the'technical ýtaff.. 
` 
In a total of'twenty-Iour instances-'therefore. 3' 
Cleaving out the over- 
lapping ones: 'againl, the workers described. the managers. as. individuals. 
who have their own'job. S to do in the divid. ion'of'. labour, so this- 
constitutes . another significant influence 6n'theii relationship with-the 
-managexs. 
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This. is. by far the most frequently cited'. function and, raison d'etre of 
management. As-answerg. to question 26'alohe, it ocCurs. thirty-one 
times. (-in other'words, over'one third of'the total sample population 
-referxed to this-criterion). In twenty-nine 
other instances.,, t, his is. 
. given as a 
function'of'the management. LeaVing out the overlapping 
. respondents, this.,. gives'a total of'forty--eighi'(neaily 
half, the sample 
population) workers., who perceived'management, as,.. being there in order 
I. to make themselves. work. ' The. title is,. chosen. because ofthe high 
number of times'this-phrase Uto make workers work') is used by the 
w-orkeks,. -, -. Such- aa in the 6ases'belowi 
Q. 26-38 "It is. neces, sary. First of'all., there-must be a superior 
above the iworkers, -to make them'vork,, to make things. run; 
s. o that just and equal work., is done Cby ev6ryone)'. " 
Q. 26ý-48 "(-Tt is. necessary) to make the -ýYorkerý work here, and to 
achieve a productivity according. tottheit own desires. '. " 
Or,. as in those below, as answers to question"24- 
Q.. 24, -67 "To manage means .... to decide how-'the'workei6, dhould work; like not everyone can make'the workers-work in the same 
way-. ti 
Q. 24, -91 11 .... to 'get the workers to do iheik jobs. " 
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The workers' expression of 'to-make workers work' points to the 
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managerial task which I will term as the 'transformational roblem' . 
Management is confronted with the problem of extending the labour-power 
to the duration of working hours so that it is used productiv6ly. 
Labour power over an agreed period of time is bought by the capitalist. 
It is the management's task in the CLP then to set this power in motion 
to make production possible. Therefore, the management has to transform 
the potential labour of the labourers into productive work and into 
profits. What the FAB workers see th6ir managers doing is the acteall 
mechanism which the management uses to control this. transformation 
process- 
The control function'of the management. in. FAB-is the most recurrent 
theme among those covered under this: heading W. That the management 
controls-. the workers. is: a very frequently cited'. function attributed to 
management. Workers. in this. group often also pointed out that the 
management pe-rpetuates. the continuity of the labour-process, and ensure 
thexeSular attendance of workers.. As-clearly indicated in the 
examples below, many workers admitted that they would not'have worked 
at therequired pace without supervision, --nor'would they'have been -7ý 
. regular in their time s. chedules. 
Q. 26; 13 "The saperiors that. work here,.... ensure that during' 8 
hours everyone is-busy with their own'jobs.. " 
Q. 26: 15 "Necessary in this way-. to assign jobs-.. -.. to control'if 
everyone is-. doing their duty or not. " 
Q, 26, -26 "Of course they'are necessary. If they had not'been (here) 
no one would work. You can't tell your mate to get up and 
work .... If 
Q. 26: 28 they*were not here, everyone would work as. they 
wished. Yor example, one can work 10 minutes, and rest 
for*20-minutes..... " 
Q_. 26. -39 "It ianecessary: had there not been the managerial group, 
wDrk would not proceed .... Also_, 'so that the workets-come 
to work regularly. If there were no superior, I would 
come Cto work) one day, and wouldn't the other. " 
Similar replies are provided in question'24: 
Q. 24: 29 "To manage is to make those workers who ao not work, work In short, to. rule the workers.. " 
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Q. 24: 34 ".. '.. then, they ask, 'why aren't you working? ', when we 
are not busy with something. " 
The manner in which some of the workers expressed the control function 
of management is-reminiscent of Braverman, who asserts that 'to 
manage is to control. ' 
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Many FAB workers recognise this, and their 
articulation of it expresses a high 'situational awareness, '. Based 
on this. articulation alone however, it'is difficult to infer that 
their situational awareness enables, 'them'to transcend the immediacy 
of their experience. In other words, it is-. not'plausible to assert 
that these workers experience 'oppression' as a result of'managerial 
control.. And neither do (as most of the answers. quoted'above clearly 
indicateYthese workers. ' conceptions. of managerial'conirol'make the 
connection'betweeh contxol-and, the wider*social order'Und'-the mode of 
production). That-some vorkers-do integ-kateýthe'two'is still a fact, 
yet this cannot be simply infer-red'from'the above keplies: '. It can 
however., be recognised when scattered'el6ments of theik. awareness are 
integrated into the analysis. This is carried'oui at the end of this 
chapter. 
Y. --Yactory Discipline 
Six respondents. -for'question'26 alone cited'the maintaining of'factory 
order and discipline is-a reason why they'thought'managem6nt was. 
necessary. This: implies'that these workers rec6gnise discipline as a 
-reqoisite, 'and the'managem6nt-as 
justified'-for'the'fulfilment of this 
need. The worker quoted below clearly ifidicates. this:. 
Q. 26ý: 14 "of course it, is necessary, for the discipline of'the 
community. If there is no discipline in a. workplace., 
then there will. be no work done there. " 
Seven other-respondents-in answering to question'24'defined management 
as- eqpi-valent to 'diszipline. Such'as.. - 
Q. 24,. -32 "To manage means, to maintain disciplineý*to establish-an 
order in the workplace. " 
Q_. 24. -38 "Management-means .... to make the community obey. He fthe 
superior) i4, ants. discipline, and respect Cfor himself). "- 
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As it is clear in these examples, the workers who see managerial role 
as disciplinary, do not attach any negative attributes to it. It is 
implicit in these replies therefore, that they favour a disciplined 
workplace. At least one of them spelled out his support for managerial 
disciplinet 
Q. 24: 64 "So long as there is discipline in a place, from my point 
of view, then the management is good there .... It 
This quote appears to exemplify authoritarian tendencies among some of 
the-FAB workers, and respect for authoriýX, characteristics deeplý- 
ingrained in Turkish culture, but also legitimated by managerial 
policies- The alternative 'chaos' and 'anarchy' in the absence of 
factory discipline, and the workers' consequent 'powerlessness' in 
establishing order, act as powerful sanctions for authoritarian 
tendencies. 
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G. -- Concern with-Pxoduction 
An often-cited aspect of management is. that they are concerned'with the 
production proces. s. and especially with-its-technical aspects. It is. 
asserted that the. continuity of production* without major flaws, is, the 
responsibility of the management. For question'26 alone twenty workers 
referred to this. For inst. ance-: 
Q, 26: 32 "This necessity (. of management) depends.. on production. 
They haven't got'any other'job'except to see that the 
machines. vo-rk. " 
Q.. 26, -4-7 "It (the necessity of management) depends. on'the conýinuity 
of labour-power'and productivity. " 
Q. 26; 51 "It is. necessary: for a normal flow'of'workand to market 
the goods: produced by the workplace. " 
A -fev others. recognis-ed'that the purpose bf'prodUction'is-to make- 
pro-fits, and linked this. with the need. for a management. Such. as: 
Q. 26-85 "The necessity of management is- so that the factory makes 
gains.. If it is managed well, the factory earns.. "- 
Q. 26: 89 "To manage the-factory in all. its- aspects - such-as work 
programming, costs, profits .... 1, 
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Another twenty-four workers mentioned 'concern for production' as one 
of the functions of management. 
Q. 24: 63 "Management means production. Theirýfunctions are to , 
obtain bottles from the factory, to maintain productivity.... " 
Q. 24: 129 "A manager is someone who makes workers work in a positive 
direction, thus safeguarding normal production, trying, to 
. raise 
it. " 
The answers to both question 24 and question 26 taken together, brings 
the total-rate of occurrence of this theme to thirty-nine. This is to 
say that approximately 40% of the worker-sample population assume that 
managerial concern is mainly for the production-process,. and 
particularly to ensure that it proceeds in the direction and under 
conditions which-the employers, want. This certainly is a high percentage 
of occurrence for one single factor, and may indicate the predominance 
o-f a 'neutral' attitude towards management, because in these replies, 
the emphas-is. is on the managerial control of the-tochnical aspects of 
the labýour-process-rather than the control of-labour. 
On the other'hand-, it is-also the assertion'of YAB. woAeks that the 
-managem6nt's. prime -function 
is to control'-them. ',, 'to mak6--them'workl. 
Both-the 'neutral'. attitude, and the view ofmanagement as a means. of 
labour control, often occur in the response 6f'the same ijorker. (Yor 
example, see the quote 129'above, and compare the response of 32'in 
this section, and on'p. 276) This implies'that many. FAB workers do not 
regard various-concerns of management - suchas-factory discipline., 
production process. and the control of labour -. as, contradictory', but as 
part and parcel of, management, theirebý providing an integrated'c6nception 
ofmanagement. 
--H---Management as-'Coniultancy Board' 
In answering question 26, five work6rs said that they'regarded*the' 
-management as. -useful 
because when they'need6d something, or'when'they 
had-problem. §. they sought advice and helý from'the managers.. For 
instance-. 
26; 13 ...... Besides, they'are there to-meet'ihe"buEside-the-factory 
needs, of-the men that work. with them'normally. Say., -When 
some friend who has a, sick person at. home can't come to work, 
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written permission must immediately be given (so that the 
worker does not lose his wage). The necessity (of manage- 
ment) depends on these. " 
Q. 26: 56 "They provide the missing supplies. When the vorkers have 
complaints, they go to them. " 
The separation of mentalland manual labour, of conception and execution 
not only separates the managers and the workers in terms. of 
. -ýresponsibility' and control 
(as, revealed in previous sections); but 
also effect the increasing dependency of the workers on the managers 
as. suppliers, of. advice and equipment, It is natural therefore, in this 
context, that in addition to the above five, twenty other workers 
Cin answering ques-tion 24) said that they go to the managers when they 
are short of supplies. ', overalls, safety and other equipment, etc., as. 
well as. -Jien they need some technical advice. It is in such terms 
that these vorkers. defined management to be an institution of 'appeal', 
and its.. functions in terms of consultancy. As in these cases: 
Q, 24-. 37 ".... For example, he (the manager) takes someone who is not 
feeling very well, and tends him to. 4--light job. If he still 
can't do it, he allows him to rest, or-gives. 'him a day off, 
sends: him to the doctor. " 
Q_. 24, -60 "To manage means,.... (beside 6ther'things).... to be'able to 
listen to their (-workers) needs-and to meet them. " 
Q. 24: 79 "Theiz functions are not only. on the subjdet. of work. In 
everything else, like in personal and social things.. When 
we need to get a permission,, overalls, equipment., ve go to 
them. Industrial safetý is their concern too. " 
It is explicit in the above cases'that, although these workekg. are 
dependent on'the management for supply of*a variety of'items., they do 
not-feel'-dep6rident on the management. In none bf*the replies. is 
-resentment expressed. against this dependence. Rem6mbering that many 
workers, expresse'd resentment against the way the management controlled 
the allocation of the time and amount of'overalls, shoes, equipment 
etc. (previously mentiondd in the analysis of qpestions. 18 and 20), the 
sympathy with-viii-ch-thesd workers refer to managers. -as. 'people to go to 
when in need' in answering question'24 and question'26 here, is. worth 
noting. This-, is one of the reasons. why the managers. come to be perceived 
of as-'reference' points, as- a result of which worker6-aspira to identify 
themselves. 'with: the managers. This id further'inquixed into in Chapter X. 
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The role of management in perpetuating the subordination of labour by 
capital is not always 'visible'. In addition, the workers and managers 
who are in a position to interact with each other on a day-to-; day 
basis, do not relate to each other simply as agents (of labour and 
capital respectively), butlas human beings. These two aspects effect 
workers' perception of the managers ag being more 'neutral', and this 
becomes the reason for their 'sympathetic' attitude towards them. At 
the same time, they perc6ive managers as. thei-r-opprdssors Cas-revealed 
by some of the themes in this section vi)., vhich-conflicts with-their 
'neutral', attitude. 
As-a way of concluding this. sectioni-t can be 4saerted'. that the FAB. 
workers' pe-rception'of and attitudes towards managem6nt are-xidden'by 
contradictions-parallel'to those ingrained'in the work g1tuation 
itself. 
-vii) Voxke-rs? Definition of-and Relation'to 
ihe-Union 
The questi-on*on'the'Union'(-Q.. 33) is formulated'as.: 
"Rhat do you'think the"nec6ssity ol'the'. Union'depbnds. on? What doei 
the Union'do Coi*ubat are its -functions 
)? , 231' 
The ansveraof'l0l. workers to this quo stion'are diýssified*in two 
successuve ýarts. -Tirst 
U), a general statistical distribution of 
'Yes. ' and 'No' answers is surveyed. - Second (-Il)_, the-reasons qualifying 
the 'Yes-' and 'No' answers., in combination with the functions cited are 
classilied'unaer-various- categories'. The method*used*in classification, 
and the calculation of'the 'total. rate of'occurren6eS. ' is the'game as 
applied'to previous questions. 
-a) No need 
b) Yes. ' U'efinite)' 
cý-Unsure (-Both-'yes. ' and 'no') 
, d) Others, Und 'don'ti., know) 
The statistical distribution of these ireplies, i. 's presented in the tab-le 
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b8low: . 
Table IX, vii, l: Distribution of the answers-to the question on the 
Union 
Answers to question 33: 
"What do you think the 
necessity of the Union 
depends on? What does 
the Union do (or -Jiat 
are its functions)? " 
No need 
Yes_, Cdefinite) 
Unsure (both) 
Other (. don't know) 
NUmber'of workers -7. 
3 2.9 
89 88.1 
5 4.9 
4 . 3.9 
Total 101 99.8 
As the table indicates-, the great majority of'FAB workers think it 
necessary to have a Union (the 'ddfifiite Yes' answers in the table). 
The 'urtsure'. replies consist of both. 'supportive'*and 'dismissive' 
themes. These workers. believed that the. Union could be deemed to be 
unnecessary, provided that various functions it undertakes-are secured 
by state institutions. Two workers of'the'same group said that 'the 
Union-also exploited'the workers', and 'could also be', harmful', that is, 
as.. aaverse as-the employers/managers. Other conditions cited by the 
workers: in this. group, on which the Union'would, be disqualified'are: 
- if the workerý. could directly negotiate with the management, 
--if the general interests of the workers were protected'by Law, 
--if the management were 'Iair' in its. treatment of the workers. 
I 
As can be seen -from the table, very few'workers. gave 4 definite-'No' 
answer, that is, 'no need. for the Union'. One of them based his 
judgement on a similar-reason as the two above, - 
93 "I-don't believe in the necessity of'the Union. It also exploits. " 
Anothe-r workerýin this-group was convinced that the Union was redundant 
since 'it can't do much anyway' . 
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The workers in these last two categories Cunsure' and 'No need') are 
the only-ones vho can be regarded as being 'aware' of the contradictory 
nature of Trade Unions in capitalist societies. They are aware that 
the Union's role is reduced to pay-settlements and securing of social 
rights of the workers, both of which could easily be undertaken by a 
co-operation between the State and the workers. At the same time, 
these workers had an awareness that the State'did, not co-operate in 
this manner, and in some cases, the individual workers were powerless 
to achieve positive results. In both cases; the-Union was then 
regarded as. -fulfilling alunction. 
The in-depth-analysis of the. remiining majority of the. ieplies'- 
carried out below - yields a more representative picture of the FAB 
workers conception of the Union. 
Finally., the 'other' category in the table above consists of'straight- 
. forward 
'Don't know! answers, and answers. whidh-did not'seem'to have 
any. meaningful connection with the question. 
The def inition'and the functions- of the Union'as. articulated by the 
sample population of vorkeig. are classified, 'under eight categories. - 
A:.. 'General protection of'common inter6ats. - 
B. To provide sp-rvices. 'to the-workers-and as-an advis-or* 
G: To obtain and defend workers' rights--against. the employer(s. ) 
D: To liaise between'workers. -and the employerCs) 
E. - 'Individually a worker cannot pursue his rights' 
IF: Against oppression' 
. 
G. * Yor raising the political consciouSnesý of'the-jworkers- 
R- Other (-non-classifiable)' 
Each-category is. analysed in sequence_, and the number of'instances in 
which-6ach-category occurs. is provided*under*the'relevant, heading. 
-A-Ceneral Protection-ofCommon Interests 
A total of'tuvnty-six workers (25'. 7% of the total 101., or 29'. 2%' of all 
the 'Y-es, ' answers) said that the Union is-neces. 4. ary for reasons of 
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'solidarity', 'uniting as workers', for protection of common interests 
of the workers. Other reasons cited centre around themes such as, 
'it is 'us' and 'them", therefore 'us people uniting' against the 
employe-rs/managers. The. Union is regarded, by these workers, as the 
representative of the workers, and their power. 
Some workers expressed one or more of these themes as follows: 
3 "Necessary. Unions mean representatives-of the workers.. To 
pursue workers. 'xights, you don't appeal. to the O-mployer'(but 
the union).... " 
other examples- covered'by this. title are; 
31 ".... The union is formed by men selO-cted'-from among the'vorkers. 
'What the workers want, the union settles. '. vith-the employer. " 
.,,. 
it represents the workers' power,. it,. is-. a 'union'. 52 ". ... That is- The union deals with the employer'. " ý 
Some warkerg-in this-group., having said that the Union is. necessary in 
terms.. of the criteria used here, then carried'on to-complain that the 
Union * in FAV. does. not'fulf il its functi on. As. im 
59 '. '.... Their function is. to -fulfil the 
job-of'repres-6-nting 
workers. Now, it doesn't do this job well, we. don't like it. 
They-'are uneducated'. They change shop'Stewards. without our 
knowledge. " 
Others. emphasised that the Union is for'them-all. - 
61 ".... to clo things_, for the benefit of'the workek6.... -It*is-not just -for one person 
but for, the utole co, . unity. " . 
82 "The union*is. simply the solidarity of'the workers.. I It means. 
simply- the government of'the workers. " 
It is-indicated. *,. in all these replies, that the workers. reco 'ise the gn 
-Union'as. xepies6nting the workers-and th6ii interests. This-is ameed 
that stemý from their subordinate position'at the point of*prodUction. 
The Union,, in its-representative role epitomise&the workers' power, 
thereby bringing axelief from a sense of'total, subordination. one 
worker'summed'it up very neatly; 
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67 "In the workplace, there is 'a boss - an employer against us. 
The union is someone ubo defends the collective rights of the 
workers against the employer. Our rights must be defended by 
a few people among us. The union, the Confederation certainly 
does this.... " 
B- To P. rovide Servides to the Workers, and as-an-Acivisor 
For some vorkers, what defines the Union best is that 'it takes'care 
of thbm'. They*-feel'that they'can seek'help'uten'in need, and take 
their complaints- - from the most trivial to the more fundamental 
ones, --to the Union. Unlike the case'6f consulting the managers, in 
this case, the workers expres§ed a certainty that their queries'from 
the Union vill be responded to. , This is so because, as some of them 
stressed, the Union belongs-to-them-. 
Yor over one third of FAB workers C34 of the sample ýopulation), the 
. Union means: 
(-ainong other things) a service for'the'workers. For' 
example: 
72 ".... We tell oUr vorXies to them. Its. -. functions-.,, uhatever*worry_, 
probl6m the worker has, he goes to the. Union .... if 
81 "Fox example, 'when'they*(the managers) make'us. work 6n*jobS* 
other than our own_, ve appeal to the-union. Whenýuv. quarrel 
vith the superiors, if he makes a report, then'the union 
intervenes. -'. " 
84 ".... when the shoes or overalls wear out ve first tell the chief. 
If-ve can't get these_, ', we appeal to the-iinione The union is to 
prevent things-like the discipline coramittee, 'and for the right of 
collective bargaining. " 
In 
-regarding theUnion as a 
'service' for'themselves,. *,, the workers 
express a claim to., have. a-right over the Union., For'some of*them they 
can make this cl&im, because by paying fees, they create the funds with. 
uhich-the Union'operates. How . these funds are used is explained by one 
vorkerr 
98 "The union*. is,, necessary to sign the C. B. contract. Its.. functions,: 
gets,., fees from the wai7kers,, saves this. -money' 
in ýa bank, and does 
the negotiations. Mien there is a disagreement it calls. for a 
strike, and gives thi-s, money to the. workers-all, the while they are 
on's-trike. " 
It is. regarded., by some workers, that it is the Union's responsibility 
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to materialise the changes in the workplace, in alignment with the 
workers' demands, -as in the case of this worker quoted below: 
38 "The union's function is to achieve those changes I mentioned 
ýibove Cas-answers to Q. 28, Q. 29 and Q. 30). The union must do 
this unbiased, must not work for its own interests. It must 
ko in alignment with the demands of the w6rkers and must fulfil 
these demands.... " 
By attributing the power to change the conditions (to their advantage) 
to the Union, the workers seem to be aware of'that they'also risk the 
Union's interests as an organisation dominating the Union's-actions in 
the course of -fighting for these changes'. This awareness 
is expressed 
in terms of a confusion between what the Uniol: i-does, and what it should 
do. Unlike in the case of describing the management where most workers 
did not distinguish between 'should' and 'is. '-, in defining the Union, 
they often deliberately maintain this distinction. This can be referred 
to the lack of a distance between the iiorker6 and the Union, which the 
workers perceived'to exist between'themselves'and the management., 
C- To"Obtainand Defend iJorkers' Rights. Against the Ernployer(s) 
'To gain andlor'to expropriate our rights' is by far the most frequent 
xesponse to the 4uesfion'on'the Union. Altogether fifty-three workers 
(over half of'the'total sample)'us ed this, Or'a similar phrase to explhin 
what the Union*is-to them. In such expressions-the term 'rights' is 
attributed'a very broad meaning. These-replies'-reveal than. 
1) the workers-are convinced that there are certain 'rights. ' to be gained, 
2) they see the. role of the Union as. one of obtaining these 'rights' for 
them., and 
3) these 'xights! often clash with the interests, and7or what the manage- 
mentlemployer'is. prepared to g*rant. Thereforej, they have to be 
fought for, and once acquired must be-def6nded. 
The woman vorker'quoted below contains all the three*0-16menta-cited 
a'bovL, ' 
1 "The union'is. necessary: the important thing is. its ability to 
. get 
and defend the workers, ' rights. Its -function 
ia to get these 
rights against the employer. " 
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Since this theme (C) is comprised by one of the more straightforward 
responses, Lquote only one more of its type to avoid repetition. 
8 "The union is needed to take and defend the vights of the 
vorkers. " 
The question 'what rights do the workers have? ' is one , hich the 
workers left-unexplained. It is implicit therefore, in these responses, 
that the workers take -for granted that their rights are understood and 
recognised by everyone. What is not taken. for granted by these workers 
however, is their 'donation' by the emp'loyer(s). Hence the justification 
of the presence of a Union. 
D-To Liaise Between. -the Workers and the-Employer(s) 
This. is-another frequently cited function of the. Union. Approximately 
30% (29) of*the sample population of'. 101 inention6d'it. 'The Union in 
this-context is not'only. referred to as maintaining the-communication 
with the employers, but also-as-mediators and-eo-lorainators between the 
tvo side&. In this respect., there can be said to be a congruity between 
some workers' perception of managerial and syndical functions., Yet, 
they'keep the Os-sential difference betweeh'the two.. 'that is., on whose 
behalf this function'of'liaison is carried'out. - These workers quoted 
below. are'examples-'of*variouS modes'of*expression of the same 
. recognition-. 
-7 
"of -course 
(it is. necessary), to get the O-mployer'and the worker 
to agree peacefully and to act as a mediator'betWeh'the 6mployer* 
and the worker'on*issues-'where they have disagreement. " 
15 ".... When'there is a disagreement with the management, I-go to the 
union. It Cthe p3roblem) is solved by mediation of'the union. " 
31' "The union. is-. a Iink, between-the employer and the worker. To get 
the employer and the worker closer to each otfier.... " 
38. ".... Ideally, this-(actualisation of. 'the, changes, 'desired by 
himself) must be expected'from the employer. But they'(-the union 
and the employer) must do it together. -. The union*must seek-these 
Zemands. from-the employer. " 
Most of the workers in this group can be said to consider the Union as 
part of the estahlishment... That the Union'is, therO- to defend workers' 
'rights' is never lost sight of, * yet-that the Union does this within 
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the status quo, as part of the establishment is also envisaged. One 
machine-operator explained this-most explicitly: 
45 "The necessity of the union comes from the fact that in a 
workplace like this, uhere-nearly 1500 pergonsý. vork, it is 
difficult to manage all the workers by the employer'alone. 
The-union's--presence here is both-for the workers' interests 
-and also the union 
helps the employer .... 
it 
, 
For some others-of this. group, the Union's mediatory'-role must do 
justice to the employer(s) as- well. As this worker'quoted below 
suggeste&- 
69 "The union is to protect various rights-of. the workers, and is 
geared to a more 'modern' working of both sides.. (-the workers and 
the employers). It is. to get our rights, --but the, -union'. should 
say 'we've kot'your rights, -ftotn'the e ploy: 
ýT_and now-"you_have to 
work'Ain return for that). " 
This vorker's.. response. reflects his notion*of, ', fairneW.. which suggests 
that from'his. point of view 'justice' can only be achieved when. and if 
the Union'emphasises. 'botli the 'rights. ' and the- duties. ' of 'the workers. in 
relation to the employerCs). This emphasis, is. required by both this 
vorke-r' and implicitly by most of the twenty-nine workers 
in this group. 
In other words, these workers regard thezain Union'function to be to 
work for'betterment of'industrial relations. This attitude may be 
termed as- 'xefomi-st'., since the implicit assumption is that the interests 
of the workers-and the emPloyerCs) are not*needssarily antagonistic, but 
can be. reconciled'by mutual efforts. 
'Individuallyý-aý-Worker Cannot Pursue His. Rights' 
The Union is needed as-fi. fteen workers, in my sample said, because an 
individual worker cannot communicate with the employers. -and cannot 
pursue his-. rights- individually. In this criterion, the workers' 
emphasis. has-- shifted*. -from- 
'what the Union'can--do -for'themselves. 
', to 
what, as. individual workers 'they cannot'do'. This, resigned. attitude, 
or altez-hativelY,. this. awareness of the lack. 6f'the right and power to 
negotiate with-the employers as individual workers therefore, creates. 
the need'-for the Union. * This is expressed in numer6uS. vays (or 15 
different ways-. 1) by the workers* 
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2 ".... When there is a problem, if I go to the chief, with someone 
f. rom-the-'union, -the chief then, solves that problem. Not any 
worker's. but the union's word is listened to..... " (My emphasis) 
9 ".... Each vorker cannot go and talk to the employer directly when 
there is an issue ..... he will be unable to anyhov. Then, the 
union becomes useful, since they are more informed than us. " 
Individually, the workers do not have a legal status which would enable 
them to negotiate with the employer(s). In addition hovever. 'P-as the 
above vorker'suggests, workers do not. regard themselves. 'wel. 1-equipped 
to confront the employer(s) individually. The mention of their lack 
of knowledge -Aich- only the Union officials seem to have must also be 
undeilined. 
There. are-. also xis-ks involved in-attempting to p*ursue one's rights 
individually; 
. 37 ".... the t7orker'himself can't go to the employer and pursue his, 
own rights- If, he does., he can be'fired for'some Cidade-up) 
-reas. on .... 
it 
Or, vithýut'the Union, acquisition of 'rights. ''are in danger: 
28 "The union'is-necessary because .... you'can't go and. ask-for', 
your, rights*from-the employer. If there is-no un3. on,.. you (have 
to) accept whatevdr'the employer gives. " 
It can be inferred'from these responses*that variou's-structural, legal 
and managerial-mechanisms. force the -Workers to-abstain from -attempting 
to pursue their rights individually,. whiýli'then'affect the-iqorkers' 
perception of themselves, as 'powerý-less'. Clearly, this makes the 
vorkerý: more dependent on the Union. 
-: F,: -'-Against -oppression 
Twenty-lour vorkeis see the-Union's-role-as'acting agiinst the 
'oppression' of the'workers. at the point of'produ'ction Not'all of them 
used the term 'oppression', but indicated'vilat constitutes'an oppression. 
In these cases,. references. were made to. 'firing of'the. workers', 
lviolation'ofýtheirxights', and 'repression by, the managers' as. actions 
to be ret. 4liated'by the Union. 
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The percentage of workers included in this group is. comparable to 
the percentage-under the heading (D) above. The inclication is that 
the proportion of vorkerslmho regard the Union as part of the 
establishment is approximately the same as the proportion who think that 
the Union functions against oppression. 
This is how the latter, express themselves: 
19 "The union is-necessary of course, to defend the workers against 
all opp-ression, and to prevent this Coppression) happening. Of 
course, to. fight-against the bosses Cin terms of capital*). - 
Obviously he Cthe boss) will not give in willingly. It is not 
the same as having a union. We work here with the sweat of our 
bxows. We struggle. The union must be able to get'Cour-rights) 
and it will tool" 
40 "The. union is much-needed* :- It is job security., the greatest 
'mapon-against the conditions, of life, security against the 
bosses. Gives'the workers' security to work in peace. " 
55 "The union's. necess. ity is that .... 
it prevents us from being 
'crushed' by the employer. Also, obviously prevOnts-the managers 
-from--firing us when 
they choose to,. " 
G: --. For-Raising-thd-Political Consciousnesýý. -of. '-the. -Workorg/C61lective 
Action 
In spite of the Union's efforts to present the bulk of'their activities. 
as 'political' Cas -was explained in Chapter'VII) this. certainly does 
not Tind much_expresýion in the vorkers' perception'of'the Union's 
activities'. This. -is. xef 
lected in that -very few' 
CS) I respondents 
thought 'xaising the political conscious*ness-of'the*workers' to be an 
important. function of the. Union. One bf'them said: 
20 ".... The-function& of the union are. to raise the consciousness 
of the vorkers,, to maintain solidarity among the -Wmrkers. " 
Another vorker'(-105) - who was included in the group who believed the 
Union'could be redundant pro'vided'that the-rights-of*the vorkers were 
legally-recognized. 3 and guaranteed*- believ6s-, even . so_,. . that in one area 
*This sentence makes-'as. little sense, syntactically speaking, in Turkish 
aawell. However, -from'the original wording, it is. conceivable that he means 'bosses. 'vho are-repres6nting capital', not'in terms of capital. 
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the. Union is strongly needed. 
105 ".... But, for the education of the vorkers, the union is 
certainly necessary. " 
Another vorker in this group said that the collective. labour movements 
are led by the Union, since the Union had the authority to do io, 
106 ".... Other'functions. are strikes, resistance movements, 
demonstrations-and such. The union has the authority for 
these. " 
Except these -few-wDrkers, then, the majority of YAB vorkers. do not 
regard political. actions, as the function'of the Unionand neither have 
aneed lor the Union'to carry them'out. 
-H-. -Other -(Nori-Class-ifiable) 
There -are ten xesponses-', 
Aiich could not'be classified'-under' any of the 
above titles, unles. is. forced to. ' This group consists7.. mainly of those 
respondents-, ufio, 'on'thb one hand., cited various., functions - of 'the- Union., 
and on the other hand, mentioned that either'these functions are not 
fulfilled'by-the present Union, or the*mode in which-'they'are undertaken 
does: not please the workers. Eight. ouý of'ten xeflected'on'these, such 
as; 
17 `.... Also, it, is the'duty of'the-iinion*not'to*bellike'butter'and 
honey'Con good. *terms. ) with the employer'. For. example-, 'the C. W. U. 
sold us. out. for I T. L. The union should impose conditions. (Dn 
the employer),, 'should not*give in too easily. " 
66 "1- am-- irritated by the union. If it wren't necessary, it wouldn't 
be here .... But, because of the union,. the mates'4uar-rel with each- 
other. I. vish,, an-independent union'would. enter'her6 so ihat. no 
noizes. (ýýaakkels) would be heard. " 
Another worker in this, group, after, det(oting what the Union*should do, 
added that the political involvement of. the Union'prevents. it from 
-fulfilling these 
functions..,. and in effect, the Union'acts' against the 
interests-of the worker. §-. 
J6 "This Cthe 
-function) 
is not done. Most of'them (the unionists) 
indulge in ideological things.. Some of them vAien they have 
had enough of the money slipped into their pockets-by the 
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management, sign for a very cheap-rate. That is xAiy (I say they, 
don't do their job properly). " 
Similarly: 
78 "1 regard the union'as necessary for a. factory but in our 
country it Nnionism) is not carried out. fully. They do 
party-politics. In our factory, one waves the sword of TURKEg, 
the other A. Kagmazs. * Yor me, this is a mistake. Since we 
have chosen a s. ocIZ1 democratic politics., we should support a 
party of that sort., The union's-duty must only be to deal 
with-the ý7orkers,. to think of workers' interests and of the 
production. But it doesn't mean that the workers should be 
oppressed fox the purposes of production. I-am definitely 
against pollitics. in the factory. " 
It was suggested earlier (theme E) that some workers expressed a need 
to be-represented'by the Union because individually they could not 
bargain with-the employers- A greaýer included'in this group is the 
only respondent in my sample uiio explicitly opposed this, and suggested 
an alternative-' 
94 ".... 11owever., now-'in Turkey_, there is. no -real union but still .... Mhen one gays. 'union'., one thinks'of-a 'IdefOnder' of the workers, # 
rights and one who is. -concerned with the. workei6J conditions. 
Ye 
, 
t., only-10 persons.., go as. -representatives of the workers-, to 
negotiate with-the employer(s) and then_, everything takes place 
behind closed. doors, Instead, at least 200, persons, should ho. 
Then'the workers-will see What is. real collective-bargaining, 
, and the employer'will see-the p'ower'of the worker6l" 
Another worker,, -one bf'the"clocking-in' department's, 
_puts 
forward 
ubat may be xegdrded. as-a 'conformist' view'of'the Union . inasmuch as 
he-As-sames-. therO, to be natural, limits. to the, Union's. dem-4nds. of the 
employer. 
95 "Naturally,, the- union, becomes necessary; there is one in every 
workplace. As, much as. it is necessary., it must not go beyond 
its own power .... The-union must not make use of its.. power, and 
say 'we want everything'. 
Ilis, xesponse presents a-'managerial attitude"towards-the Union, an 
* A. Türke. - ý, the then leader of the Nationalist Action Party, and 
-A Kavniaz, the then leader'of 'a socialist party (7urkish Socialist Workers Party). 
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attitude which-remains isolated in the YAB ý'cas'e as clearly indicated 
by the themes. ftom-. A to G. 
An overall evaluation of the FAB workers' relation to the Union is 
integrated'vith the inferences made on their relation to the labour- 
process, in the -following section. 
vl"tl)'On-FAB Workers' View'of'the'Labour-Process and the Implications 
of this for their Consciousness 
The FAB workers' definitions of various aspects of the labour-process 
have so-far been considered separately. Phen brought together, they 
elucidate their view of the labour-process. This view has the quality 
of being relatively totaligtic, and this is shown in the findings of the 
questionnaire, and especially in those, of the eight questions analysed 
-above. 
' The latter can be summarised in a few-concluding points: 
1. All the definitions, themes, criteria etc., used by the workers to 
express their understanding and relation to the labour-process are 
highly-differentiated. This finding supports one of the hypotheses 
of this. thesis., namely that there is a correspondence between the degree 
of differentiation of the types of work done in FAB,, and''the situational 
awareness engendered by these conditions. It is highly significant that 
in none of the answers of the related eight open-ended questions could 
the workers'. responses'be classified under only a'few major headings. 
It is also important . that in each case the workers' responses were 
relatively evenly distributed among the definitions, themes, ancl*----, - 
c-titeria employed. These two points are important because they indicate 
that a high-percentage of relational aspects of the labour-process was 
covered by the workers in the sample population. That no single aspect, 
or a related issue of the labour-process dominates, and therefore distorts, 
their vision of the labour-process must be stressed. In other words, 
collectively, FAB workers can be said to have a high situational 
awareness. of a sufficient number of the characteristics*of the labour- 
process-, consistent with possessing a totalistic view. 
2. Related to the first point (the parallel differentiation between the 
, conditions of jobs and the definitions of workers' relations to those 
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conditions) is-the point that material conditions. per se Cthat is, the 
mere -fact o-f working -under the same xoof)., andlox class-position 
(. that 
is, being part of the working-clAss as opposed to the bourgeoisie for 
example) do not give rise to a-homogeneous awareness and p6litical 
consciousness. In the YAB case this can be partly explained by, 
first, the heterogeneity of the concrete conditions at the point of 
production themselves (as they apply to various groups of workers 
diffe-rentiatedtbased on the categories given in Part I of this thesis). 
However, contrary evidence is provided by the workers' relation to 
their products, namely that regardless of the discrepancy in their 
jobs-, all the inter-view sample presented the same subjective relation 
(-of non-, estrangement) to their products. 
Secondly, the working class in Turkey is highly differentiated in terms 
of status, organisation, power, privileges, income etc. which may also 
account for the variations in the FAB workers' consciousness. 
Differentiation works in two ways, first by means of their wide-ranging 
previous work exieriences, whereby they judge their present situation, 
. and second; through comparison of their own situation with the other 
sections of the Turkish working-class which constitutes another 
dimension of their consciousness about their own situation. 
3. The themes, criteria and titles included in the workers own 
-formulations of their 
ideas and feelings - which made it possible to 
classify their answers without introducing any external criteria are 
significant in themselves'. Yurthermore, that these themes were 
emphas. ised,. and not others, is crucial. As will be remembered, the 
themes used included conceptions that pointed to the presence of a high 
situational awareness reflected in the following points: 
a) a xelatively totalistic (comprehensive) view of the labour-process, 
a view that includes- many contradictions engendered by the labour- 
proces-s7, was provided by many workers. 
b) The workers. uvre not totally subordinated and did not los!! ýcomplete 
control over their labour. Inasmuch as they are'sutordinated and lack 
control, they,. are-aware of this, and they articulated this in the demand 
-for more control over their 
labour (or the labour-process). ' Their 
, 
demands,. 
-for combining-conception'and execution of their work are 
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especially important in this context. 
c) Many workers have not ceased to think and act on the premise that 
'production is, in part,, their responsibility too' (that is, as well 
as the management's). 0 
d) The need -for self -expressi2n. and fulfilment, which 
is important for 
many workers, constitutes a dynami6 element in their situational 
-awareness. This counteracts the tendency of the CLP to de-humanise 
work by,, ggparating creativity and activity. 
e) Many workers are aware of the contradictory role of the management: 
-iis. both'oppressors, and as 
'having a job to do themselves'; as both 
controllers, and, dependents - dependent on the workers' skill and 
detailed knowledge of the labour-process, and furthermore on workers' 
'consent' to their subordinate status. 
, f) Similarly, -many workers are aware of 
the-union: on the one hand., a notion of 
the observed need -for collective action 
rights; on the other hand, a view of th, 
of the system,. as-an authoritarian body 
worker's self-determination. 
the*contradictory position of 
'us' and 'them', together with 
in order to fight for their 
a union as serving the interests 
over and above the individual 
g) Most vorkers'd6-not envisage machines as hostile entities in 
themselves, as. sources of power undermining their own existence and 
tying them-to unimportant menial tasks; but rather as means to their 
creative activity as extensions of their own powers. Most of these 
workers- have therefore demanded more automation, and more efficient 
tools and equipment to. be made available because they want to accomplish 
their tasks better, they want better production results. 
4. In the demands-put-forward and alternatives suggested, the workers 
can be said to s. eek-a 'new identity' in the'domain of work. 
5. Insofar as the labour-process, and/or the immediate conditions of work 
a're concery. xed. o. -most YAB. workers can be said to have a concept of change 
which. is, -hroad in scope. It can be suggested therefore, that this 
enables them to envisage larger social changes as well. 
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All these elements-of the 'situational awareness' of the workers 
indicate that., in their subjective relation to the labour-process, many 
YAB. vorke-rs. can be said to be persevering in-becoming what they want to 
be, rather than accepting subordination to uhat is demanded of them for 
the-more efficient operation of the CLP. Only in this context, can 
these workers. be said to be 'conscious'. 
To a lesser extent, in the same answers, elements of a subservient 
existence, ', and a corresponding awareness, can be said to exist. These 
elements occur less than those that point to a high situational aware- 
ness.. Nevertheless, their existence is evidence of a historical 
phenomenon utich-is taking place, that is, the operation of the various 
divisive and subordinating tendencies of the CLP. That these two, 
. attitudes. 
Cthat is, high situational awareness, and servility to 
capital)'derive'-from the same labour process should be emphasised. 
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CHAPTER X 
ON CONSCIOUSNESS 
The point of departure for this thesis is the study of work in a 
capitalist industrial production unit (factory) in order, to single out 
the mechanisms and situations it engenders. These latter are regarded 
As the material basis for class consciousness, yet not in a determinate 
mode but in terms of an interrelationship. The nature of work under 
capitalism has the potential to penetrate the workers' consciousness 
in parallel with its own essetitial tendency, that is the tendency to 
incessantly 'divide', therefore cause a fragmented consciousness. 
Workers and their organizations, on the other hand, have the potential 
power to act upon this tendency 'consciously' rather than being ruled 
by that, endemic nature of the capitalist work-process. 
What the research has established so far indicates that the nature of 
interaction between work and consciousness is an interrelationship, 
both influencing the form each phenomenon takes. 
-An analysis. of YAB workers' conceptions of the labour-process and of 
themselves in relation to it, as expressed by themselves, has 
established that: 
1) Some workers as-individual members of a class, are only aware of the 
-fragments. of the 
labour-process, 
2) Other workers . 7could provide a totalistic view of the labour-process, 
, 3) Taken collectively however, i. e., from the aggregate of th6ir 
situational 
' 
awareness, it is possible to form a totalistic conception 
of the labour-process. This aggregate awareness, I want to call the 
'collective*consciousness. ' of the FAB workers. 
That the -first two phenomena 
U and 2) are concurrent has already been 
e#lained'in terms of: 
The nature of CLP, 
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ii) Differentiation of the FAB jobs with respect to the immediate 
conditions in which work is accomplished, 
iii) Differentiation'of the FAB labour force, with regard to previous 
work experiences. 
Here, I want to introduce a fourth aspect of the interrelationship 
between the work one doe s and the consciousness one forms about it, 
namely, the mediating factors. This is necessary because the relation 
betuven man and his work in the CLP is not a direct, but a mediated 
one. (The reasons for this have already been explained in Chapter IV. ) 
It is the purpose of this final chapter to dwell on the extra-labour- 
process--factors, 
23 
12 which are still relevant and influential at the 
shop-floor level. 
The question asked here, therefore, is: "What are the factors that 
support andlor counteract the divisive nature of CLP in the domain of 
'consciousness'? " I will attempt to answer this question under two 
headings: 
A) Counteracting Factors 
B) Supportive Factors 
This. di-vis. ion of the 'mediating factors' is based on whether the weight 
of one Xactor's influence lies in a supporting or opposing direction 
with. xespect to the contingent divisiveness of the CLP. The division 
serves primarily an analytical purpose. Otherwise, in what follows, it 
will be clear that most of the factors can act both ways. 
-AY-The-Factars. that Counteract the Divisive Nature of the CLP 
--. - ... A 
I. --Impact'-of-Rural-Traditions and-Culture 
It has-already been pointed out that because some FAB wokkers still live 
1n -villages, -and a-majority of them still have ongoing contacts with 
rural li-fe in one -form or another, they are integrated with and open to 
influence-from rural traditions and culture. Besides these more direct 
, contacts with-peasantry, most FAB workers' being first-generation 
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industrial labourers, inject a 'pre-industrial' quality into the 
labour-process. This quality can best be summarised in the way a 
peasant relates to the outside world. As J. Berger brilliantly 
233 describes *6n many occasions; . for a peasant there is no separation 
betueen the way he relates to himself and to his land, cow etc., and 
his fellow villagers. These all form, a unity which enables him to 
satisfy his 'needs' in a, )non-antagonistic manner. Similarly, as has 
already been pointed out, following on from E. P. Thompson's contrast 
of pre-industrial ýtask-orientation' and post-industrial capitalist 
'time-cmientation', it should be remembered that in the context of the 
former, there is no demarcation between a peasant's life and work but 
they are intermingled. Often there is no spatial difference between 
where he lives and works. Furthermore, the peasant's relation to his 
fellow-. men, and often even to the land-lord is not a cash-relation. 
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The two anecdotes-attached to this chapter (p. 322) are striking in the 
contrast they provide between a peasant's 'values' in Turkey, and the 
cash-dominated value system of Capitalist industrialism. 
It is against such a background that the FAB workers' experience of the 
. factory mode of work and accompanying town-life should be contrasted. 
It is only then that the impact on the consciousness of these workers 
of divisive and alienating conditions of factory work can be fully 
Zrasped. 
Some of the workers compared their past peasanthood with their present 
situation during their interviews. Their accounts elaborated on the 
points. made above concerning the rural way of life, and attitudes. 
one assistant machine operator (68) explained the difference between 
the xural and urban life as being that in the latter case, dependence 
on the market'for''qatisfaction of basic needs is the norm: 
"In town, one has to buy everything with mo=. In this 
re9pect life in town is more difficult than the village. 
But this (having to buy everything) is difficult until you 
get used to it. One gets used to it gradually, because one is-forced to.... " (My emphasis) 
Yet;, he is.. also aware of the benefits of urban life: 
"The-rural life is more boring. Here, in town, one can find everything one wants .... The village is a small place, everyone 
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knows. edch-other which causes too much gossip. Hence no 
privacy. In towns, because people don't know each other, 
such things don't happen .... Besides, had we remained in the 
village,. we would have been curious about what kind of a 
thing a factory is. Now we have a knowledge of industry ...... 
Similarly, a. 'second-cutter' (9) is aware of what town-life brings for 
him: 
"In the -village you are 
isolated. When you have someone ill, 
he often dies; there is no cure. There are no doctors, no 
-roads, -vehicles.... You take the patient either on horse or on 
the tractor. It takes at least 4-5 hours. This is one type 
of difference (. between town and village). On the other hand, 
the-re. are differences in terms of speech, manners, entertain- 
. ment .... and of course, city-1ife is better in this respect. " 
This worker has. an awareness of the 'privatised' life-styles in the 
cities: after explaining that in the village, fights often take place 
because there are no clear-cut boundaries between the houses/gardens of 
neighbours, he says: 
"In cities., everyone has a house. He has not much contact 
with-others-. Only people ubo intimately know each other see 
each-other. " 
And it has. taken him about a year to become acclimatised to this 
life-style. ' A. furnace worker 06), on the-other hand, comments on the 
distance that separztes. 'him -from his work activity - distance being 
both. spatial-and. conceptual; a distance that did not exist for him on 
the land. 
"It is. 
-very 
difficult to have'to work a definite 8 continuous 
hours.. You just can't do anything else., attend to any other 
business-of yours.. --You'have-to be prepared in advance in order 
---to. -go io-work, you have to make sure that you don't miss tb 
service buses-.... Yet, homever hard it is, one gets used to it 
. gradually. 
" (14y emphasis) 
He ia-also concerned about how... in town, he is dependent on his wage, 
. and 
its. continuity to survive: 
"Here Cin town), you need to have a constant job to earn a living. If you can't find a job for two days, you von't have 
. any-money and you will starve. In the village, it is not like this, you work fox 5 months, and your earnings are enotfgh 
-for you for the xest of the year. " 
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Yet, this is not all; social relations are of a privatised'nature: 
"Here, you know only a few of your own villagers, and at best 
get to know a few others in town, unlike in the. village where 
everyone is related, everyone knows each other. " 
Other than these memories of their own past peasant experiences, against 
which-they judge the quality of life and work in town, there are more 
indirect influences. from rural traditions and culture which operate on 
the FAB workers. The survey of the leisure activities of the sample 
population indicated that most FAB workers spent most of their spare 
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time in the traditional 'coffee-houses' . Furthermore, these 
coffee houses. were described as 'the coffee-house where my 'hemqehri's 
Cfellow citizens) go'; 'where people like me go' and 'where people from 
my old village gather', etc. Regionalism, or 'ethnocentricism, 
therefore, is the underlying theme in the choice of coffee-houses. The 
importance the workers attribute to this, implies the need for 
sustaining ties. with their peasant past. In a strange town, meeting 
people from the same place of origin seems to give a security against 
the initially unfriendly and alien atmosphere of urban life. Going 
to the coffee-house as a main leisure activity plays another important 
social role in the Way it replaces the old 'village-room' in its 
functions.. In the only book on the traditional coffee-houses in 
Turkey., Silah. Birsel, a prominent Turkish author, gives an account 
of these social. functions. 
236' All the entertainment facilities aside, 
coffde-houses-. are places. where political, social and cultural ideas are 
formed and exchanged, and existing opinions are reinforced. Most of 
them-have class-dif. ferentiated customers Wespite the fact that the 
upper-middle -class and 
'the 'rich' da not attend them),, and. 'secondly. -. 
some di-fferentiation occurs in terms of the age, oCcupatiori-andtown 
of origin. These characteristics of the coffee-houses engender the 
-reinforcement of class. views, political 
ideologies and the general 
social values... and moral codes held by their customers. It is in this 
context that the FAB workers' attendance at specific coffee-houses is 
,a significant indication of their inclination and attachment to a 
non--industrial proletarian ideology and culture. This is certainly an 
important influence on their consciousness, the implication being that 
this. consciousness-may have a tendency to be 'traditional' and 
conservative. In this way, the impact of coffee-house attendance may 
be re. garded'as. a ýcounteracting' element to the world-view imposed on 
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these workers by factory work and urban-life. It is the only 
alternative ideology that the ex-peasants can cling to in their initial 
period of resistance to being habituated to, the urban-industrial 
ideology,, thereby helping them to preserve their identitý-. - 
The conclusions FAB workers draw from their comparison of rural and 
urban life (. and the implicit contrast of work in both areas), 
counteract the alienating effects of the factory mode of production 
in another important sense. Notice that the above-cited workers, 
although presenting a nostalgic picture of the rural life, ' also 
emphasised some positive aspects of urban life. This positiveness is 
often based on the public services and facilities the city provides; 
as well as the more colourful life and greater individual-freedom of 
action. Among these features, the most important seems to be the type 
of future they think they can provide for their children. A majority 
of the interview-sample said that they would get their children 
educated 'at any cost'. Some expressed this in most dramatic terms 
such as "even if I have to go naked and hungry, I will do everything 
to send my children to school. " Men and women alike articulated 
aspirations: for their children which far surpass what they could have 
envisaged Ior themselves while still living in their villages. 
Therefore, city life does not only provide them with a better life- 
standard (electricity;. running water, 'roads, buses, hospitals, cinemas 
etc. ), but zlso the possibility of a much better life for their 
children. i 
The ideological implication of-this aspect of urban life, as the workers 
themselvesýsee'it. q is the new meaning attached to 'education. Formal 
education., which has, no meaning for the types of agricultural work they 
were previously expected to undertake, acquires a significance in 
their new-li. fe-styles-s and education becomes something to value for 
its own sake. Factory jobs do not require any further dducation th-an 
p-rimary schooling; -in spite of this they want their children to get 
ediicated. This suggests that they do not think of their children as 
, doomed to be workers-like themselves, i. d., they envisage the 
possibility of upward social mobility for their children. A further 
implication is. that the high-value attached to education brings with it 
a high-regard. for educated'people, which explains their peculiar 
@respect' 
-for the managers. 
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That these two ideological motives are already part of some of the FAB 
workers' consciousness, was elucidated when some of them were quoted 
as saying that the necessity of management was based on the managers' 
high education, and, as presented above, by the aspirations they 
articulated for their children. 
When asked if they thought their wages would be sufficient for them to 
provide for their children's education, most workers in the interview 
sample said they thought it was a possibility, and others said 'even if 
it weren't', so far as their children wanted to and 'could' (i. e., were 
bright enough-1), they would do 'all in their power to provide for 
their education'. All of what they have already achieved by migrating 
to an urban centre, and hope to achieve for their children, inevitably 
causes them to 'celebrate' their new jobs and life-styles. This 
'celebration'* constitutes one important reason for the FAB workers' 
subjective assessment of their existence as 'non-oppressed'. This may, 
in turn, be a possible hindrance to the formation of a radical proletar- 
ian consciousness. This claim is not based on the assumption that the 
poorer the working-class, the more revolutionary the consciousness it 
237 develops, but on the possibility of an attachment to their present 
situation due to the privileges it provides for them, which in turn 
may -cause the voxkeLrs to 
become more conservative in their attempt to 
sustain their life-standards. Similarly, the FAB workers' relatively 
favourab-le position in comparison with other sections of the Turkish 
working--class Cboth agricultural and industrial) has the potential to 
make. FAB. vorkers.. more conservative in their world-view. This statement 
should not be taken as final, since the-very same conditions can'make 
the Y"-warkers--militant, when and if their acquired life-standards 
. are threatened. 
Furthermore, this section of the working-class, by virtue of their 
organisationýinto Trade Unions, come into contact with the radical 
ideologies. 'of the-unions and political parties. And again, by virtue 
of living in urban centres, they are confronted with political actions 
and demonstrations-held mainly by students and other highly politicised 
*TThis: term is- used by Paul Willis in a similar context. A comprehensive 
analysis is undertaken below. 
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groups. Even if the. FAB workers do not participate in such political 
actions, nevertheless. they cannot help but witness and be influenced 
by them. 
Both conservative and radical ideologies are potential consequentes of 
the factors considered above. There is a dynamism in this potential 
uihich arises from the contradictory influences on the FAB worker's 
consciousness. This dynamism in the relationship between the worker 
and his overall environment impregnates both bnds of the political 
spectrum of the worker's being. 
2ý8 
'Celebration' of the-factory jobs (at least during an initial period 
when such-jobs, are still novel), is due to both the extra-mural 
characteristics-described above, and, the conditions that prevail on 
the shop--floor. It is these latter that I now want to examine in 
further detail. 
2. Shop: --Floor Culture and Celebration of Industrial Jobs 
P. Willis, in a paper presented to the Labour-Process Conference in 
23ý 
Birmingham, argued, on the basis of his ethnographic studies in 
British factories, that the shop-floor culture which is a continuation 
of the counter-school working--class culture, 'ironically' h&lps the 
habituation of the young worker to the dehumanised factory work 
conditions. Some of the elements common to both cultures are 
'chauvinism'-, toughness_, solidarity, informal experimentation with 
authority themes, the centrality of the informal group and masculinity 
etc. According to, Willis, these and various other elements do not only 
. contribute to the habituation process but also lead to the strange 
celebration' of the young worker. This culture, although it maintains 
group solidarity. among the workers, reproduces the dominant ideology 
and xelations, due to the very function it performs (acceptance or 
habituation),. and-its. ideological connotations (male chauvinism). 
. My empirical work 
had not set the task for itself of studying working 
, class-culture-per-se. Therefore no ýIaims as to what constitutes this 
culture in the-Turkish case will be made here. However, during my 
participant observation'in FAB, some elements of shop-floor culture 
were noted down because they'seemed to be distinctive, and their 
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similarity to the elements Willis describes in terms of their' 
ideological functions'-makes it vorthuMle to present them here. 
The relevance of the analysis of some of the elements of working-class 
culture in their manifestations at the point of production to a study 
of the relationship betmeen'the CLP and 'consciousness' is rooted in 
the notion of 'culture' itself. The notion of culture employed here 
can be'defined as the network of relations - and its products - between 
the infrastructural and the superstructural aspects of the soci6ty. To 
say the same thing in a somewhat different way, culture is the 
aggregate of the answers to the question of 'how' about a society; 
such as: "How do people produce in this society? ", "How do people 
share? "., "How do people create Art? ", "How do people show their 
happiness-, sorrow, -appreciation, anger etc .... ? ", "How do people bury 
their dead? ".. "How do people sing, make jokes etc ... ?" 
An important aspect of this notion is that culture is regarded as 
producing/xeproducing the elements of the social structure itself, 
and'not.. as... a kind of passive object-subject relationship as if the 
240 
structure is. already there. ý Taking, into consideration class, ethnic 
, and. gender differences,, people in their everyday activities are 
-continuously 
in the process of making and reproducing cultural elements. 
The next question to be asked is: how do FAB'workers do this? The 
cultural.. activities. 'that take place on the shop-floor will be sumarised 
in three-'groups; 
. a) Social interaction 
b. ) aituals. 
. 
0-Artistic activities 
. a)-Element& of Social Interaction 
. An 
important element in the manner in which worker's relate to each 
other is. thex-elative ease with which men and women communicate. 
. During-w. orking hours, there is a relative equality between men and 
wDmen -uhich-is. reflected in the manner they treat each other, in good 
friendships. formed'. in their topics of discussion which include C issues 
vhose discussion in public would meet with disapproval outside the 
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factory gates (such-as sexuality, marriage). During some night shifts 
the women prepare regional delicacies and the furnace workers cook them 
on the furnace wallsl They play music and dance together, often sing 
together, and feel themselves free to get involved in-'hand-jokes' that 
would again not be permissible outside the work situation. - The 
hierarchy that exists at work is the hierarchy embedded in the lhbour- 
process, and not necessarily the gender-hierarchy where man is assumed 
to be 'superior' and the woman secondary. 
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Other elements of what is termed 'social interaction' are jokes, 
sporting activities and debates. Most jokes are both tough and childish, 
reminiscent of s6hool culture. 
Football is the prime activity during the lunch-break. There are also 
volleyball netýs,, and table-tennis facilities on the site. Usually, 
footNall and volleyball players find a wide audience. These activities 
become a good occasion. for trying to make each other angry in a friendly 
, and humorous way. 
In this humour, one can observe the formation of a 
unique language. Such gatherings around a pitch also make possible the 
interaction of the workers of various departments, which is otherwise 
negligible. 
Often, as, soon as, the managers are away, workers involve themselves in 
heated'deb. ates.. These discussions cover a great variety of subjects, 
but certainly politics,, party or union, is the predominant issue. 
Mat distinguishes. such-discussions from similar ones taking place 
elsewhere, among people of other classes and strata, is that most of 
these workers,. ' ideas are not 'learnt' through formal dducation, or 
reading, but. are either 'self-made' through their life-experiences or 
influenced by other well'-known social means (such-as mass media, 
Tolklo-re, elders.,. mosque, coffee-house etc. ). 
Finally, among the elements of social interaction, small trade can be 
cited'. Workers-who havexelatives, who own shops bring certain goods 
-and sell them'-to their-frierids on thd site, on credit terms. This 
custom-is, reministent of. the, rural haberdasher: despite the widespread 
market mechanism whereby, customers go to buy goods from the fixed 
shops., in this. small trade the sellers come to the customers, structuring 
an underground market of their own. 
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b) Rituals 
Some activities-ývhich- some of the workers engage in communally on site, 
are termed 'rituals' here not because they are rituals in the sociological 
sense, but because they are 'ritualistic' in the manner in which they 
are undertaken by the workers. 
one such ritualistic gesture is the hand-shake.. At every shift change, 
each group of workers very ceremoniously shake hands with each other, 
one group saying 'iyi mesailer' (have a good work-day), the other 'iyi 
istirehatler' (have a good rest). This hand-shake expresses the 
recognition of one another, recognition of the happiness in leaving the 
site, and conversely the need, 4, of those who are about to start a day's 
work, -for' good wishes. 
This ritual is the acknowledgement of a shared 
experience of work, and more important, is the recognition of each 
other as human-beings, as fellows rather than instrumentally as people 
working together. It is-because of this recognition and acknowledgement 
aspect o-f the hand-shake that the workers complain about managers not 
shaking their hands. "Not even a hand-shake, not even asking how you 
are when you come to a shift" as one woman said. In saying this, she 
is. protesting against the denial of herself as. 'a'-human-being who, 
whatever the difference in'status between hers&lf and the managers, 
nevertheless wants to be recognised as a person. The importance the 
workers. attach to hand-shaking; and the fidelity with which they 
follow. this-ritual, even if each one of them has to do it numerous 
times at each-shift-change, exhibit A determination to preserve 'good' 
human relations however 'inhuman' the factory conditions may be, 
Le., ý-good' relations in-their own way, as they conceive it themselves. 
The other similarly si. gnificant ritual is the breakfast. The morning 
shi. ft which starts at 7 a. m. are 'free' until the managers arrive at 
8.30'a. m. The breakfast ceremony takes place in many departments, but 
it is-most elaborate'in Q. C. in BIC, hence this will be described 
briefly. 
The breakfast is. prepared almost as for a ritual. On the way to work, 
some have bought olives and cheese. At other times, the night shift 
247'' has-left them some breakfast. They put on the kettle and prepare 
the foreman's. table for the breakfast; i. e., it is covered withIlong 
sheets-of-report papers. Tea is served and everyone gathers around 
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the table., Usually other workers join in from outside: fiiends, 
husbands, fiance"s from other departments. Whatever there is, is 
shared communally, and until everyone has enjoyed fully what is for 
him the best time of the day, no-one gets up to start the day's work. 
Certainly, not all departments can enjoy this freedom of leisure, but 
where it is possible, workers make the most of it, and the breakfast 
ritual becomes another form of preserving their identity, their way 
of doing things, adding also some colour to their*otherwise monotonous 
and difficult working-hours. The cultural element to be underlined 
here is'solidarity. 
O-Artistic-Activities, 
Night-shifts are again times when workers have more freedom due to the 
absence of the top managers. It is the time when some of them (mainly 
the production workers in BIC) make fancy goods from the 'gobs' (the 
paste from the furnace that later turns into bottles). The'golpinýits 
paste form is easy to shape. Many workers create artefacts from these 
'gobs', some -functional, such as ash-trays, vases, pencil holders etc., 
and others-purely artistic, such as ornaments, and figures which 
reflect each worker's artistic style. The most common'ornaments are 
a duck, a tortoise or a globe which can also be used as a lamp-shade. 
Many workers' houses are decorated with these creations of their own or of 
their mates.. 
The Q. C. and process-control workers also find different uses for 
bottles and containers of various sizes and colours. By cutting them 
into certain proportions, they can bet small containers of different 
shapes. which-are used to hold pens, pins etc., or again as ornaments. 
Some of the art-works thus created are extraordinary and in them one 
can ob-Serve the imaginative power of those workers who have had no 
artistic education. Through this activity the desire of the workers to 
combine work, -3and art, life and art, can be achieved. These elements 
were integrated in th6ir peasanthood, but are separated under industrial 
capitalism, like many similar phenomena whereby form and content are 
split. In the sock a peasant woman has knitted, the artistic quality 
ii-intertwined with its use. The pair of socks she buys from the 
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market when -she comes to'the city has lost its 'art-quality. Instead, 
she witnesses'art as something separate, as some form that Can only be 
seen in the galleries, and performed'by professional artists. 
Judged against this experiencing of the separation of art from other 
activities, the artistic endeavours of FAB workers become an important 
element of the shop-floor culture, important also as an expression of 
the need to contain art in their productive activity. 
B) Supportive Factors 
In this analysis of the factors that counteract the divisive nature of 
CLP, the rural backgrounds of the workers on the one hand - as means 
of preserving an old identity - and elements of counter shop-floor-ý" 
culture on the other'- as means of searching for a new identity - appear 
as two significant aspects of FAB workers'consciousness. These aspects 
point to a conflict which arises, as explained above, because the FAB 
workers are experiencing the transition from being peasants'. t6 being 
industrial workers. The aspects in conflict relate to the fulfilment 
of the self - because of the relative security of the industrial job, 
its. novelty and the facilities that urban life provides - and the 
emerging alienation due to these very same conditions of industrial 
capitalist work. Honce the alienation/celebration duality. 
There are other contradictions within the state of the emerging 
industrial proletariat. These are presented under'two headings: 
'Ideology of. Utility'., and 'Search for new Identity', which lead on to 
'Points. of-Refdrenceý,. 
-Ideology 0-f. Utility 
A. Gouldner draws-attention to an important duality in"the conditions' of 
existence of the industrial worker. 
243 
-He explains that capitalist 
industrialization and the labour process not, only divide workers and 
create a gap between their desire for solidarity and the'lack of it 
in reality, but also create individuals with divided selves. ''Couldner 
ouilines'how-the system rewards and fosters those skills deemed useful 
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and Opppresses the expression of talents and faculties deemed useless, 
and thereby imposes a structure and shape upon the individual 
personality and self. He argues that, especially in the industrial 
sector, it is not the man that is wanted, but the function he performs. 
If this function can be performed more economically by a machine, 'the 
man is replaced. The implications of this are two-fold: one is that the 
possibility for social participation in the industrial sector depends 
on a man's imputed usefulness, so that in order to be admitted and 
hence r61arded, 'people must submit to'an education and to a social- 
ization that early validates and cultivates only selected parts of 
themselves, i. e., those parts that are expected to havel'slibsequent 
utility. 
.1 244-. This is a'selective mechanism at both social and, 
individual levels. Thus, "just as there are unemployed men, there is 
also the unemployed self. , 
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''This is very important, as Gouldher 
stresses, because from the forms of exclusion of self fostered by an 
industrial system comes an emerging awareness that 'work is nothing 
less than the wasting of life. 12461 
Gouldner's notion of the 'unemployed self' helps us to understand the 
processes which-the industrial worker experiences, and provides an 
inaight into understanding the worker's. reactions in response to his 
conditions of work. In spite of this, it must be pointed out that 
this conceptual framework can only be applied with some reservation to 
the case of. FAB workers. 'Indications of the formation of 'unemployed 
selves-',, as Gouldner describes it, can be traced in some of the FAB 
workers"desire for better training in their jobs, for learning a 
trade that is-valid in the market, and in the resistance they show to 
industrial capitalist values and morality. In other words, an 
'ideology of. utility' permeates 
, 
FAB workers' consciousness and structures 
their expectations of themselves in alignment with the expectations of 
the system. 
On the other hand, labour-power is still cheaper than machinery in 
Turkey, and -replacement of labourers by machinery is not an immediate 
threat to the FAB, workers. Furthermore, the conditions of underdevelop- 
ment-make the skills. and talents of the workers indispensable. In both 
cases the determining power is exercised by the system, with its 
tendenay to structure individual selves in accordance with its needs. 
This, leaves the FAB workers in a dilemma that their western counterparts 
have experienced long ago and are still experiencing: in order not to be 
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replaced by machinery they have to make their labour-power cheap; which 
is obviously against their interests. Also, the underdeveloped nature 
of the labour-process in FAB allows them to use many fac(ats of their'ý-. 
skills and faculties; yet the tendency of the system to deprive them 
of this fulfilment as soon! ýas it is able to solve its financial problems 
is there as a threat. These constitute the duality of their objective 
situation. 
on the subjective sidehowever, whatever 'use' of themselves they may 
have lost, the FAB workers seek to find new 'selves' in the wotk-domain 
of their lives. Insofar as FAB workers seek for a new identitý in the 
'public sphere' it can be said that they do not, from their subjective 
stance, seem to be influenced by the self-divisive tendency of the 
capitalist system. " These points will lie clarified by further 
elaboration in relation to the analysis of the remaining two phenomena: 
'Search. for new Identity', and 'Reference Points'. 
Search'for new Identity 
In the 1844-manuscripts, Marx presents his theory of alienation, which 
constitutes, according to Ollman, his only organized treatment of the 
247 4 
subject. - To the question of what constitutes the alienation of 
labour, Marx offers-the following reply: 
"First., the fact that labour is external to the worker,, *i. e., 
it does, not belong to his essential being; that in his work, 
therefore, he does. not affirm himself but denies himself, does- 
not feel'content but unhappy, does'not develop freely his 
physical-and. mental energy but mortifies. -his body and ruins his-_mind. ý-The worker therefore-only, feels. 'himself outside 
--his -work, -and -in -his -, 4oýk_ -. feels outs idd-hims6lf. He -ir's at 
--home--when--he is. not work ýng, ýnd when he is working he is 
--not at home. His labour is therefore not Voluntary, but 
-coerced; it is, forced labour. It is therefore not the 
satis-faction of a need: it is merely a means to satisfy needs 
external to it. " (My emphasis) 248 
With-Ollman's interpretation of Marx's theory of alienation, it is 
possible to. grasp to what extent alienated labour is an intrinsic 
quality of human labour, and, the extent to which it is the result of 
the capitalist-mode of production; Ollman states: 
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"In claiming that labour does not belong to man's essential 
being, that in it he denies rather than affirms himself and 
that it is not a satisfaction of a need but merely satisfies 
needs external to it, Marx's point of reference is species 
man. In asserting that labour in capitalism mortifies man's 
body and ruins his mind and that in it he is uncomfortable 
and unhappy, Marx is alluding to the actual appearance of 
the proletariat. Alienated labour marks the convergence of 
these two strands of thought. " (My emphasis) 249 
Inasmuch as FAB workers indicated that they 'worked because they had 
to' (that their labour is 'coerced'), and that they produce to satisfy not 
their needs, but needs external to themselves, they are evidently 
alienated in Marx's sense. As for the visible effects of alienation or 
the features of 'the actual appearance of the proletariat', inasmuch as 
the glassworks industry cripples many workers, gives them skin and lung 
diseases and reduces their life-expectancy, it can be seen that FAB 
workers, with their alienated-labour do 'mortify' their bod ies. Whether, 
and if so how they 'ruifi' their minds is less easy to observe n J and 
demonstrate. There are only a few cases I have come across within FAB 
which-may point to the existence of such an effect. Two cases have 
already been presented elsewhere in the thesis (the worker who ran away 
because 'this factory's work never comes to an end', and the worker who 
had a delirium because 'bottles were coming continuously'); here I want 
to present the case of a photographer in BIC. 
This worker prepares the designs of the labels for the bottles. He 
works. in a small windowless room adjacent to the Q. C. laboratory. He 
explained the work he does and how this ruined him: 
"I-had psychiatric treatment for the same reason (that gave that 
man a delirium). For days after days, hours after hours I moved 
between four points within the same-room doing exactly the same 
. four movements each time. I prepare the design (this under bright light), take its photograph (bright light again), then 
develop it in dark and put on the lights again, put the films 
in the fridge and back to the table, step one again. Hence, 
bright and dark, and bright, and dark again, and igain .... I was going crazy. We don't have much air here either. We're 
poisoned with the chemicals of the dyes and the film developing. 
So they installed this aspirator. But it makes so much noise 
that you cannot put it on all the time. Anyway, the psychiatrist 
was-a young lady. She helped me a lot. You see, the problem was 
---I. could,, neithp-r be happy in that room, -nor outside of it. After 
a few-weeks- of treatment and rest I came back to myself. I wish 
everything I-had been doing (for them) was appreciated. You 
do all this-(-work) at what cost; and even then, you are not 
appreciated and furthermore your 'boss' (referring to the shift- 
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manager) owns'what comes out of your efforts. " 
It is in such human suffering that Marx sees the evidence of alienated 
labour. This photographer's case raises an'issue, though, in relation 
to one aspect of Marx's view of alienation. Note that despite every- 
thing the ph6tographer-, still likes his job, and more important he cannot 
feel happy either inside or outside his little room. In his divided 
attitude towards his work one can see the human dilemma: he is not at 
home in his work, but neither is he at home outside his work. He 
continues to search for a solution, for contentment, and this still 
trithin the work-domain. (If he were appreciated, and if the pride of 
iccomplishing something creative was granted to him, he would be 
happier). From Marx's treatment of the effects of alienated labour on 
the labourer himself., it appears that workers might be expected to seek 
meaning and identity in the non-work domain. A. Brittan, in his 
'Pxivatised World' certainly takes up this point. In the context of 
domestic workrand the situation of the housewives, he asserts that 
they 'frequently internalise metaphors and mechanisms of their own 
subjection', and that they do this 'in a nexus of institutional forces 
which. -function as arbiters of reality. 
250 This process of internal- 
is-ation and arbitration of reality can be recognised as the source of 
identity and-meaning-for the modern man. A. Brittan states: 
"There is-no 'home' to be found in the political and social 
structures of-modern society, because these structures have 
become 'things' outside the subjective understanding and 
control of individual persons. The implications of this 
being that with the breakdown of the medieval synthesis and 
the growth of industrialism, there is no longer an 
--institutional-source from which individuals can draw their 
wAlue'and locate their identity. It is in thT-private 
sphere that an individual finds-meaning and identity, not Tn-the bureaucratised world of work. " (My eiýp--hasis) 251-, 
It is this latter statement that I want to query in the case of FAB 
workers. Yrom the evidence provided throughout this thesis, it may be 
concluded that it is within the work-situation (or 'public sphere') 
-that the-FAB workers search for, and gain, a new identity. This may 
be so, because possilxly, the 'medieval synthesis' has not tothily 
broken down to give way to industrialism in Turkish society. 
Insofar as. the FAB-workers are integrated with the rural culture and 
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ideology - which remain distinct from their industrial capitalist 
counterparts - they can iefer to such institutional sources for their 
values and their identity. For them, pre-industiial institutions are 
not the only sources however. The industrial world of work, with its 
new institutions such as the management and, the union, encapsulates the 
FAB workers and functions as a source of t6ference. The source in which 
they seek meaning and identity can be seen in the demands put forward. by 
the FAB workers - especially those pertaining to making%the4factory; more 
home-ýlike; and transforming their workplace to a self-sufficient unit. 
It is, implicit in these demands that at least some workers believe that 
the re-union of work and life is possible. The sports activities they 
indulge in, their artistic accomplishments on site, their, -ritualism, 
cooki . ng and dancing during work, etc., all indicate that at least 
some FAB workers. ' search for a new identity takes place in the work- 
domain of their lives, and certainly some of them find meaningAn this 
sphere; II 
YAR workers* do not necessarily make a distinction betvnen public and 
private spheres.. The relationship of the vorker., ito his work is total, 
and he-finds identity-in his work. This identity is 'dualistic' since, 
-for the. reasons-explained above, 
it both favours and repels work (as 
in the case of the like/dislike dilemma of the photographer). The 
likeldislike dichotomy is engendered by capitalism (and management) 
thereby, forcing fiýthe like for work' to act against the labourer, which 
in turn, accounts for the 'dislike for work'. The dilemma of the, worker 
is then wanting to escape work on the one hand, and still being drawn 
to it on the other., 
The. role of the management in fostering the workers acquisition of an 
industrial identity is of crucial importance, because in the world of 
wnrk, management remains the most powerful 'point of reference'. And 
as-. sources. of. reference, the management in FAB constitutes the 
'supportive' element to the tendency of the CLP. 
Here I-move on. from the specific 'some' workers (which, referred to 
those vho did involve themselves in ritualistic, artistic etc. 
activi-tiesX to the general., 'all'-FAB workers, because as their demands 
indicated., search for a new identity in the workplace holds true for 
them. all. 
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Points of Reference 
The managers,, in their ideology and practice, represent -the formation 
of the new, industrial synthesis. The essential and contingent 
characteristics of managerial ideology and practice in FAB were 
presented earlier. Apart from the ideological bias of the managerial 
world-view, -the managers help the reproduction and mediation of an 
industrial outlook of xAiich 'instrumental rationality' and"utilitarian 
ideology' are central. These two ideological themes constitute the 
foundation of-the industrial synthesis. 
Instrumental rationality, as related to the FAB case, consists of 
the following difaensions: 
a) A technological determinism, i. e., that technology is beyond the 
control of individual human power and therefore must simply be 
accepted as constant and determinate. 
b) The purpose of production is to increase profits, therefore the 
problem for production is maximization of efficienCy and productivity, 
Call other considerations must be subordinated to this main concern. ) 
c) Given technology and the purpose of production, the organization of 
production as it exists is the only, possible one. Any alterations can 
only be quantitative in nature, i. e., can come from attempts to. make 
the system -function 
better - better defined in terms of efficiency and 
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1' productivity and not effort. . 
All strands of thought and policy 
which-contradict this technological determination theref6re are 
meaningless. -from a 
'rational' point of view. 
d) Again., given technology, tipe-attendance as opposed to task- 
orientation is. a necessity. toTo contradict this is irrational; therefore 
unacceptable. 
el It is. only natural that the management should exist as it is, since 
they_, in terms. of knowledge and mental skills, are better equipped. 
The vorkers, simply because they come from a 'lower' class, are 
incapable of the 'b-rain-work' that managerial function presumably 
involves. 
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f) Consideration of human well-being is -relevant only insofar as its 
absence may cause problems for the achievement of production targets. 
By itself, human well-being does not constitute a problem that the 
management should concern itself with. 
g) All these dimensions (of instrumental rationality) from a) to f), 
are -valid and 
'rational' because by operating in terms of them, 
production is. realised, and gains are made, which are ultimately for-the 
benefit of all-members of society. By equating company interests with 
the general social interests, the management can claim to be socially 
-useful, while simultaneously realising the company's goals. 
'-Utilitarian ideology', on the other hand, refers to the theoretical 
tool with. which the management implements the dimensions of 'instrumental 
rationality', such that the latter becomes part and parcel of the 
industrial synthesis. 'Ideology of utility' is, as A. Couldner explains, 
the defining -feature of the. modern capitalist world-view, and therefore, 
operates. on a. much wider scale than simply at the point of production. 
However, its. manifestation in industry is what concerns us here. In 
definipg-man and his skills with. reference to their utility for 
industrial society, or-more precisely,. for the production system, the 
members-of society-are divided into 'useful' and 'useless', in the same 
way as---aspects of. man's s, elf are divided (as was mentioned earlier). 
This. pres. ents-itself as a social policy problem as well as a managerial 
problem, because those sections of the population and the traits of 
dell that. are deemed to be 'useldss' have to be disposed of and 
controlled in such a manner that the 'useless' can be made 'useful' 
again, that is, re-employed., The strategic solution to this managerial 
pxoblem'is-found in 'the programmes. for human relations in industry'. 
Gouldner writes: 
"These Cstrategies) constitute an effort to cope with the problems 
of the unemployed self, to teach management how to utilize the 
us&ldsg. parts of self_, by-redefining these as not being useldss. 
That is, the excluded self is now seen as impinging on the 
effective employment of skills, and non-pecuniary motives are seen 
as. affecting productivity. Thus larger and larger reaches of self 
and social structure are fitted into utilitarian appraisal. Here, 
the system has-not changed its values, but simply extended the 
range-bf things it seeks to manage from the same utilitarian 
standpoint. Modern sophisticated management thus seeks to subject 
the 'informal' group structures of factory life, which had 
hitherto provided opportunities for the compensatory expression of 
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human qualities excluded or neglected by utilitarian culture, 
and to bring these under deliberate and rational management. 
It sees a new usefulness in these once neglected social 
structures, and it extends the sway of utilitarian standards 
over them, thereby cutting off the sociological i 
hinterland 
into which the personality could formerly retreat and from 
which it could once wage a kind of guerilla resistance. " 253 
This new usefulness, the recent managerial practices have found, is a 
means wtiereby management can form the industrial synthesis. Human 
relations ideology becomes a tool for incorporation of the 'informal 
group', for absorbing and assimilating the resistance exerted by the 
workers into the broadened managerial refinement. This development is 
particularly important in the FAB case for a number of reasons. FAB 
management,, first of all have come into contact with the ideology of 
utility through their direct and indirect contacts with their western 
counterparts. In other words, for them, 'utilitarian appraisal' is not 
simply a phenomenon of the Turkish social structure, but is rather an 
imported ideology integrated into the managerial practices. Therefore, 
the FAB managers, who are in the process of incorporating human- 
-relations programmes 
in their above-defined policies, do not undertake 
this policy in order to redefine the 'useless' and make it possible to 
re-employ them, but in order to achieve the assimilation of such a 
'utilitarian appraisal' into the new 'industrial synthesis'. That is, 
the unemployed selves, and the unemployed people (because they are 
defined as 'useless') are not social problems for Turkey, 
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as they are 
for the welfare-states of the west, but are managerial problems for big 
indus-tries.. This is so because efficient management in big industries 
which employ advanced technology and a large labour-force has, at least 
partially, to inc-lude human-relations theory. This is simply because 
part of the manning problems which the management of such industries, 
like FAB, are confronted with, are problems which the human-relations 
school purports to solve. In other words, where the impact on 
productivity and efficiency is concerned, FAB management utilises 
human-. relations strategies - at the root of which lies the 'utilitarian 
appraisal' - concurrentlythough, with the attempts to transcend the 
problems created by the ideology of utility itself. 
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. FAB. management 
has to do this further because the 'human' problem they 
-face 
is. partly related to the identitý crisis of the ex-peasant. ihey 
are aware that the efficiency of their management depends largely on 
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how successfully they can transform the ex-peasants into a disciplined 
industrial labour-force. In doing this, FAB management must, and do, 
act as the new reference point for the workers. In performing this 
function they have to simultaneously transform themselves into 'modern' 
managers, and the workers into a 'modern' proletariat, for both of 
which tasks the ideology of utility and the human relations school are 
useful theoretical tools. As a new 'reference point' for the workers, 
the FAB management, by propagating and implementing the ideologies of 
instrumentalism and utility, mark the course of the industrial 
synthesis, and hence, to a great extent, the workers' ideology and 
consciousness.. 
The efforts by the management geared towards transforming the site 
into a self-sufficient unit could be considered in this light. These 
effoxts. have an implicit purpose of minimizing the difference between 
the work. and non-work domains of the workers' lives. In attempting 
to meet most of the needs of the workers on site, one foreseeable aim 
of-management can be said to be to make the workers increasingly more 
dependent on their workplace for the satisfaction of their needs. A 
possible outcome, which might easily have been aimed at by the 
management, could be that by thus minimizing the FAB workers' ties with 
therest of the society, they may be compelled to have a secluded 
existence, and therefore interests different from those of the rest of 
the working-class. The management seems to be thus completing its 
influence as a xeference point on the formation of the workers' new 
identity. How the. FAB managers achieve or attempt to achieve this 
can be found. in the Personnel Manager's words. My various conversations 
with him are the most important source of information on managerial 
policy implications, shedding light especially on the above issues. 
Therefore, at the risk of-being too detailed, I want to present his 
ideas-and accomplishments as he articulated them. 
The personnel manager, a 'self-made' man, explained that from his own 
experiences., he has come to the conclusion that for human-beings 
i) habits, ii. ) -fear of losing, 
iii) the desire to be valued, are most 
important. Therefore, he believes that to integrate these insights 
into his managerial policy is indispensable. "Man is naturally 
inclined to form habits, and once attached to his habits 'a fear of 
losing' 
-grows" and 
this knowledge of the 'natural' human traits has 
served an important function for the management. The establishment of 
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a lmutual--zid -fund', projects to 
develop the existing Builaing 
Co-operative, and a general betterment of the environment, which 
includes 'arbours' everywhere on the site, pools with fountains, a 
sports centre, a club, music in the dining hall and a holiday camp, are 
all efforts to intensify the workers' feeling of belonging - one of the 
fundamental teachings of the Human Relations school. 
Fox the personnel manager, and many others, there is an analogy between 
the parent-child and the manager-worker relationship: parent/managers 
vAio understand the importance of the three characteristics of man can 
solve the problems of these relationships. The parent/manager is 
endowed with the power to manipulate the situation, and the child/worker 
makes no impact other than a passive acceptance of the parent/manager's 
actions even, -though he is subjected to all the manipulative actions of 
the parentImanager. His principles of management, thus explained, ire 
based on his notion of management which he states to be "nothing but 
the art of making people content". And these principles have worked 
forthem in FAB: "we, as management, certainly benefited from these. " 
he said. 
The similarity between what the Personnel Manager wants to achieve in 
terms. af environmental changes, and the demands forwarded by the 
workers. along these lines is striking. The implicationfi of this is 
that the management, in fulfilling certain needs, also creates others 
which can-again only be satisfied by the company. In this process, 
themanagement also imposes a world-view, and a lifestyle. The 
questions;. - 'what constitutes a 'good' environment to work in, a 'good' 
li-fe? '; liohich needs 
, 
have the prime importance, and what are-the best 
ways of fulfilling themV etc., are all answered by the management, and 
policies. are enacted accordingly. Furthermore, the managers serve as 
the 'model' -for the modern, 
industrial outlook. All this is directed 
at the w-orkers- and to the extent that this world-view ii internalised 
by the workers, it creates in them the aspiration to live up to the 
image imposed by this world-view. 
Another manager, in SG, is convinced that as FAB managers, they do not 
know what 'e-fficient-management' is. For him, efficient management 
concerns-itself more with human-relations in the workplace. His ideal 
is- to 'deal with each. man and his personal problems individually', but 
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also 'investigate his family life'. This is because, 
"if the worker has personal or family problems, if he comes 
to work with psychological problems, then he cannot possibly 
concentrate on his work, and cannot be efficient. " 
"S. companies. His ideal model is inspired by the practices of some US 
These companies have employed psychologists who visited the workers' 
. 
families and helped them to , 
solve their problems. Ile stressed that 
these problems could effect the workers' attitudes at work, and 
therefore, he admired the idea of employing psychologists who could 
'at least listen to the problems of the worker's wife and kids, and 
make them -feel 
better'. Finally, he added that he wanted to do the 
same in FAB because he was convinced that 'both the workers and the 
managers. would benefit considerably from such a practice'. 
In his-managerial viewpoint is revealed most of what was said in this 
section about FAB managers' ideological stance. If a worker creates 
proBlems. by -reacting to the managers 
in the workplace, it is because 
he has. 'psychological problems, mostly embedded in his home-life. His 
disturbed state of. mind causes problems for efficiency, productivity 
and 'good' human xelations - hence the need to penetrate his private 
li. fe . Furthermore, 
it is the managers who know what is best for their 
warke-rs,,. and so they can enforce a solution to the workers' problems. 
(-The implicit as. sumption is that the workers cannot help themselves in 
handling their lives best, and/or it is not desirable that the workers 
should seek solutions within themselves oi from sources other than the 
management. ) From this point of view the problem is not seen as the 
inhuman conditions of the labour-process, but only appears - to borrow 
Bravexman's. words -'with overt signs of dissatisfaction and resistance, 
on the part of the worker. This is, at the same time, the viewpoint the 
workers are encouraged to internalise. 
The analysis. of the factors that support/counteract the divisive nature 
of the CLP in. FAB suggests several conclusions-. 
1. No one -factor 
is intrinsically negative or positive in terms of its 
impact on the wnrkers. consciousness. 
2. The-managerial ideology is the most supportive of the divisive 
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nature of CLP. This stems from the 'trans-formational problem', which 
comprises the managerial problem, and only by the solution of it can 
the management -find a 
justification for its existence. The management 
must transform the labour-power (or workers' power to labour over a 
period of time), in such a way that it fulfils the needs of capital 
in its drive for profits and accumulation. In the policy and 
programmes, they implement, they seek to accomplish this task most 
efficiently. The success of the management, and of the system as a 
whole, can be measured by the extent to ubich the ideological premises 
on which they operate in solving the transformational problem - are 
internalised by the workers. 
3. In this context, the management in FAB is*only partially successful. 
Some of the FAB workers have. internalised some of the ideological 
elements as defining their own social reality, as was elucidated 
earlier. This internalisation can also be partly explained in terms of 
the 'invisibility' of control in a larger social context. As was 
revealed by FAB workerst responses, their awareness of their oppression 
aEL caused by the immediate job conditions, is paramount. Yet, the 
relation betwen this and the capitalist system is not often part of 
this awareness. In other words, in the FAB workers' case, 'job- 
awareness' and 'class-consciousness' are two separate phenomena. 
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Inasmuch as the FAB workers are habituated to the ideology of the 
capitalist mode of production, they are unable to see through the 
'invisibility' of capitalist domination. The connection between the 
system as. a ubole and the conditions of wage-labour is obscured, and 
the latter come to be seen as natural. This was seen to be the 
experience of many-FAB workers, and it often found expression in "you 
gradually Zet used to it". 
on the other hand, the YAB workers have not internalised all the 
-manAgeLrial values, nor 
have they accepted all the conditions of wage- 
labour as-. 'natur-al'. Their recent experiences of alternative work- 
p. ro. cesses (-predominantly agricultural, but also 'non-factory' modes of 
I- ndustrial production) make it possible for them to make comparisons 
with their present situation. Insofar as this comparison yields 
unfavourab. leresults fox their present situation, they are able to 
xeaist habituation. As they explained in their-complaints'and 
--. suggested alternatives, -they -do not regard the conditions of factory 
work as: absolute, and unavoidable. Besides being able to make this 
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comparison, their ongoing contacts with the 'pre-capitalist' sections 
of the society 
257 help them to preserve a 'pre-capitalist identity'. 
That both of these two attitudes are contained by the 'FAB workers 
should be emphasised. 
one pos. sible conclusion to draw from the study of the labour process in 
FAB is that the impact of the world-view generated in the non-work 
domain is more significant than the world-view imposed at the point -of 
production, in shaping the FAB workers' conception of society and the 
labour-process. This can be explained in terms of the relationship 
between the factory and the larger society in the context of under- 
development. 
The xelations. of production are created and reproduced by the mode of 
production with ubich the society operates. The factory both 'absorbs' 
and 'reproduces' these relations. In reproduction, something new, some 
quality which is generated at the shop-floor level, is added constantly. 
In general, v-whether either one of these two interrelated phenomena 
(i. e., 'abpprption' or 'generation') is more determinant than the other 
is related to the particular history (time), and the specifics of the 
society in its mode of production. For an advanced capitalist social 
structure, it can be said that 'factory' dominates society - with the 
network of xelations it generates - whereas for an underdeveloped- 
capitalist social formation, this is not the case (or not yet, some 
might want to argue). Hence, in the latter case, the CLP is modified 
to the extent to which the outside-factory relations and institutions 
Cthe his-tory, culture etc. ) permeate eVeryday relations at the point of 
production. In the specific case of FAB, being located in Turkey where 
the capitalist institutions have not totAlly replaced the 'medieval 
synthesis. ', where the urban/rural division of labour is not complete, 
and where each individual worker is an 'instance' in the historical 
transition -from pre-industrial to post-industrial social formations; 
the forces. that are at work in the work-domain and larger social domain 
-respectively, are antagonistic. In the former domain, managerial 
ideology fos-ters. the-formation of the 'industrial synthesis'. In the 
latter, a combination of pre-capitali. st and underdeveloped-capitalist 
ideologies. co-, exist, ideologies which workers bring in and add to the 
st: ructures. '-formed at the point of production. 
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In the specific case of FAB, then, `ýit is concluded that the 'relations' 
Zenerated and reproduced by the non-factory domain of the society seem 
to prove equally significant in comparison to those relations which are 
basically created at the point of production, in determining the class 
consciousness of the workers. 
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Two anecdotes will illustrate the absence of cash-relations for the 
Turkish peasantry, as recounted by Aziz Nesin, a prominent Turkish 
author. Mese anecdotes were published as a series of articles in the 
daily Turkish newspaper, Milliyet. These two are taken from Milliyet, 
30th December, 1980, p. 5) 
A German who has lived many years in Turkey told me of this incident: 
"I was going to Kayseri with my friends. They were the war years. 
Summer's heat .... On a very dusty--road, a very old peasant was driving 
his donkey loaded with wood. We in the car passed by the old man and 
drove off. Further on we stopped by a water fountain to have a rest. 
The old peasant we'd left behind came up, urging on his donkey. 
Because the ropes had loosened, the logs slipped off the donkey's back 
and scattered on the ground. We helped the old man and he stacked them 
and loaded them onto his donkey again. 
- What are you going to do with this wood? I asked. 
- I'm going to take it to Kayseri and sell it. He said. 
It was at least four more hours' journey to Kayseii. He-couldn't 
possibly arrive there before nightfall. He was-, very old and tired. 
He was coming from a far away village. I pitied him a lot. 
- Leave the wood here and let me pay you for it. I said. 
- Why should I leave it? He asked. 
- Aren't you going to take it to Kayseri and sell it anyway? Whatever 
money they would pay you there, let me give you it here. Leave the 
wood here and go back to your village. 
He thought for a while and then said: 
- It can't be. 
- Why can't it be? Isn't this wood for sale? I'm buying it. Let me 
give you more money than they would in Kayseri. 
He stared straight into my eyes: 
- It can't be. He said again. This wood wouldn't be any use to you.... 
I will take it to Kayseri and sell it to someone who can use it. 
Wouldn't it be a pity for the wood to remain here for nothing? 
This observation that my German friend has made makes me very sentimental 
because it reflects a character quality of-the Turkish man. That old 
peasant has spent his labour to cut the wood and bring it here. The 
return for his labour is not just money. At the same time he wants his 
labour to be useful for something. 
The incident my German friend related does not end here. The rest goes 
like this: 
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The German insisted so much that in the end the old man couldn't resist 
any more and said yes. Let us hear my German friend again: 
- In return for his wood he asked for very little money. I knew that 
he would have got more money if he had taken it to Kayseri and sold it 
there. But in order not to offend me, A German, he seemed to have 
agreed to sell me the wood. Reluctantly he put the wood stack on the 
ground. 
We got into the car and left the place. We hadn't gone very far when I 
asked the diiver to stop. I looked behind. What do you think I saw? 
The old peasant was loading his wood back onto his donkey. We drove 
back and I asked him: 
-I bought that wood. It's mine. Why are you loading 
it on your 
donkey again? 
The peasant handed me back the, money I gave him: 
- Yes, you did buy it. He said. But, as long as the wood 
is no use 
to anyone, what will happen to all that labour of mine? Take your 
money, and thank you. Let me still take the wood to Kayseri and sell 
it there so that it is useful for someone. 
Another German who speaks Turkish and has been in Turkey a long time, 
told ine about this incident: 
It was winter. With an American we had to stop at a peasant's house 
for the night. The peasant was very poor. He brought us some food to 
eat. At night we saw that there were two separate beds in the same 
room made up for us. Each bed was made of two mattresses on top of 
each other. * When we woke up in the morning, we saw that'the peasants 
who had given us their mattresses had slept on the ground with their 
children. The American was very sad about this. 'He tried to give 
money to the peasant. Because I have lived a long time here, I said: 
- Don't try to give money, it will shame him. He won't take it. He 
won't take it.... 
The American did not listen to me. 
While we were drinking the milk the peasant brought us, he tried to 
give him $50. It was obvious from the peasant's faca that he was very 
angry. He didn't take the money. The American asked me why he didn't 
take the money, and then I translated his words to the peasant. The 
*A tradition in Turkey of respect shown to guests is the number of 
pillows offered to the guest to lean on, or the number of mattresses 
on the bed. 
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peasant said: 
- He's my guest. I can't say anything against him .... But ask him - 
why does he think so little of me? 
The peasant was convinced that the American who tried to pay for 
staying the night in his house was humiliating him. 
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Some Theoretical Conclusions- 
l. -Callectivizing and Divisive Aspects Of the, CLP 
In the 1970's, in Britain and the U. S. especially, the study of the CLP 
both theoretically and empirically gained impetus. Especially with the 
publication of H. Braverman's book on 'Labour and Monopoly Capital' in 
1974, a vigorous debate took place on the nature and significance of 
the CLP on the advanced capitalist societies of the west, and 
especially on the class consciousness of the workers of those 
societies. The Brighton Labour Process group, the Bii-mingham Conference 
on Labour Process, and various books by Nichols, Beynon and Armstrong 
based on research in British factories, are some of the prominent 
contributors to this debate. In many sociological, cultural and 
political periodicals, articles appeared, mainly either as critiques of 
Braverman and as elaborations on various points he made, or as 
contributions to numerous dimensions of CLP and its related issues, 
such as Ideology, Consciousness, Feminism, Sexism, Culture etc 
The theoretical premises of the different strands of these writers on 
thes, e issues are located in Marx's own writings. 
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What the 
contemporary debate did was mainly to bring up to date some of the 
issuea 
-for which 
Marx has laid the foundation. The inquiry into the 
lab-our-process was thus broadened to include the monopoly capitalist 
age. Secondly, issues such as Uouse-work, Feminism, Sexism, counter- 
cultures. Cof school and shop-floor), etc., which are aspects of 
contemporary consciousness, were integrated into the influence domain 
of the CLP. The leitmotif in the writings of all those authors and 
academics. Cthe cited and the numerous uncited ones) finds its 
expression best in Braverman and Aronowitz. 
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Aronowitz states: 
"the barriers to the ability of the working class-to grasp the 
-fact that 
its-own exploitation at the point of production 
xesults.. from systemic causes are not chiefly ideological: they 
are xooted in the labour-process. 11 260 
Bxaverman., who makes. the same point as Aronowitz, furthermore presents 
an elaborate analysis of the CLP and its degrading impact on the nature 
of the U. S. ' and the British working classes especially. He stresses 
the need to start. from an enquiry into the LP in order to conceive the 
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class-consciousness of these working-classes. The essential tendency 
of the OLP, according to Braverman, is the continuous separation of the 
elements of the labour-process, which degrades work further (i. e., 
deprives it of its human quality) at each level of separation. The 
central theme in the analysis of the course of this process is the 
antagonism in the separation of conception and execution, controllers 
and workers, -mental and manual 
labour - all of which constitute the 
immanent laws of the CLP - which engender the degradation of work under 
capitalism. According to Braverman the present organization of 
industry is accounted for by the incessant transformation of all work 
-forms 
into capitalist -form and the methods employed in the realisation 
of this, such as 'scientific management'. Therefore, the contemporary 
s-tudies-.. regard all the work-forms as capitalist, i. e., governed by the 
same separatist tendency. 
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in bLrief, the debate on the labour-process is m&inly a re-emphasis, or 
a xe-examination, of the issue first raised and analysed by Marx 
himself. -As- any re-emphasis 
is bound to be, this one also has its bias 
in over-emphasising the role of the CLP in determining the class- 
consciousness of the proletariat. There had to be an over-emphasis, 
partly because the revitalization of the study of the labour-process 
came as-a reaction to two main streams of contemporary thought. One is 
the 'conventional' social scientist's approach to the study of aspects 
of the warking-classes - the labour-process studies can be seen as a 
. reaction to orthodox academics, 
because the latter failed to see the 
existence of a class outside its subjective manifestations. For, as 
Braverman claims, 
111clas-s. ', 'status'; ýstratification' and even C.... ) 'alienation' 
are artefacts of consciousness and can be studied only as they 
manifest themselves in the mifids of the subject population. " 262 
Class. -consciousness is a process that finds its existence in the mode 
in which it is-expressed, rather than as a static condition that can be 
dis. covered by the questionnaire-interview techniques of the social 
scientist. The latter, Braverman believes, are 'superficial', 'remote' 
and 'mechanic. Ey-purpose here is not to present a critique of 
Braverman, but simply to point out the way in which orthodox academic 
work is conceived by him and other labour-process researchers, and show 
that his- over-emphasis of the significance of the CLP came about as a 
3Z7* 
reaction to conventional social scientific research on these issues. 
The second stream of thought that the labour-process study groups argue 
against is a strand of Marxist thought, namely Althuserian 
Structuralism. Althuserian structuralism developed as a reaction to 
the 'economism' of the main-stream Marxist school, (i. e., in order to 
establish, once and for all, the relative autonomy of the 
superstructure - that it is not a mere reflection of the 
infrastructure - and stress the importance of 'ideology' for 
contemporary industrial social formations). In turn, it created a 
reaction to itself which found expression in labour-process studies. 
It was Althuser and Poulantzas' concept of 'ideological state 
apparatuses', grounded on a notion of an omnipotent state which 
controls every aspect of life from production to language, 
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which 
called for a counter emphasis, i. e., a re-emphasis on the centrality of 
the labour-process as opposed to the centrality of ideology in 
deter-mining the consciousness of the contemporary working-classes. 
Consequently, my present research has benefited considerably from the 
ongoing debate on the labour-process and its significance in 
determining the consciousness of the workers. Certainly, the need to 
study the LP in order to demonstrate mechanisms. at work which give rise 
to a certain form of class consciousness, is based on my reading of 
this. debate. 
By s. tudying the work its&lf, in the particular case of FAB and the 
workers' reactions. to it, this thesis. has-attempted*to establish that 
the labour-process in FAB is'divisive -and . -degradiftg'ill -its -essential 
characteristic. The latter is true especially when'work is viewed from 
an ontological viewpoint, i. e., defined as central/productive and 
creative activity of mankind. Now, I want to show. that based on the 
availab, le concrete data, the divisive aspects. of the CLP and the 
organization of w-ork-can be, at the same time, collectivizing aspects 
at the point of production or within theý larger* society. I want to 
present this point schematically, all the factors. being considered with. 
regard to their impact on the workers' consciousnesb. 
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DIVISIVE FACTORS 
Management: in its ideological 
practices. 
2. The union: divisive in its 
politics, hierarchical 
functioning, preventing 
spontaneous working- class 
actions. 
3. Disappointment in the limited 
achievements of the Collective 
Actions: strikes, slow-downs 
and co-operatives. 
4. Awareness that the workers are 
the necessary active subjects 
in the production process. 
When combined with a national 
consciousness, the implication 
is that society's well-being 
is dependent on their hard 
work. This makes workers 
willing to participate in and 
submit to the labour-process, 
and ultimately acts against 
their interests. The 
proponents: of a national 
consciousness contradict the 
union and radical political 
consciousness, and therefore 
the workers. are divided. 
5. Relatively high living- 
standards Cin comparison with 
both the FAB workers' own past 
and with other sections of the 
Turkish working-class). 
Therefore, divisive in causing 
passive acceptance due to 
'fear-of-loss'. 
6. Values created at the point of 
production in order to justify 
the system - when internalised 
by the workers. 
COLLECTIVIZING FACTORS 
Management as an institution 
to unite against. 
2. The union as representative of 
workers'-rights against the 
capitalist and managerial 
institutions, and for the 
workers. 
3. Experience in collective powe_r 
(strikes, slow-downs and 
co-operatives etc. ) 
4. Awareness of the workers that 
the production could not 
proceed without themselves. 
This becomes collectivizing 
because it is a strength that 
all workers share against the 
contrary pressures from the 
system. 
5. Relatively high living- 
standards - readiness to 
underta collective action to 
maintain this. 
6. Opposition to those values. 
Therefore, a base on7MiLch a 
counter-collective identity 
can be formed. 
The list of factors given in the table above could be extended. 
However, comparison of those six factors is sufficient to make clear 
the point that the-same aspects pertairtitig-to-th6-organizati(5n. of. work 
in TAB can be regarded as both divisive -and "cOllectivizing'f actors for 
workers' consciousness. Which quality will be dominant in the workers' 
consciousness will mainly depend on the particular historical choice of 
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the FAB workers and the Turkish working-class in general. The nature 
of this choice, will, to a large extent, be influenced by the success/ 
failure of the management/union - political parties in obscuring/ 
revealing respectively, the relationship between the capitalist mode of 
production and the conditions of workers' subjection. It is one thing 
to establish the degrading, fragmenting potential of the CLP, it is 
another thing to establish that the workers subjected to the CLP are 
influenced by it in their consciousness, in a*degraded, fragmented 
manner. In the M workers' case, it is clear that many of them do not 
seem to be penetrated by the alienating conditions of the CLP. The 
possible reasons for this have been elaborated throughout this thesis. 
Based on this exposition, it is argued that in the multitude of social 
influences. surxounding workers, which of these influences the workers 
will internalise can not be pre-determined. Which influence becomes 
e-ffective is, not a function of any one source of influence but-is 
grounded in _a combination of various sources'and effects from both work 
and non-work situations. The study of work therefore, entails the 
unveiling of one. major 'institutional force which functions as an 
. arbite-r o. 
f reality' (to b-orrow A. Brittan's. words) for the workers. 
2. -What, is,. 'the: Nature of -the YAB'Workers. ' 'Corts. ciousness.? 
It is. suggested here that the M workers' consciousness. is an 
'in-betwzen', --I. marginal' consciousness., and that at its present stage 
contains. tendencies7'of both preserving the status. qu6'and transforining 
it. Their extra-1actory relations helo them to-resist the capitalist 
habituation, yet this. does, 'not necessarily provide them. 'with, an 
alternative; ' neither do they have a vision'of an alternative society as. 
the goal to-fight. for. 
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, 
collectivizing 
-factors in the 
wnrk 6ituation help develop the contrary tendendy. In the factory, they 
are going through- a procesi; -. of politicis-ation which bears. elements: of 
alternative ideologies. Calternative to the dominant capitalist and 
managerial one). To understand fully this- seemingly contradictory 
consciousness, it is. necessary to look. 'at 
, 
'consciousness-' more closely, 
-from a-radically 
di-Eferent point of view--. ' 
In a -more general sense, consciousness can be de-fined'as- the awarenbsýL 
that one has the ýower to change one's- li-fe -for'onesdlf, that this 
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power is located within each individual and not outside, or over and 
above one's own self. It is the ideology of capitalism that locates 
the power to change, the power to transform, in structures and 
institutions, because of the implications this engenders. If this 
viewpoint is accepted, then members of the capitalist societies must 
accept their subordination since they themselves cannot radically alter 
their conditions of life and work. The consciousness, which can also 
transcend this 'consciousness of capitalism' is the consciousness of 
'being', that is knowing exactly what one is doing (one's own and 
others' activities), drawing out life-forces instead of being 
manipulated by them; in other words, being fully responsible for one's 
own life. We are back to the same theme as that. with which we started 
this thesis: control (of one's own labour and life), responsibility 
(for the consequences of one's own actions, i. e., the impact of 
exertion of labour, on both one's own and others'-lives) and 
consciousness, (of conscious being) must be united at the same level, 
i. e., at the personal level of the producing man, for a true solution 
to individual and social problems. 
I 
These three phenomena are kept apart both objectively and subjectively, 
and this prevents the YAB workers (and others in similar situations) 
-from trans. cending their situation. 
There is a close connection between 
the subservient state of the workers at the point of production and the 
various divisions in the larger society (such as class, ethnic, racial 
gender, to which, in the particular case of Turkey, age and status must 
also be added as. crucial factors). Both of these derive from the ' 
incessantly dividing-force of capitalism. The solution to the problems 
of human suffering, sense of futility and loss-of-meaning can only come 
about concurrently with the parallel'changes in the larger society and 
the point of production towards re-uniting what is kept apart under' 
capitalism. 
YAB workers-can be said to influence the labour-proces. s at some * 
elementary level*. However'S this does not necessarily imply that they' 
have control over'their lives. The latter'xequires'. not only a 
--cons cimianess and -responsibility as defined above, but also- or 
rather the consciousnes-s that one -has the power. in this latter 
xespect, FAB. workers cannot be said to be conscious., -and certainly the 
balance of effects. -from both the labour-process, and the mechanisms- of 
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the larger society are powerful in hindering the development of such a 
consciousness. 
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NOTES 
K. Marx, Capital, v-1 (1979) p. 544. 
2. Turkey is geographically divided into seven regions. 
3. There are no sufficient statistical data and documents on this point. 
However, all the available data are collected by B. Varlik (1977), 
whick point out the early impact of imperialism on qukurova. on the 
same point, see also 0. Kurmij_ (19-741 and L. Rathman (details provided 
in the bibliographyl. 
4. B. Varlik, op. cit., pp. 25-40. 
5. For the figures on 19th centuryp see V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asia, p. 29, 
quoted in B. Varlik, ibid, p. 55. For the figures concerning 1968, see: 
qukurova Region (19701 p. 93- 
6. it is common to think of Turkish capitalist growth in four phases: 
1923-1932: Liberal economic policy initiated and supported by the State; 
1932-1946: Statism; 1946-19-60: integration with the world capitalist 
system and 1960 to present day when the Turkish economy has gained a new 
impetus along capitalist growth. See , Y. K09t1k C1971) especially 
pp. 212-29-91. On the capitalist growth in Turkey, see also: 0. (JzgUr 
(1915); T. Tayaný C. 19LM, K. Boratav C1974); D. Avcioglu (1973) and 
S. Yerasimos (19-761. 
7. with 1975 figures of tonnage 'of imports and exports: Figures taken from 
Statistical Yearbook (19771ý p. 281 
8.0. dzgUr (1970o for example asserts that the Turkish economy has gained 
impetus in the sixties, see pp. 192-195. See also the references quoted 
in note C51 above. All those authors agree on this point. 
9. qukurova Region, op. cit., p. 87. 
10. Y KUjVk. C19711 for example, writes that the first two Five Year Development 
Pians of 1960 and 1965, aimed at pulling investments to relatively backward 
areas, but they failed. pp. 265-66. 
11. That is in contradistinction with the model CLP. 
12. on the war of independence Turkey waged between 1919-1923 and its immediate 
aftermath, the standard texts in English are: Lord Kinross (1966); 
B. Lewis (19-66); R. D. Robinson C19631; A. E. Yalman C1930). 
13. The relevant passage is found in his speech given for the occasion of the 
first assembly of the first Cabinet. The purpose of this meeting was 
first to determine the boundaries of 'authority and 'duty' of the 
Cabinet: Atatirk said: 
"Sirs, we, as the general assembly, think it our mission to regard 
the protection of our national rights, to protect our national hegemony 
(mith. all our national integrity)-the same as struggling against 
imperialism - which attempts to destroy us - and against capitalism 
which attempts to 1swallowl us. Therefore, it is clear that the basis 
of our Government's views is the science of sociology. However (they say) 
it (our regimeldoesný't look like 'democracy' neither resembles 
'socialism', or does not look like anything already known! Sirs, we must 
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be proud for not resembling anyone else, also for not forcing anyone 
else to look like us; because we look like ourselves, sirs! " Source; 
S'O'ylev ve Demeýler I (Speeches and Statements of Atatilrk; v. j) 
(1961), pp. 196-197. 
14. See for example R. Bendix (1964), and Almond (G. A. ) and Coleman 
(eds., 1960,1970) for the use of the concept 'nation-building'. 
15. On the model being Capitalisto see A. G. ftýUa (1968). He provides 
evidence on that most of the decisions taken in the izmir Economic 
Congress, which established the economy-politics of the new Government, 
were geared towards creating a national bourgeoisie. While all the 
demands from the business circles were met and often guaranteed by Law; 
the demands of the labouring sections (in order to secure their own 
rights against the dominant stratas) were refused to be secured by force 
of Law. 
16. This information was provided by a top executive of the Holding Co. 
17. It may also have meant the increasing of the work pace by speeding-up 
the machines in those work-processes whereby the pace of workers is 
directly determined by the pace of the machines. 
18. K. Marx, Capital Y. I, chapter 1, pp. 163-177. 
18a D, Caute (1967), p. 62. 
19. Redfearn National Glass Handbook, p. 6. 
20. 'office orderly' is, the term used to describe these people, as this 
seems to be the closest in English to the Turkish terms lodacil or 
'Hademe'. Office orderlies can be men or women of any age, and they are 
usually selected among workers who have, been disabled by an industrial 
accident. Presence of such orderlies, to do 'personal' services reveals 
that in Turkisli social scene, there are 'feudal' residues, and this 
effects the way individuals relate to each other. CI was surprised, when 
r, first came to England that there were no office orderlies, for example, 
in the Universities, and that even the Professors had to serve their own 
coffee. An equivalent in Turkey would ring the bell for an orderly, 
and order a coffee for himself. )- 
21. For Marx'and Marxists, this is more than an assumption: it is a 
postulate. That other Cnon-Marxistl social scientists also make the same 
assumption can be seen in that, even the preponents of laffluencyl and 
)ý, deferential working-class' theses, in order to prove their cases, carry 
out their researches in factories. For an examples see J. Goldthorpe et 
al C1915 and 19-761. 
22, The results of a second questionnaire replicated this finding: out of 
the total sample population (2171,71% were between 26-35 years of age, 
and 77% of the total have been working in FAB for 3 or more years. For 
the details of the second questionnaire see the Appendix on research 
techniques. 
23, In 19-75, only lZ% of the population were between 50 and 65+ years of age. See, Statistical Pocket Book of Turkey (19178) p. 22, table 18. 
24. There are copt radictory f igures on the rate of unemployment in Turkey; 
International Labour Organisation Yearbook of Labour Statistics C19,781 gives it as 1,410,300 for 1977, and 1,880,900 for 1978; p. 271. 
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24. (continued) 
Surplus Labour force 
Years 
in Agriculture % (Thousand) 
1977 740 8.1 
19-78 720 7.9. 
19179 700 7.7 
Surplus Labour force in 
Non-Agricultural Sectors % (Thousand) 
143. '5 20.3 
150.4.20.5 
164.0 21.6 
As the table indicates, total surplus-labour force (both agricultural 
and non-agricultural), as a percentage of all those who are in actual 
employment, were, 28.4%, 28.4% and 29.3% in 1977,1978 and 1979 
respectively. 
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25. See Statistical Pocket Book of Turkey, 1978, p. 22 
26. In 1973, the distribution of alive births with respect to the size of 
population of the settlement areas were as follows: 
Turkey Metropol Population 
total 100.000+ 
3.96 2.77 3.78 
Population 
20.000+ 
9.999- 
3.90 
Population 
less than 
2.000 
4.34 
Population 
50.000+ 
99.999 
3.31 
Population 
25.000+ 
49.999 
3.52 
Population 
10.000+ 
24.999 
4.07 
Source: Dr. A. Toros: 1973 research on Fertility, the demographic 
structure of Turkey and demographic problemst HaceHepe University 
Publ. 1978, Ankara, p. 78. 
27. Industrial workers with immediate agricultural backgrounds constitutes 
an aspect by which the working classes are differentiated in some of 
the more advanced countries as well. For the case of France see 
S. Mallet (1975) where he refers to these workers as 'peasants' 
dispossessed by the concentration of farm ownership' (p. 3). and says 
that these workers, together with the ethnic minorities are to be 
found in the factories in a 'transitional phase', the phase before 
modern automation. This transitional state makes these workers, jobs 
less secure, and a difference can be observed between their political 
stances in May. 1968 events and the 'New technocratic' sections of the 
working class. Based on this and similar differentiations among the 
French working class, Mallet asserts that during May 1968, "the antagon- 
isms were in the heart of the labour movement" p. 6. 
28. On this topic see: R. Kelel (1978), 1. Tekeli (1977). 1. Tekeli et al 
(076), and M. Kiray (19M. 
29. Source of the figures: G. M. Mentel, "A Comparative Study of the Causes 
of Urbanisation in the Third World'with Specific Emphasis on Turkey", 
Master of Arts Thesis, University of Waterloo, Faculty of environmental 
studies, School of Urban and Regional Planning, September 1975. 
30. See yukurova Region, op. cit., p. 14. The 6.04% is the figure for net 
migration, that is imaigration - emigration. 
31. ibid, p. 57. 
32. Most workers mentioned their work on land only after I asked them if 
they had worked in agriculture before. The variations on the concept 
of work and the definitions of 'what constitutes work') were discussed 
during the Conference of Social Anthropologists in 1979D at University 
of York. Many papers presented provided evidence on that differentiation 
of definition of 'work' occurs with respect to cultural, sectoral and 
occupational differences. 
33. 'Depeasantisation' is a term used by Prof. Dr. M. Kirayj a prominent Turkish sociologist. Explanation of this phenomenon (as given in the 
text) is based on a series of her lectures. 
34. See R. Bademli (1977), passim. 
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35. ibido P-10 
36. ibid, p. 10 
37. ibid, p. 10 
38. ibid, pp. 13-14 
39. In four selected provinces of Turkey, the age at which children start 
to work in "workshops" i. e., for artizan and craftsmen, are as follows: 
Age 
-12 13-15 16+ provinces MMM 
Gaziantep 50 36 14 
KarabUk 28 67 5 
Konya 19 58 23 
Van 39- 42 19L 
Source: State Planning Organisation UPT19 "Survey on the Socio-Economic 
Problems of the Artizans and the Craftsmen". 1971, Ankara, V. 1 p. 14. 
The so-called 'apprentices', based on the claim that they are not 
working as such, but learning a trade, are not covered by the Work-Law. 
(According to Work-Law children under 18 cannot be employed in industry). 
However, these young children do actively participate in production in 
the workshops and artizan shops, and in the absence of any legal 
protection are totally left to the mercy of the employer. On this issue, 
see "History of the Turkish Working Class and its Struggles" (1976), 
pp. 268-269. Based on these facts on the conditions of work in the 
unorganised sectors of the industry, it is possible to say that those 
PAR workers, who have had a previous job in such workshops, will feel 
themselves much better-off in FAD compared to that experience. 
40. in 1975, the total illiterate population was 12,831,000, of which 
8,583,000 were women (Total population being 33,672,000) 
See, Statistical Pocket Book- of Turkey (19781 p. 22, table 19. 
41. In 19-77, the distribution of 
were as follows (All figures 
All non-agri 
'Agricultu 
* cultural 
='geCtOrs Mani 
120.80 132.25 
average daily wages in various sectors 
in T. L. I: 
Mining Transport, 
and Storage, and 
ufacturing Construction Quarrying Communications 
127.52 126.60 114.57 165.30 
Source: International Labour organizations Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 
1918, pp. 424-434, and p. 558. 
42. This can lie seen in that, in the work-contracts the wage increases are said 
to apply to all the workers in the workplace, equally. (This is so in Both- CR Contracts that were in operation in FAB during 1976/77, and 1918179 periodsl. 
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43. The method of taxing the wages in Turkey is as follows: First, 12% 
of the gross daily wage is deducted as social security premium. The 
remaining gross daily wage is then subjected to income tax. Income tax 
is scaled according to the marital status and the number of children 
each worker has. (However, this has an effect of introducing a 1000 Th. / 
month alteration at the most). The income tax as applied to the workers 
varies between 25-35% of the gross-wages. In addition there are two 
other taxes (a 3% balance tax, and a4 per thousand official stamp tax). 
When the union fee is also deducted, the worker takes home between 55 
and 60% of his gross earnings. The overtime payments are taxed 
separately from the basic wages and in exactly the same way as the basic 
wage is. Similarly, the bonus payments are taxed as separate from the 
basic wages. However, all the bonus payments per year are added, and 
then taxed. This means that the income tax on the bonus payments is 
much higher since the sum total then falls into a different scale which 
has a higher tax coefficient. CSource: SSK (Social Security Institution) 
Yearly Statistics, 1979, Ankaral. 
As a result, although the PAR workers know that they will be paid four 
bonus payments per year, each of which will be approximately equal to his 
one month's earnings, he cannot know in advance what each bonus payment 
will be. Because of taxing from the total (of 4 bonuses per year)., each 
part of it, as a proportion of the total, is taxed separately, subject to 
a different tax-coefficient. Hence, in the end, the first bonus being 
the highest, the actual money paid to the worker gradually decreases 
towards the end of the year when the last bonus is paid. 
44. Although 'Social Security Payment' is the official term used in Turkey, 
this is misleading with regard to what it actually refers to. It refers 
to the payment the employer contributes to the Social Security Fund. From 
this Fund, retirement benefits are allocated; and some of it is reserved 
for free treatment of the workers in the 'Social Security' hospitals. 
Each worker pays 12.5% of the total amount payable to the Fund for 
himself, and the remaining 77.5% is paid in by his employer. Therefore, 
this amount the employer pays is included in the Management's Income 
Tariffs even though it is not part of the income the worker takes home, 
which- is one reason why there is such discrepancy between the management's 
and worker's figures. 
45. Consumer price indexes in Turkey, for 1977 and 1978 were as follows: 
1970 4 100 
Years General Food Clothing 
1977 323.3 362.0 358.4 
1978 474.4 493.7 Not available 
Source: International -Labour 
Organisation Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 
1978. 
DISK report provides consumer price indexes, with rents included. 
Taking 1968 - 100i in Ankara, consumer price indexes were 402.2 and 
594.2 respectively for 1977 and 1978. In Istanbul* the figures were 
39-5.0 and 612.1 respectively; and in Izmir (the third largest province 
in Turkey), 419.1 and 634.5. See DISK Economic Report 1979, p. 125, 
table 1. 
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46. As only 5 out of the total sample of 101 had a spouse in employment 
(4 wives and 1 husband) this source is negligible. 
47. The real figure may in fact be higher than the respondents' own declara- 
tion. I think that many others who had other sources of income were 
reluctant to say it because they weren't absolutely certain that this 
information would not be carried over to the management by me. 
48. Source: State Institute of Statistics. Quoted in Milliyet Ca Turkish 
daily newspaperl, Sunday Supplement, 18.8.1980. pp. 3-5. 
49L. Squatter houses encircling metropolitan centers are a direct result of 
migration from rural to urban areas in underdeveloped countries. Their 
settlement at the outer skirts reflect the marginal status of their 
residents, who are not absorbed by indust. ry but involved in peddling 
and mainly unproductive small trade and services. This is explained in 
terms of the uneven development between agriculture and industry, and 
also between regions. For the Turkish case, see for example, Prof. Febmi. 
Yavuz, Kentsel Topreklar, Ulkemizde ve Balka Ulkelerde (Urban Land: in 
our country and in other countries), Ankara University, Faculty of 
Political Sciences Publications, Ankara 1980. See also the references 
made in note 28 above. 
50. H. Braverman, (1974); see part IV, pp. 293-359. 
51. Their relative young age cannot be explained on the assumption that, at 
an older age, they would have been promoted, therefore older ones would 
not be included in this category. It is explained in Chapter VI that 
FAB managers prefer to recruit men from outside for higher postsg rather 
than promoting its own employees. 
52. This seems not to be the case in advanced capitalist countries. The 
findings of T. Nichols (19691 pertaining to a Northern city in Britain 
for example, show that over half of the business men come from managerial 
families. See p. 115, table 10.1. 
53. Migration of managerial personnel is simply moving from one town to 
another, and they were not forced to emigrate as a result of structural 
changes in agriculture. 
54. The corresponding figure for 1978 was 360.162 T. L. (approximately 
E7200.001 per year. 
55. only 4 reported spouse's earnings, Therefore, the source of additional 
income of the remaining 8 is real-estate property. The only two who 
reported a second job was a foreman Cwho worked in a chair manufacturing 
workshopl, and a day-manager (who played saxophone in an orchestra). 
56. T. A. C. Brown$ The Social Psychology of Industry - Human Relations in 
the Factory, Penguin Books, first published in 1954l 1973 edition. 
57. ihid. p. 186. 
58. ibid, p. 187- To see how Brown justifies his position and the supportive 
findings in the area of Social Psychologyj A. ee especially Chapter 7, 
pp. 186-218. 
59. Although, Brown claims that 'status' and 'meaning' work gives to an individual constitute the reason why men like to work, this explanation 
poses more questions than it answers, one of Ohich is why 'status' and 'meaning' are, so essential to man. 
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60. Marx especially in Capital V. 1, pp. 283-306, and 1844 Manuscripts (1959) 
pp. 106-119. B. Ollman (-1971,1917), especially in Chapter 13, 
pp. 97-108. 
61. B. Ollman, op. cit., p. 99 
62. ibid., p. 97 
63. Marx, Capital V. 1, p. 283. 
64. ibid$ p. 290. According to Ollman, Engels says, that the labour which 
creates use-value, and counts qualitatively is work, as distinguished from 
labour; that which creates value and counts quantitatively, is labour 
distinguished from work. This is instructed by Engels in "Introduction 
to the Capital" and is found only in the recent English translation 
(1979). Following on from this, I have used the term 'work' in the above 
definition. See Ollmang ibid., p. 98 and Marx, ibid., pp. 137-138. 
65. That the tendency of the labour-process in FAB is, to reduce the worker 
to a 'cog in -the machine' is demonstrated in this thesis; yet whether 
this actually happens, i. e. workers become total automatons, is to be 
discussed in the FAB context. See Chapter IX on this issue. 
66. Ollman, op. cit., p. 101. 
67. All phrases in I' are taken from Marx, Capital v. 1, pp. 544-45. 
68. ibid, pp. 546. 
69, Steve Marglin (1916), makes a similar point. He doesn't deny the 
importance of technological changes since the 18th Century* but he asserts 
that these were not the independent causes of the factory. He says: 
"on the contrarys, the particular forms that technological change took were 
shaped and determined by factory organization. " p. 33. In this article, S. 
Marglin debates with., the ghost of Marx about whether the technology 
shaped the social and economic organization or whether social and economic 
organization shaped the technology used in the factories. He suggests 
that "The steam mill did not give us the capitalist; the capitalist gave 
us the steam mill" p. 41. His conclusion therefore is that organisation 
of work is not technologically determined but, class concerns determined 
the nature of the organisation of work in the factories which influenced 
the shape tae technology took. 
70. it. Braverman, op. cit., p. 56. 
Foremen are'usually brought in from outside. See chapter VI for the 
reasons. 
72. He says 11 .... but, it must be recognised that men work both in order to live and in order to feel useful, wanted, and to attain a social status. " 
J. A. C. Brown, op. cit., p. 192. 
73. The number of men/machine is a source of continuous struggle between men 
and the management. The sequence and nature of this struggle in FAB 
will be given in Chapters VI and VIL 
74. Marx, Capital v. 1, p. 545-46. 
75. As the production manager of SG explaineds the SG production machinery 
is imported from Belgium, where they have already been used and discarded 
as inefficient. 
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76. The Brighton Labour Process Group (1977). for example, argue that the 
site of the CLP is large-scale industries, and although they consider 
the possibility of non-capitalist labour-processes co-existing with 
the CLP in a particular social formation, they do not consider Whether all 
the jobs carried out in such industries are factory jobs or not. In other 
words, it is assumed that they are all characterised by the CLP. See 
especially, p. 24 and passim. 
77.1 am aware that this conclusive remark, however tentative, is beset with 
many problems. The implicit implication here is that Capitalism, as a 
world system, still has 'revolutionising' power, as opposed to the common 
belief (as argued by Lenin, P. Sweezy, P. Baran and many others) that 
the capitalist mode of production in the age of Monopoly Capital has lost 
its capacity to further develop the forces of productions which then leads 
to a crisis that cannot be solved by capitalism itself but by only 
centrally planned economy of a Socialist system. Lenin thought that 
underdeveloped countries (Russia particularly in the early 20th century) 
constituted the weak link in the world capitalist system, where break- 
throughs were possible. it can be speculated thats Turkey, as an 
underdeveloped country today is still akin to development of its productive 
forces with capitalism; therefore, in FAB, a microcosm of the Turkish. 
society at large, some 'creative' (as opposed to destructive) effects of 
the capitalist mode of production is still possible (as in the case of the 
non-factory workers. ) The debate that took place in NLR between B. Warren 
(-19-731 and A. Emmanuel C. 1974ý was on the position of the Third World 
with- respect to the World Capitalist System, whereby B. Warren argues for 
a similar point as above. For the details of these articless see the 
bibliography. 
78. For three days of the week-eacti-shift-time, 3-4 women in Q. C. work on 
their own, and for the other 3 days, 2 shifts meet and they work together, 
i. e. could be 7-8 women altogether. The, term 'shift' refers (as it is 
used in FABý bothý to the 'time' and the group of workers who work during 
that time. 
79. For a critique of tbe bourgeois economists see, M. Hollis and E. J. Nell 
(. 19-75), expecially pp. 244-45 and p. 255 for the categorical use of 
Ilabour'. 
80, It is true that in the old days, the changing of colour required such a 
long time, however, I was told. by the managers that at present, with the 
help of computers, this i's reduced to a few hours. 
81. More on this issue is 'to come in Chapter X. I have said earlier whether 
the shift system is required by fusion technology or not is not to be 
-discussed here. However, it is worth-noting that all our assumptions 
about this technology derive from technology as we know it. In other 
wordss when engineers design new machinery, when technological innovations 
are made, human well-being is'not taken to be the major concern and 
constraint on the possible deG*LVgn9 of new technology. As G. Carchedi (1976) 
rightly puts: in designing cars, it is assumed that the person who will 
drive it will want it to be comfortablet hence huge sum are spent on the 
internal design and comfort of the cars. Similarly, it is assumed that 
, 
the driver will be disturbed by the noise, hence the car engines are made 
to work wit& minimum noises and, the, body of the car is built such that it insulates the noise from the engine. All these assumptions are made 
notIecause car manufacturers are'more human than other manufacturers, 
but simply because otherwise# they will not be able to sell their cars 
and hence will not make profita. On the other hand, no such concern is 
shown in designing machinery and building factories. Human comfort, 
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well-being do not constitute constraints on the design of these. 7his 
is because the capitalists can still find a labour-force prepared 
(willingly or unwillinglyl to work under the conditions imposed on them. 
It is also because -factories are secluded places, workers work here away 
from the eyes of the general public, hence there is no public opinion, 
or a general awareness to act as pressure groups to initiate any 
favourable changes on the situation. In short, technological determination 
is there only because men allow it to be so. Once hu=n well-being is 
made to be a technological concern, it is not utopian to think that 
alternative techniques of production will be discovered. 
82. This I learnt, in an informal. talk with some of the workers and also from 
some managers. Apparently one personnel official who accepted bribes for 
job allocation was revealed and expelled. But according to some workers 
one such person is still in charge. 
83. Only 1 respondent said he got the job through the job centre. 
84.1 was given this information by the management$ however the figures were 
not provided. 
85. A. Gouldner (1969). 
86. That is$ approximately 85 sq. yds. /sec. 
87.42 sq. yds/sec. 
88. C. R. Walker and R. H. Guest (1952) in analysing the immediate job conditions 
of men on the assembly line auggest that variety in the jobs "is gained 
by (1) a large number of operations; (2) the nature of works such as that 
of repairmen; (3)_ frequent transfer from one job to another, such as 
that of utilitymen; and (4) variety of makes and models. " p. 41. 
They also stress that degree of differences in jobs in terms of 'variety* 
is well understood by and are important to the workers themselves. p. 38. 
This, is an assertion supportive of what is argued in this chapter. 
89. The heat generated by the newly-made glass is around 1000C, and every 
time the 'boards' are crashed into the bunkers, millions of glass 
particles rise in the air. 
90. This became an important issue for both management and the union, and is 
presented in Chapter VII. 
91. Two shifts of men work together for three days of the week, and on the 
other three days each shift works on its own. When they work together, 
there is a crowd of managers as well as workers. 
92. This may be due to the fact that they were explaining it to someone (me) 
who supposedly did not know about technical matters, or would not understand if told with technical details. Alternatively, it could be because of 
what a recurrent reply denotes: "You have been here long enoughl you see 
what we do yourself". In either case, the fact that many workers could 
not specify what their jobs meant, seems, to point to that their jobs could 
not Be characterised by a definite productive activityl but were an 
agglomorate of various detail tasks. 
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93. Because the quality of batch is fundamentally important for the quality 
of the glass, when anything goes wrong, the h' eating technicians are 
among the first to be held responsible. Knowing this forces the worker 
to have a better (total) grasp of the production process. 
94. Or in comparison with ZAP X plant packers as described by T. Nichols and 
H. Beynon (1977). 
95. Unlike in S. G., where there are foremen and a furnace engineer, no 
shift-manager in between. 
96. Here, as elsewhere, I did not attempt to make these sentences into 
better English than the original Turkish - this gives some information 
about how the workers themselves define their jobs, and which terms 
they use. 
97. According to the FAB introductory brochure, the flint glass furnace 
(B on the diagram on p. 54 above) has a capacity to melt 180.000 kgs. 
of batch per day. Four I. S. machines attached to it can produce 
260 million bottles in one year, weighing an average of 200 gr. each at 
an efficiency rate of 80%. Therefore each shift produces 237.443 
bottles (i. e. per 8 hrs. ). During each shift, one I. S. machine produces 
59L. 360 bottles. This is the number of bottles an inspector views during 
her 8 hr. shift. Thus I have arrived at the hourly and per minute 
figures above. The speed of manufacture and flow of bottles varies with' 
their weight and size. Also, the machines do not work at an 80% 
efficiency rate constantly. Hence, it can be assumed that these figures 
are the maximum an inspector has to view. The normal figures can be lower. 
98. Also, for moral reasons, she wouldn't smoke in front of men. So 
occasionally she has to go to the toilet to smoke a cigarette. One of 
them said to me, "I have to ask one of the sorters to sit ýn my place for 
5 minutes, so that I can go and have a cigarette. " 
99. Braverman (1970, describes the principles of CLP as: First principle: 
"dissociation of the labour process from the skills of the workers"; 
second principle "separation of conception from execution", and third 
principle "use of this (management's) monopoly over knowledge to control 
each step of the labour process and its mode of execution", see 
pp. 112-121. 
100. See the Appendix on Managers Definition of Themselves and their Functions. 
in everyday language used on site, managers refer to the daily production 
as their own achievement. Similarly, when the general director sets his 
target for one month's production during managers' meetings, he refers 
to the production manager and tells him "I want you to get X number of 
plates by this date. " In other wordsq the managers regard production as 
their own achievement. 
101. They are only there for three hours during the afternoon shifts (3 p. m. - 
- 11 p. m. 
), since they leave at 6 p. m. 
102. Whether this is any different in the European and American experience may 
be a question posed here. One difference may be that in the European and 
American cases, the foremen can be said to be better habituated and incor- 
porated into the hierarchical control system than their counterparts in 
Turkey, and this may be the rationale for assuming that, in the former 
case, the foremen during the night shifts will replace the control function* 
of the top managers efficiently. The difficulty of assuming the same for the FAB case comes from both the similarity of class origins of the 
workers and the foremen thereby causing the foremen to identify more with 
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the workers than managersl as well as the in-between position of the 
foremen in FAB. See below, p. 99L, and footnote 105. 
103. This ceases to be a contradiction if the assumptions on which the CLP 
is based are accepted as objective and rational. That is to say, the 
simple fact of separation of conception and execution makes the 
activities of conception physically independent of the labour-process. 
104. One foreman said "In terms of our salaries, social benefits etc., and by 
the fact that we don't belong to a union, we are obviously regarded as 
managers. However, when it comes to having authority, or access to 
decision making we are often reminded (by the higher managers) that we 
are not worth more than the workers. We don't know where we stand! " 
105. It can be said that this would be an irrational demand since conception 
has separated itself from execution --only the latter is tied to the 
working machinery in time and space. Although this is true, it is 
precisely the legality of criteria of rationality I want to question here. 
What makes this an irrational demand is the fact that conception and 
execution are separated, and this is rational ' 
from the system's point 
of view. However it is irrational from a more radical angleg since such 
a separation creates tremendous problems for both mankind as a whole, 
and more specifically tremendous problems at the point of production. 
106. It has already been noted in Chapter I that higher salaries and a flat 
(or the equivalent in rent-money) and at times even a higher status was 
offered to personnel of the Holding Co., on various sites in Istanbul, 
to encourage them to go to the South and establish the new Glassworks 
factory. 
107. Pekcan showed me a U. S. model which was composed of 5 levels without the 
additional horizontal ones. For this, and also for a comparison of the 
administrative chart of FAB with Redfearn National Glass (of England), 
see the Appendix. These comparisons prove to be useful in showing that 
with the same technology FAB employs far too many managers when compared 
with their western counterparts, which can in turn be related to the 
incomplete state of habituation of workers in the Turkish case. 
108.1 cannot say 'and working women' because, interestingly enough, there 
are no gangers where only women work. 
109. To select 
, 
such men for foremen/shift-managers is not completely a product 
of this society. In spite of the great excitement of the same manager 
in describing this as an important discovery (and insinuate how clever 
they have been), the same practice has been used by their western 
colleagues for a long time. The findings in the research of Nichols and 
Beynon (19M in Chem Co. give at least one example of this. See p. 30-31. 
110. See for example E. P. Thompson (1963,1968), and (1967) pp. 55-97 for 
England, and H. Braverman (1970 and S. Aronowitz (1973) for the U. S. 
experiences. 
111. T. Dereli (1975), p. 60. 
112. "To adapt the distinguishing aspects of social institutions to other 
structures and to predict the outcomes of this in advance is so difficult 
that the main factors - structural patterns, technologies, hierarchical 
systems, functions and aims - generally are both exported and imported 
with their original form. In addition, the 'original form, as a rule, is 
regarded as the most adequate and preferable form. As George Fisher has 
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stated, this absolute universality phenomenon is widely accepted". 
This is what John F. Windmuller atates in "External influences on Labour 
organisations in underdeveloped countries", Industrial and Labour 
Relations Review, vol. 16, no. 4 (July 1963), pp. 570-71. Quoted in 
T. Dereli, op. cit; p. 61. 
113. See the Class Origins of FAB managers on p. 37. 
114. The transformation they have gone through has had an impact on their 
beliefs and attitudes towards each other. This could open up a whole 
new area of-analysis of my data in terms of what these beliefs, attitudes, 
ideas are which would necessitaýe an analysis of the language used by the 
two 'sides' for each other, as well as going into some form of 
ethnomethodological study of Both managers' and workers' statements on 
these issues. This obviously cannot be done here, but is nevertheless 
important to note. 
115. All the managers who were interviewed said they regarded themselves as 
, 
emplqyers rather than employees, or actually said they were the 
employers' representatives. 
116. For a theoretical discussion on the difference between the merchant and 
industrial capitals in the context of underdevelopmentj see G. Kay (1975). 
117. ihid., pp. 119-127. 
118. This was the last straw and the Company went bankrupt. However, the role 
of the Holding Co., in bringing this about must be remembered. 
119. On the nature of finance capital see P. Baran and P. M. Sweezy (1966), and 
Lenin in Imperialism: Highest Stage of Capitalism, both of which base 
their analysis on RýHilferding Das Finanzcapital (1910). 
120. The nature of these seminars are analysed in an Appendix. 
121. One way of determining the labour turnover is to compare the highest 
number of enrolment with the actual number of employees at a given time. 
Every employee is entered in a register and given a roll-number upon 
recruitment. The highest roll-number at the time I was there stood just 
over 4500 when there were only about 1600 employees. This means that 
since the set-up period, i. e. from 1971-1978,, the whole labour force was 
renewed three times. 
122. - According to the Questionnaire results, 25% of all those who have 
- mLgrated to Province 
have come from Eastern and South Eastern Turkey. 
123. He is also one of the Generals who signed the 12th of March C1971) 
'ultimatum' to the civilian government which-started an overtly 
totalitarian Cto say the leastj period in Turkey. He was often referred 
to Cbecause of his initialsl as the S. S. pasha. 
124'. The correct, answers were marked by the personnel department on the forms 
I'have. 
125. - This is just one case that came- up during the interview. I was given the 
names of many othersb who still worked in FAB, who have got jobs through 
paying bribes to the personnel officers in question. I have mentioned 
this point in few other places, thia is because, it does not only reflect 
the moral decadence of some managers, But that the workers have to compete 
with each other from the outset, and those who have the money win. When it is for the purpose of earning a living that workers apply for a job in 
4 f4ctorys they have to first r4iae enwýh money to get a job, is the 
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irony to be marked as well. 
126. This shop-steward was later fired; according to the worker informant 
this was because "the managers no longer needed him and he knew too 
much. " On the issue of rivalry between the two unions, see Chapter VII. 
127. This is not to say that all TurkisbL peasants are passive and that this 
is inevitable. It is simply making an observation on their traditional 
behaviour which, unquestionahly, acted as a cause in the case of Reset. 
128., These occurrences become more meaningful when considered together with 
the total number of workers in each department and unit: Reset, 121; 
Timbermill, 12; Crate-making 50; Furnace, 16; S. G. Production 72; 
Second-cutting, 9; Packing, 45; 'shavings', 3. 
The number of days lost per worker then, in Reset was: 13 days and 
1.6 hours (as the highestI, and in the 'Shavings' unit 1.4 days/worker (the lowest). The figure for crate-making is the second highest: 
11.2 days/worker. 
Similarly number of absences per worker in Reset was: 0.38; and in 
S. G. production 0.20 as the second highest. The others are of negligible importance. 
129. There is a good example of a welder who, after 'welding in many corners 
of the factory construction', as he said, was told that they could not 
employ him as a welder any more - 'there were no more welding jobs', 
and if he still wanted a job he could work in the BIC maintenance unit. 
Obviously, today there are many welders employed by the firm, but he is 
not one of them. He is still repairing the broken belts and 'stakers, 
with an everlasting yearning for welding. 
130'. The reasons for 'choice and coincide' are taken together because in the 
compilation of data, -the stress was on the 'choice' aspect of coincide' 
and not the. 'allocation' aspect. From the point of analysing the 
workers' attitudes, the existence of a possibility or a notion of choice 
seemed to be more significant. 
131. The control function of Q. C. and how this manifests itself is explained in 
greater detail in the next chapter under the title 'Control'. 
132. That workers would think he was fired because of his union activities - 
the firing of a well-liked unionist may cause unnecessary unrest among 
the workers, which the management is very careful to avoid. 
133. For the theory of Managerial revolution, see J. Burnham (1960,1962). 
134. This is again based on a series of her lectures. 
135. A strike in the soda plant of the same Holding Co., took place in 1979. The union there was determined to get even a symbolically higher 
percentage of pay-rise than was agreed on between the unions and the Holding Co. on other sites. Things went so far as blood being shed. Most 
of ttie technical personnel was fired together with the workers. It lasted for 10 months, and became--a national issue. And yet, in the end, the 
workers got exactly the same pay rise as those in FAB did. 
136. Details of this period are explained in Chapter VII. 
137. See the Addendum to Chapter VII on the details of this strike. 
138. IL Braverman, op. cit. See chapters 2,4 and 5 especially. 
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139. The system works like this: The production department keeps a record of 
the quantity of products dispatched; -. the decorating unit Cto cite the . 
example from RICý does tRe same. Q. C. dept. keeps a record of the nunber 
of packed bottles that Q. C. department passed per shift. As the boxes 
of bottles are carried to the storehouse, the 'neutral' controller 
'receiver', checks the number of boxes brought in. Finally, a store-house 
controller counts the Boxes and makes a report of it too. The Prod. Plan. 
Dept. has all the figures compiled, this time cross-checking the figures 
by computers. All this information can Be said to be necessary for 
the Company to undertake production planning and yearly budgets etc. 
However, it is the way in which this information is compiled, i. e. the 
hierarchical structure of control that is in question, and which implies 
that control is in the blood of the system. 
140. J. Lomox, "Quality Control within the Glassworks" in Seminar on Quality 
Control, published by the Glass Manufacturer's Federation, P-9. 
141. That is, if a man is transferred for example from one department with a 
wage Grade C, to a department with. a wage grade B, he would still get 
his old wage, not the B-grade wage. 
142. A pair of shoes are given to the workers to be worn at work once a year. 
Some workers don't like to wear them, and others who do wear them claim 
that a pair of shoes should be given out every 6 monthsj because they do 
not last any longer than this. It will be seen in Chapter IX that the 
shoo and overalls allocation is an issue brought up by the workers in 
citing their demands and complaints. 
143. See the Appendix on Managers' Definition of Managementl which exhibits 
the differences in their attitudes towards management. 
144. See the Appendix on Managerial and Administrative Seminars. 
145. For more detail on the subject see History of the Turkish Working Class 
and Its Struggles (198010 and the documentary by S. 1JstUn and S. Yaman, 
"History of the Turkish Working Class" 
146. A. Iqikli (19741 
147. Ibid., p. 441 
148. As yet, there is no detailed study of May 27th coup. Howevert many 
authors agree on the radical nature of the coup as can also be seen in 
the reform movements that followed it. S. Yerasimos (1976), for example, 
states that with the existing Government in the late fifties, "it was 
clear that neither the land reforms, nor the economic plans could be 
realised". For the economy to make a leap, these reforms were urgently 
needed, and this is regarded as one of the reasons that led to the coup. 
Volume 3, p. 1409 (Turkish editionL 
149.6. UzgUr (1976) is one of the economists who point to that the Turkish 
economy gained new impetus after 1960. See pp. 192-195. 
150 A. IVikli, op. cit. pp. 445-446 
151. ibid,, p. 469 
152. N. raýci Ced. ) C19-751, p. 254, table 36. 
153. Financial Times, "Turkey Supplement", 22nd January, 1981. This 25% (in 
19801 does not compare well witfý the Disk figure of 29.6% in 1973. This 
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could be because Disk inflated its figures to mark its contribution to 
the unionisation of Turkish workers, andjor the labour migration to 
Western Europe Cbetween 19L73-801- may provide the explanation. In any 
case, one point Ls clear: rate of unionisation is not more than the rate 
of growth of the labour-force. 
154. This, and also Mat "Turkey had entered a difficult period which would 
have its implications on the working conditions in the factories" were 
the reasons they gave for joining forces, in a press conference. 
(. Printed in the daily Cumhuriyet on 23rd November, 19791. On the other 
hand, the glassworks employers are organised into a union themselves, called 
the Turkish- Classworks Industry Employers Syndicate. 
155. One piece of interesting information is that the most senior manager of 
the H61ding Co. and one of the directors are now members of the post-coup 
cabinet. 
156. From now on, unless specified, the term 'union' or FAR union' refers to 
FGW (of DISK) alone, since it had the right to FAB workers' representation 
during the period concerned. Even though the unions have now amalgamated 
and therefore the issues that are being discussed in this section may 
appear to be irrelevant, it is still worth going into some detail, since 
it was an important issue, at the time, in terms of reflecting the union 
politics and effects of a two-union system on union activities. 
157. According to FGW, they had 1290 members and CWU had 90 (which meant that 
FGW was now eligible for branch representation). CWU, on the other hand, 
claimed 125 members in FAR,. which would be guffidient to uphold the status 
quo. CWU Is also known to have claimed up to 450 members. 
158. In one of the FGW leaflets, it was said that their fight for Referendum 
cost them two deaths. Similar cases of death have resulted, in various 
other occaslons, the worst being the DISK May-day rally in 1977 which 
cost 36 lives. 
15L DISK exhibits in one of its pubLlications, "Wages in Turkey and Wages 
of the Maden-Iq members", 19-75, that at least in the metal/mining 
industries DISK workers earned considerably more than others. (pp. 18-26). 
Also that the military, after the 12th Sepe 1980 coup, should ban DISK 
only (and not TUrk-ij as well)-is believed to be partly because of the 
hig1v wagesý-that the crisis-ridden Turkish economy could not afford. 
The Guardian, for example, says that "since the coup all DISK's senior 
figures have been in gaol except those who have fled Turkey. It seems 
that the military regards the Confederation, which militantly campaigns 
for high wage settlementso as a luxury Turkey cannot afford", 16th 
February, 1981. 
160 The FABL workers have in the past carried out a boycott action against the 
local Labour Authority's irresponsible conduct on such disputes. See 
Addendum I below 
161. The term 'party-memhers' refers to those who 
memBers of a socialist political party. The 
communist parties, - but socialist parties are 
don't indulge in 'communist propaganda'.. it 
term k'socialist', or "independent socialist' 
ranging from social-democratic to communist. 
are at the same time 
Turkish Constitution forbids 
allowed so long as they 
is often the case that the 
therefore covers anything 
162. There are also other forces, besides the anti-communist laws$ that make 'communism' a taSoo in Turkey. One is the historical hostility between 
Tsarist Russia and the Ottoman Empire* which deems communism all the more threatening -because it is the Russians'; or 'the horrid Russian bear's' 
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social order. Another ones currently more influential, is the systematic 
anti-communist propaganda, which. gained impetus during the 1950's when 
Turkey came under the Truman doctrine. Turkisli minds are full of 
memories of prominent figures, including the poet Nazim Hikmet among 
others, who were gaoled Because their poems, books, and art in general, 
contained communist propaganda. Tfiusý, the fear inherent in the worker's 
remark above, has- connotations- deeper than it appears. 
163. Rumour had it that the union's funds for striking-workers were spent on 
decorating the local party-5raneb-office. Whatever the reason, the 
workers were angry when they could not take any money home for twenty-five 
days, and this certainly contribLuted to distrust for the union. It was 
due to such distrust, perhapsp that the union was subsequently reluctant, 
during 1978 C. B. negotiations, to ask the workers to go "all out". 
164 'M. C. ' is the short for Nationalistic Front, which is- the name of the 
two successive coalition Governments in Turkey between 1974-1978. The 
coalition parties were Demirel's right-wing Justice Party, Erbakan's 
Islam-fundamentalist National Salvation Party and TUrkes's neo-fascist 
National Action Party. During these years, DISK launched a campaign 
against the M-C. governments, in cooperation with Ecevit's social- 
democratic Republican People's Party, and also some left-wing organisations. 
165 Besides Braverman, as quoted earlier, the Biighton Labour Process 
Group C CUM also gives thig as one of the immanent laws of CLP, 
see pp. 16-20. 
166. In certain cases, these assumptions about the workers come up as bluntly 
as the following example illustrates: Fatm4, a party-member and a 
union-activist, was trying to sell a women's-magazine published by the 
"party'. The women in Q. C. refused to buy, one saying that she had seen 
it, the others out of disinterest. This made Fatma angry, upon which she 
said: "I don't really see any women here with a capacity to read and 
understand this magazine anyway. " This resulted in not only her being 
called a 'Big-head', but it also caused disrespect, among the women, for 
her political views and activities. 
167. Some of the concessions given to the Unionists are that they are allotted 
to lighter jobs, that they can take more days off, they can move freely 
on siteo and above all their jobs are secure: "in mass-sackings, the 
management recognises that the last to go are the shop-stewards and 
other unionists". Most of these privileges can be said to be necessary 
for the fulfilment of the union goals, but they at the same time bring 
about a discrimination between shop-stewards and ordinary workers, and 
as a result the two groups do not share the same experience of the labour 
process* 
One example, of discrimination is about the Hardship Fund from which indi- 
vidual workers can borrow 2000 TL. when in need. It was revealed by an 
ex-union3'st that the union executive members with the help of the 
managerso have shared most of the 150.500 TL among themselves, each borrowing 10,500 TL. 
Again, wbLen the union leader's wife resi&ned she was able to claim 
redundancy compensation. 
168. The central Union and Confederation offices in Istanbul are as luxurious 
as any company office, and complete wittlL a 'good-looking' secretary. The impression one gets of tRese offices when compared with the work and living conditions of the workers, in general is simply appalling. It is 
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clear that the unions relate and compare themselves with the management 
and their organisations-, rather than other working-class organisations. 
169. Marx and Engels from 'Communist Manifesto', to 'Value, Price and Profits', 
and Engels, in 'The Conditions of the English Working Class', (1969), and 
Lenin in 'What is to be done' C19751 especially 
170. P. Cressey and J. Maclanes (Summer, MOI, p. 8. 
171. K. Marx, (. 1899), 1969, 'Value, Price and Profit', p. 243. 
172. Addendum II includes a survey of the contract. 
173. Foreign whisky in Turkey symbolises decadence because it is not legaily 
imported but smuggled in, and only very rich people can afford to 
consume it. 
174. At 1978 exchange rates 10 TL. was equal to 20p. The FAB workers worked 
(and are still working) for 48 hours per week, hence the pay rise is 
480 TL. /week (gross) 
175. E. P. T 
176. ibid. 
177. ibid. 
178. ibid. 
179. ibid. 
180. ibid. 
hompson (1967), pp. 56-57. 
p. 60 
p. 61 
p. 61 
p. 61 
p. 61 
181. Thompson himself rightly points out that "it (the shift in the time-sense, 
and this as a means of exploitationý is a problemwhich the peoples of 
the developing world must live through and grow through... I's ibid., p. 95. 
182. As explained in sections Uil, Ciiiý, (-iv) and Cvi) Of Chapter II. 
183. Braverman, op. cit., p. 54. 
184. This half hour of idleness also highlights the differences between the 
various groups of workers in terms of-privileges which derive from the 
nature of their work activities. P. C. and Q. C. workers and some machine 
operators and maintenance workers, can enjoy a rest, while packers, 
sorters, furnace workers and glass carriers still have to continue at the 
same pace. 
185. Thompson, op. cit. p. 70. 
186. ibid., P. 84 
187. Both this, and the following articles are taken from the C. B. contract, 
1977-78, pp. 17-23. 
188. E. J. Rob-sbawn, LaBouring Men, London 19442 Chapter xviis "Custom, Wages 
and Work-load". Quoted in Thompson, iblid., p. 86. 
189, Thompson, op. cit. p. 9-3. 
190. ibid., p. 91 
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191. Questionnaire form in full is presented in an appendix. 
192. See the appendix on researcli techniques. 
193.1 want to underline the 'immediate sense' here. This is to be 
distinguished from the global separation of conception and execution 
in the CLP, since the fact that some workers have the knowledge of the 
intricacies of the labour-process does not mean that the general 
separation of conception from execution; and its assignment to management 
is thus contravened. 
194. On inalienable nature of labour power, see Braverman op. cit, pp. 45-58, 
and especially p. 54, and Marx, Capital v. 1, p. 301. 
195. On the question of subordination of labour, there is a debate in the 
literature. A valuable critical summary of this debate can be found in 
the article by Cressey and Ianes Cop cit). I am indebted to informal 
talks and inspiring correspondence with P. Cressey in writing this section. 
196. Not one factor that T have been able to see during my participant 
observation, has been left unmentioned by the workers. Obviously, not 
each worker has exhausted all the possible 'complaints', but in their 
collective consciousness, all is included. 
197. The scooper was installed to remove the paste (batch at 1500 0 C) that 
comes down from the furnace to the collars automatically. Since it was 
removed, two workers have to push a hand-cart under the flow, and push it 
out when it is filled wittv the paste. This is the same job as that which 
made some workers think they were brought to Hell. 
198. Taken from my diary* 
199. The case of one worker (30, is illustrative of the interrelationship 
between the objective and the subjective. This worker's answers to Q. 18 
and Q. 20 respectively are as follows: 
Q. 18: 38 "It is normal because it is shift-work, it allows for freedom. 
No one takes care of how much, you dia, -why you did it, etc. " 
Q. 20: 38 (Listing few other complaints, he goes on to say): 
"when on shifts, my family (wifel is left on her own... the 
sleeping progl-ems because of working hours. The body can't get 
used to it. " 
Because no one worker is responsible for completion of a task, but produce 
collectivelF, -therefore, the amount of work each worker contributed is 
often unnoticed, and it is a fact that, in this sense, shift-work gives 
some freedom to the workers. And also, in the CLP, the goal is to complete 
8 hours' work and not to complete a task as such. (As was discussed in 
Chapter VIIIT. On the other hando the price the worker has to pay for 
this freedom of 'responsibility' is sleeplessness and inability to have a 
family life. In his relation to his work therefore, which contains both 
of the above aspectst he feels torn between the two. 
200. Notice the similarities between his way of relating to his job and the way 
in whick one of the managers ýexplained how they succeeded in habLituating 
the workers, in making them attached to their jobs, that is, by emphasising 
that th-is factory provides a future for them, social securitys etc. 
See Chapter V1, section iii. 
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201. Groups (-3)- and (41ýý account for the note. ýnot-applicable I in Table 
XI-ii. 1, column 4, row 7. Only the two workers in group (3) could 
justifiably be included in that column, which would give a misleadingly 
low figure. 
202. For the creative nature of human work, see Ollman Cop. cit), chapter 13, 
pp. 97-104 especially 
203.1. Neszaros (19-70), and. 011man (op citý have produced valuable accounts 
of Marx's Theory of'alienation. The discussions that take place both in 
Ollman (in postscript to second edition of his book), and in L. Seve 
(1974,1978)- are reflective of the vigorous debate on this issue. 
204. The question of lintrinsic satisfaction' is problematic, -unless an ontological point of view is employed. In other wordso we must assume 
that first of all, we know what 'intrinsic satisfaction' isl and secondly, judging work in capitalism on whether it allows for 'intrinsic job 
satisfaction' or not can only be meaningful if it is a priorily accepted 
that initially work was satisfying for man. In the case of FAB workers, 
the evidence pointed out thats regardless of these problems, it was 
meaningful to explain their relation to work in terms of 'intrinsic 
satisfaction'. This issue is raised in Chapter X also. 
205. The classification here and in the following page are a further division 
of this group to the division shown in the table. Therefore, the figures 
presented in the text don't match with those in the table. In regrouping, 
the overlapping responses are again taken as one. 
206. There is, of courseq-the effect of the questionnaire situation, and the, 
researcher. At times, I felt that some workers made, a point of referring 
to their good relations with. their superiors, just in case I was 
closer to the management, or that I could let the workers' replies be seen by the management. This can partly explain why superiors are referred to 
more often than mates. 
207. Ollman discusses these problems in greater detail, through an analysis of 
Marx's writings. See (op. citL chapters 21 and 29 especially. 
208. See for example, Marx, 1844 Manuscripts: pp. 106-119. 
209-. ibid.,. p. 114. 
210. It must be noted that at the beginning of this chapter, the statistical di'stribution of the answers to Q's 289 29 and 30 were given. The following 
detailed regrouping of the answers to these questions mainly pertain to 
those whereby alternatives are provided/desired changes are specified. However, since in some of the 'no' and 'other' answers a certain 'change' factor is specified, unlesa they were a definite 'no' (i. e. 'no need for 
any change% these answers are still included in the related themeso in 
order not to lose marginal,. but valuable information on them. Another 
point to-be clarified is-that the total number of workers who have 
mentioned a specific factor is not calculated as a proportion of those who have provided an alternative, b7u-tas a proportion of the total sample 
population of, 101. This is in order to give the real statistical weight 
of rate of occurrence of a certain theme. However, the statistical 
significanceýof certain themea would certainly be magnified, if regarded 
a& a proportion of only, those. wfio have actually specified the desired 
changes. Th-is shouldbýe_býorne in mind. 
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211. This, issue was raised earlier with the implications on the 
workers' loss of control over their lahour and time. 
212. Reduction in the work week from 48 Iftra. to 45 was a demand put forward 
for the 19-78-75 collective Tiargaining By the Union. On this, one of 
the executives of the Holding Co., said that there was no way in which 
this demand could be met, since it meant alteration of'the whole shift 
system, or else introducing a nev shift of men to work the three hour 
difference'(. Between 48 and 45 firs/week). He also quickly calculated what 
extra cost this would mean theretiy strengthening his argument that this 
demand could not be met. 
213. Perhaps this is true of most factory situations. Certainlyýindustrial 
sociologists often assume that workers are not aware of totality, but 
this is because they themselves assume that they alone know what totality 
is! 
214. obviously many workers mentioned 'noise' among their complaints (see the 
survey of answers to Q. 20 abovel, but that is different from putting 
forward a demand to change it. 
215. Ollman, op. cit., p. 131. 
216.21 out of the total of 101 workers were interviewed in depth$ together with 
12 top managers and 3 lower managers. The interviews took place after 
the questionnaires. The former's sample was selected totally at random - 
basically interviewing the available persons. 
217. These jobs-are as follows: glass-carrier, BIC (10); - assistant machine- 
operator, SG (62); quality controller, BIC (2); heating-technician, 
BIC (29); mould maintenance and production worker, BIC, (38); assistant 
machine operatori S. G. (681; loading and dispatching worker (73); a 
sweeper SG (22); fuel-oil maintenance worker (80); assistant machine 
operator, BIC (521; a re-sorting worker in BIC (55); a helping hand in 
maintenance (751;, an inspector in BIC (60); and a machine operator in 
BIC 
218. See Ollmans op. cit, chapters on 'Activity, Work, Creativity'; 'Man's 
Social Nature' and 'The Character of the Species' especially. 
219. The distinguishing aspect between a truly human need and a market-impos6d 
need is that in the latter case the need is for consumption of commodities 
in the markets and not the fulfilment of an immediate human need. 
220 oilman, op. cit. pp. 73-77. 
221, Hany workers in Turkey, especially new immigrants'from ruraVareas use 
these. bags for covering their windows in their Igecekondul houses. 
222. These workers quoted here are persons C38), C73), (25) and (75) respectively. 
All the twenty-one answers to the questions in concern are available if 
required. 
The managers interviewed gave s-imilar, answers to that of workers, except 
the General Director. When r asked him the question of 'how important 
glass is for human lifOl he said that glass is essential, and had there 
not-been glasso todayls eiviliaation would not be possible; that it was 
essential in every aspect of modern life, and he gave the example of 'space-sRipal whicb. could not have-5-een possible without the glass. 
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223. G.. LukAcs. CJ9_7l), pp. 46-82. La p. 74 for examples, he contrasts the 'imputed' consciousness wjthý. th: e. 'psychological consciousness' of the 
proletariat, and as-serts- that tfie. real gains- for the proletariat 
dependalon the clos-ing of the-gap_B, ý_tween the two. -See, A. Schaff (Feb) 19-7ZI for, a critical evaluation of LuOacal position. 
224. Such a stance can be undertaken politically, since in'the political sphere, 
the need to unite, the theory and practice is essential in order to initiate 
social change. Only then, can one drop the finer yardstick. of philo- 
sophical inquiry, 
225. This partlality'refers toAhe phenomenon whereby-the workers have 
'partitioned' the management into its functional elements, and when 
asked about 'what the management is, ' their replies consisted of 
characteristics of one or more of those functional elements (which may or 
may not, then, apply to the whole institution of management). On the 
other handt from the point of a totalistic conception of management 
,I some of those who have defined management may also be said to have a 
partial understanding of it. 
226. At one point during my stay, in FAB, there was an uneasiness among the 
workers because'they suspected that I could be an informer, and that I 
was carryi 
, 
ng out this research on behalf of the management. While I was interviewing a worker, he directly asked me if it were true that I was a 'spy' because that's what he heard other workers saying about me. 
227. Again, a phrase which was suggested by P. Cressey. 
228. This is'not referring to the prohlem of-'transformation' in Marx which is concerned with the transformation of labour into capital; and value into wages and profits. See for example Grundrisse, pp. 306-307. 
229. Braverman, - op. cit., pp. 67-68, He also quotes from the managerial 
theoreticians who recognise the control function of management, and who indeed affirm that without 'control', management is 'inconceivable'. 
230. See N. J. O'Neill (1973Y on similar tendencies in a section of the British 
working-class, pp. 85-113. 
231. Originally, the questions on the union were two: (1) Are you a member 
of a Union?, Which one? Why?, and (21 Do you think having a Union in this 
workplace is necessary?, Why?, These were the only two questions the 
management did not-permit me to ask, and crossed them out on the forms. Consequently, the question on-the Union was reformulated and the workers 
were verbally asked 'What does-the necessity of the Union depend on? ' 
232, Empirically, it is not possible to separate conditions pertaining to the CLP alone, and, the extra-CLP conditions since there is a continuous flux 
-between the two. 
Similarly, it is not possible to designate a separate 
account of work without the consciousness of it. As Marx, Ollman and Braverman often stressed, the human quality of work is such that doing 
the action' is simultaneous, withhaving a consciousness of doing it. Similarly, in the process of researching into work, it is often not possible to distinguish-15etween th-e phenomenon observed and the consciousness the 
researcher has of it. 
233. For'example,, see J.. Berger-C1972LWith-J. Mohr. 
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234. 'See for example, K. R. Wolf (-19L66L -especially chapter 2, on the 
economic aspects of the peasantry. 
235. According to the, findings of the questionnaire 27 workers rest, 50, of- 
them do another jo'&, 15 are involved in sportive and creative activities, 
17 socialise with the family, andý87 are involved in 'non-familial social 
activities'.. CThese figures do not add up to 101 - the total sample 
population, because eachworker mentioned one or more of these activities). 
Among, the. latter, the most frequently cited activity is going to the 
Ocoffee-housel. 
236. Salah Birsel (. 19-75L This' is a memorial book, and not a sociological 
analysIs of-the functions of the coffee-houses, but nevertheless is 
useful in providing some insight aa to what they are. 
237. R. I. Rhodes (19701 and M. Mayo, in two separate works argue for the 
possibility of an opposite tendency, that only after solving the problem 
of mere survival can workers take the opportunity to concern themselves 
with less, immediate, more political issues. 
238. The, FABýmanagement would not allow me to ask the workers which political 
party they supported. However, my participant observation enables me to 
say that all the parties of the political spectrum, from the extreme 
right-winT-rNationalist Action' and 'National Salvation' parties, to the 
established socialist parties or, left-wing factions, are represented among 
theýFAR workers., The majority however, supports the Social Democratic PRP. 
239. It took place in 1977. His ideas on similar lines can also be seen in 
"Human Experience and Material Production: Shop Floor Culture", 
stencilled occasional papers, CCCS. 
240. P. Willis and the Cultural Studies Group in Birmingham subscribe to a 
definition of culture wherein this aspect is emphasised. For P. Willis, 
this aspect of -culture is in alignment with his thesis that the counter 
shop-floor culture reproduces-the dominant ideology, because, according 
to him, the system allows for some degree and form of protest. Thuss the 
anti-authoritarian aspect of this culture is absorbed by the system, 
causing the reproduction of, the system. 
241. All this is not, to deny the sexual discrimination at work on site - 
some manifestations of which. are'for example, the Q. C. foreman 
Iguarding' the girls to lunch, and most women not being able to smoke 
putilicly and some sexual harrassment of female workers by male workers - but simply to-show-that-a more egalitarian interaction - in comparison to 
the Society at large - is practised at the same time. 
242. During night shiftsg instead of a meal, a large breakfast is served to the 
workers, who then leave some of it for their mates who come too early in 
the morning to have had time for their breakfasts. 
243. A. Gouldner, op. cit, pp. 346-65. 
244. iTAd. s p. 348. 
245. ibid., p. 349-., 
246. ibid., p. 346. 
247. Ollvan, op. cit., p. 136. 
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248. Marx, 1844, Nanuacripta, p, 110$, quoted also in Ollman, op. cit. p. 136. 
249. Ollman, op. cit. p. 136. Ollman, in saying, that labour is external to man's 
essential being and that satisfies- needs external to man's essential being 
as characteristics of speciesý man, alludes to the need of man to labour 
in-order to s-atisfy fvis, needa. 5ecause He is A'socialýBeing (. Whichý 
constitutes- his speciet qualityL AltRougIL la7bo-ur, in this context, is 
external to his essential being, ae long as the need and the mode of labour 
through which it'is satisfied are voluntary, the man is not estranged 
from himself and his labour. In a respect what Ollman states here and 
his earlier definition of work aa essentiallereativ'e/productive activity 
of man -a def inition whicfi. - has also been used in this thesis - are not inconsistent. On the other hand, in capitalism man is forced to satisfy 
his needs. either his species- needs- or needs created by the market but 
nevertheless have become his own needs since unless he satisfies them he 
is not content - in a coerced way, i. e., through wage-labour and the 
market mechanism. Therefore his labour is coerced, and he is alienated. 
And therefore he doesn't feel at home in it. For further discussion, see 
Ollman, op. cit., chapter on ISpecies Man'. 
250. A. - Brittan (19-781, pý35. 
251. ibid., p. 46. 
252. G. Balclamus, (19611 shows that the emphasis on efficiency (in an 
instrumentally rational way) rather than effort is a common global aspect 
of industrial capitalist production. 
253. Gouldner, op. cit. pp. 347-351. 
254. Gouldner says that 'a transition to a welfare state implies a greater 
involvement of the State in the planning for and in the management of 
disposal strategies. " -Hence, in-such states, the sick,, the deviant, and 
the unskilled are transformed into 'useful' citizens after periods of 
'hospitalization, treatments counselling, training and re-training'. 
According to Gouldner, this is so because the disposal problem is becoming 
so complex that it can no longer be left to the informal control of 
market-or traditional institutions'. ibidg, p. 350. The main difference 
-between the type. of state and 
the solutions it is forced to bring to the 
disposal problems it is confronted With2lin the west and in Turkey is that, 
in. the formers the disposal problem arises out of those people, and traits 
of peoples who are made 'useless' by the nature of the development of 
induatry U, e. are disposed of by industry), whereas in the latter case, 
the problem presents itself as finding new uses for, millions of ex-peasants (i. e. those disposed of by agriculturel. Thus, in the Turkish case, the 
answe-r, is sought in rapid industrialisation. Yet, on the other hand, 
big industries, operating with Western technology and organisation of 
work, such as FAB, are also confronted with the problems concerning more 
advanced capitalist stateso such as those explained by Gouldner. While 
the problems of employing ex-peasants are partly handled by the State (and 
inefficiently at thaO, they are mostly left to traditional means of 
solution. Being an underdeveloped state, it cannot provide the finance 
for re-housings etc. 9 that there is no 'unemployment payment' of any kind is a striking example. What it means is that around 2.5 million 
unemployed persons in. Turkey survive-by a network of traditional 
institutions such-as kinsUp ties, friendship, borrowing money from 
usurers etc. On the other hands there is an attempt to solve the problems 
confronting tEe- managers of-b-ig induatries-ay more modern means, such as 
the incorporation of Ruman-relations progra=es within the workplaces. 
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These two sources of ksoLutionsk to social prohlems create a fundamental 
dichotomy: a duality reflected in the lifestyles of the employees of 
Sig industries and the unorganised sections-of the working class. 
255. 'Human Relations in Inclus-try" approacFL grew out of Mayo Studies. See 
Elton Mayo, Human Pro5lems of an industrial civilisaticxi-CThe MacMillan Co., 
N. Y. 19331; and Social ProBlems of an Industrial Civilisation (Harvard 
GraduaieýStfiool of Rusiness Administration, Boston 1946); Political 
'ProBlems of an Industrial Civi'Llisation Orarvard Graduate School of 
Business Administration, Boston 1547L 'For a critical evaluation ofMayo 
studies, see Paul glumberg (19L76L For a critique of Human Relations School, 
see C. 7. Mills (19481-pp. 221-3. MIL11s criticises the school mainly for 
the total omittence of the question of power. 
256. J. PAlloix (19761 poses this question and suggests that 'job consciousness' 
and 'class-consciousness' are two separate phenomena. 
257. The assumption fi-ere is'that the Turkish social structure is 'dualistic' 
in nature, tHat is, pre-capitalist forms co-exist with the capitalist 
ones. This arises from the uneven development of capitalism, and in 
underdeveloped societies - which-can be defined as societies which are 
forcefully integrated into the world capitalist system - the capitalist 
mode of production intensifies the pre-capitalist structures and values 
where it is in its own interests. For a debate on this issue in the 
Latin American context$ see A. G. Frank (1969) and E. Laclau (1972). 
ThIs duality is well explained by R. Bademli, op. cit. 
258. K. Marx, Capital V. 1, in especially part IV C"The Production of Relative 
Surplus Value")-he provides the essential tools and concepts for a 
scientific analysis of the labour process. 
Z59. IL. Braverman, op. cit., and Aronowitz, I op. cit. It is interesting to 
note that both of these authors base their writings on their experiences 
as inditstrial'workers. 
260, Aronowitzj op. cit., pp. 6-7. 
261. For example, Ann Oakley. (1970 stresses that house-work is essentially a 
capitalist labour process too. 
26Z. Braverman, op. cit., P. Z9-. Maybe, the best examples to this category 
are the J. H. Goldthorpe et al studies (19681, and R. Blauner C1964). 
263. For a critique of Althuserian Structuralism see E. P. Thompson (1978). 
264, M. Mann (1973)-suggests that there are four elements in class-consciousness: 
O-Class identity. ZYClass opposition Mese two reinforce each other), 
3)-class-7-otality and'4) conception of an alternative society., Therefore, 
according to him, true revolutionary conscioGness -is the combination of 
all four elements. See, pp. 11-13. 
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APPENDIX I 
DEFINITION OF 'MANAGEMENT' BY THE MANAGERIAL PERSONNEL 
Answers to Q. 24, of, the Questionnaire by the sample population (28), of 
managers are given, below. -- The post of the, respondent is added after,, each 
quote. 
QE 6: "For me, it means to undertake the organisation of the work of 
the 'mates' who work in my unit, to take care of their private 
problemst to liaise between the superiors and the inferiors, and 
to maintain cooperation between various departments. Management 
on the whole is to make gains, and be useful for the country by 
helping (to reducel. unemployment. " (shift-manager) 
QE 11: This is a shift-manager; he refused to answer saying that in 
FAB, there are no clearly defined boundaries of a manager's 
authority and duty, therefore he wouldn't want to give his own 
definition. 
QE 36: "Management is fulfilment of., a certain aim the aim being the 
, -aim of the company. The-man who fulfills this in a desired (by 
the'company)-manner, is a manager. Everything indicated in their 
job definitions constitutes their duties: to coordinate the 
sequence of work, in his department, the allocation of labour-power 
in the most efficient way - taking account of their (the workers') 
rights, to ensure that the governed ranks work under convenient 
.! conditions, and 
to take an, interest in their problems related to 
the work place, and if necessary, to deal with their personal 
, problems and try to help. " (Day-manager). 
QZ 44: "To manage means to direct and manage those who work 'under your 
order'; to direct the 'working labourers'. The workers won't- 
know what to, do, they only act according to the orders. So the 
manager makes them work-in a programmed way. To show the correct 
way (at doing thingsý to motivate the workers and thus to ensure 
ýthat they-work in harmony Care the manager's jobs). The (ultimate) 
Paim is to produce%more for the factory. " (Foreman) 
QE 74: "Management is all types of organisational activities that come 
under direction and administration. To meet all the needs of 
those who work, and similarly to educate them., On the other hand, 
to plan the production process, which is the most important 
factor, in the best organised fashion. " (Day-manager). 
QZ. 87 "To me, management means to encourage workers who work under you 
without making them fed-up and to help them when necessary. The 
function of the management is to make decisions, and make the 
workers who work under its order implement these decisions. " 
(Foreman). 
QZ 9 9-; BottL to direct work, and also to check what the working man does; 
to explain work, in a way he Cthe worker) can understand, to get 
the worker under you to warm up to the job.., We (the foremen) 
cannot interfere with the-. management above us. Humans are always 
selfish. Someone'has come to a certain level of status, he 
cannot fear himself apart from that - this is the most ambiguous 
aspect of this factory's management. The managers have climbed up too quickly, most of them are very inexperienced. (Foreman). 
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QE 101: "A management has a lot of functions, but most of these are 
not applicable in here. Management means to carry the 
responsibility of those below you, to manage the workers in 
shifts, to contribute to the ruling and production of the factory; (what they say in the seminars and what takes place here are very 
different). There is a hierarchical administration from top to 
bottom, we do as we were told in the seminar, but those at the 
top spoil it. Then we become the bad ones (in the eyes of the 
workersY" (Foreman). 
QE 104 "It (the function) is to govern the factory, to organise work, to 
provide for the necessary inputs, also, management and administra- 
tion. Besides these, to solve the various social problems of 
those whom we supervise. " (Shift-engineer). 
QE 107: "What lies in the essence of management is (the ability) 'to make labour' and direct those who work under your orders with the elder brother's affection, with humane sentiments. (Its function is 
also) to increase production. and to improve the quality of products. " (Shift-manager). 
QE 109: "To maintain a flow of work from the general 
to the plants and day-managers: the flow of 
top to the lowest levelýand Cthe results are 
in the same manner. This maintains a contim 
without any interruptions - and healthy work 
(personnel registrar clerk) 
directorial level 
orders goes from the 
sent) backwards 
uous flow of work 
and social relations. " 
QE 110: "To organise and plan (production) according to the established 
purposes of the Company: to organise job definitions, and 
production. To establish anorder to achieve best quality goods 
without upsetting the productivity. " (Industrial security 
secretary). 
QE 111: "In our department, there is a director, a few chiefs, and sectional 
chiefs. Our relation is with the latter. The prime function is 
to programme. " (accountancy clerk). 
QE 112: "(To manage) is to be able to manage those who work with him: to 
accomplish the organisation of the enterprise, to maintain 
discipline, to make all the efforts so that things go O. K., and to 
direct" CManaging Director's secretary). 
QE 113: "The person who manages must treat those who work under him with 
consideration (understandinglyl - both in terms of work and 
personally. The chief is an intermediary between the memurs (white-collars) and the director; he rules in a manner in which he can 'manage' both sides. And the director organises the 
departments that are tied to him. It (the function) is basically 
organisational. " (Production planning staff). 
QE-114: "In order to accomplish the purposes of the company, certain 
responsibilities must be given to certain people in certain 
positions - and this, is required by the size of the enterprise. The, main aim is to produce the most, in the most economical way. This is anyway the purpose of establishing such an enterprise in 
the first place - to make money. It is established with a totally 
commercial mind anyway. " (Sectional chief in Admin Block). 
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QE 115: "It (management) is self-explanatory anyway; its function is to 
provide the coordination between the departments, and organisation 
of work. (Day-manager in Social and Administrative Works). 
QE 116: "A manager is someone who knows what those 'whom he makes labour, 
know and don't know. The function of management is the continuation 
of the dynamics of the enterprise: the top managers do this, that 
is, they administer and direct. " CTime and Motion studies clerk). 
QE 117: Management is to employ'and to make those in his department work - 
as well as managing and administering them -to maintain relations 
between the 'superiors' and 'inferiors' in accordance with the 
established aims of the enterprise. (These functions I am outlining 
here derive from the fact that I also work here. Hence, by virtue 
of this fact, it means one has : ilready agreed to work within the 
defined aims of the enterprise). Besides these, to solve many 
technical, problems. " (Managing Director). 
QE 120: "To manage is to organise and realise the chain of functions that 
constitutes the system of production. The functions of managers 
are precisely to realise these. In short, to obtain glass and to 
sell it; ýand for this they have to fulfil a number of human 
technical, and material functions. " (Managing Director). 
QE 121: "Management is constituted by all the cadres of administration and 
management. its job is to rule and raise the enterprise. They 
are responsible for administration, according to the aims of the 
company, with minimum labour trouble and cost. " (Managing 
Director). 
QE 122; "Here, we do not function as an independent company. We are 
dependent on two points: firstlys the establishment of the 
essential aims is carried out by The Holding. Secondlys our 
products are sold by a separate company. Because we (. as the 
management of FAB) are between the two, our function is to 
accomplish the aim, of the firm that we know about, and to produce 
goods - in quality and quantity - as demanded by the market. We 
are independent in our internal affairs, and we establish and 
regulate our relations with each level Cin the hierarchy), and 
we construct our own internal organisation. " (Managing Director). 
QE 123: "As a group of individuals equipped with the necessary technical, 
commercial, and social knowledge, our (the managers') aim is 
to realise production according to the set targets, in the 
-desired quality; and to provide the profit for the company as 
planned. In order to achieve this, the management must be open, 
honest, non-discriminatory (towards both the customers and the 
employees); and with the best 'human-relations' possible, the 
(our) aim is to realise the purposes of the company. " (Managing 
Director). 
QE. 124: "Every chief in my opinion has five basic duties: this is the 
same in the military from the NCO to-the Commander-in-ckief, as 
well as here from the foreman to the general Director. These 
functions can be put under fIve headings: 1. To manage and direct 
the staff under his order, 2. Production, 3. Quality Controls 
4. Training of the staff who work under him, 5. Workers' health and industrial safety. " (Managing director). 
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QE 125: "There'is an established aim, a purpose. Management's function 
is to reach-that aim with-the most convenient route (financially, 
and in terms of manpowerl. " (Managing Director). 
QE 126:. "1 understand (from management), the management of the people - 
everything else left aside. First of all there are ove_r-W3r_x 
hundred types of'occupation here, (in BIC). The 600 men have 600 
different problems. Besides, there are numerous technical problems 
to solve. My aim is to put these people in an order, to make them 
aim to work, -and, without hurting anyone and by recognising 
everyone's rightss to make the business run. " His emphasis. 
(managing Directorl. 
QZ 127: "Management is the accomplishment of a certain purpose, by people 
at various levels, with human intelligence, and power. To succeed 
in reaching this target - by the use of individual's will-power and 
skills - is within the-capacity of the managers. " (Administrative 
Chief). 
QE 128: "Management comprises that group which coordinates the available 
resources (money, inputs, and most importantly human power) for an 
enterprise which has established its purpose. At the same time, 
the management must, in the course of the work-process, aim for 
the good functioning Cof the coordinated system) by exerting 
control over the, process; meanwhile, considering the possibilities 
of growth,, hence making the necessary investments for these. 
The purposes are (not in order of importance): to make a profit, 
to create employmento to aid the state by paying taxes and gaining 
foreign currency, and most importantly, the managers must aim to 
make efforts to meet the social and economic needs of the employees. 
(I must say that, this last item, I have learned from the General 
Director of the Holding Co. l. " Managing Director. 
The answers of the same sample group. to the second question on management 
(Q. 26) do not add any further information to that which is already contained 
in the definitions above. Therefore, they are not reproduced here, and 
it will suffice to note that all but two of the managerial sample thought 
it necessary. to have a separate body of managers in workplaces such as 
FAB, basing this on criteria very similar to those of the workers. One 
of the. two did not answer, saying that: "The question undermines the 
establishment, as well as the fact that anything I might say might also be 
interpreted against the establishment which I am myself a part of. " The 
other, a managing director, said that this type of management is 
necessary, only because "the system is one of liberal economy, and based 
on collective bargaining. It (, the management as it is) is only justified 
given the social and economic order. " I 
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APPENDIX II 
The Managerial and Administrative Seminars. 
The managerial and administrative seminars (MAS) in FAB and in 
other sites of the Holding Co. s are organised, prepared and given by one 
professor, but the departments of Research and Development, and Training 
assist him in every respect. Each, seminar lasts for a week, and 
consists of a number of papers. These papers are either written by the 
professor himself, or compiled mainly by him from the publications of 
American Business Schools and Faculties. The titles of the papers are as 
follows: , 
Leadership 
The Motivation of the Employees 
Management in the Future 
Various Attitudes towards Management 
The Functions of Managers 
Management with respect to Specific Purposes 
Cooperation 
The-periods of Change in the Concept of Management 
The Process of Decision-making (Assessment). 
Concepts of Management and Direction in Enterprises, their Inception 
and Development. 
In addition to these papersi which are presented and analysed by the 
professor, two papers, each entitled: "An application of managerial 
techniques" are distributed. These two are related to genuine managerial 
problems. Vgenuine' as understood by the Members of Harvard Business 
Schooll, from whom the professor has taken these case materialsJ The 
nature of these case materials will be given shortly. 
I do not intend to reproduce a detailed account of the contents of 
these papers here. What I propose to do is first to give an impression 
of the one week MAS held while I was there, and second, to summarise a 
few points both from the papers and from the applied work, which will be 
sufficient to give the gist of the MAS. 
The MAS in FAB, 1978, was held specifically for the foremen and the 
shift-managers (the two lowest levels of management). All the foremen 
and shift-managers were dividedýinto two groups and taken to attend the 
seminar separately. I think the most significant aspect of these seminars 
perhaps more than the content itself, was the way in which they were 
conducted. They were held on the roof of the most luxurious hotel in 
Province. All the participants were provided with two meals and two 
coffee breaks. Throughout the week, the participants were excused from, 
work (but were paid their salariesli and each seminar cost the management 
around 150.000 T. L. (approximately E3000). As the Personnel Manager 
himself put it "the foremen and the shift-managers were thus totally 
isolated from the work situation and were secluded in the 'peaceful' 
atmosýhere of the hotels so that they could concentrate on what they were doing". 
What the HAS aimed for, besides creating a homogeneous managerial 
staff, was instilling a 'managerial identity, as distinct from the 
workers', and giving the lower ranks, of management a taste of the 
privileges of being-managers. As could be easily observed in the active 
participation and excitement of the foremen and shift-rmanagers, they did 
come, to realise,, as a result of the MAS and the atmosphere created there 
that they were a 'special' group. This was the first 'Course' they had 
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ever attended since theyIeft school, and they felt they learned 
something'valuable, that they themselves were more developed as a result 
and that they could now go to the shop-floor and be-even more assertive, 
since they had learnt that after all, the managing job they were undertaking 
was not a simple task, but a scientifically-based important task. Some 
of the participants were disillusioned however, not because they 
questioned the validity of what they were taught during the MAS, -, but 
because'they thought the working conditions in FAB were not susceptible, 
to such'managerial techniques. - They said these techniques presumed the 
existence of ideal conditions in the workplace, which they were very much 
aware was not the case in FAB. The most human face of the 'Human Relations 
School' presented to them caused these worries; that they would never 
be able to apply such techniques and attitudes in their relations with the 
workers, and that the weight of creating an 'order of peace and harmony' 
still rested on their shoulders since they knew very well that the Company 
or-the higher managers would not be prepared to alter the conditions of 
work to make them more favourable for the workers, if this was likely to 
increase the costs. One final note: the effect of the, -seminar on the 
attitudes of the participants is reflected in the definitions of management 
provided by those who were interviewed after the seminar. _(As 
can be 
seen in the Appendix on definitionsý. Both the disillusioned reaction, and 
the favourable attitude towards the HAS will become clearer once the content 
of 14AS is examined more closely. 
The final words with which the professor ended the seminar indicate 
both the nature and the purpose of the MAS far better than any interpretation 
of it. He-said: 
"You can buy someone's time. You can ensure that he is present at a 
certain place and time; in fact, you can even buy his bodily functions 
wb. icIL- contain -various skills and capabilities, paying him per, hour or-per 
day. But you cannot buy someone's initiative; you cannot buy his 
loyalty and attachment (with all of his heart and mind). These cannot be 
bought, but they can be-gained. " (My emphasis) 
Hence, the purpose of management is defined: to set in motion the 
labourer's capacity to work, to ensure. the continuity of the labour- 
process and - because the initative to work to the best of his ability 
and with 'honesty' is still controlled by the labourer himself - the 
first two purposes of management require 'gainingl, the worker's heart and 
mind for their fulfilment. Finding-the. best techniques and methods of 
achieving this constitutes the managerial problem as well as the subject 
matter ofMAS. 
The"seminar-leader first, presented a history of the development of 
Scientific Management, emphasising that this was a very novel issue even 
in the Wests and had only come about in 1908 through the work of 
F. Vt, Taylor., Ever since, however, -there have been tremendous achievements 
in the area of Scientific Management. In order to prove how important a 
function 'management' is, the professor gave this example "They asked 
Nixon what the most important need of the U. S.. was, and h-e replied 
'managers equipped with the necessary scientific knowledge! " Heýwent on 
to describe what 'a great man Taylor was' and how his greatness was 
reflected in his upward mobility from ordinary worker, to General director 
of the factory, and then even obtaining a post in Harvard University (the 
importance of this was stressed and-elaborated onl. Taylor's problem was 
described as 'how to obtain the most productivity from the workers'. The 
professor summarised the traditional managerial methods as attempts to 
prove Taylor's points, and outlined the comm n belief that increases in 
wages, betterment of environmental conditionss provision of tools and 
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equipment etc. would lead to, a rise in efficiency. He explained that 
experiments had proved these beliefs false, as a result of which E. Mayo 
carried out his experiments. He said that it took them three years to 
move away from Taylor's techniques and to arrive at the conclusion that 
'workplaces are social systems', which he defined to be the basis of the 
Human Relations school. "The elements that constitute a workplace are 
essentially the human elements, and the relationships between them. 
Money, and the conditions of work are not the most important issues, but 
the psychology of the human element is. " He then elaborated on this point 
and explained that 'if you consult i-he worker's ideas, if you allow him to 
participate in decision making, his morale will be high which will then 
increase efficiency". Participation in decision-making in no sense meant 
a democratic government of the factory, or the possibility for the worker 
to challenge the authority of the management, but on the contrary, by 
involving the worker in the most mundane decision-making and problem 
solving on a day-to-day basis, to incorporate him, and to gain his support 
for the continuation of managerial power and authority. In other words, 
instead of concretely alienating him from decision-making (power and 
control), 6ey aimed to obscure the objective-alienation of the worker, 
by aLlowing him to participate in decision-making which does not confront, 
in any way, the status quo. The professor explained the essential 
premises of the human-relations programmes, and emphasised that we (in 
Turkey/in FAB) must also subscribe to these methods. I will briefly 
summarise these assumptions and premises, because they reveal the concept 
of 'human-element' with which they operate and therefore the ideological 
stance of this School Cas interpreted by the Turkish managers). We have 
first to go back to Taylor's principles, and then to McGregor's X and Y 
theories because the problems these methods have created (or were unable to 
solve) necessitated the Human-Relations Ideas. 
The X-theory is McGregorls*interpretation of Taylor, which is based 
on three assumptions about human nature: 
l. ' An ordinary man does not like to work and he avoids work 
whenever he has the opportunity to do so. 
2. Because of (1), it is difficult to make most men work in a manner 
which will serve the interests of the enterprises. 
3. An ordinary, man wants to be directed and ruled (managed); he 
avoids responsibility, has no ambitions, and his main concern is feeling 
secure for tomorrow. (At this point most of the participants on MAS 
objected. ) 
Therefore, the aim of the management must be to provide a purpose for 
the worker who has all the qualities of an 'ordinary man'. Managers, in 
the light of above, have resorted to'both 'tough' and 'soft' attitudes in 
their treatment of the workers, and both have failed resulting in: 
"Reactions from the workers which then led to deliberate 
slowing-down of the production process, hostile and extreme 
unionism, and sabotage activities which prevented the enterprises 
from fulfilling their targets. " (The seminar paper entitled 
"The Motivation of the Employees" p. 3). 
* The first name of McGregor was not mentioned during MAS, and neither does it appear on the papers. However, the professor said that his theories 
are well known as the X and Y theories in the management literature. 
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McGregor stood against traditional methods of management (which 
derived from Taylor's and A. Smith's definitions of men as 'rational' 
beings), and incorporated Maslow's views on the importance of motivation. 
Maslow claimed that every man has some basic needs which have a 
hierarchy of importance: V Need for 
'Personal-Fac- 
tualization' 
(personal 
integrity) 
IV Need 
to be 
Respected 
III Need to 
be Loved 
II Need for 
, -Security 
I Basic 
Physiological 
Needs 
CSource: Same paper as above, p. 5ý 
The important aspect of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs is that "when needs 
in I are satisfied, this creates needs in categoyy II and so on and so 
forth. " Cibid, p. 5) 
In the same paper, and in the professor's talk, it is emphasised that 
in most workplaces the need V above cannot be satisfied, since the 
conditions for satisfying those preceding it have not yet been provided. 
Furthermore, the higher needs are the most egotistical needs of man, and 
they can be moreýdominant than other needs, and this constitutes the biggest 
problem for the managers. However these needs only arise after the others 
have been satisfied, and since "an ordinary manis often faced with the 
'lower level' needs_, the'upper level' needs are seldom reached; and a 
need as high as the desire to create something 
5a-raly apFears; nor j-o the 7o-t-I-Wes 
to do so. " (-ibidj p. -6T(-My emphasis) 
The Y theory of McGregor suggests that the 'human-nature' should be 
considered more in managing the workers. The basic premises are: 
111. Having to exert physical or mental effort during work is as 
natural as play or rest. 
2. In order to achieve the purposes of an enterprise, control 
or punishment is not the only means. If a man is persuaded to 
believe in those purposest and to make them his own, then in order 
to realise those purposes, he controls and manages himself. 
3. Achievement of M above depends on the rewards one will get as 
a result of realising the targets. 
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4. An ordinary man, given adequate conditions, not only accepts 
responsibility but also seeks to undertake responsibilities. 
5. The imagination, intelligence and creativity that are 
required to solve the problems that confront the organisations 
are not found in limited amounts (in man) but are rather 
widespread (qualities). 
6. In modern industrial enterprises, only a small portion of 
the mental capacity of an ordinary man is being utilised. 
7. The fundamental function of the manager is to organise work 
and management methods in a way which will help the employees to 
fulfil their own purposes (which were given above as 'success'. 
and being 'useful', in ibid, pp. 6-7). If this is achieved, the 
efforts of the employees will be geared towards the achievement 
of the company's goals. " (ibid pp. 8-9, my emphasis). 
The X and Y theories, which are based on opposing premises have both 
proven to create problems when implemented. However, elements of both 
these theories, as well as McClelland's Success Theory, have helped the 
formulation of the Motivation Theory, which is regarded as the most 
sophisticated method of management. The professor explained that the 
first step is to establish which stage the worker has reached in the 
need-hierarchy. Onceý-that is established, the motivation procedure 
works as illustrated in the diagram below. 
Need 
L 
Motivating 
Factors 
man's 
Stimulus I-) attitudes and 
opinions 
Realisation 
of the 
Goal 
Satisfaction 
and (resulting) 
Productivity 
Motivation in management and administration is systematised on the 
basis of the assumptions above, and the way this system operates can be 
illustrated schematically. 
1- MOTIVATION SYSTEM 
Input Processes/Activities Output 
Work and activities expected of Motives, attitudes and Resulting 
him. as he defines it himself manners Activities 
(including the difficulties, -)(the mechanism of 
conveniences and rewards direction) 
involved) 
I 
How should the managers go about it, As the professor explained, the 
question is to make*the worker aware of the goal and make him ask the 
question "Am I working towards the achievement of that goals, ". The 
starting point for the manager is the need-level of the worker, - and the 
knowledge that in accordance with his needs, the worker will take certain 
decisions to fulfil them. Therefore, "the decision is the worker's but 
I (as the manager) provide the motivation for this decision" - the system 
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of motivation then operates as follows. 
MOTIVATION SYSTEM 
Needs 
The decision to do something in 
order to satisfy them. 
Factors considered: 
importance of the need, 
possibility of success, 
cost/reward 
Effort plus 
skill: 
Intrinsic and 
Learned 
Action 
and 
Success 
Rewards 
ISatisfaction I 
tivation Proce 
, 
The Seminar then went on with workshops on managerial problems. The 
two cases presented related to 1) the Varo Machine Company, and 
2) The Crown Belt Manufacturing Company. Without going into detail, the 
first problem can be presented as who should be aýpointed to a 
managerial post created by the resignation of a Managing Director, and 
what possible reactions and tensions this could create among the 
managers. This problem was presented as a real case whereby 'Hardy' 
was to be appointed to the post, thus creating problems with his superior 
Miller. This new problem was presented as being caused by one or more 
of seven criteria (including inadequate appointment, rivalry, incapable 
manager, lack of communication, etc. ). The foremen and staff-managers 
were then asked to suggest their own definitions of the problem, and 
possible solutions. This they all did, presenting a variety of solutions. 
In conclusion, the professor said that in such problems (which he, 
defined as human-relations problems between the upper and lower ranks of 
management) there were no set solutions, but that the solution could only 
come about if the -superior and the inferior (the ruler and the ruled) 
'worked in harmony together, almost as 'cogs in a machine', and the 
solution should be sought in human-relations. He stressed this last 
'point 
because some foremen suggested that alterations could be made in 
-the hierarchical organisation, to which the professor said: "It is 
the most dangerous thing you can do in a workplace. You should never 
play with the organisational structure. When a machine breaks down, 
you can repair it by replacing some spare-parts, but when it is a human 
problem, this solution does not work. " The aim therefore is to achieve 
, and maintain stability with the existing managerial personnel. 
Besides the two workshops, the participants were given an 
'initiative' test which assessed their capacity to make decisions in a 
short time, both individually and as a group. The problem presented 
was this: If you were to be left in a boat, in the midst of an ocean, 
which of these fifteen items you would want to haves in order of priority, 
The items ranged from chocolates to a transistor radio. When the test 
was taken, both individually and in small groups, the results showed 
that most of the items the participants thought important, were not 
indeed, and vice versa. In some cases groups came closer to the correct 
choice. In others it was shown that individually one was in a better 
position to think correctly, and to take the initiative. Hence the 
lessons learned from this practice were (as described by the professor): 
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1) The nature of the decision-making process, is nothing but the 
ability to choose among the available alternatives, 2) There are good 
and bad sides to both individual and group decision-making. Individual 
decision-making is quicker, but group decision making is 'healthier'. 
Hence, according to the particularities of a situation, both methods 
can be applied efficiently. 
The seminar ended with an emphasis on the need for incorporating 
the Human Relations theory in managerial policies in Turkey, and more 
especially the importance of the problem of motivation. If everyone 
treated each other as 'humans' (nicely, understandingly, considerately, 
and etc. ) a peaceful work atmosphere could be created. The picture thus 
presented was so desirable, yet so remote from the real experience of 
FAB managers (especially the lower-rank ones), that many expressed 
disillusionment after the seminar, pointing out that "even if we 
conducted our relations with the workers in such a manner, the ones 
above us wouldn't, and we have no power to make things any better. " 
Others however, totally taken in by the wonderland promised, went back 
to the shop-floor with fresh energy, to motivate their workers. 
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APPENDIX, III 
ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF 
REDFEARN NATIONAL CLASS (BRITAIN) 
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With: this managerial administrative staff, the Company administers b'ot& Lts-sites, namely Iarnsley and York. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF FAB 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE: OF THE HOLDING COMPANY 
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APPENDIX IV 
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 
As was explained in the Introduction, a variety of research 
techniques were employed. First, a dlary was kept to note down my 
observations during my stay in the factory. This proved to be useful 
in recording phenomena before they lost their immediacy, and it also 
prevented my later observations from intervening. Furthermore, it gave 
the possibility of assessing the reliability of the questionnaire 
results, since, as often mentioned throughout the text, some of the 
findings of the questionnaire did not commensurate well with my 
observations. Hence the diary provided a means of cross-checking. 
The factory employees are officially divided into salary-earners 
and wage-earners; the former referring to all the managers and office 
staff; -the latter to the workers alone. This was the basis on which I 
divided my sample population into two groups. The sample population of 
workers adds. to 7.3%. (101)- of the total population of workers (1379), 
Initially, it was based on a 7% sample, however, because the lists 
provided by the management often did not match with reality, the sample 
population, when I completed the questionnaires, came out to be 7.3%. One 
prob, lem, for example., was- that the workers who seemed to be working in 
a particular department were. not iU fact to be found there, but elsewhere. 
Anotherýprohlem was that some of those who seemed to be wage-earners 
came, out to le salary-eamera, and vice versa. To account for such 
alterations, the sample group was enlarged from 97 to 101. The sample 
population of salary-earners (managers), is also selected on a 7% basis. 
This gave (from a total of-2911,20 persons, which included some of the 
factory directors. However, in order to be able to incorporate all 
the managing (and factoryý directors, I added the remaining 8 directors 
to this sample which gave the total of 28. 
The worker sample is a random stratified sample. The sub-population 
groups in this sample reflect the exact proportion they exist in the 
-whole worker population. The stratification was carried out, in terms 
-of the distribution of the workers among the plants, and among the 
departments within eacIL plant - then, on the list provided by the 
managementl all job titles were assigned one of Production, Packing and 
Sortings Maintenance and Repair, and Other categories. There, if all 
the production workers Ln the site comprised 36% of the whole worker 
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population, they were represented in the same proportion in my sample. 
The stratification was- then carried out in a similar manner for 
departmental distribution, and for varioua sub-divisions under one 
larger division. To give the example from the production workers again, 
if among the productionworkerso the machine operators constituted 10% 
of all the production workers9 they were represented by 10% in the sample. 
In this stratification, tha distriEution among the plants was also 
controlled to commensurate with the real distribution. Therefore, the 
worker sample population is totally representative of the FAB workers, 
(by 7%j, the weight of any one category (except gender as was explained 
earlier) being the same in both the total and the sample populations. 
The managerial personnel is stratified in a similar mannerp based 
on categories of Admin versus Site (or Office versus Plants), and all 
the other categories mentioned on the first part of the thesis (this is 
true for the worker-sample population as well). Except the factory 
(managing) directors, each rank of management is again represented in the 
sample population by their actual weight in the total managerial 
personnel of FAB. The factory directors are over-represented, but this 
was deliUerate in order to obtain as much information as possible on the 
issues and nature of the management. Furthermore, the generalisations 
made in the thesis do not rely on the statistical significance, 
therefore this over-representation of the top managers does not present a 
problem. 
Once each group of sample population was stratified on all the 
relevant categories, then the names were selected at randoms and these 
individuals formed the sample populations. 
One point may be worth noting here; I had already visited the 
-factory 
in the Summer of 1977, hence had made some preliminary observa- 
tions on the possible important divisions among the employeesq such as 
between the plants, departments, and occupations; since it was clear 
even then that different-production processes were in operation in 
various plants and workshops, of the factory. Hence, all the categories 
for stratification were based on that preliminary observations and the 
ýquestionnaire form was then prepared accordingly. The questionnaire 
, forms given below, was not pre-coded. It was not given out to the sample 
population itself , but I orally asked each question to each respondent, 
'and filled in the forms myself as they replied it. This proved to be 
very useful, because, it gave me the possibility to intervene when I 
. guessed that the respondent either misunderstood the question, or was 
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not prepared to say all he/she could, which I could tell based on my 
own participant observation. On many occasions, the workers would not 
mention that, for example, they worked on land before coming to FAB, in 
citing-their previous jobs, and only after I asked them specifically if 
they had done so, that they replied 'But, of course, but we don't 
regard that ag work'. Both the managerial and the worker respondents 
often did not-mention that they watched T. V., and only said so when I 
asked them if they did. The co n answer then was 'but, of course", 
therefore implying that it was such an obvious leisure activity, that 
they did not think of mentioning it, but took it for granted that I 
should know. 
One of the shortcomings of the questionnaire technique may be 
termed as the guinea-pig effect. At various occasions, it was clear that 
the respondent was simply forcing him/herself to make up a reply because 
he/she was asked that particular question- otherwise he/she had not 
thought about the issue in concern at all. At other occasionso many 
respondents said that they would have a lot more to say, had it not 
been for the formal naturet and the distancing effect of the questionnaire. 
These explain why some of the findings of the questionnaire were 
surprising in comparison to my participant observation. Even so, it must 
be pointed out that the 'health' of the results very much lies on the 
good rapport established between the researcher and the respondents. 
During the communication, it was very important to establish a trust 
relation with the respondents, and except on a few occasions, this could 
be realised. 
The questionnaires, once filled in, were coded in retrospect, and 
the results were obtained by employing the computer programme of SPSS. 
This obviously does not apply to the open-ended questions, i. e., in 
those questions whereby the respondents were asked to explain their ideas, 
feelings, etc. 
As was mentioned earlier, a second shorter questionnaire was given 
out. This was in collaboration with a colleague, and mainly for his 
research purposes, and except for the age distribution of the FAB 
workers (mentioned in note 22 above), the findings of this questionnaire 
were omitted. A, sub, -group (361 of the total questionnaire sample (129) was 
selected at random to be interviewed in depth. Where relevant, I have 
already presented the questions asked during the interview, but some 
of the questions asked are not cited here. The richness of data, and 
the already large volume of this thesis prevented me from using all the 
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results of the interview. However, it must be pointed out that no 
finding of the in-depth interview proved any point contrary to those 
made in the thesis. 'They were rather supportive findings, and are 
already included in where relevant. 
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The Questionnaire Form 
1. What is your job here? Can you describe it? 
2. How old are you? 
3. Are you married? 
4. Have you got any children? 
5. (If yesý How many, and how old are they? 
6. 'What school(s)-are they attending (if any)-? 
. 7, 
Does your husband/wife work? 
8. ' (if yesý What is his/her job and income? 
. q., What is your level of education? 
10., What do you do in your spareý-time? 
11. Is this your first job? If not, what were your previous jobs (in 
chronological orderý? 
12. Have you immigrated to Province? If yes, when? 
13. - If you have come from a rural area, which. village do you come from? 
14. Why have you emigrated? 
15. Have you still got contact with-the rural area you have emigrated from 
-(or any other rural contact)J 
, (. rf yes)- What 
is the nature- of thL& contact? 
160' What 3'. S-(was)-your father's, occupation? 
179 Uow-Cthrough-what neansý, have you heard about, found thla job? Were 
you examinedlinterviewed in entrance? 
18. - Are you happy with-your job? Why? 
What is-your net monthlylyearly income? Have you got any additional 
sources of income? Where from, and how mucb.? 
-20. * if you have any complaints. about your joh. what are they? 
21. -Uow-long 
have you been working here? 
221. Are you planning to change. your job.? Why? What kind of a job, would you 
- like to change to? 
a)-Inskde the same Company 
11- Elsewhere 
23. - -When you applied here, did you choose this jobk or was it allocated to 
you? U you chosa : Lt, why? 
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24. What do you think management is? What is its function in such work 
places? 
25. a) Do you own the house/flat you live in? 
bj If no, what is the monthly rent? If yes, how muchrent would you 
have to pay if you had to rent such a house/flat? 
cý Uow many rooms are there in your house/flat? 
dý Have you got a kitchen/bathroom within or outside the house/f lat? 
e) Uave you got electricity and running water? 
26. What do you think the necessity of a management like this one depends 
on? Is it necessary? Why? 
27. Have you got TV/radio sets7 
28. Are there any changes you would like to see made on the site? 
29-. Are there any changes you would like made concerning your own job? 
30. '' Do you think this is the best possiBle way to accomplish the job you 
are doing here? 
31. Which-district do you U'Ve at? 
32. Uov long did it take you to learn your present joh? (How long would it 
take a newcomer? )- 
Did you have any special training for this. job.? (Here, or elsewhere? ) 
. If yes* 
for how long and of what kind-(classes, or on-spot)-? 
33. -,, What do you think the necessity of the union depends on? (, Is it 
necessary? )- What does the, union do-(what are its functionsl? 
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ON THE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN SHOULD AND IS IN THE WORKERS' REPLIES TO 
THE QUESTIONS ON THE MANAGENEXT. 
As was mentioned in Chapter IX, there is a confusion, in the 
workers' responses$ about what the management is and what it should be. 
This confusion. co uld be related to a general problem. It is the problem 
involved in any occasion whereby a social participant attempts to assess 
and reflect on the external world; namely the difficulty arising in 
distinguishing how much of what one perceives and articulates is 
determined by the observer's wishful thinking, and the objective reality. 
One might be said to be adding (or extracting) qualities on the observed 
phenomena, or in reflecting on the perceptions, one's language, style of 
expression etc., could distort even the nature of the observation made. 
To what extent this problem might have affected the workers' responses 
ýcan only be answered by a combination of linguistic, psychological, 
social psychological, cultural and sociological analysis, which goes 
-beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Yet, it is important to bear this in 
mind as an intrinsic problem in the analysis that follows. 
's made in retrospect, about what the management is If a distinction I 
-'ýand what it should Be in the workers' responses, it can be concluded 
_, 
that a total of 28 workers defined the management, and its functions, in 
terms of 'how they ought to be' and 'hour they wish the management to be', 
some of these workers remarked'on 'how difficult it is to be a manager' 
or 'how delicate the job. of management is' since the management was often 
regarded as an intermediary, agent Between the workers and the employers. 
I one determinant of the non-discriMinatory replies of what 'is' and what 
, 'should' be therefore, can be said to be workers' subjectivity in both 
observing the management and reflecting on that observation. The fact 
., that they 
do not distinguish between the 'is' and 'should' reads as a 
confusion in their replies. 
it can also be suggested that, this form of answers are bound by 
the various usages of the Turkish terms lidare etmek' (to manage) and 
idare (managementý. These terms mean (in a similar way to their usages 
in the. English. languageý to manage as in the sense of "I am managing 
O. Y. ", and also mean to mediate, arbitrate and literally to find the 
mid-point between two apparently discrepant endss and also to get on well 
(vith- someone, with- some situationý. Therefore, the question 'what do 
you think management is? I could be heard as having many connotations, and 
perhaps this partly gave rise to the tshould' and 'is' confusion. When 
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this seemed to be the case, I often let the respondent carry on and 
complete what he/she had to s7ay and only then interfered. In the second 
question on management (Ta the management necessary? ), I sp ecified the 
question more by adding 'a separate Body of managers like the one here', 
or 'like the management in this workplace' which enabled me to receive 
the answers to the actual question asked. It should be noted that even 
then some workers gave their replies without distinguishing between the 
, is' and 'should'. r shall conclude by citing one example where this 
confusion can easily be oBserved: 
QZ. 14: "Management is a very difficult profession. It becomes 
easy, if both-the managers and the managed are 
enlightened. If it is carried out among the uneducated 
it becomes very difficult. This is so in every respect: 
in language, in religion, in race... Management refers 
to those who have taken the responsibility to manage; 
either for work, or for the people whom they manage. " 
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